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PREFACE.

npHESE Essays originally appeared in the Madras

Christian Colkfje Magazine. They have all been

carefully revised and most of them have been con-

siderably lengthened. Where current events are

involved, the information has been brought up to

date. The notes and all the Arabic and Persian

quotations are entirely new. In a few words, such as

Shah and Khalif, I have omitted the transliteration

marks.

E. S.

Madras,
March isty 1901.
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^ THS ^ \f Of

THE MYSTICS OF ISLAM

The religious Orders of Islam are not organized with the same

regularity, nor are they under a discipline so strict, as the monas-

tic Orders of Christianity have been ; but they surpass them in

number and in influence. They are all based on the same general

ideas, though each has its own mysteries, and its special and

peculiar methods for arriving at the ecstatic state. The basis

of all is Sufiism.

Writers with mystical tendencies appeared in the first century

after the Hijra. Among the earhest mystics were Eabi'a, a

woman who lived in Palestine and was buried in Jerusalem, and

Abu Hashim, who died 150 A.H., soon after which a monastery

was erected at Kamla in Palestine. Eabi'a taught the excellence

of divine love, but did not enter into all the subtleties of later Sufi

teaching. The real founder of Sufiism is said to have been Abii

Said bin Abu'l Khair, who lived at the end of the second century

A.H. His disciples wore a woollen garment, and from the word

siif, which means wool, they obtained the name of Siifis. The

phrase, labasa-s-siifai —he donned wool—is used of a person who
enters upon a monastic or contemplative life. In the next

century two branches were founded, one under Bustani, who

died 261 A.H., and one under Junaid, who died 297 A.H. The

1 Ciit^Jl (Ji»^



2 THE MYSTICS OF ISLAM.

similarity of the views propounded by the Siifis to those of the

Neo-Platonic philosophy proved attractive to the Shi'ahs, amongst

whom there was a strong Gnostic element : so Sufiism made great

progress in Persia, which to this day is its home.

It was a reaction from the burden of a dry monotheism, of a

rigid law and a stiffened ritual. The orthodoxy of the Faithful

did not meet the needs of the more imaginative minds of some of

the Eastern races, and Sufiism, supplying this want, found a home

amongst them. Again, the great political movements and the

tribal factions in the early history of Islam gathered round diver-

gent religious dogmas, a fact plainly seen in the very distinct

theology of the Shi'ahs, the followers and the partisans of the

Khalif 'Ali. Sufiism lent itself readily to the cause of the 'Aliyites,

to whom the notion of the infusion of divine attributes into 'Ali

and into the Imams, his successors, was a most welcome idea.

The allegorical explanation of religious duties and principles,

ceremonial and moral, sometimes went so far as to substitute for

these duties absolute devotion to the Imam, and to the sacred

cause of the Shi'ahs. This was carried to its greatest extent under

the mad Khalif Hakim and in the sect of the Isma'ilians, the

Batinis, and others. The preachers of this new doctrine travelled

far and wide and mixed with men of all sorts and conditions. In

this way ideas gleaned from Zoroastrians, Hindus, and Gnostics

may have entered into Sufiism and largely affected it. The third

century found the Zindiq and the Mutazala controversies at their

height. It was an earnest attempt to bring reason to bear on

reHgious matters and resulted in a system of scholasticism. But

from all this the Persian mind revolted. Eeason and logic were

no substitute for revelling in the sense of the beautiful, or for

meditating on the love of God and the union of the soul with the

divine.

The hard and fast system of Islam, with its clear-cut dogmas

and its idea of finality in doctrine and law, would seem the most

unlikely place in which to find a system such as Sufiism ; but the

Quran and the Traditions contain its germs. " At one time they

represent Allah as having created the world once for all and as

now removed to His seat in the ' arsh, or highest heaven, having
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left His creatures to work out their own salvation or condemna-
tion by their own free will, according to the lights given them by
the prophets

; at another time they represent Him as the ' Subtile

Being', immanent and ever working in His creatures, the sum of

all existence, the fulness of life, whereby all things move and exist,

the omnipresent, not only predestinating, but originating all

actions, dwelling in and communing with each individual soul."l

The Siifis gathered up ideas like these and taught that this closer

communion with God, this looking behind the veil, this cultivation

of the ' inner eye ',2 would enable them to see and understand

much which was hidden from those who held that there was no
real existence except that which was plain and evident to reason

and sight.

The Arabian philosophers made known to their readers the

I^eo-Platonic philosophy, and the Siitis adapted Quranic terms to

the new ideas they thus gained. " The world of phenomena and

man, everything else in fact but Allah, they identified with

Not-being, absolute nonentity, which like a mirror reflects Being,

and by thus borrowing particles of Being, rises to the rank of

Contingent Being, a kind of Being which partakes both of existence

and non-existence. This Not-being is a sort of Manichaean

Ahriman, which solves all practical difliculties attaching to their

speculative system. According to theii- theory the Infinite

includes all Being, evil as well as good ; but as this is not con-

sistent with the goodness of the Allah of the Quran, evil is

said to proceed from Not-being."

^

' Introduction to Whinfield's Gulshan-i-Bdz, p. viii,

3 ct~—> <^^yfc
f*<^ ^ Sa»j ct«i^ Jo The heart hath gotten an eye, always

desiring Thee.

—

Diwdn-i-SUavis-i-Tabrizi.

3 Introduction to Gulshan-i-Bdz, p. vii. Some of the early Christian Mystics

held that " Evil has no substance." " There is nothing," says Gregory of Nyssa,

" which falls outside of the Divine Nature, except moral evil alone. And this, we may

say paradoxically, has its being in not-being. For the genesis of moral evil is simply

the privation of being. That which, properly speaking, exists, is the nature of the

good." Christian Mysticism, by W. R. Inge, p. 25. So also in the 6ulshan-i-Rdz,

we read " Being is purely good in whatever it be ; if it contains evil it proceeds from

other."—w—;*^; (J\ iS))>^ *.=-^ ^s/" /^ ^s-^jc^ yo*^ •^*»^ ^ ^e*^ »>/»-^ line 178.
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As in man there is some spark of real Being, he would seem to

be above all law, but this difficulty is got over by saying that he is

now in the state of Contingent Being and so needs the discipline

and restriction of law. The natural outcome, however, of all this

was, in some cases, a spirit of indifference to the leading principles

of Islam, which when not openly attacked were indirectly assailed,

for all revelations were believed to be but rays of one eternal light.

This was also often accompanied by a low moral life. Still, the

great majority of Siifis, those who had not attained to the higher

grades of the mystic life, were attached to religion, though with a

devout ritual practice they united their allegorical notions. They
thus adapted to their own peculiar views the Quranic teaching of

the creation of man, his fall, and banishment from Paradise. In

their opinion the union of the soul and the body and their exile to

this lower world were the necessary consequences of an eternal

decree, the reason of which was known only to God. According

to the Siifis, souls existed before bodies, in which they are now
imprisoned and in which condition, being separated from the joy

they had in a pre-existent state, they look forward to the death of

the body for their full manifestation, and the full fruition of all

their aspirations. The Sufis are fertile in reasons for eluding the

authority of the text of the Quran, as regards the resurrection of

the body, a dogma which conflicts with their view of the return of

the soul to God. When a Siifi says that God and he are one, he

does not mean that the divine enters into the human by a kind of

infusion (haliil),* nor does he say that two substances combine to

make one (itihad), but that God and the soul are one in the sense

that all that exists is God and nothing exists apart from Him.

" 'I', ' We'j ' Thou', 'He' are all one thing,

For in Unity is no duality. "^

^ ».s,wJ^^ ^*^\ o^'\ . JJc^ Gulshan-i-BdZy line. 454.

Gulshan-i-Bdz, line iid.
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They carguc that if it was lawful for the burning bush to call itself

God in the presence of Moses,^ so man may surely do the same.

" Come into the valley of peace, for at once

The bush will say to thee, ' Verily I am God.'

The saying ' I am God ' was lawful for the bush,

Why should it be unlawful for a good man to say so." ^

The reason given for the creation of the world is that God
desired to manifest the mode of His existence in Himself, in

accordance with the Tradition. "I was a hidden treasure and I

desired to be known, so I created the creation in order that I

might be known." 3 This self-existence He manifests by the

mode of His existence outside of Himself, just as the image of

the sun is seen in water. Thus in the &ulshan-i-Bdz we read :

—

" Not-being is the mirror of absolute Being,

The shining of the Truth is reflected in it."

" Not-being is the mirror, the world the reflection, and man

Is as the eye reflected of the hidden person." *

So long as this phenomenal illusive existence remains, absolute

Being is hid and the answer to " Show me "is, " Thou shalt not

see. "5 Thus this Not-being is the evidence of Being. ^ God sees

in Himself Being and Not-being ; in the universe he sees Himself

reflected as in a mirror. The Not-being is the mirror which reflects

* " And when he came to it (the bush), he was called to, 'O Moses! Verily I am
thy Lord ; therefore put off thy shoes, for thou art in the holy place of Jowa.'

"

—(Sura XX. 11, 12.)

3 s^je\ ,_5^J «jiaJ' e:,^alsJ <^f\ (^\ ts..s--.=^U L«a^ ^-'^ \jz-'^

Gulshan-i-Bdz, lines 134, 140.

5 Sura vii. 139.

6 o.*w-wU«fc ^^ ^ or^~-^ t)^ t^irf A? GuWian-i-Bde, line 273.
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the Being. 1 This Not-being is, according to Tholuck, not matter

clotlied in form, nor matter unformed and inert, nor the place

where matter came into existence, the irX^jpcofia of the Gnostics,

but is pure and simple negation of Being. God alone is all, out-

side of Him is non-existence, an illusion, just qis one seems to see

a circle when a light is twirled round.

'• The whole world is an imaginary thing,'

Like a point whirled round in a circle."

The influence of the divine upon the human, which brings

about union, is called faiz, or an emanation, an overflowing.

This is caused either by nida, or calling ; by jazb, or attraction^.

These emanations flow down from God each moment, calling the

soul and attracting it to Himself.^ Union, then, means the receiv-

ing these emanations into oneself, the being drawn more and

more by the ardour of the desire for them, by abandoning all else,

and by giving up existence even in the transport of joy which

results. The idea of jazb, or attraction, is given by Shams-i-Tabrizi

in this verse.

" Tlie motion of every atom is towards its origin,

A man comes to be the thing on which he is bent.

The soul and the heart by the attraction of wish and desire

Assume the qualities of the Beloved." -

GulaJuin-i-Rdz, line 135.

Gtilshaii-i-Bdz, line 709.

4 It in by this constant efflux of being that all things consist ; the robe of Being is

cast over the nakedness of Not-being and thus " every moment a new heaven and a

new earth are produced" (Gulshan-i-Bdz). Sufis base this idea on the verse "We
Cs! C J C —

breathed in him of Our spirit "—t^ji; (J^ M t**^^ ) Sura xv. 29,

Diwdn-i- Shams-i- Tabrizi.
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We have seen that the words, *' I am a hidden treasure and

would fain be known," lie at the basis of the Sufi system, and

that in creation God came forth from internal to external mani-

fiestation. It thus becomes a manifestation of Him produced by,

iiitelligehce, which agaiii is the only means by which man can;

reach his true ideal and final aim, the perfect knowledge of Godj

But man sprang from that intelligence which originated the uni-'

verse and so to it he must return. This is the ' nazul', or descent and
\

the 'uriij, or the ascent which embrace the whole of the life of aj

Sufi. The truly spiritual man seeks by entering into some religious i

Order and by placing himself under a Pir,* or spiritual director,'

to travel on this upward road and at last attain to union with the

divine. But before we describe the Tariqat, or spiritual path,

there are a few other points to be noticed, as forming essential

parts of Sufi theories. All phenominal illusions must be laid

aside before there can be any hope of realizing the Absolute Being.

The whole world must be looked upon as Not-being.

" Shed tears and like a lover lay the dust,

So long as we are in the dust, we see not the face of the Beloved."^

One day, when expounding his views, Jelalu'd-din said, " Thou
seest nought, save that thou seest God therein." A darwish came

forward and said that the use of the term " therein " indicated a

' Sufis attach great importance to this office : Jeldlu'd-din Ri'imi says :

" Come under the shadow of the man of reason (pir).

Thovi canst not find it in the road of the traditionists.

That man enjoys close proximity to AlUh,

Turn not away from obedience to him in any wise."

" Having chosen this Director be submissive to him.

His hand is none other than the grasp of Allah."

^ 5} M ti^ ^ j\ ^—.J * ^-3. ,^-L-j; jj^^. ^j^ ^y^
Masnawi, Book i. Tale x.

Diudn-i-Shoms-i-Tabrizi, Ode xliv,
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receptacle, and that it might be argued that God would thus be

comprehended, whereas He is incomprehensible. To this objec-

tion Jelalu'd-din replied thus: "The universe of God's qualities

is the receptacle of the universe of God's essence ; but these two

universes are really one. The first of them is not He, the second of

them is not other than He. These, apparently two things, are in

fact one and the same. How, then, is a contradiction in terms

implied ? God comprises the exterior and the interior. If we
cannot say. He is the interior, He will not include the interior

;

but He comprises all and in Him all things have their being.

He is then the receptacle also, and comprises all existences, as

the Quran says, ' He comprises all things.' " It is stated that

the darwish was silenced and became an obedient disciple. This

is one of many such discussions, and according to Sufi authorities

all gainsayers were convinced by such obscure and almost

unintelligible language.

All created beings, then, being included in the category of Not-

being, the perfect man strives to rise to the state of Contingent

Being, where for a time laws and creeds are needed for his guid-

ance ; but he does not remain there. He seeks to ascend to real

Being and so to be free from all outward restraints, to be in no

relation at all to right and wrong.

" To the man of God right and wrong are alike.

The man of God has ridden away from Not-being." ^

" I will be a lover of Not-being, not of existence,

For the beloved of Not-being is more blessed." 2

Sense and reason cannot transcend phenomena, so they must

be ignored in favour of the ' inner light.' This faculty is called
'

' taur. " "In addition to reason man has a certain faculty by which

he can understand hidden mysteries.3 It is called by Shams-i-

Diwdn-i-Shams-i-Tabrizi, Ode viii.

Masnawi, Book V. Tale ii.

3 M^^. \j—J\ (j\-^> J>^\j^t iS * ^L_wj\ Oj\j <^J^ kj"* "=-l)!

Gulshan-i-Rii,!;, line 431.
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Tabrizi the " eye of the heart," which is constant in its desire for

God and by Jelalu'd-din the " inward sense.* This idea is not

pecuHar to Sufis. It was held by other mystics. It is what Hugo

of St. Victor calls * the eye of the soul' a separate faculty by means

of which there is immediate intuition of deity. He says :
" This

eye beholds what the eye of sense and the eye of reason cannot

see, what is both within us and above us—God. Thus do the pure

in heart see God. In such moments the soul is transported

beyond sense and reason, to a state similar to that enjoyed by

angelic natures."' He further describes it as " an eye that beholds

at once the past, the present, and the future, which penetrates

what is hidden, investigates what is impalpable, which needs no

foreign light wherewith to see, but gazes by a light of its own,

peculiar to itself." 3

This faculty of taur is to be used to gain the knowledge of God,

apart from whom there is no real existence. Before explaining

further the use of this faculty, it is, however, necessary for us

to give some idea of the Sufi cosmogony.

Siifis divide the works of God into two kinds—the perceived

world and the conceived world. The former is the material

visible world, familiar to us all ; the latter is the invisible, spiritual

world, and also the world of command, so called from the words

of the Qurdn used in creation, t)V5ii ^^ Kun fa kdn—" Be, and

it was."

The first thing which issued forth was the Primal Element,

called by some the primary intellect. Thus in the Akhlaq-i-Jalali

we read that " the first principle which at the mandate, * Be

and it was ', issued by divine power from the chaotic ocean of

inexistence was a simple and luminous essence, termed the Primary

Intellect, and also by the great teachers of mysticism and investi-

gation, the Muhammadan Spirit." It is said that the verse, " and

it was not the business of an hour, but even as the twinkling

» For what is inspiration i^^}) but the speaking of the inward sense '^ji **• ^^}

y\y fj-.ii. •^\ ^^siS Masunu'i, Book I, Story vi.

» Vaughan's Hours with the Mijstics, Vol. I, p. 158,

3 Ibid. p. 170.

2
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of an eye, or quicker still " (Siira xvi. 79), refers to this creation of

the Primal Element—the Jauhar-i-awwal. It has many other

names, such as the Pen, the Spirit of Muhammad, the Con-

structive Spirit, the Universal Reason ('aql-i-kull). It is the

perfection of wisdom, is ever near to God, and is ever seeking

Him. There is nothing except the Primal Element which can

directly approach Him, or receive bounty direct from Him. It is

through the Primal Element that God's commands issue forth.

Thus, as the Pen, it writes the commands of God. " When the

Qdf of His power breathed on the Pen, it cast thousands of

pictures on the page of Not-being."*

In this way also intelligences, souls, elements, the heavens,

and the stars came forth. Then from these simple natures

started forth the animal, vegetable, and mineral kingdoms. In

proof of this Sufis refer to the verse, " N, by the Pen and what

they write."* They say that ' N ' represents the world of power,

the * Pen ' the Primal Element, and that " what they write
"

refers to the simple natures. They write on for ever, for " were

the sea ink, it would not suffice for the words of my Lord."

3

Thus the universe is ever ebbing, sustained every moment by,

as it were, pulsations of the pervading spirit, so that it is described

as being every moment annihilated and fresh-created.^

The final end and aim of all is man, who by a process of

evolution is at last arrived at.

Giilshan-i-Rdz.

2 Sura Ixviii. 1.

3 Sura xviii. 109.

4 These various powers seem to have something in common with the ^ons of the

Gnostics. The idea was that in the primal source of all existence, the fulness

of life is still undeveloped and that this development took place by means of the

iEons, masculine and feminine, by whose reciprocal action the chain of vital develop-

ment is carried on. The hidden essence of God no being can comprehend ; it is

the absolute 'ayvcoarov ; it can only be known so far as He has revealed Himself

in the development of His powers (Bwdfiei';) or ^ons. These ^ons are so many

forms of manifestation, phases, names of Him who in His hidden being is incompre-

hensible, ineffable and who transcends all conceptions. See Neander's ChKrch

History, Vol. II, pp. 48, 73,
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" I died as inanimate matter and arose a plant.

I died as a plant and rose again as an animal.

I died as an animal and arose a man,

Why then should I fear to become less by dying ?

I shall die once again as a man
To rise an angel perfect fi-om head to foot.

Again when I suffer dissolution as an angel,

I shall become what passes the conception of man !

Let me, then, become non-existent, for non-existence

Sings to me in loudest tones :
' To Him we shall return.'

"'

Thus the final end of all creation was man.

'• There is no other final cause beyond man,'

It is disclosed in man's own self."

" That which was made last, consider to be first,

The last which was made was the soul of Adam."

So also Browning, who says :

" Thus He dwells in all.

From life's minute beginnings, up at last

To man—the consummation of this scheme

Of being, the completion of this sphere of life."

J . J^ c£\fSu -^ ftj\ j> \S ^ j-^ ^\ ,»^-^ jSoJ AUe=.

^y-i.
^J^

JoU ^y ^Ji\ 6^\ * (»y-J>. (^\»ji ciU^ j\ /i>i j\i

(:)j»=A) ^"^ ^^^ r-^/ * of^^ <af^ r*^ r**/ f**^ <-^
"ft "

Masnawi, Book III, Tale xvii. The English version is from Whinfield's Masnawi,

p. 159. See also a similar passage in Book IV, Tale ix. and in the Gulshan-i-Rdz,

lines 317-339. In the latter passage man's journey is described from the lowest

point, through the vegetive, animal and human grades, up to the highest point of

obliteration of all consciousness and perception of the external phenomenal world

and immersion in the sea of divine glory.

f»S\ fj.Ju \jlj> tA<—a>̂ jsA jO * {^ ,jy U^- /^^ *'*i^ <i>«s*^ »ft

GulsJian-i-Bdz, lines 263, 261.
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Man is complete when he has gained intelUgence, but intelligence

was the Primal Element ; so it is the beginning and the end,

the first and the last, and thus the mystic circle is complete.

If man would be perfect he must rise up to the Primal Element

\and fulfil the words :
" From Him was the origin and to Him is

the return." It is this which is the aim and object of the

traveller's journey. Thus Jelalu'd-din says :

" From realms of formlessness, existence doth take form,

And fades again therein. • To Him we must return.' " i

This is called by a great philosopher, the author of the Akhlaq-i-

Jalali,' the " procession of essence unto essence."

Sufis claim for man the privilege of displaying the divine attri-

butes. This is a sacred deposit committed to him. " Verily we

proposed a deposit to the heavens and to the earth and to the

mountains between them, but they refused the burden and we

entrusted it to man." ^ Evil men as well as good men perform

this function. The evil-hearted and the fools are the opposite of

light, yet they are the place of true manifestation.*

Just as the universe is the mirror of God, so the heart of man is

the mirror of the universe. The Sufi who would know God or

know the truth must look into his own heart. In order to avoid

sin and error and to gain holiness and wisdom, he must turn his

eye inward, for

" All the earth I wandered over, seeking still the beacon bright,

Never tarried in the day time, never sought repose at night,

Till I heard a reverend preacher all the mystery declare,

Then I looked within my own bosom, and 'twas shining brightly

there."

We have already stated that the function of the Primal Element

was to receive from God and to convey what was so received to

1 y^^ iJ\ \ii^ x-4. ;W * c}))i ^1 oOr o»3^ ^jr
Magnawi, Book I, Tale v.

« p. 364.

• Siira xxxiii. 72.

4 jj .M^ f^ty^ ciLJ ^ * A» ^y J« \Jjr^ } o^/^ Gulshan-i-Bdz, line 264.
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the world. Thus it includes both the saintly and the prophetic

offices.

Some hold that each of these functions of the Primal Element

needs an exponent, that Muhammad is the prophetic exponent

and that Al Mahdi, the last of the Imams, will be the saintly one.

Others say that the Primal Element and Muhammad are

identical,! and that, therefore, both offices are vested in him. This

idea throws light on expressions which seem to consider prophets

and Imams as almost divine. A disciple of the great mystic

leader Bayezid was once asked whether God or his Master was the

greater. He replied :
" I only know my teacher, I know no other

than him, and he is greater than all beside." To a similar question

another disciple replied : "There is no difference between the two.

As God does not walk in this world of sensible objects, the prophets

are the substitutes of God. If thou supposest that these substitutes

and their principal are two different things, thou art wrong."

According to the Traditions, " I was a prophet while Adam was

yet between earth and clay," and " There is no prophet after me,"

Siifis hold that Muhammad was a prophet even before the creation

and that he still holds office. This identification of Muhammad
with the Primal Element explains the names sometimes given

to him, such as Universal Reason, the Great Spirit, the Truth of

Humanity, the Possessor of the Ray of Light—the Nur-i-Muham-

madi—from God's own splendour.

As man, then, sprang originally from the Primal Element, the}

Siifi seeks to return to it. On the one side of the circle is naziil

or descent, which *' includes the whole process of development until

man becomes possessed of reasonable powers" ; on the other side ,

is 'uriij or ascent, which includes each stage from the first dawn of
'

the reasoning powers of man until he is finally absorbed in the

Primal Element. This is the Origin and the Return of man. The
ascent is called the Tarlqat, or road, in passing from stage to stage'

» This is to explain the Tradition, " He who has seen me has seen God," which
means that Muhammad is the Primal Element, viz. : that which receives from God
and then interprets Him to man.
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of which the traveller gains an increasing knowledge of the mysti-

cal dogmas of Sufiism. Before setting out upon the journey he

must be possessed of the spirit of humanity and acquire capacity.

These are referred to, according to Siitis, in the verse, " and when

I had fashioned him and breathed my spirit into him." l

The words, " when I had fashioned him," refer to the capacity

bestowed for purifying one's self from all qualities and dispositions.

The words, " breathed my spirit into him," refer to the gift of the

spirit of humanity. These gifts may be given in middle or in old

age. If the man who desires to gain truth is in real earnest and

striving to control his desires, he is called a Talib, a seeker. He

seeks to rise from the germ which contains the Primal Element,

a lowly position, to the divine light, a high and lofty one. This is

said to be referred to in the verse :
" We have created man in the

fairest of proportions and then have brought him back to be the

lowest of the low, save only such as believe, and do the things

that are right and verily they shall have their reward. "2. if the

Talib feels drawn onward he is majzub, or attracted and becomes

a Murid, or disciple, and attaches himself to some Fir, or spiritual

director. He must now submit without a murmur to all that may
await him and yield implicit obedience.3 In the words of Hafi^

he must be absolutely submissive.

" His hand I stay not, though his falchion slay me."

So, too, Madame Guyon,

" Be not angry, I resign

Henceforth, all my will to Thine,

29.

-C*S ,C _ CjI a. CC, _- CO -t^.- f"T

1 ,^^») oy <M cfc^^sw . <)^.»-> W^ Siua xv, 29

,,l ,C:5 5- ^C - -_-C -»'. 5i-» C C ^ ___

^\ ^^ tj>s*loJ\ ^yUx^ Sura xcv. 4—6.

3 This is why he is called in the Masiiawi (Book I, Story i.) " the son of the time

present" ».s-^y^ (^^—because he regards neither the days past nor the days to come,

but is a passive instrument moved by the divine impulse of the moment.
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- I consent that thou depart,

Tho' thine absence breaks my heart,

Go, then, and for ever too,

All is right that thou wilt do."

Then this absolute submission gains its reward, described thus :

" This was just what Love intended.

He was now no more offended.

Soon as I became a child.

Love returned to me and smiled.

Never strife shall more betide,

'Twixt the bridegroom and the Bride."

Fitzgerald in a free translation has caught the spirit of 'Umr
Khayyam's verse which, under the metaphor of a chess board

and chess men, makes submission not even an effort of the will,

but looks on human beings as mere automatons, moved by fate

and at last hurled into non-existence.

" 'Tis all a chequer-board of nights and days

Where destiny with men for pieces plays
;

Hither and thither moves and mates and slays,

And one by one back in the closet lays." ^

The entire negation of self clears the way for the apprehension
of the truth that there is no existence save that of God. Life and
its pleasures veil the truth from the eye of man. These must,
be set aside before the vision of the One is seen. This is what!
is meant by passing from negation to affirmation, from ignorance

to knowledge. The initial stage is now passed and the man now
becomes a Salik, or traveller, whose whole time and thought are

given up to suliik, or the prosecution of this mystical journey.
\

This he must do until he completes the upward ascent of the '

circle and arrives at the perfect stage.

An important condition of entering on the journey is to think

on the mercies of God and to ignore reason, which cannot discern

Pnbd'iydf,
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the true light. It is only as man closes up all his intellectual

apprehensions and ceases to strive to know, that he attains to the

real knowledge of that which transcends the mind of man.

" The light of reason applied to the very light of life

Is as the eye of the head applied to the sun."'

The stages of the mystical journey are eight in number,2

—

service, love, abstraction, knowledge, ecstasy, the truth, union,

extinction.3 It is not easy to fix the words of Sufi poets and to

say to which stages they refer ; but the ideas relating to all are

there, though in no systematic order. Generally speaking, the

second stage is the popular one with the poets, who delight in

descriptions of God and man as the Beloved and the Lover. Per-

sian poetry deals with a " mystical apprehension of the unity and

divinity in all things which heightens the delight in natural and

human beauty." The praises of women and of wine are sung by

Nizami, Hafiz, Sa'di, and other poets ; but a mystical interpreta-

Ition is placed on their rhapsodies.4 The Sufi seeks for a type of

: heavenly love and finds it in earthly love. Beauty " stands upon

the threshold of the mystical world" and so earthly love, idealised

in the frenzy of Majnun for Leila and the passion of Zulaikha

s St. Augustine arranges the ascent of the soul iu seven stages. The last, union,

which he calls "the vision and contemplation of Truth" is not a step but the goal

of the journey. Of the blessedness of this state he says :

—

" I entered and beheld with the mysterious eye of my soul, the light that never

changes, above the eye of my soul, above my intelligence. It was something alto-

gether different from any earthly illumination."

—

Christian Mysticism by W. R.

Inge, p. 131.

Tauler places the ascent in three stages. In the first we practise self-denial

and must be under strict rule and discipline : the second is contemplation—" Wilt

thou with St. John rest ou the loving breast of our Lord Jesus Christ, thou must be

transformed into His beauteous image by a constant earnest contemplation thereof."

The third stage is subjugation of the will, a passive state of will and intellect.

—Ibid p. 186-7.

' 'Abiidiyat, 'ishq, zuhd, ma'rifat, wajd or hil, haqlqat, wael, fana.

A good glossary of the technical and allegorical expressions in the writings of the

Siifi poets will be found in the Appendix to Palmer's Oriental Mysticism.
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for Yusiif, seems to him the nearest resemblance to the highest of
j

all love, that of the soul for God. This is the key to ma'rifat,^'

or spiritual knowledge and so the basis of the highest life. " The
{

eye brings with it only what it longs to see," and the man is blind '

to the deep things of the mystic life until the inner eye is made ,

intelligent by love.

Human love, then, symbolises the divine, the tavern is an

oratory, intoxication the confusion caused by the sight of the

Divine, the locks of the beloved are the visible attributes of God

in nature!, which like the curls on the face partly hide and partly,

reveal it. In the Diwdn-i-HdJiz we read, I

" I said to him, ' Knowest thou what the chain of the curls of the

Beloved means ? ' He said, ' Hafiz makes a complaint of the long

and dark night of separation '
" 2 that is, these chains bind the

soul not yet worthy of the full light. Shelley has the same idea in

" Life of life ! Thy lips enkindle

With their love the breath between them
;

And thy smiles before they dwindle

Make the cold air fire ; then screen them

In those locks, where whoso gazes

Faints entangled in their mazes."

No doubt Sufis often press the language of the poets too far, and

show a faulty exegesis, for not all their poems are mystical.

Whilst words bearing an allegorical signification were often used

to veil what to the devout Muslim would otherwise have been heresy,

they often express just the mind of a man of pleasure, fond of a

Bohemian life. Anyhow, Hafiz has not the credit of being a man
of ascetic life. He delighted "to float luxuriously between heaven

1 " The varied pictures 1 have drawn on space.

Behold what fair and goodly sights they seem !

One glimpse I gave them of my glorious face."

The last line is literally, ' I showed them a hair's point of my curl '

—

* j^iL- \jJL» w^ j\ hS LiW. .j^jkS^ * >j:—-e- J\.> ybj .wflij iJuJL. ^.*^
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and earth, and this world and the next, on the wings of a poetical

^ expression, that might serve indifferently for either."l

The ordinary theologian cannot enter on the mystic path, for he

is still in the bondage of dogmas and so wanders about in dark-

ness. 2 He cannot grasp the full meaning of the Unity. When it

is fully realized it leads the Sufi to annihilate .self in the absolute

Truth, to become eternal in the Absolute, to be made one with the

One and to abstain from evil, or, as Hafiz says :

—

" Hd,fiz, when preaching unity with unitarian pen,

Blot out and cancel every page. that tells of spirits and of men."

On the othei- hand, the ordinary theologian is in the bondage of

taqlid, that is, enslaved to dogmas and to. creeds, believing blindly

what has been believed by those who have preceded him. Now,
the Siifi gains his knowledge of divine things by direct intuition,

and not through ordinary theological instruction, nor by scholastic

methods which deal with the attributes of quantity, quality, and

relation.3 He purifies his soul from sensible forms and images, so

that from all intellectual apprehensions and all operations of the

mind he may

" Dismiss cares and be clean of heart,

Like the face of a mirror on which there is no reflection,

When it becomes clear of images, all images are contained in it."*

1 Fitzgerald, quoted in Leaf's Versionft from Hdfi*, p. 17, where the whole subject

Is discussed.

Ouhhan-i-Bdz. line 108.

So also in the Riibd'Ujdt we read

" Some look for truth in creeds and forms and rules

;

Some grope for doubt or dogmas in the schools ;

"

But from behind the veil a voice proclaims

Your road lies neither here nor there, O fools."

Gulshan-i-Rdz.

* t.s.»-~j ,^ . (j*-S^ ^ ^^ i^j) (^f>:
* f»U5 j^ 6oL. Jo ^ i^ \jfcj l(fAjA»t

Dewdn-i-S)iams-i-Tabrizi, Ode xiii.
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Even contemplation of the external works of nature will not

give the light. All the illusory phenomena which hide the truth

must be cast aside.

'

•' Since His works are manifested from His essenoe,

His essence is not manifested from His works

;

The light of His essence is not contained in phenomena,
For the glory of His Majesty is very great." 2

Siifis even go so far as to set aside any external religious reve-

lation. Indeed, indifference to all forms of religion is a cardinal

Siifi dogma.

3

Thus Shams-i-Tabrizi :

—

** While my loved phantom dwells in the pagoda's bound,

'Twere mortal sin, should I the Ka'ba compass round,

1 Juan d'Avila says: " Let us put a veil between ourselves and all created things."

Juan d'Avila, with other Spanish mystics, was persecuted by the Inquisition and

in 1559 one of his books was placed on the Index. Insistence on disinterested

love and admonitions to close the eye of sense formed part of their teaching.

—

Christian Mysticism by C, R. Inge, p. 216.

The earlier Christian mystics, believing that God is " closer to us than breath-

ing, and nearer than hands or feet" were impatient of any intermediaries. We need

not search for His foot prints in nature, when we can behold His face in ourselves is

their answer to St. Augustine's fine expression that all things bright and beauti-

ful in the world are " footprints of the uncreated wisdom." Coleridge has expressed

their feeling in his " Ode to Dejection."

" It were a vain endeavour,

Though I should gaze for ever

On that green light that lingers in the West,

I may not hope from outward forms to win

The passion and the life whose fountains are within."

—

Ibid, p. 27.

» «i3^^ -^ ^y^ ^ o>U Joyfo * cyU j^ «UAi^ ^^^ ij^^y y5r

JfcU u:.%.~A ^jiJ^ s£jLte.<M 6^ ^ JfcUa>« .A>\ i^i .J w /jTj

Giilshan-i-Rdz, line 116.

3 In the seventh tale of the second book of the Masnawi it is said that Moses heard

a shepherd praying thus, "0 God shew me where Thou art that I may become Thy
servant, clean Thy shoes, dress Thy hair and fetch Thee milk." Moses rebuked the

man for his foolish prayer. He was ashamed and ran away. God then rebuked
Moses, saying, " To each race I have given different ways of praising me. It is not the

words I care for, but the spirit in which they are said. Various are the ways of

devotion but if genuine all are accepted."
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The Ka'ba is but a church, if there His trace be lost

;

The church my only Ka'ba, while He there is found," ^

So 'Umr Khayyam :

—

" In cell and cloister, monastery and synagogue, one lies

In dread of Hell, one dreams of Paradise.

But none that know the secrets of the Lord

Have sown their hearts with such like fantasies."
'^

So Jelalu'd-din llimii :

—

" Say not that all these creeds are false.

The false ones capture hearts by the scent of truth.

Say not they are all erroneous thoughts,

There is thought in the world void of reality.

He who says everything is true is a fool,

He who says all is false is a knave." ^

So also Hatiz :

—

"Between the love of the cloister and that of the tavern there is

no difference,

For wherever love is, there is the face of the Beloved.

Wherever the pious works of the Muslim hermitage display their

beauty.

There are the bells of the Christian convent and the name of the

cross."

c>- U Lj6 juiS j\ Jlo^ ^^ \i * sj>-J> J^ Oj^^ c5^ ;;^ i^

/

Dewdn-ShcDna-i-Tabrizi, p. 238.

Bubd'iydt.

3 juJj f>\>i ^Js:' f^j> j> (J^^ * JuilsU ^ifii.'i <sJU<^ (^}S Si ^J^,

JLa> f^^J'i ^;i~-~ft* W>*«te^
,J>

* J^ f
«,^La> dl*:;- ^ ,j^

^^.^.^6, j\ JLV> 6l^^ ^i,^iSi\^ * o-~-;iii.»a^ c: fit. <VU:5- J*?.y^ <SX>^

Masnawi, Book II, Tale xi.
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Even idol worship is allowed in the Gulshan-i-Rdz :

" Since all things are the manifestors of Being,

One auaongst them must be an idol.

If the Musalman but knew what is faith,

He would see that faith is idol worship.

If the polytheist only knew what an idol was,

How could he go astray in his religion ?" ^

He sees in idols naught but the visible creature'*^ and that is

the reason that he is legally a heathen.

Jelalu'd-din Riimi says :

—

" Cross and Christian, from end to end

I surveyed ; He was not on the cross.

I went to the idol temple, to the ancient pagoda,

No trace was visible there.

I bent the reins of search to the Ka'ba,

He was not in that resort of old and young,

But it was all of no avail, for the loved one came not into view,

until he could say :

—

I gazed into my own heart ;

There I saw him, He was nowhere else.

In the whirl of its transport my spirit was tossed,

Till each atom of separate being I lost." ^

In thus setting aside all external revelations and in removing

from the mind all impressions from outward phenomena, all names

1 ^\ jAb cw (_3^ *W (j\ j^ * yfc^
^; ,.r~-> sji-^^jk L_Ai\ ^

Guhhan-i-Rdz, lines 868, 872-3.

» That is, the phenomenal

3 J»-i l
.y

Ji/v jJk>\ ^>)
j

»,j .j *
j

»? -—. yLi\-o» . LJie-

^yti \m_^ ^j ^^jO * ^J^ ^A> ^j AilaiJa i^

>«^ W »^»>
f*"*?.** I^W t)^J^ * (;>*~-!l»^ J>J i***^ (»^^ A^

OF T«E

UNIVERSITY
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and words are set aside, the heart reflects each new created form,

and is illuminated with divine glory. This is set forth in a strik-

ing allegory by Jelalu'd-din, the greatest of all the Siifi poets. A
Sultan held an audience of Chinese and of Greek painters, who
both claimed superiority. The Sultan gave to the two parties

houses on opposite sides of the street, in order that the skill of

both might be seen at the same time. The Chinese painted their

house with many colours and in a most gorgeous manner, while

the Greeks used no paint but simply burnished and polished the

house allotted to them. When all was ready the Sultan went to

inspect the work and much admired the beauty of the house

painted by the Chinese. He then turned to the house of the

Greeks, and

'• Just as the Greeks have put their curtain back,

Down glides a sunbeam through the rifted clouds,

And, lo, the colours of that rainbow house

Shine, all reflected on those glassy walls,

That face them, rivalling : the sun hath painted,

With lovelier blending, on that stony mirror

The colours spread by man so artfully.

Know, then, O friend ! Such Greeks the Siifis are,

Owning nor book nor master, and on earth

Having one sole and simple task to make

Their hearts a stainless mirror for their God.

Is thy heart clear and argent as the Moon '?

Then imaged there may rest, innumerous,

The forms and lines of heaven."^

The fact is that reason is considered helpless in such cases ;
2 if

Uj\yJ SA-A ^U ^^,j> Jj * UjU^ (j\ J f^foi (^\ i^jS^

W^ ) ^ } J'f- y '^ ') ^^- * W'^'— o^ ^^ *'>/ J**- *^
o-w-.^ J»U \^ ^;u/» ^_2> '^;^ * "^—-^'^ "-^^ *^^ «^^ (J\

Masndwi, Book I, Tale xiv.
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the heart is cleansed ' from the stain of being '

it is right with

God. All is then well and the inner light is seen, light and life

are found, certainty takes the place of doubt and love for ever rules

the man. Just as the motion of an atom is towards its origin, a

man becomes the thing on which he is bent.l Under the direction

of the Plr, the neophj^te will be shown all this and be guided

aright.

" God's servant is His shadow here below on earth,

To this world dead, but living in a second birth.

To his skirts cling : from him tlie soul's nutrition see.

That from calamity of the last age thou mayst be free."
'^

The traveller must know his origin, must purify himself from all

notions of .self, and then he will pass from stage to stage and his

journey will be one long revelation, leading him on from the

mazes of Contingent Being to the Necessary Being and away

from all darkness and defect.3 He sees not only himself, but all

phenomena intoxicated witli the wine of divine love, beginning

with the heavens and the angels.

" The heavens giddy with this wine, are reeling to and fro.

Desiring in their hearts to smell its perfume
;

The angels, drinking it pure from pure vessels,

Pour the dregs of their draught upon the world." *

Di'irdn-Shaj)is-i-Tahrizi, p. 254.

yia&nmvi. Book I. Tale iii.

3 O^O S J^\ (^^ ^^ ^L, J^ 3 =!: J^3 JjA^ / J^ (jl /» *

o

Gulshan-i-Rdz.

^L^ ^^_jt ^^^j^ <i^a=^.i "i^/r: * ^'^, 8j^ j^ ^^ ^"^i^
«il*2U

Guhhnn-i-Pi6,:.
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The heavens and the angels were created before man and were

earher emanations from the Primal Element. The effect of love

at last reached man, but only those who have the spirit of human-
ity and the capacity realize its full effect. Some gain philosophic

wisdom only ; some become religious in the ordinary sense and

follow the traditional systems ; but some become intoxicated with

divine love.' Such are the true travellers, and in them the effect

increases, until they get freedom from all dogma and all ritual and

even from existence itself. The desire of such an one so grows

that it is said of him, " The ocean-hearted, mighty drinker, who
at one draught drinks up existence and so obtains release from

affirmations and negations and becomes free from all need of

worship and ceremony, now seizes the skirt of the Ancient of

the wine-house." 2

The ' Ancient ' is the Pi'r by whom the Murid, or disciple, has

been initiated, and under whose training he at length arrives at

this exalted state.

But all that takes time and he must commence at the first

stage, that of servitude. He becomes an 'Abid, a servant. At

this stage it is said that

" The honour of man lies in being under compulsion.

Not in this that he has a share in free will." 3

For a time the law has control. Some restraint is needed till

further developments take place.

" The reason why He has imposed on you the law

Is because He has given to you of His own essence ;

» jaU: ijiJ^
^_?*V "^^ '^ O^ Oulshnn-i-Rdz.

2 j\ji\ ^ ^j Jo b^o ^^3

GuIshan-i-Rdz, line 836.

Guhhmj-i-Edz,
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As you are helpless under this burden of law,

Abandon and forsake this self of yours." *

The next stage is that of love. Jelalu'd-din Riimi says :

—

" Love Him whom saints and prophets all have loved ;

Through whom alone we all have lived and moved." ^

But to realize this love perfectly, all notions of time and space

must be set aside.

" Straightway lift yourself above time and space,

Quit the world and be yourself a world to yourself." ^

As this love deepens and pervades the soul, external things

become of less and less moment. The outward forms of religion

and custom no longer bind the traveller, for true obedience now

lies in discarding them. Distinction between the creeds passes

away. The authority of law is over the ' I ', but

" When ' I ' and ' thou ' remain not in the midst,

What is mosque, what is synagogue, what is fire temple V *

The idea of ' I ' and ' we ' is for this lower worldly state, where

praise and prayer ascend to God ; but the higher state is this :

—

" Immersed in the Beloved we shall be.

When in one soul shall we be ' I ' and ' thee'. " *

1 JkiJ^ '-Ai;*' ss;>0»i- «.i>\o j\ i^ * A»J^ <-aJ^ S-*<— (J^3 ^J:-^CJ^

Gulshan-i-Rdz, lines 558-9.

Masnawi, Book I, Tale i.

Gulslian-i-Rdz, line 299.

4 ks..vwj f^ . yW ^i^io-? j> yl "J^ * ct^~J f^ j\ ^£.^»ij^ 1^^ (UJfc

Oulshon-i-Bd~, lines 504-5.

5 ^^ yUU ^jia . c^^Us * Mji. ^jjU cd> d^j> Ufcyr
^

^^\s Masnavi.

4
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Jami in the poem called Saldmdn and Ahsdl says :

—

" Love is only

Perfect when itself transcends

Itself, and, one with that it loves,

In undivided Being blends."

So also Shamsu'd-din Tabriz!

" Ye who in search of God, of God, pursue.

Ye need not search, for God is you, is you !

Why seek a something which was missing ne'er ?

Save you none is, but you are where, where." ^

Having thus learnt to throw off forms and look forwards to the

true union, the traveller can advance one stage more. He
becomes a Zahid, or abstracted. Contemplation and silence 2 are

now his duty. He must not respond to any earthly love, for the

"lover of God must be silent."-^ And if nothing personal must

disturb the attraction, the drawing, of the soul upward to God,

so neither must any mundane affairs affect it. The man must be

perfectly oblivious to all that goes on in the world.

^

" Why should I sorrow, though desolation abound,

In such desolation we royal treasures find all.

He who is drowned in God, in Him surely is found,

Like a wave of the sea, the soul will rise calmly and fall." ^

This entire abstraction is called tajrid, literally a stripping off,

and, in Sufi language, a turning away from self and all else, the

1 JuJUA JufUi. c: tJ <—J^ c:-^V=^ * sJ\a<. Juf^Jki- jV^UJs i^^i'S

2 Jk«ib ^ c:,^y >j:^ ^1^ y ^ Dcw('m-i-Shams-i-Tabi-izi.

3 ^\> ,^w»U. e:,>-.«\ (3^"^ ^^3°^

4 So the Arabic proverb ^^ ^f (^•^^) V^ iL»'LJ\ 0^_" Salvation from

the world is to renounce the things of the world."

5 Jy ^VU—. ^ (^\j>y jij * ^y ^\j?.} ^ f*j\'^ ^ i^ i^

Masnmoi, Book I.
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mortification of all desires, sensual and intellectual. Should this

cause sorrow and poverty of mind, then in God is true rest found.

" thou who art my soul's comfort in the season of sorrow,

O thou who art my spirit's treasure in the bitterness of dearth." ^

It is only as this abstraction is persevered in and made perfect

that the light of divine guidance shines upon the path.^

The light then comes and the next stage, that of Ma'rifat, or

knowledge, is entered upon. It is by the light of the truth that

truth is known. The traveller has no real existence of his own,

it is only by the communicated knowledge of the existence of God
that he can know Him. " Beside Him is no knower or known."

We have already seen ^ that God created the worlds in order to

manifest forth His glory. " The first thing created was *Aql, or

Reason, Logos, the unspoken Thought, then the spoken Word.

From this 'Aql, or Logos, emanated the 'aql-i-kull, or Universal

Soul, the sum of all the divine attributes, called the 'ayan-i-sabita.

The light of these divine ideas then shone upon the darkness

of Not-being and each atom of Not-being reflected one of them.*

Heaven and the Angels, for instance, reflected the attributes of

mercy and hell, and the devils the attributes of terror. At last

the soul of man, which reflects all the attributes, merciful and

terrible, was created. " Man is thus a Microcosm, or recapitula-

tion of the whole universe. On the one side he is luminous with

the light of the merciful attributes, but on the other he is black

with the darkness of the terrible ones, reflected in his essential

Not-being. He is thus created ' half to rise and half to fall

'

Diicdn-i-Shams-i'Tabrizi, Ode vi.

'* Diwdn-i-Shams-i-Tabrizi. So also Master Eckhart. " I tell you, by the eternal

truth, that ye are not rightly poor when ye have a will to perform the will of God, or

any desire of God ; for the poor man is he who wills, knows, and desires nothing."

3 Ante p. 5.

4 The sum of the reflected rays is the perfect image of God :

—

JU^ y!U» ^\£ o^-.\ <Uj>^ yy^. Diwdn-i-Shams-i-Tabrizi, Ode xl.
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and has power to refuse the evil and choose the good. But all

the phenomena of the universe, man included, have no real

existence of their ow^n ; but are renewed every moment by the

constant outpouring, through the Logos, of reflections from the one

Noumenon and, when the divine purposes are accomplished, the

whole phantasmagoria of phenomenal existence will vanish and

' God will be heir of all '
".^ It is the object of the 'Arif, or Gnostic'

to penetrate into this divine scheme and to understand how

divine power can be exercised without impugning divine goodness.

The difticulty of the existence of evil, and the apparent contradic-

tion of absolute sovereignty and free will face him, as it does

all men, but through ma'rifat, or gnosis, he learns to understand it

all and to reconcile the apparently irreconcilable.

This high knowledge leads on to Hal, or wajd, which is a

state of ecstasy. The ecstatic conditions are the result of divine

knowledge. Hal is defined to be "a state which occurs to the

heart spontaneously and without effect, like grief or fear, or desire

or joy, and which ceases as soon as the natural dispositions of

the soul manifest themselves."

" Happy that time when we leave ourselves,

When we shall be rich in deepest poverty.'"'^

To the man intoxicated with the wine of divine love, the Para-

dise of the ordinary believers is phenomenal, and, as such, no

longer an object of desire. It would only hinder the complete

effacement of self, and would ill accord with the " uttermost

poverty," as it lies apart from real unity for, " so long as heaven

and hell are in the way, the soul can never realize the mystery."

It is at this stage that impostors are sometimes found, and they

cast discredit on it, but it is said that the fact that some men use

terms without knowing their real signification, and without experi-

encing their reality, is not to be looked on as making them unreal.

1 Whinfield's Masnawi, p. 20.

Giilshan-i-Ed2, liue 699.
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" Though to all men the secrets of the trutli are not kno\Mi,

These mystic states are not mere illusion."*

The next stage is that of Haqiqat, the Truth. This is called by

some the stage of saintship, as being that at which saints and

prophets arrive. It has its most perfect and complete example in

Muhammad, who is the Saint and Prophet, par excellence.

•* Individual saints are, as it were, his members.

For he is the whole and they are the parts." ^

The next stage is that of Wasl, or union with God. " i3y the

help of God's grace I am now become safe, because the unseen

King says to me, ' Thou art the soul of the world.'
"^

God is the world and the Sufi at this stage becomes identical

with the divine essence and can say with Mansiir Hallaj :
" I am

God."^ He now ignores all separate existence, and nothing

remains but real Being. The chamber of the heart is swept clear

of all phenomenal appearances, and then it is that God enters

in, for " in you void of yourself will He display His beauty." ^

Until the knower is quite free from the stain of existence the

knowledge which he has gained has not the form of experience.*^

Or, as Hafiz says :

" Sweep off the life of Hatiz as a di'eam.

While Thou art, none shall hear me say, ' I am.'
"

Guhhun-i-Rdz, Hue 738.

3 Jk> .vv ^*^** (:)^^.^ ^ ^^^—s^ ^ ^ * ^ y^ ¥$ ^\ «^ W^)^ ^f^i

3 \y» ^^ (jW S-~S^ (J^— ' ^^ * <^\ 3^ /it^^—^ (^^\ ^\ .-flloJ ja^ •^\

Diudn-i-Shnms-i-Tabrizi, Ode vi.

4 ^^«bJ\ ^^ Mausur HalUij was beheaded iu 309 A. H, for this sayiug.

ft JuUi oyi- ^W f sj- f^- Gulahan-i-Rdz, line 402.

GuXshan-i-Rdz, Hue 404.
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The following passage from the Gidshan-i-Bdz describes this stage

more fully :

—

" The glory of the ' Truth ' admits of no duality,

In that glory is no ' I ', nor ' we ', nor ' thou.'

' I ',
' we ', ' thou ', and ' He ' are all one thing,

For in unity there is no distinction of persons." '

This absorption is sometimes described as being two forms and

figures with one soul, and sometimes as being two souls in one

body. In the one case as in the other the union is complete, for

" Happy is that time when we both sat in one palace—thou and I,

With two forms, two figures, but with one soul—thou and I." ^

The verse of the Quran, " Oh ! thou soul which art at rest,

return to thy Lord pleased and pleasing Him : enter thou among

my servants and enter thou my Paradise "^ is interpreted to mean

that God and the blessings of His presence are to be found in the

heart of the believer. Thus Jelalu'd-din says ^ :

—

" The Prophet said, that God hath declared,

I am not contained in aught above or below.

I am not contained in earth, or sky, or even

In highest heaven, know this for a surety, O beloved !

I am contained in the believer's heart

!

If you seek me, search in such hearts."

y(£^ g-i^ J—5iW vii.-'Arb.^ jj dS * y^ ciXj c>—»Jfc
i^ J f i

^
i ov*

Guhhcui-i-Rdz, lines 448-9.

2 y . {^ — (^j>S j>^ ^.y^s—<~.:.> &S |«o ^\ cdii.

y ; e^" - (J^=^ o^? "^jr* ;'^- i t-^ ;'^-

Dcwdii-i-SJuiiiis-i-Tabri:^i, Ode xxxviii.

Siira Ixxxix, 27-30.

Masnawi, Book I, Tale viii.

There is a tradition to the same effect.

" The hearts of believers are the throne of God."
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Mansur Hallaj is reported to have said :

" I am He whom I love and He whom I love is I

;

We are two souls dwelling in one body.

When thou seest me, thou seest Him,

When thou seest Him, thou seest us both." '

Jelalu'd-din describes how the emancipated man is exalted above

heaven and earth and rises to a state past all description. It was :

—

" Ecstacy and words beyond all ecstatic words,

Immersion in the glory of the Lord of glory,

Immersion from which escape was none

Except as ocean, no one knew him more." ^

A favourite illustration is that of a number of candles, each of

which gives light ; but the full light of all cannot be divided into

separate parts. One light and one only is diffused. When the out-

ward form is looked upon, this unity is not seen, but when with the

" inner eye " search is made for the divine light, the complete

union is manifest. 3 Language such as this has been used by

mystics in other lands and under different conditions of time and

place. Thus Tauler says :
" He (man) flings himself into the

divine abyss, in which he dwelt eternally before he was created
;

then when God finds the man thus simply and nakedly turned

towards Him, the Godhead bends down and descends into the

depths of the pure waiting soul, and transforms the created

soul, drawing it up in the uncreated essence, so the spirit becomes

one with him." 4 He also says: " Kaise thyself to the height of

—c.ce j_o-CB , - ,,c-ci .c_ce _ _

s 'a
Nicholson's Deirdn-i-Shams-i-Tabrizi, p. 29G.

]\rasnairi, Book I, Tale viii.

Masnawi.

4 Vaughan's Hours with the Mystics. Vol. I, p. 299,
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religion and all veils are removed ; the world and the dead princi-

ple passes away from thee and the very Godhead enters thee anew
in its first and original form, as life, as thine own life, which thou

shalt and oughtest to live."^ Again he says :
" For if the highest

and most glorious unity, which is God Kimself, is to be united to

the soul, it must be through oneness. Now, when the soul hath

utterly forsaken itself and all creatures and made itself free from
all manifoldness, then the sole unity, which is God, answers truly

to the oneness of the soul, for there is nothing in the soul beside

God. "2

At this stage the desire for heaven even may be a hindrance to

perfect union.

" What have we to do with the desire for the highest heavens?

When our journey is to the rose garden of union." 3

The next and final stage is Fana, or that of extinction. This is

referred to in the Gidshan-i-Rdz in the verses which direct the

traveller to drink the wine which is free from all phenomenal

qualities, and to wash away the writing which describes separate

Being. When this is done he will be able to say :
" Now I neither

exist in myself, nor do I not exist." Some of the latest words of

Jelalu'd-din were : "All being came out of nothing and again it

will be shut up in the prison of non-existence. Such is God's

decree from all eternity." "Why learn about the unity of God.

Annihilate thyself before the One. If thou wouldest shine with the

splendour of day, burn up thy separate existence as black as

night.4

1 Vaughan's Hours zvith the Mystics. Vol. I, p. 212.

•2 Overton's Life of Law, p. 151.

Diwnn-i-SJuoua-i-Tabrizi, Ode ii.

Masnaici, Book I, Tale x.
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No soul can enter heaven without passing through this stage

of annihilation, for

" What is ascension to heaven ? annihilation of self.

To abandon self is the creed and religion of lovers." ^

A story is told of how a gnat came to Solomon and complained

about the enmity of the wind. The King summoned both parties

to his presence. The wind came and instantly the gnat flew

away. This is said to represent those who seek the presence of

God and when He appears, they vanish. In other words " tliere

must be annihilation of self, before there can be union with God."

" Though that life is life eternal,

Yet at first it is annihilation."'-^

Hafiz says :
—" Do not let 3'our heart worry about existence and

non-existence, for the latter is the end of every perfect thing,"

The true way to eternal life is through annihilation of self and all

phenomena. Eeason is called upon to tread the way of annihila-

tion in order to get the larger life. " Eeason, to gain eternal

life, live everlastingly the way of death." 3 So long as there is

any sense of individuality left, even prayer is not real.

" When your essence is free from all stain (of individuality),

Then it is that your prayers are a joy.

There x-emains then no distinction,

Knower and known are one and the same."*

All creeds, all law, are things of the past. They had a tem-

porary use, but are now no more. Jelalu'd-din compares them to

AJasttaifi, Book III, Tale xviii.

3 Li i\j ^ji ^ J l«> y'\ ^ J*^ eS;

This is the L4J\ a*> U>

Diwdn-i-Shnma-i-Tahrizi, Ode iv.

j^ i£\» <vl»-> i^jVc . .w.*.j*^ J^ * ytA^

Gnhhan-i-RAs, line 412,
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water flowing down a mill stream which provides for man's needs,

but when once these have been supplied the water is turned off

and the mill stops.^ At this stage it is useless to enunciate the

dogma of the Unity even. The true light is gained not by accept-

ing a dogma, but by the annihilation of self in the darkness of the

night of non-existence.

The seeker after all his search, the traveller after all his weari-

some journey, passes behind the veil and finds—nothing. Sad

ending to so much effort.

The circle is now complete. In the downward descent law was

obeyed and creeds were believed ; in the upward ascent the hold

on both was loosened more and more, until at last the traveller

became the azad, or the free ; the be-shara', or one without law ; the

majzub-i-mutlaq, or the entirely devoted. So " his end is joined to

his beginning," 2 and he re-enters the normal element from which

he originally sprung. This last state is sometimes likened to a

pair of compasses, the impression made by which ends where it

begins. 3

At this stage there is often some confusion of thought in Persian

poetry, for the perfect devotee is sometimes represented as obedi-

ent to law.

" The Saint is obedient as to his essence,

He is a devotee in the street of essence.

However his work is finished at the time

That his end is joined again to his beginning."'*

1 Masnawi,
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The explanation seems to be that, having made the ascent to the

divine, he now descends again, not as at first, but in God, in order

that he may make disciples of others still in darkness and error, i

Thus, for the sake of example only he is obedient. Those whom
he gains then make the ascent as he has done, and so all Sufis

come at last to the stage when

" Gracious is He to those who return to Him." 2

In an ode of much beauty in the original, Shams-i-Tabrizi

describes the perfect Siifi. A few lines are here given. ^

" The man of God is drunken without wine,

The man of God is a treasure in a ruin.

The man of God is not of air and earth,

The man of God is not of lire and water.

The man of God is a boundless sea,

The man of God rains pearls without a cloud.

The man of God is made wise by the Truth,

The man of God is not learned from books.'

The man of God is beyond infidelity and religion,

accomplishes the journey to God which ends in ian&, ov absorption ; then he abides in

eternal life, baqii, or in God and then journeys down again to his beginning in the

' journey from God along with God ' and is conscious that he is Unitj' in plurality.

The mystic circle is now complete.

Note in Whinfield's Gulalian-i-lid^, p. 35.

1 Guhhan-i-liaz, lines 345-6.

^ ^)f^ {:y^y^ O^ <"^—Sura xvii. 27.

3 Wj\,

V»^; (_S^^ *^^^ ^"^^ "V* * f*-'^ 3^ ^i~^ kJ^—iuf \jii. J-*

Diwdn-i-Shams-i-Tabrizi, Ode viii. The translation of this and of several other

quotations, is by R. A. Nicholson, whose edition of the Diwdn is an excellent one.

* Mere learning from books will not make a theologian. The knowledge of God

comes by vj-*^ love, the spiritual faculty, intuition, illumination which is opposed

to J"* the intellectual faculty.
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To tlie man of God right and wrong are alike.

^

The man of God has ridden away from Not-being,

The man of God is gloriously attended.

The man of God is concealed, Shamsi Din,

The man of God do thou seek and find."

The earlier Muhainmadan mystics sought to impart hfe to a rigid

and formal ritual, and though the seeds of pantheism were planted

in their system from the first, they maintained that they were

orthodox. "Our system of doctrine," said Al-Junaid " is finnly

bound up with the dogmas of the Faith, the Quran, and the Tradi-

tions." There was a moral earnestness about these men which

frequently restrained the arm of unrighteous despotism, and their

sayings seem to show some appreciation of the spiritual side of life.

Thus, " as neither meat nor drink profit the deceased body, so no

warning avails to touch the heart full of the love of the world."

" The work of the holy man doth not consist in this, that he eats

grain and clothes himself in Siif , or wool ; but in the knowledge of

God and in submission to His will." " Hide thy good deeds as

closely as thou wouldst hide thy sins." "He will never gain

heaven, who considers himself perfect." " He does not advance

towards God who considers himself perfect. There is no sickness

worse than this." " Boast not brother ; whatsoever thou hast

done, God knows thy heart." "The light of religion alone can

quench the fire of lust." " Wait content, God knows what is best."

Now and again men are warned that they will reap as they

sow, and in a striking passage Jelalud-din Kumi describes how

at the day of judgment every thought which has passed through

the mind in this life will be embodied in a visible form, just as the

ideas of the architect find an outward expression in the completed

building, or as a tree in the development of the seed placed in

the ground.'

1 The Sufi is above law. All he does, good or bad, is in harmony with the divine

will.

2 jjM <^^„)ji Wl JW^ t^-; * y^ ^*^- 1>^ ^^s^-^ J^ ^^

Ma§nawi, Book V, Tale viii.
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In the wild days when MusHm chiefs went forth to conquer or

to die, when dynasty succeeded dynasty in bewildering rapidity,

when might was right and autocratic power ruled, sometimes well

oftener ill, millions of the human race, the Siifi poets acted as men
of heroic mould and gave to Sultans and to Shahs, fearless of all

consequence, sound and good advice. Thus the poet Jami to a

ruler could say :

—

" Thou art a sliepherd, and thy tlock the people

To help and save, not ravage and destroy,

For which is for the other, flock or shepherd ?

Even in a book like the great poem of Jelalu'd-din Kiinii, in

which Siifiism pure and simple, with all its disregard for the out-

ward restraints of an objective revelation, is inculcated, the author

now and again teaches sound and wise principles.

" To trust in God, and yet put forth our utmost skill,

The surest method is to work His holy will,

The friend of God must work."

Again he says :

—

" The Prophet cried with a loud voice.

Trust in God, yet tie the camel's leg.

Hear the adage, ' The worker is the friend of God'

;

Trust in Providence, but neglect not to use means." '

Still, the effect of the system has been bad and has worked for

evil in Islam. Pantheistic in creed and too often antinomian in

practice, it possesses no regenerative power. The divorce between

the religious and the worldly life has been disastrous. Sufism

has discriminated between those who by renouncing the world

profess to know God, and those whom it terms the ignorant herd.

When man's apparent individuality is looked upon as a delusion

of the perceptive faculty, there seems no room left for will or con-

science. "A movement animated at its outset by a high and

Magnawi, Book I, Tale v.
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lofty purpose has degenerated into a fruitful source of ill. The
stream which might have been a fertilising river has become a

vast swamp, exhaling vapours charged with disease and death."

Count Gobineau says that the Sufis in Persia encourage the use

of opium in order to excite the imagination of their followers and

he considers that they are responsible, in a great measure, for

implanting habits of intoxication among the people. He further

adds " In any case one can say boldly that this vast association

has been and is still, in the nature of its influence, very

fatal in Asiatic countries. All that it has produced are quietism,

use of opium and abject drunkenness." ^

How it all deadens the sense of sin is seen in ' Umr Khayyam's

verse,

" Khayyam ! why weep you that your life is bad
;

What boots it thus to mourn ? Eather be glad.

He that sins not can make no claim to mercy

;

Mercy was made for sinners—be not sad." ^

In a collection of short fragmentary pieces like the Divan of

Hafiz, or in a longer poem like the Masnawi of Jelalu'd-din Rumi

the pearls of Siifiistic love, to use an eastern metaphor, are loosely

strung together, and it is only very patient students who can find

the esoteric meaning of the poet. There is, however, a small

poem less widely known, but which is unrivalled as an exposition

of Sufiism. It is the Saldmdn and Ahsdl by the great poet Jami.

The advantage of the form of instruction he has adopted in it is

that the tale is continuous and is explained by the author himself.

Jami according to the usual custom of the poets, commences by

an invocation of the eternal Spirit. Then confused and lost in the

contemplation of self and of that ' other than self ' he prays :

—

" Do Thou my separate and derived self

Make one with thy Essential ! Leave me room

1 Lcs Religio7is et Ics Pliilosojyhics dans L'Asie Centralc, pp. 769, 70, 72.

2 u>—tf^ fS J <j~s> iJ^^ f^ (i'^)^') ) * "^—*^ (^^ C:>~^ ^ j9i )^ ("^

t^-^-jT^ f^ A-'S ijS ^^\ji \ (^ft * Jfc-i oV^ "^^ ^ ^ V^
Biibd'iydt.
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On that Diviin which leaves no room for twain
;

Lest, like the simple Arab in the tale,

I grow perplext, oh God, 'twixt ' Me ' and ' Thee '

If I—this spirit that inspires me whence ?

If Thou— then what this sensual impotence ? " ^

This gives the key-note to the whole story which is an account

of the way in which the soul returns to Him who made it. The
Arab story referred to is an amusing and excellent illustration of

the manner in which matters of serious moment were lightly

parodied.

A simple Arab of the desert came to the busy city of Baghdad.

The busy bustling crowd confused this child of the desert. He
longed for rest and sleep :

—

" But then, on waking

' How,' quoth he, ' amid so many
Waking know myself again ?

'

So to make the matter certain.

Strung a gourd about his ankle,

And, unto a corner creeping,

Baghdad and himself and people

Soon were blotted from his brain.

But one that heard him, and divined

His purpose, slily crept behind
;

From the sleeper's ankle slipping,

Eound his own the pumpkin tied,

Then laid him down to sleep beside.

By and by the Arab waking,

Looks directly for his signal,

Sees it on another's ankle,

Cries aloud, ' oh good-for-nothing

Eascal to perplex me so !

That by you I am bewildered.

Whether I be I or no !

If I—the pumpkin why on you ?

If you— then where am I and who ? '
"

1 The English translation of the verses are from " Poeni.t from the Pension
Bernard Quaritch 1879,
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After this serious and this comic introduction the story begins.

A king, a successor of the famous Sikandar, had a wise counsellor

who guided him in all matters of state-craft with so much skill

that the rule of the Shah extended to the Koh-i-kaf, the limits of

the then known world. Far ancl wide went the mandate of the

Shah, and none dared to disobey his behest, but notwithstanding

all this power and glory the heart of the Shah was sad. He had

no son and heir. He called for his counsellor, known as the Sage,

and confided to him his intense desire for a son ; but the Sage

points out that all the advantages of a son so eloquently described

by the Shah relate to a good son, but, as bad sons are not

unknown, his advice is that the Shah should not trouble about it.

The Shah retains his desire and " with magic mighty wisdom

his own will colleagued, and wrought his own accomplishment,

when lo ! from darkness came a child to light, a child formed in

no carnal mould." His name was Salaman.^ As he had no

earthly mother, a young and beautiful nurse, Absdl by name,

tended him with loving care till he reached the age of fourteen.

As a lad he excelled in all manly exercises, was skilful with the

lyre, melodious in song, and played to perfection the chess ^ of

social intercourse.

Meanwhile Absal looks with desire upon the beauty of the lad

whom she had cared for and tended. At length he falls a victim

to her blandishment. The Shah and the Sage are sorely grieved.

The father bids the boy ride, hunt, fight, do anything except

submit " to be slain by the arrow eye of a gazelle."

The Sage next tried to reason with the lad. But to the

entreaties of both Salaman turned a deaf ear, and being unable

to meet the arguments of the Sage, he placed Absal on a fleet

camel, and mounted by her side .stole away. Six days and
nights they hurried on, till their further flight was arrested

1 A compound of Saldmat, (peace) and Asman, (heaven), for he brought the peace

of Paradise to his father.

2 INIetaphors and similes drawn from the game of chess arc constantly used by

Persian poets,
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by a mighty sea. The lovers felt that safety was only to be

secured on the other side, and to attain this end they constructed

a skiff of scented wood and launched upon the deep. At length,

they reached an island, rich in flowers and fruit, and in birds of

varied plumage and sweet of song. Salaman now found rest.

All thought of journeying onward passed away and both gave

themselves up to full enjoyment.

All this time the Shah had mourned for the flight of his son.

He changed his " royal robe for ashes, and his throne for dust."

All search for the fugitives failed.

" Then from his secret art the sage vizier

A magic mirror made—a mirror like

The bosom of all-wise intelligence."

The Shah looked upon the mirror and saw in the far distant

isle his darling entranced by the charms of the beautiful Absdl.

Days passed by and still the Shah

" Beheld his son now in the woman lost.

And still the crown that should adorn his head,

And still the throne that waited for his foot,

Both trampled under by a base desire.

Of which the soul was still unsatisfied."

The Shah lost all patience, he brought all the power of his will

to bear on the young prodigal. Then Salaman, being mesmerised,

could see but could not reach his love. In agony and despair he

turned and saw his father's arm ready to rescue him from his

fate. But the attractions of Absal were still too strong. Again he

leaves his home and flees with the partner of his faults and follies.

This time it is not to an earthly paradise, but to the solitude of

desolation—a wilderness of death. Sad and weary they construct

a funeral pile, apply a light and leap into the flame.

" But the Sage

In secret all had order'd, and the flame

Directed by his self-fulfilling will,

Devouring her to ashes, left untouched

Saldmdn—all the baser metal burn'd,

And to itself the authentic gold return'd."

a
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Salamdn now stood alone in his individuality, but that utter
loneliness was .naddening, his eyes wept blood, his sighs rose up
like smoke to heaven. Then the Sage found him pensive and
sad, and, exercising his magic will, raised a phanton of Absal
which appeared for a while and then passed into oblivion. The
sight recalled Salaman to himself and again the flame of love was
kindled. The Sage saw this and described in glowing terms the

lovely Zuhrah (Venus), a very star of beauty, to whom Absal and

all such worldly creatures were but as the glimmer of a taper.

Salaman listened and, as he listened, Zuhrah in all her glorious

beauty stood beside him, and then for ever blotted Absal's image

from his breast. Thus he left that which was earthly, and let it

go for the eternal love, which he at last had found.

Great were now the rejoicings in the Court of the Shah. Kings

and Princes, Amirs, and Nobles, all from far and near obeyed the

call of their sovereign lord the Shah, and came to do obeisance to

the son lost and found, the heir to the golden crown and throne

of gold.

This is a bare outline of the tale, after the relation of which

the poet proceeds to supply " the key to unlock the cabinet of

meaning." It is this.

According to Jami's interpretation of the Sufi cosmogony,

** The incomparable Creator, when this world

He did create, created first of all

The First Intelligence—first of a chain

Of ten Intelligences, of which the last

Sole agent is in this our universe,

Active Intelligence so called—the one

Distributor of evil and of good,

Of joy and sorrow. Himself apart from matter

In essence and in energy. He yet

Hath fashioned all that is—material form

And spiritual, all from Him, by Him
Directed all, and in His bounty drown'd.

Therefore is He that firmdn-issuing Shah

To whom the world was subject."
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A higher power suppHes all that the Shah distributes to the

universe. The higher power is the Sage, the wisdom. Then of

pure spirit, with no taint of matter, the soul of man was produced.

This is Salaman. The soul for its outward garb requires a body,

through which as a medium it may perceive and receive the joy

and delight of things of sense. This body is Absal.

" These ^ in such a bond

United which God only can divide,

As lovers in this tale are signified.
"

The island in the deep is the ' world of being,' in which the soul

remains apart from its Creator. Salaman fell short of his desire,

and this shows that in the external world of sense there is no

permanent joy, and that existence in the ' other ' leads to no real

peace. Thus he goes back to his father, the soul returns to its

true parentage. Still it needs discipline, until all desire of separate

existence is purged away. The process, even after the fiery trial

is slow, and so the Sage calls up a picture of the past, a phantom

Absal, but follows it up by a revelation to Salaman of one purer

and better far than the companion of his existence in the world of

sense. Then all mortal love, all desire for phenomenal existence,

passes away, and he reigns one with the Last and First

Intelligence.

The point of the allegory is that Salaman returns not to the

"Incomparable Creator," but to that which He created "the Last

and First Intelligence." 2 It is certainly to this, and not

to the Creator to which Jami makes Salaman return. The

Muslim idea of God is that of a pitiless fate—a God afar off.

Siifiism is an attempt of the human mind to bridge over

this gulf. This First Intelligence, or Primal Element, is

represented as a manifestation of God, a means by which

other created beings are formed. The question then arises,

whether all allusions in the Sufi poets to the absorption of the

1 That is, soul and body.

s For the various names by which this First Intelligence is described, see p. 10.
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soul in a superior being mean re-union with God, or with some

manifestation of God, The Quran says plainly enough "from

Him was the origin and to Him is the return."! Jami might

reply that 'Him' here means God as manifested in the First

and Last Intelligence, by which He, the Shah of the allegory,

created the worlds and through which He executes His

decrees. If Jami's exposition of Sufi doctrine is correct, it makes

even the most spiritual aspect of Islam dark and dreary, for it

shows us how men, apparently longing for a closer communion

with God, fell short of the mark ; how even to them He is still

" sterile in His inaccessible height," satisfied to let them feel that

they can never be more than slaves, that nearness to Him is

impossible. They felt the need of some intermediary, they

found it in a revival of the old gnostic notions of the ^ons,

forms of manifestation of the Ineffable and Incomprehensible.

The gnostic theory was that God was immanent, incomprehensi-

ble, and the original source of all perfection. " From this

incomprehensible essence of God an immediate transition to

finite things is not conceivable. Self-limitation is the first

beginning of a communication of life on the part of God, the

first passing of the hidden Deity into manifestation, and from

this proceeds all further self-developing manifestation of the

divine essence. Now, from this primal link in the chain of life

there are evolved, in the first place, the manifold powers or

attributes inherent in the divine essence, which, until that first

self-comprehension, were all hidden in the abyss of His essence.

These divine powers, evolving themselves to self-subsistence,

become thereupon the germs and principles of all further deve-

lopments of life." 2 All this, to which the Siifi would subscribe,

shows how much Sufiism owes to gnosticism. The true antidote

for both is a faith in great historical facts, on which the religious

convictions of all men alike can depend.

The Siifi, being a Muslim, was too proud to search into the true

i Sura X, iv.

» Neander's Church History, Vol. II, p. 11.
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historical facts of the Christian religion, or he would then have
found just what would have met his case and satisfied his soul,

God manifested, not in some intangible principle ; but in a living

person, in One who " is the image of the invisible God, the first

born of every creature. For by Him were all things created that

are in heaven, and that are in earth, visible and invisible, whether
they be thrones, or dominions, or principalities, or powers : all

things were created by Him and for Him, and He is before all

things, and by Him all things consist." i Those in whom His
spirit dwells are His spiritual body. Thus, do they even now
become joined to Him, as the branches are in the vine. They are

one in life, one in purpose, but preserving now and evermore a

conscious existence, are prepared to enjoy throughout time

and eternity communion with one who is very God of very God,

To such a conception the Sufi never attained, for union with

God to him seemed hopeless, and repudiating altogether, or

ignorant of the true meaning of the Incarnation of the Son of God,

his only aspiration was to become extinct in the Primal Intelli-

gence, the goal of all his efforts.

He failed to realize the higher truth which inspires the

Christian poet :

—

" That each who seems a separate whole,

Should move bis rounds, and fusing all

The skirts of self again, should fall

Eemerging in the general soul,

Is faith as vague as all unsweet.

Eternal form shall still divide

The eternal soul from all beside.

And I shall know him when we meet." '

1 Colossians i. 15-17. * Tennyson's In Mevioriam.

The poem Bal4m4n and Abs^l is well rendered into English in the edition published

by Bernard Quaritch, 1879.



THE BAB AND THE BABIS.

The modern sect of the Babis is closely connected with the

mystical modes of thought of the Siifis, and with the teaching

of the Shi'ahs on the Imam, his position and functions. It is not

strictly correct to call them a Muslim sect, for they practically

discard the Quran and supersede Muhammad. But the close

connection of Babiism with Muhammadan dogmas, its present-

day importance and the devotion of its followers claim for it

thoughtful study.

Mirza Kazim Beg, writing in the year 1866, says :
" From

its first appearance the teaching of the Bab has been distinguished

from all other reforms, which have hitherto been produced in

Persia or the East generally, by a well marked aspiration towards

truth and towards liberty of conscience. Although in the develop-

ment of the doctrine, human* passions and fanatic strife have

left their impress, yet we can perceive some things which are

directed toward good desires and towards the freedom of the

human will." i He also adds: "There is not in the history of

Asia a schism so remarkable as that of the Bab. It owes its

extraordinary success to the zeal of its Murids, or disciples.

Amongst these are women who have played an important part,

1 Journal Asiatiqtie, Sixieme Serie, p. 331.
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great lords of the Shah's court, and, from the ranks of the

'Ulama, the Seyyids or descendants of Muhammad. "i

These are the words of a thoughtful Musalman who is in no

sense a friend to Babiism, but who seeks to give a fair historical

account of the Bab and his followers up to the year 1866. The

subject has more recently been investigated by Mr. E. G. Browne,

Lecturer in Persian at the University of Cambridge. His work,

The Episode of the Bah, is a most valuable contribution to the

knowledge of a movement as remarkable as it is little known. It

brings the history nearly up to the present day. Much previous

knowledge of Muslim thought and ways is, however, necessarj'

to the intelligent study of the few existing works on the subject.

No sect in modern days has suffered such persecution and

survived. The movement is one which illustrates the mystical

tendency of Persian thought, the fanaticism of the Mullas, and

the barbarity of the rulers ; but all the efforts of the Muslim

Church and State in Persia have hitherto failed to suppress

Babiism, or to lessen the veneration in which the Bab is held

by those who accept his teaching.

The Musalmans of Persia belong to the Shi'ah sect, which,

itself formed by a revolt from orthodox Islam, has been more

than any other section of the Muhammadan people subject to

divisions. This is partly due to the character of the Persians,

and partly to a somewhat freer spirit, which, as compared with

the Sunnis, the Shi'ahs cultivate. Outwardly, it is true, there

is not much difference, and the freedom is only a relative one
;

but under the garb of faultless profession, the Shi'ahs have

always held many esoteric doctrines and have secretly taught

them. The Sufis, or mystics, are the best example of this,

but the Babis seem to have little or no connection with them.

The Persians are not naturally a narrow minded people. In

the past they have shown considerable freedom of thought. It is

true that their first great revolt against orthodox Islam was largely

1 Journal Asiatique, Sixieme S^rie, p, 333.
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influenced by political motives, but it was-not altogether free from

intellectual aspirations. The Mutazala, the Siifi, the Babi are all

more or less rationalistic and the two latter, being extremely

mystical, should be liberal in their views. The Persians no longer

lead in literature and philosophy, but some of the old traditions

remain, and they are open to varying impulses and modes of

thought, and yet there is no real religious freedom and no true

religious toleration.

In order to understand the special standpoint of the Bab and to

have an intelligent knowledge of his claims as a religious leader,

we must consider briefly the central and special doctrine of the

Shl'ah system. It is known as the dogma of the Imamat.

Sharastani defines it thus ^
:
" The Imamat is a light (niir) which

passes from one to the other and becomes prophetship." " The

Imams are prophets and divine. Divinity is a ray (nur) in

prophetship, which again is a ray in Imamat, and the world is

never free from these signs and lights (anvdr)."

The Khalif of the Sunni sect, though according to Muham-
madan tradition he should be an Arab and a descendant of the

Quraish tribe, is now a Turk, and may, practically, be a man
of any race who can command the allegiance of the orthodox.

Amongst the Shi'ahs the Imam occupies this position not by

election2, or by virtue of any special capacities, but by divine right

and his oflice is altogether spiritual.^ The first Imam, ' AH, was

1 Milal wa Nihal, pp. 133, 135.

2 There is one exception. The people of Omdn adopted the elective principle and

held that the Imam might be deposed for misconduct. ' Abdii'UAh-ihn ' IbMh (744

A.D.) was a vigorous preacher of this doctrine, and from him the sect known as

the 'Ibddhiydh takes its rise. The result of his teaching was the establishment

of the power and jurisdiction of the ImAms of Omdn. A full account will be found

in Dr. Badger's Seyyids of Oman.

3 "In a word, the Khalif (&aJL*.) of the Sunnis is merely the outward and

visible Defender of the Faith ; the Imdm of the Shi'ahs is the divinely ordained

successor of the Prophet, one endowed with all perfections and spiritual gifts,

one whom all the faithful must obey, whose decision is absolute and final, whose
wisdom is superhuman." Episode of the Bdb, p. 296.
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appointed by Muhammad and the rest are his divinely ordained

successors. They are beheved to be immaculate, infallible, and

perfect guides to men. " The Imamites believe that the Imam
is preserved inviolate from sin and knows all things. "1 " The

authority of the Imam is the authority of God, his word is the

word of God and of the prophet, and obedience to his orders

is incumbent." 2 It is said, " God calls the Imams His word,

His hands, His signs, His secret." Their commands and

prohibitions, their actions also. He recognises as His own.

Thus Sharastani : "The orders of the Imams are divine." ^ As

mediums between God and man they hold a far higher position

than the prophets, for " the grace of God, without their interven-

tion, reaches to no created being." The Imam is the supreme

Pontiff, the Vicar of God. The possession of an infallible book is

not enough. The infallible guide is also needed by the Shi'ah.

This is the general belief about the Imams and their functions,

though there are differences of opinion as to the succession.

Setting aside the smaller and less important sects, we may notice

the two principal ones. The Isma'ilians, who reckon 'AH as the

first Imam, believe in twelve. 4 The other sect is that of the

Imamites, who hold that Sadiq, the sixth Imam, was the last one

who publicly exercised the office, and that after his time, not after

that of Imam Abu'l-Qasim, the succession of the concealed Imams
commenced. It is not at all necessary to enter into the question

of these different opinions. The point which now concerns us is

that both sects equally believed that there never could be a time

when there should be no Imam. " The earth is never without

a living Imam, though concealed." " He who dies without

knowing the Imam, or who is not his disciple, dies ignorant."

5

1 Jeldlu'd-din As-Suyuti. Bibliotheca Indica, Fas : v. p. 473.

2 Hydtu-n-nafis.

3 Milal iva Nihal, p. 132.

* The names and order are as follows :—'All ibn Abi Tdlib, Hasan, Husain, 'All

(ImAm Zeynu'l 'Abidln), Muhammad Bdkir, Ja'far-i-Sddiq, Miisa Qdsim, 'AK ibn

Musd ar-Riza, Muhammad Takf, 'Alf Nakf, Hasan 'Askari, and Abu'l Qdsim, or the

Imdm Mahdi. He is also called the Hujjatu'lUh (the proof of God).

5 Sharastani in the Milal wa Nihal, pp. 146, 147.

7
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Abu'l Qasim (Al-Mahdi) succeeded his father as Imam in the

year '260 A.H., just one thousand years before the manifestation

of the Bab. He is said to have disappeared in the year 329 A.H.

and to be now Hving in one of the two mysterious cities—Jabulka

and Jabulsa. l It is beHeved that in due time he will reappear,

that Jesus Christ will herald his approach, that then injustice and

misery will be put away, that the true (Shi'ah) faith will prevail,

and that a millennium of happiness will be ushered in. Mean-

while, he is invisible and inaccessible to the great mass of his

followers. At first, however, he held direct intercourse in some

way with a select few who were the channels of communication

between himself and the larger body. These intermediaries were

called Abwab, or Gates. Their names are Abu 'Umr 'Usman ibn

Sa'id 'Umari, Abii Ja'far Muhammad ibn 'Usman, Husain ibn

Riih Nawbakhti, and Abii '1-Hasan 'All ibn Muhammad Simari.

For a period of sixty-nine years these Gates, one after the other,

were the medium of communication with the Imam. This period

is called that of the ^aibat-i-su^ra 2, or minor occultation.

The day came at length when the last Gate, Abu'l-Hasan,

reached the end of life and the people begged him to nominate

a successor, as his predecessors had done ; but he absolutely

refused to do so, alleging as his reason that " God hath a

purpose which He will accomplish." That which the Faithful

had looked forward to with despair had now come to pass, and all

intercourse with the Imam was at an end. This period is called

the ghaibat-i-kubra, or major occultation. 3 The importance

attached to these men and to their position is seen from the

following extract from the Beydn, a Babi book to be explained

later on, in which we read :
—

" For God hath associated refuge in

Himself with refuge in His Apostle, and refuge in His Apostle

with refuge in His Executors {i.e., the Imams), and refuge in His

1 For a curious account of these by Ibn 'Abbds see the Episode of the Bdb,

pp. 299-301.
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Executors with refuge in the Gates of His Executors For

refuge in the Apostle is the same as refuge with God, and refuge

in the Imams the same as refuge in the Apostle and refuge in the

* Gates' is identical with refuge in the Imams." i

We next come to the time of Shaikh Ahmad (1753-1826 A.D.)

the founder of the Shaikhi sect. He was a devout ascetic and a

man of independent thought. He had a profound belief in *Ali,

and was devoted to the memorj' of the Imams, whom he looked

upon as creative forces, arguing from the text, " God the best

of creators " 2 that, if He be the best, He cannot be the only one.

Mirza Kazim Beg describes him as a teacher who by his virtues,

austerity, and erudition was celebrated amongst his contempora-

ries. Disciples flocked to him from all parts. The special point

of his teaching was that " God is immanent in the Universe,

which proceeds from Him, and that all the elect of God, all the

Imams, and all just persons are personifications of the divine

attributes." According to this belief, he held that the twelve

Imams from 'All to Al-Mahdi were personifications of twelve

chief attributes of God, and that, consequently, they were eternal.

Amongst these Imams * All holds the highest rank, being superior

to angels, to prophets, and to Muhammad. -^

* o~.\ i*>V> 8U>. f^^^c *—>W^ ^^. ) J»—•>? *W. o>*^ ^Ul^ 'W ) ''""^^ \>^a&>

Episode of the Bdb, p. 233.

2 ^^V^\
t)-~*'^

^^ Stlra xxiii. 14.

3 Journal Asiatiqm, Sixieme Serie, tome vii. p. 458.

^lirzi Kdzim Beg adds the following note :—" The scholastic Musalmans say

that the attributes of God are equal and of one quality ; but to the human

comprehension some appear superior to others, for example, mercy surpasses severity.

According to the doctrine of the Sif^tians, the attributes of God are eternally

inherent in His essence. The Mutazalas do not admit this and say :
' There is only

one supreme existence and that is God ; otherwise we must admit a multiplicity of

eternal existences, which is contrary to the dogma of the divine unity.' The doctrine

of the Shai^i school is that the attributes of God proceed from the supreme

existence, and by His own will become personified in blending with the human soul

and spirit which also emanate from God."
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He used also to quote the Tradition attributed to 'All, " I am
the creator of the heavens and the earth" l and said that in

reciting the first chapter of the Quran, the Sdratu'l-Fatihah, the

worshipper should fix his thoughts on ' All and say " Thee do we
worship." 2

The successor of Shaikh Ahmad was Haji Seyyid Kazim. He
was a young man of a very strict manner of life and so mysterious

in his actions that some of the more wordly-minded Persians

looked upon him as foolish, but the greater part called him the

Enlightened. The Shaikhi doctrine now spread all through Persia.

In Irak alone there were more than a hundred thousand disciples.

" However, they did nothing to call forth the opposition of the

Mullas, nor any political repression : on the contrary, among the

admirers of the Shaikh were a great number of state officials,

and of the chief among the clergy ; all proud of his fame and

enthusiastic about his philosophy." ^ He died in the year 1843

A.D. and left no successor. According to the Babi writers he

appointed no one, because he looked upon Shaikh Ahmad and

himself as forerunners of one who should shortly appear, and be

far more glorious than they had been. Mr. Browne gives the

following translation'! of a passage in a Babi history, ^ which

bears on this point :

—

" When Hdji Seyyid K&zim bad but recently departed this life, ^ I

arrived at the supreme shrines (Kerbeld and Nejef) and heard from

his disciples that the late Seyyid had, during the last two or three

years of his life, wholly restricted his discourse, both in lecture room

and pulpit, to discussing the promised Proof, the signs of his appear-

ance and their explanation, and to enumerating the qualities of the

Master of the dispensation, repeatedly declaring that he would be a

1 ^j>j'^\j ^\y^\ ^U> \i\

3 Journal Asiatiqtie, Sixieme Serie, tome vii. p. 463.

4 Episode of tlie Bah, p. 239.

5 The new History of the Bah.

8 In the year 1253 A.H.—1848-4 A.D.
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youth, that he would not be versed in the learning of men. Some-

times, too, he would say, ' I see him as the rising sun.' One day an

Arab suddenly entered his presence and said, ' I have seen a vision

touching your reverence. On receiving permission he repeated the

dream ; whereupon Seyyid Kazim appeared somewhat troubled and

said, ' The interpretation of this dream is this, that my departure is

nigh at hand and I must go hence.' His companions, who were

present, were much distressed and grieved at this intelligence ; but

he turned his face to them and said, ' The time of my sojourn in the

world has come to an end, and this is my last jqurney. Why are ye

so grieved and troubled because of my death ? Do ye not then

desire that I should go and that the true one should appear?'
"

To Mulla Husain, one of his most distinguished followers, he

said, " From whatever quarter the sun of truth shall arise, it will

irradiate all horizons and render the mirrors of believers' hearts

capable of receiving the effulgence of the lights of wisdom."

The ShaikMs seem to haye been expecting the advent of some

one who should be their leader and so, after fastings, vigils, and

prayers for guidance, they began to consider what was to be done

in the matter of a successor, a spiritual director. They then went

in different directions. Mulla Husain proceeded to Shiraz and

there meit with Mirza *Ali Muhammad, who produced before him
the signs of his call to his divine mission. Amongst these was
his commentary on the Siira of Joseph, one of the chapters of the

Quran. To the enquiry of the "Bab, as to whether the Shai^is
had yet appointed a successor to the late Seyyid Kazim, he was
obliged to say that as yet they had found no one worthy enough
for so high an office. The Bab suggested that he might do, but

Mulla Husain could not see how one so young would do. One day

the Bab said :

—
' By what sign canst thou recognize the Master ' ?

Mulla Husain replied, " By the possession of the Point of Know-
ledge, which is the source and centre of all the wisdom of past and

future prophets and saints." Then followed marvellous exposi-

tions and clear explanations of most abstruse questions, l For

1 A full account of MulU Husain's conversion is given in the Tiri^-i-Jadfd,

pp. 34-38.
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several days Mulla Husain pondered over these matters, and,

after a long and severe struggle, became convinced that he had

found in the young and ardent enthusiast before him, the ' Proof ',

the ' True One', the * Sun of Truth', to v^^hose advent Haji

Seyyid Kazim had pointed. " He wrote to his friends at Kerbela

that neither he himself nor any other of them was worthy of the

high dignity of Murshid, or leader, and that that ' Illuminated

One', to whom their late master had referred, was alone worthy.

I have found him at Shiraz and he is worthy to be the Murshid."!

It is for this reason,* and because he so heartily espoused the cause

of his new master, that Mulla Husain is named the Babu'1-Bab,

or Gate of the Gate ; the Harf-i-Awwal, or First Letter, and

the Awwal man amana, or the First to believe. But this

decision was not acceptable to all the ShaikMs. A party headed

by Haji Muhammad Karim Khan 2 of Kirman utterly refused

to receive the Bab and became his bitterest persecutors.

Indeed at his first examination at Tabriz, some of his opponents

were ShaikMs, and some later on approved of his condemnation to

death. The Shaikhis thus became divided into two sects. One

passed on to Babiism of which it was, in a way, the source. At

all events, it gave it strength and a rapid diffusion. The other

was, and continued to be, in fierce conflict with it. However, the

great majority followed Mulla Husain, and Mirza *Ali Muhammad
become their recognized leader.

As the connection between the Babis and the Shaikhis i^ thus

so close, we must now see what was the special dogma of the

latter sect. The orthodox Shi'ah creed consists of five articles,

which are called arkan-i-din, or the pillars or supports of the

Faith. They are belief (1) in tauhid, or the unity of God, (2)

in *adl, or the justice of God, (3) in nabuwat, or prophetship, (4)

in imamat, or the imamate, (5) in ma'iid, or the resurrection.

The Shaikhis set aside the articles two and five, for they said that

1 Journal Asiatigue, Sixieme Serie, tome vii. p. 465.

8 The Bdbis called him the " Very Essence of Hell-fire."

^ J^ ^\^ jHy^ Epiwde of tlie Bab, p. 242.
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there seemed no sufficient reason why justice alone of all the

attributes of God should be selected as an article of the creed, and

that there was just as much reason for inserting His wisdom,

power, or any other attribute. They also objected to the

resurrection as a special article, on the ground that belief in the

attribute of justice and in the resurrection is implied in the accept-

ance of prophetship. He who believes iij a prophet accepts that

which he sets forth, and these are cardinal parts of his teaching.

To take the place of the rejected articles and to bring the number

up to four they added a new one, which they called the rukn-i-

rabi'l, or the Fourth Support or Pillar. The meaning of this is

that there must always be amongst believers one perfect man,

a Shi'ah-i-kamil2 who can be the wasita-i-faiz, 3 or the channel

of grace between the absent Imam and his people. Four pillars

give stability to any thing, so no more are needed in a creed. The
term ' Fourth Support ' is primarily applied to the dogma that

the concealed Imam must always have on earth some one who
possesses his entire confidence, to whom he gives special spiritual

instruction, and who is thus qualified to convey to the believers

the wishes and wisdom of their invisible head. 4 The term has,

however, come to be applied to the person who fulfils this office.

It is said that Haji Muhammad Karim Khan, the Shaildii who
refused to accept Mirza *Ali Muhammad as a leader, considered

himself to be the 'Fourth Support.' This, too, was the position

of the Bab ; at all events at first, for he claimed to be this ' Fourth

Support,' and thus to occupy the place held by the ' Gates,' who
were the intermediaries between the Imam and his followers

during the minor occupation. Thus it is that Babiism is con-

nected with the very central doctrine of the Shi'ahs, though in

many other ways it has so far departed from accepted Muhamma-
dan ideas as to form a new sect altogether. This will appear

as we record the life and work of the Bab.

Mirza 'All Muhammad was born at Shiraz, on the 9th of

4 Vide Episode of the Bdb, pp. 243-4 for an exposition of these two views.
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October, 1820. When quite young, he lost his father. He was

brought up by an uncle who was engaged in mercantile pursuits.

For a time the youth assisted his uncle, but as his mind was more

inclined to religious meditation and speculative thought than to

business affairs, he proceeded to Kerbela, where he was brought

into contact with Haji Seyyid Kazim, the ShaikM leader, whose

lectures he occasionally attended. At Kerbela he was distin-

guished by his zeal for learning and by his remarkably austere

life, as well as by the great esteem in which his teacher and others

held him. Visitors to Kerbela, especially those from Shiraz,

showed him much consideration, and so his fame was spread

abroad. He now began to commit his thoughts to writing, and

composed a commentary on one of the chapters of the Quran, the

Siira of Joseph.

The Babi historian 1 says of this work that in it " he addressed

himself to that person unseen, from whom he received help and

grace, sought for aid in the arrangement of his preliminaries, and

craved the sacrifice of life in the way of love. Amongst others is

this sentence, '0 residue of God,^ I am wliolkj sacrificed to Thee ;

^ ^\ %\ «>J^- U ^ »£XL<— ^ V-^^ c^; ^ ^ JL^ ui->J^ Jus AiS^ iQb Ij

* Ui>^ U-<a** ^J^^ '^ ^ cs"-^ i
t£Xx*4s'»

Episode of tlie Bdb, p. 4.

2 The expression, residue (or remnant) of God—Baqiyat UlUh—is a very peculiar

one. It is connected with a curious belief of the ShCahs, viz. : that God allowed

some part or fraction of Himself, in some way or other, to be connected with the

Im4m. As soon then as Mfrza 'Ali Muhammad was raised by his followers to the

dignity of the Bib, or as soon as the idea became present to his own mind, he could

address the Im4m as the Baqiyat UllAh, and set forth his complete devotion to him.

His followers then gave him the titles of the servant of Baqiyat Ullah, the mystery

of Baqiyat Ulldh, the friend of Baqiyat Ullah. Gradually, as, during his imprison-

ment, he became more and more invisible to his followers, and when he became

credited with the power of working miracles and more or less a mythical being, he

was no longer called the servant, or the mystery, or the friend of Baqiyat UMh, but

himself was esteemed to be the Baqfyat Ulldh—the true Imam so long looked for,
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7 am content with curses in Thij way, I crace nought but to be

slain in Thy love, and God the Supreme su^ceth as an eternal

protection."

He also wrote a commentary on other parts of tlie Quran, and

some prayers. These writings he called asha'if-i-ilhamiyah, or

inspired pages and kalam-i-titra, or word of conscience ; but he

made no claim to the kind of inspiration called wahi, that is, the

revelation brought by an angel or in some mechanical way. ^ He
believed his meditations to be divinel}' inspired, but the inspiration

was subjective. 2

He now began to attract general attention. Some persons

were highly displeased, others were diawn towards him. Thus it

came to pass that on the 28rd of May, 1844, when he was about

twenty-four years of age, Mirza 'Ali Muhammad more definitely

formulated his views and announced himself as a duly authorised

teacher and guide. He then assumed the name of the Bab. He
said, " Whosoever wishes to approach the Lord his God and to

know the true way that leads to Him ought to do it through me.*'

Of this period of his career Mirza Kazim Beg says: "The number
of his adherents increased, day by day, and when they demanded

that he, like the ancient prophets, should give them a sign, in

proof of his mission, he relied on this that he could write a

thousand inspired lines in one day. By his peculiarities and by

Mirzi Kazim Beg says that under the term ' mystery ' they understood on e who

shared the secrets of the Imdm. " The name Sirr-Ulhih, or Mystery of God, wa«

given to 'AH, as to one who knew the secrets of divine revelation ; and, so in its new

application, the title Sirr-i-Baq(yat UlUih, now a name of the Bab, would mean the

one who knew all that was in the mind of the concealed Imam, who himself was the

remnant (or residue) of God." Journal Asiatiqii^, 18GG, vol. viii. p. 4G8.

e

1 hs,^\jki Asay ^^^ Js^** Episode of the B&h. p. 4.

2 Count Gohineau says :—" Dans le premier de ces livres, il etait pieux et

mystique : dans le second, la polemique et la dialectique tenaient une graude place,

et les auditeurs remarquaient avec etonnement qu'il decouvrait, dans le chap itre du

Livre de Dieu qu'il avait choisi, des sens nouveaux dont personne ne s'etait avis6

jusqu'alors, et qu'il en tirait surtout des doctrines et des enseignements complete-

mentinattendus" Lcs religions et les philosophies datts L'Asla Centrale, p. 147.

8
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his austere life, eveu when still at Kerbela, he was called the

'Illuminated'. When the inhabitants of Shiraz returned from

Kerbela, they used to say :
—"Have you heard of our Seyyid 'All

Muhammad? He is no longer as we are, he has become famous

and has merited the name of the 'Chosen of God'. All people,

small and great, flock around him." He also adds that dreamers

and mystics, and evil disposed persons from self-interest joined

him. No doubt some did so from mixed motives; but Mr. E. G.

Browne seems to me to give the fairest account. He divides the

Bdb's first adherents into several classes. Firstly, rigorous and

pious Muhammadans who really believed that the signs of the

twelfth Imam were fulfilled in him ; secondly, all those who
desired reform in Persia and thought that Babiism would conduce

to that end ; thirdly, the mystics who considered Babiism to be

similar to their own pantheistic system ; fourthly, those who

were drawn by the personal influence and character of the Bab.l

On his return from Kerbela he was heartily welcomed. Until

then, it is said, he looked upon himself only as one who had made
some progress in the tariqat, or the divine way ; but he soon began

to consider himself a master, appointed by heaven to regenerate

his country. It was now that Mulla Husain cast in his lot

with the Bab. This period is known as that of the zahur, or

manifestation.

There is some difference of opinion as to what he exactly meant

by the title of Bab which he assumed. Mirza Kazim Beg says

:

" I do not know whether he was acquainted with the words of

Christ, ' T am the door,' but he doubtless knew that Muhammad
had said :

—
' I am the city of knowledge and 'AH is the gate of that

city.' " 2 Another writer says :
—"He announced that he was the

* Gate,' by which alone any one can attain to the ^knowledge of

God." A Muhammadan historian, an enemy of the Bab, says

that "the Bab, having gathered some Shaikhis together, said:
—

'I

am the * Gate ' of God. Whosoever desires to come to God, and

1 Jmrnal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1889, p. 504.

' Journal Asiatique, 18G6, p. 343.
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to know the religion of God cannot do so till he sees me and

receives permission from me.' " The most accurate account is

this :— " He (Mfrzti 'Ali Muhammad) now gave out that, as

Mil had been the 'Gate,' by which men entered the city of the

Prophet's knowledge, even so he was the ' Gate ' through which

men might attain to the knowledge of the twelfth Imam." l His

followers have now, however, discarded that name, and he is

known amongst the Babis by several titles, such as Hazrat, or His

Highness ; Hazrat-i-nuqtah-i-beyan, or His Highness the point of

Revelation ; Hazrat-i-nuqtah-i-ula, or His Highness the First point

;

Hazrat-i-rabbi ala'ala, or His Highness my Lord the Supreme.

More recently the Behais call him Hazrat-i-mubashshir, or

His Highness the Evangelist 2 Gobineau, a good authority on
the subject, says :

—" Mirza Muhammad 'Ali said that he was not

the Bab in the sense in which they (his followers) had believed

and as he himself had thought, that is to say, the ' Gate' of the

knowledge of truth ; but that he was the Point, or the originator of

truth, a divine appearance, a powerful manifestation," 3 and so

goes on to show that the title Bab was set free and could hence-

forth reward the pious devotion of one of the Bab's followers. As
a matter of fact, it was bestowed on Mulla Husain, who is some-

times called His Excellency, the Gate of the Gate, Janab-i-Babu'l

Bab. 4 Having made this digression we may now continue the

history of this remarkable man^

The next step seems to have been the pilgrimage to Mecca
in November 1844, where he stayed a short time and completed

all the rites incumbent on pilgrims. His stay in Mecca does not

seem to have confirmed his faith in Islam, from which he was

1 Watson's History of Persia, p. 348.

3 Ejtisode of the Bdb, p. 230.

4 v*^^ vW V^^
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now becoming detached. ' He returned early in the following

year to Bushire. He soon become the centre of attraction.

His personal charms and his attractive manners drew many

people to him. The orthodox were pleased %\ith the apparent

veneration he held for the Prophet and the Imams, whilst

liis more ardent companions rejoiced at the liberality of his

views. The Mullas and others, however, became excited

about him. They induced Husain Khan, the Governor of

Fars, to give orders that some of his followers should be beaten.

A little later on in the year the Bab was brought as a prisoner

to Shiraz. The impression he produced then was very great

amongst the literary and religious classes. Whenever he appeared

in the Mosque they listened to him in silence. In his public

discourses he did not now attack the foundations of Islam,

l)ut was unsparing in his rebukes of the Mullas. His general

theme was the sad and distressed state of men generally.

Obscure allusions in his speeches awakened an interest amongst
the curious, and delighted those who were in part initiated into

his teaching. 2 The Mullas of Shiraz appointed their ablest

men to dispute with him, with the result that the enthusiasm

regarding him grew to a great extent. He taught openly in

the Colleges and in the Mosques, but his special followers

received instruction in his own house. Mirza Kazim Beg thus

describes one of these famous disputations.
—"The 'Ulama

assembled. The Bab appeared in the midst of them and spoke

with courage and enthusiasm. The Governor, Husain Khan,

who had assumed the character and position of a learner, humbly

suggested that the Bab should demonstrate that his doctrines

1 This is the view taken by Gobineau, but Kcizim Beg says that it was " apres avoir

seme bon gr^ mal gre quelques mauvais grains dans cette terre de Chiraz si fertile en

pr^jiiges et en superstitions " that he went to IMecca. So also a Babi writer who says :

—

" When the Bab had laid the foundation of such an edifice, he, according to his

promise, set out for ^Mecca." Anyhow his stay in ISIecca did not bring him back to

orthodoxy. See a Traveller's Narrative, p. 251.

s Les rclicjions et les p^iUosophies clans L'Asia Ccntrale by Count Gobineau,.

p. 148.
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were superior to those of Muhanuntid. Tlie Bab answered boldly,

' Take my Quran, compare it with that of your prophet, and

you will be convinced that my religion is the preferable one.'

On hearing these words, the Governor changed his attitude

and called for the executioner to whom he pointed out the

prisoner. The Bab was then bound and beaten."

A Babi historian l gives fuller details. He says that the matter
acquired such importance that the reigning Shah sent one of

the most learned Doctors of the age, Seyyid Yahya, to interview

the Bab and to report the result. He held three long con-

ferences with him, but the result was that he was so charmed

with the Bab that he accepted him as a leader and admitted all

his claims. About this time, Mulla Muhammad 'Ali, a leadinij:

teacher, sent a person to Shiraz to ascertain the facts of the case.

This messenger returned with some of the Bab's writings,,

which so impressed Mulla Muhammad 'Ali that he too became
a follower of the Bab. When he next met his pupils in his

lecture room he gathered up his books, and said:
—"The season

of spring and wine has arrived. Search for knowledge after

reaching the known is culpable." Then he urged all his

disciples to become Babis, and sent to the Bab a statement of

his own adherence to his teaching. The Mullas complained

to the Shah, and Mulla Muhammad 'All was summoned to

Teheran ; but he was able to meet successfully all his opponents

in debate and nothing came of this action.

The cause of the Bab was now very much strengthened by the

support of such famous teachers, who were most earnest and

active in propagating the new faith. The orthodox Mullas soon

perceived that they must attack the Bab direct, and so they

urged the Governor of Fars, Husain Khan, to take more
decisive action, sa3ing :

—"If thou desirest the extinction of this

tire, or seekest a firm stopper for this rent and disruption, an

immediate cure and decisive remedj- is to kill the Bab."

An attack w-as made on the house in which the Bab lived ; but,

Episode of the Ddb p. 7.
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apparently with the connivance of those who had charge of him,

he was allowed to make his escape and to proceed to Isfahan.

This event took place about March 1846. Before his arrival at

Isfahan he wrote a letter to the Mu'tamadu'd-Dawla, the Governor

of the Province, asking for a suitable lodging. The Governor,

Minuchihr Khan, afforded him protection and showed him
liospitality. At first, the 'Ulama paid the Bab much respect; but

soon began to be alarmed at his growing influence with the

Governor, by whom the learned doctors of Islam were invited

to a public discussion with the Bab. After accepting the

jn-oposal, they withdrew, saying:—"If there be doubt in the

matter there is need of assembly and discussion ; but as this

person's disagreement with the most luminous Law is clearer

than the sun, therefore the best possible thing is to put in

practice the sentence of the Law." l They thus refused to

meet him and, instead of doing so, signed a declaration

to the effect that they were quite convinced of the heretical

character of his doctrines. This very much displeased Mimichihr

Khan, the Governor, who seems to have been a firm friend

to the Bab. After his death in 1847, the Bab was removed

to the castle of Makii, a fortress on the north-west frontier,

though his confinement was not at first a rigorous one. His

followers were allowed free intercourse with him, and continual

correspondence went on between the Bab and his principal agents.

The Bab at this time wrote many religious books, and his influ-

ence seemed to be on the increase. After the insurrection of

Mazandaran it was determined to place him in stricter confine-

ment, and so he was removed to the citadel of Chirik, near

Urumiyye, of which place Yahya Khan was the Governor. He

treated the Bab with deference and respect. It was with

(lifiticulty that correspondence was now carried on, but letters

were passed in by means of some very clever stratagems. Accord-

ing to some accounts he was allowed to address the people, and

* d—.^ S-»^«-e i^ t)^ f*^ \ y^\ c-^. va-— ^ w>U»\ j\ j^\ j^\ ^jj^ (jflSfcA

M<ujdlah-i-Shflkhsi Saiijah.
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one eye-witness states that he saw the balcony from which the

Bab preached, that the concourse of people was very great, and

that they listened with attention to the words of the new Quran.

He prayed and worked without ceasing. All who approached

him, even the soldiers who guarded him, were influenced by his

calm manner and his attractive conversation. The Bab was

confined at Chirik about two and a half years, and, it is said, there

declared himself to be the Qa'im, or the Imam Mahdi.

Hoon after his arrival at Chirik he was brought to Tabriz to

undergo his first examination. A full account of this is given by

the Muhammadan historians, but as they represent him as utterly

foolish and ignorant, ^ it is more than probable that it did not take

place as narrated. Mirza Kazim Beg says that the accounts given

of the interview were most contradictory, and he does not give

any credence to the more absurd ones. The Babi account of it is

that the Bab advanced the claim of Mahdi-hood, on which a great

tumult arose, and that, in general, his defence was a success.

This much is certain that he was severely beaten and sent back to

confinement in Chirik. Then we are told that "learned divines

and esteemed lawyers who were possessed of power and influence,

girt up the loins of endeavour for the eradication and suppression

of this sect." They maintained that the Bab and his followers

were riot only in error, but were also hurtful to Church and State.

The King, Muhammad Shah, however, declined to interfere, and

declared that so long as the public peace was not disturbed the

Government would not further interfere with him.

At this time the Bab's followers were most active in spreading

his doctrines throughout the land. It was now that his most
famous convert was made. This was a woman called Qurratu'l-'Ayn

(Lustre of the Eye.) The course of the narrative may well be

interrupted in order to give a brief account of so great and

distinguished a woman.

She was the daughter of Haji Mulla Muhammad Salih, a

1 A full account is given in the Episode of tJte Bab, pp. 277-290 : also in the New
History of the Bab, pp. 285-291.
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leai'iied resident of Kazviii. She was an excellent Arabic scht:)lar

and was so intelligent that she could follow the most subtle

<1iscussions. Her acquaintance with the commentaries on the

Quran and \\ ith the Traditions was very extensive. ' She was

acquainted with Haji Se3\yid Ka/im, the Shaikhi leader, and his

1'amous disciple Mulia Husain. When the latter set out for Shiraz

Quiratu'l-'Ayn corresponded with him and begged him to let

hei- know when he had found the spiritual teacher he was in

search of. Mulla Husain showed her letter to the Bab, wlio

was much interested in it. For a wliile she lived at Kerbela and

gave addresses to the Shailrhis. This displeased the governor of

the place and she retired to Baghdad. Again she was ordered to

change her place of residence. She then visited Kirmanshah and

Hamadan, everywhere preaching and making converts to the

Babi faith. Some of the Babis looked with disfavour on this

preaching by a woman ; but the Bab supported her, applauded

her zeal, and bestowed on her the title of Jenab-i-Tahira, or

Her Excellency the Pure. From that time all acknowledged

her position. Her father now l)rpught her back to her home

Jit Kazvin, but she was not happy there, as her friends and

relatives were all bitterly opposed to the Shaikhi s and the

Babis. Her uncle, wlio showed much hatred of the Babis, was

now assassinated, and Qurratu'l-'Ayn was unjustly charged with

being privy to the deed. This rendered her further stay in

Kazvin impossible, and she left for a place called Niir, where

she remained until the suppression by the Government of the

Mazandaran insurrection. She was then made a prisoner and

sent to Teheran. On her arrival she was taken before the

Shah who said :

—
" I like her looks, leave her and let her be." 2

She was then kept in prison, though her confinement does

not appear to have been very rigorous, for she had occasional

intercourse with different Babis and her life was in no danizer

1 Lcs religions et les p]iiloso2)Jiiefi dans I/Asia Centrnle by Count Gobineau,

p. 16S.

J Aa.b j^ aSo jlj^ ^ f^^ \J^-^^^^^ '^
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until the attempt to assassinate the Shah was made, when

the mere fact of beinp; a Babi was sufficient to imperil life.

Even there her marvellous l)cauty, enthusiasm and eloquence won

for her the regard of her custodian, Mahmud Khan. He did all he

could, consistent with his duty, to soften the rigours of captivity

and held out hopes for the future. Her cheerfulness when any day

the sentence of death might be passed astonished the attendants.

One morning Mahmud Khan returned from Court, saying that

he had brought good news. He told Qurratu'-l-'Ayn that she was

to appear before her judges, and it was understood that, if she

denied that she was a "Babi, she would be left alone, on condi-

tion that she lived quietly and ceased to teach. She indignantly

replied that she would do no such thing and prophesied his own

down-fall. Strange to say this came true for a few years after

Mahmiid Khan was executed by the order of the Shah. This

refusal to deny her faith in the Bab was strong in her, and

she did so refuse when confronted with her judges. They could

not save her, and so she was put to death in the massacre at

Teheran which followed on the attempt to kill the Shah in

1852. Various accounts are given of the manner of her death.

Gobineau says she was burned and then strangled : others that

she was strangled i and then cast into a well. Her death was

painful, and she was as brave in death as she had been in life,

Qurratu'-l-'Ayn was the most remarkable of the Bab's disciples.

She was a person of marvellous beauty, possessed of high

intellectual gifts, eloquent, devoted and fearless. She threw

her whole soul into the cause she advocated, and her martyrdom

sheds a halo of glory round her short and active career.

A Babi historian says :
—

" Such fame did she acquire that

most people who were scholars or mystics sought to hear her

speak, and were eager to become acquainted with her powers of

speculation and deduction. She wrested pre-eminence from

1 " As she would not sufEer them to remove the veil from her face (though they

repeatedly sought to do so), they applied the bow-string over her veil and thus

compassed her martyrdom. Then they cast her holy body into a well in the garden."

Tdrikh-i-Jadid, p. 284.

9
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stalwart mon. and cnntimiod to strain tlio foot of steadfastness,

until she yielded up lier life at tlie sentence of the mighty

doctors in Teheran." Mirza Kazhu Beg, a most sober writer,

waxes eloquent over the charms of Qurratu'-l-'Ayn. Thus :

—

" This woman had an influence over her hearers, wholly spiritual.

She knew how to inspire them with perfect confidence. She

was well educated and very beautiful. Everything retired before

her. She raised the veil ^ which covered her face, not to set at

nought the laws of chastity and modesty, so deeply graven on

the tables of the orthodox law and in popular prejudice, but

much rather in order to give by her look more force to the

inspired words she spoke. Her speeches stigmatized that gross

tyranny which for so many centuries had imprisoned liberty.

She preached not, as some have said, to abolish the laws of

modesty, but to sustain the cause of liberty. The eloquent words

which fell from her mouth captivated the hearts of her hearers,

who became enthusiastic in her praise."

Some of her poems breathe the spirit of Siifiism and show how

deeply her mind was imbued with mystic lore. This is far more

apparent in the original than in any translation of them. The

following lines are from a translation by Mr. Browne.

" Though with sword in hand my Darling stand, with intent to slay,

though I sinless be.

If it pleases him, this tyi-ant's whim, I am well content with his

tyranny.

The country of ' I ' and ' We ' forsake ; thy home in annihilation

make.

Since fearing not this step to take, thou shalt gain the highest

felicity."

With this may be compared a verse of a Sufi poet.

1 Some Bdbls say she did not do this ; but Count Gobineau says :—" elle s'61eva

non seulement centre la polygamic, mais contre I'usage du voile." p. 168,
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Her romantic career, her marvellous ^ power, and her tragic

end will continue to give for a long while to come strength to

the Babi cause, and the spirit of endurance to its followers.

In the year 1848, Nasiru'd-din Shah, the late ruler of Persia,

was crowned at Teheran, and the position of the Babis became

more critical. The Prime Minister was Mirza Taqi Khan, who,

though favourably spoken of by some historians, was distin-

guished by great hatred of the Bab and the Babis, whom he

persecuted with much cruelty. A civil war now raged, and on

both sides much ferocity was shown ; but the power of the

Babis was broken by the fall of Shaikh Tabarsi and the

slaughter of the Babi garrison in 1849. The victory of the

royal troops was sometimes gained by base acts of treachery.

Mirza Kazim Beg gives an instance. He says :
—

" Prince

Mahdi Kuli Mirza, the commander of the royal forces, sent

assurances of safety to the Babi leaders who accepted his invi-

tation to the camp, where they were received with much atten-

tion and courtesy. This was what the Prince desired, and

when he saw that his guests were at their ease and had set

aside their weapons, he gave a signal, and the unsuspect-

ing Babis were at once seized and put to the most cruel tortures.

Some three hundred men were smeared with naphtha and then

1 The following sonnet on Qurratu'-l-'Ayu brings out some characteristic aspects

of her influence :

—

Qurratu'-l-'Ayn ! not famous far beyond

Her native shore. Not many bards have sung

Her praises, who, her enemies among,

Wielding her beauty as a magic wand,

Strove for the cause of him who had proclaimed

For poor down-trodden womanhood the right

Of freedom. Lifting high her beacon light

Of truth, she went unveiled and unashamed.

A woman, in the land where women live

And weep and die secluded and unknown,

She broke the bonds of custom, and to give

The Biib her aid, she dared the world alone,

Only to fail : death closed the unequal btrifc,

Aud Persia blindly wrecked a noble life.
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burnt alive." The Babi historian's version of it is that the

Prince swore on the Quran thus:—" You shah not be molested,

return to your own places." As they were famished and in

great distress they accepted the offer, came to the camp, and

whilst engaged in eating were suddenly attacked by the soldiers.

This kind of treachery was resorted to more than once ; but

no amount of hostile repression and bitter persecution could

restrain the ardour of the Babi teachers, or the devotion of

their followers. Mirza Taqi Khan now perceived that he must

get the Bab put out of the way, and so he sent an order to

his brother to this effect :
—

" Obtain a formal and explicit

sentence from the learned doctors at Tabriz, who are the firm

supporters of the Church of Ja'far {i.e., the (3th Imam), and

the impregnable stronghold of the Shi'ah faith. Summon the

Christian regiment of Urumiyya, suspend the Bab before all

the people and give orders for the people to hre a volley."

Mirza Husain Khan summoned the chief of the farrashes and

gave him his instructions. On the following day, the Bab and a

young man named Aka Muhammad 'Ali, a youthful Babi, who

belonged to a noble family of Tabriz, were delivered up, after

having been duly condemned by the Mullas, to the Colonel of

the Christian regiment already named. On the previous evening,

the Bab said to his followers :

—
' To-morrow they will martyr

me with boundless shame and dishonour. Let one of you now

arise and slay me, so that I may not have to suffer all this

dishonour and humiliation from the adversaries, for it is pleas-

anter for me to be slain by the hands of friends than by the

hands of enemies." I All, with great expressions of sorrow began

to excuse themselves, except Mirza Muhammad 'Ali, who seemed

as if about to obey the command. His comrades, however,

prevented him, saying :
" Such boldness and rashness is not

the characteristic of true service." For the following account

of what really transpired I am indebted to Mirza Kazim Beg.

2

1 Neio History of the Bdb, p. 298.

8 Journal Aniatiquc, Sixicmc Scric, tome vii. p. i377. The New Hiblonj of Ihc Bdb

also has a full account, pp. 297-iJ12.
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The roads whicli led to the court of the Barracks were crowded

with people. At a military execution in Persia, the condemned

are tied together witli their backs turned towards the firinif

party. Aka Muhammad 'Ali begged to be allowed to turn his

face towards the people, and then, in a loud, but calm voice,

he began to say some prayers which had been composed by

the master. The Bab kept perfectly silent. His pale and

beautiful face surrounded by a black beard, his white and de-

licate hands, his figure and distinguished manner, everything in

his person and in his dress aroused the sympathy and compas-

sion of the spectators. The Governor and the Mullas tried to

keep this in check by preaching loudly against the Babi doc-

trines, exaggerating the evils of the system. They recounted in

a pathetic manner the end of those who had met their death at

the hands of the Babis ; still, so strong was the feeling aroused by

the self-sacrifice of Aka Muhammad 'Ali and the dignity of the

Bab that it required the utmost effort of the Mullas to suppress

it. The first volley fired simply severed the cords by which the

prisoners were fastened to the post. A second volley proved

e£fectual. The crowd then dispersed in silence, but many men
carried in their hearts the germs of hostility towards the Govern-

ment. The execution of the Bab (A. H. 1266) does not seem

to have been justified on political grounds, for as Gobineau says,

though " The Babi chiefs had given trouble to the state, the

Bab himself had done nothing of the kind and no proof was

brought forward that he had encouraged his disciples in their

line of conduct."! A Babi historian gives a miraculous turn to

the failure of the first volley that was fired at the execution.

He says:
—" An iron nail was hammered into the middle of the

stair-case of the very cell wherein they were imprisoned, and

two ropes were hung down. By one rope Aka Muhammad *Ali

was suspended and by the other the Bab, both being firmly

bound in such wise that the head of the young man was on

the Bab's breast. From the fire of the volleys a mighty smoke

was produced. When the smoke cleared away they saw that

1 Lcs religions cL Ics philoaopJiies dans L'Asia Centralc, p. 262.
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young man standing^ with the Bab, who has seated by the side

of his amanuensis, Aka Seyyid Husain, in the very cell from
the staircase of which they had been suspended." The bodies

were finally cast out of the city, near the moat, to be devoured
by dogs and jackals ; but on the second night were conveyed
away by the Babis who by bribes, or the influence of powerful

friends, obtained possession of them. " They were wrapped in

white silk, placed in one coffin, and sent to Teheran, where by

order of Mirza Yahya (Subh-i-Ezel), who, though but twenty

years old, had been chosen to succeed the Bab, they were

deposited in a little shrine called Imam-zade-i-Ma'sum. Here

they remained for seventeen or eighteen years, till the schism

originated by Beha deprived his half-brother Ezel of the

supremacy in the Babi church which he had hitherto enjoyed,

when they were removed by the Beha'is, to whom alone is now

known the last resting place of the Martyrs of Tabriz." l

The chief of the religion was dead and, according to the

calculations of Mirza Taqi Khan, the Prime Minister, peace

would now be soon established and there would be no more

trouble from the Babis ; but, as Count Gobineau points out, 2

his political sagacity was entirely at fault for the death of the

Bab only increased the movement and fawned the ardour of his

followers.

Great pressure had been brought to bear on Aka Muhammad
'Ali by his relatives to make him recant, but he was imbued

with devotion to his master. He wrote a very touching letter

in reply to an affectionate appeal from his brother, urging him

to give up the Bab, to save his life and to return to his

family. This is the letter.

'* He is the Compassionate.

thou who art my Qibla ! My" condition, thanks to God, has

no fault, and " to every difficulty succeedeth ease." You have

1 .1 Year amongst the Persians, p. 64.

2 Lcs reliijions ct les phUosoi)hies dans L'Asia Ccntralc by Count Gobineau,

p. 271.
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written that this mattei- has no end. What matter, then, has

any end? We, at least, have no discontent in this matter:

nay, rather, we are miable suHiciently to express our thanks for

this favour. The end of this matter is to be slain in the way

of God, and ! what happiness is this. The will of God will

come to pass with regard to his servants, neither can human

plans avert the divine decree. O thou who art my Qibla, the

end of the world is death. If the appointed fate whicli God

hath decreed overtake me, then God is the guardian of my
family, and thou art mine executor ; behave in such wise as is

pleasing to God, and pardon whatever has proceeded from me

which may seem lacking in courtesy, or contrary to the respect

due from juniors : and seek pardon for me from all those of

my household and commit me to God. God is my patron and

how good is He as a Guardian !"

This letter is a remarkable witness to the power which the

Bab had over his disciples, a power which could lead this

youth, with so promising a future before him, to give up home
anokMife, to face death and its terrors rather than be separated^

from the Master he loved so truly. The original letter is given

in a foot-note. 1

The Bab does not appear to have been a political agitator
;

6^. .k> ij:.^^ (j-^'-i^ iJi-J^ yA f^\ ^^\^:iX>* - (•)*W? W; A*^y is*^ ^) et^«.*-»j (^} ji—it iXli

(_^ J^ - ,j>..~5^ L>J ^\ \jb\S <SJLi - diS^ %\ Syi S AiJ\ bU.U - M\^^^ ^i
\^
^JkW

jUij c:^\ ^\ ^Uj ^\y i^ ^^jlb y^ ^^ ^yi
y ^^ JWC;> «:--\ (^ ^iJ^

f^ . iii\ ^,->wa> - Jo ,L_wJ \jk57 \y» . JufUi (^ ^\j> \\ ^^ ^\ A^A ;\ ct^Jis^ «__^
^

Ro]/al Aftiatic Socich/s Jonrnal, October 1889, p. 992,
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certainly politics had nothing to do with the inception of the

movement. He wished to effect religious reform, not to deal

with affairs of the State, or to injm-e the status of the reigning

family. He was absoi'bed in .spiritual meditations and in mysti-

cal contemplations and was not a political fanatic. But when
his followers found that the Government would not help

forward reforms and would not move from the orthodox Shi'ah

standpoint, they gave to the Babi movement a political turn

which it had not previously possessed. The Bab himself

remained passive, but most of the chief men amongst his

disciples accepted this new departure. Then after the death of

the Bab instead of becoming, as was expected by the Govern-

ment, despondent and discouraged, they became exasperated

and stern. The last restraints were now removed and they

did not hesitate to count themselves enemies of the Shah and

his government.

It may be well at this point to give a summary of the character

of the Bab, as pourtrayed by Mirza Kazim Beg, always remem-

bering that the critic, though eminently fair, does not believ^ in

the claims of the Bab.

" He had some characteristics truly great and noble and was

a man of firm and settled convictions. His moral character

was high, and he aimed in his preaching to bring all his

countrymen into a community, united by intellectual and moral

ties. He spoke with much earnestness on the necessity for a

religious and social reform in Persia, the cessation of religious

persecution, and the amelioration of the lot of women. It is

said that much of what he preached on these points had an

esoteric meaning, known only to his disciples ; but whether

that is the case or not, the veneration they felt for him was

profound, and there can be no doubt that the teaching of the

Bab was in the direction of freedom and that he personally

was in favour of reform." Mirza Kazim Beg sums up his

reflections thus: "We neither consider him an adventurer nor

a fanatic, but an eminently moral man, a dreamer brought up

in the school of the Shaikh is and possessing some touch of
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Christianity. We regard him also as a man troubled by the

direct influence of some of his devoted and ambitious disciples.

In any case, we believe that the appearance of the Bab will be

more or less of use in time to the cause of civilization in Persia."!

The next historical event of importance is the attempt on

August 15th, 1852,2 to assassinate Nasiru'd-din Shah. It does

not appear to have been an act determined on by any large

number of the Babi leaders, but to have arisen from a spirit

of revenge in a few devoted followers of the Bab. If such be

the case, the frightful persecutions which followed are utterly

injustifiable, even from an oriental standpoint. The accounts

differ as to the number of Babis engaged in this. Some say

that there were twelve conspirators, others say that there were

seven. In any case only three actually took part in the attack

on the Shah. These were Mulla Fathu'llah of Kum, Sadiq of

Zanjan, and Mirza Muhammad of Niriz. They got themselves

engaged as gardeners in a country palace, to which the Shah

used to resort. One day in the garden he was eating some

fresh water melons and seeing three gardeners, looking wearied

with heat and work, sent them some of the fruit. This kind

act made the conspirators hesitate in the carrying out of their

commission. However, in a few days, the effect of the Shah's

kindness passed away and, as he was out riding one day, they

approached him, under the pretence of having a petition to

offer, and then one of them fired, it is said, three times, the

last shot slightly wounding the Shah. The escort then came

up, and Sadiq, one of the assassins, was killed on the spot

and the other two were arrested.

The Shah was really in a very great fright, but the Musulman

historians give a different account. The following is a very good

specimen of oriental hyperbole and flattery :

—
" The dust of per-

turbation settled not on the skirt of the patience and self-control

of the king, whose elemental material, God the Creator had

1 Journal Asiatiqjie, Sixi^me S6rie, tome vii. p. 384,

? A. H. 1268.

10
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leavened with the Hver of the lion, the heart of Ardashir, the

ardour of Shapur, and the majesty of Taimur. Nor did the pellu-

cid stream of his mind become troubled by the foulness and filth

of these events. Neither did he urge his horse to leap aside,

nor did he utter a word indicative of alarm or consternation.

He kept his place on the poplar-wood saddle like some mountain

of massive rocks, and notwithstanding that wound, turned not

aside in any direction, and carried not his hand to his hurt,

so that those present in his escort knew not that any hurt

had befallen the king, or that he had suffered any wound."

At the examinations before the Council of Ministers, the two

arrested Babis, though most severely tortured, declared that

they had no accomplices, that they could not hesitate to obey

the sacred orders of their chiefs who were no longer in Persia.

They said:
—"you can torture us till the day of judgment,

we shall say no more."

The Babis attribute the failure of the plot to the fact that the

impetuosity of the three conspirators led them on to the attack

before the others were ready. The most stringent measures

were at once taken against the Babis. The police at Teheran

searched everywhere for them and succeeded in arresting,

according to one account, forty, and, according to Mlrza Kazim

Beg, seventy persons. Most of these who were arrested were

condemned to death, whether any proof could be given of their

complicity in the plot or not. It was quite enough to be

known as a Babi. A great fear fell upon those in authority,

and it was determinated to make a terrible example. The princi-

pal malefactors, says Mirza Kazim Beg, " were tortured in the

most odious manner, with an unheard of refinement of cruelty."

An English traveller saysi;—"Tow steeped in oil was inserted

between their fingers and behind their shoulder blades, leaving

portions hanging down which were lighted, and in this con-

dition the unhappy wretches were led, as long as they could

walk, through the principal streets of the capital. A furious

1 Diary of a Jourmy from Lo^idon to Persepolis, by John Ussher, p. 628.
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proscription followed. No time was lost between apprehension

and execution, death was the only punishment known, the

headless bodies lay in the streets for days, the terrified relatives

fearing to give them burial, and the dogs fought and growled

over the corpses in the deserted thoroughfares."

A most ingenious plan was adopted to avert from the Shah

and his Ministers, any special and definite hatred of the Babis

and to make the subjects of a possible retaliation on their part

as varied as possible. The prisoners were divided amongst

i

the different classes of the community who were made res-

ponsible for the execution of the victims allotted to them. 2

They were thus informed that their loyalty would be above

suspicion. Another expected result was that, owing to the

retaliation to which they would be exposed, they would be

permanently alienated from the Babl movement and personally

interested in its entire suppression. Some of the classes thus

made to take part in the executions were the 'Ulama, the

Princes, the Employes of the foreign office, the Nobles, the

Mir-i-Akhiir, or Master of the Horse and his assistants; the

Sar-kishik or the Captain of the Guard ; and the Yiiz-Bashis,

or Centurions ; the Artillerymen, the General and Officers, the

Professors and Students, the Merchants, the City people, and

so on.

The details are sickening. One illustration will be enough.

Haji Sulaiman Khan and Kazim of Niriz were first wounded in

many parts of their bodies, and in these wounds lighted candles

were placed. They were then paraded through the streets and

bazaars, accompanied by musicians, whilst the spectators threw

dust and ashes on them. At last they were sawn asunder.

Sulaiman bore these tortures most heroically and during them

testified to the joy he felt at suffering martyrdom for the cause

of the Bab.

1 Curzon's Persia, vol. I, p. 402.

s This reminds us of what is said of Queen Joan of Naples, who, when she

strangled her husband, called out to her fellow-conspirators, ' Gentlemen you

must all take hold of the rope.' Quarterly Review, No. 353, p. 290.
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He recited the following verses :

"I have returned! I have returned! I have come by the way of

Shh-dz!

I have come with winsome airs and graces ! Such is the lover's

madness." ^

" Why do you not dance," said the executioners, " since you

find death so pleasant?" "Dance," said Sulaiman Khan.

" In one hand the wine cup, in one hand the tresses of the friend.

Such a dance in the midst of the marked place is my desire."

Kenan speaks of the massacre thus :
—

" The day of the great

slaughter of the Babis in Teheran was, perhaps, a day unparalleled

in the history of the world." 2 Keferring to the same event,

Count Gobineau says^:
—"Children and women with lighted

candles stuck into the wounds were driven along by whips, and

as they went along they sang, *We came from God, to Him we

return.' When the children expired, as many did, the execu-

tioners threw the corpses beneath the feet of their fathers. Life

was offered if they would recant. An executioner told one father

that, if he did not recant, his two sons, the elder of whom was

fourteen years old, should be slain on his breast. The father

lying down said that he was ready, and the elder boy claimed

by right of birth to be the first to have his throat cut. At

last, night fell on a mass of shapeless flesh, and the dogs of

the suburbs came in troops to the place."

So ended one important period in the history of the Babis.

This day made more secret followers of the Bab than all his

preaching had done, for the impression produced upon the

people by the calmness and patience of the Martyrs was

profound and lasting. ^

1 This is the original Persian :—

9 Les Apotres, p. 378.

3 Lcs Religions et Ics Philosophies dans I'Asie Centralc, p. 302.

4 Ibid, p. 303.
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There has been since this time no formal outbreak of Babl

revenge, nor has there been any persecution hke it. Even this

altogether failed of its purpose, for it gave to the movement a

vigour and vitality which otherwise it might have lacked, i It is

said that half a million Persians are Babis, but the Hon'ble

G. Gurzon considers the total to be nearer one million. He

says 2;— "They are to be found in every walk of life, from the

ministers and nobles of the Court to the scavenger or the

groom, not the least arena of their activity being the Musalman

priesthood itself. It will have been noticed that the movement

was initiated by Seyyids, Hajis and Mullas." Whilst it is

true that there has been no persecution so terrible as the one

in 1852, yet now and again the hostility of the 'Ulama shows

itself. In 1878, 1888, and in 1889 Babis were put to death. 3

The heroism and the devotion of the Babis is something very

wonderful. It is said that there is only one instance of

a Babi's having recanted under pressure. He, however, he

returned again to his faith, and was afterwards put to death

for his renewed devotion to the Bab.

After the death of the Bab, the chief interest in the

movement circles round Mirza Yahya and his half-brother

Beha'ullah, who became the respective leaders of the two

sects, into which the Babis are now divided—the Ezelis and

the Beha'is.

Before proceeding to give an account of the Babi doctrines,

we may briefly continue the narrative of events. There seems

no doubt that the Bab in the year 1849 nominated the former,

1 En tres peu d'annees, c'est-a-dire de 1847 a 1852 cette religion s'est repaudue

dans presque toute la Perse et y compte des zelateurs innombrables Et ce

n'est point una populace ignorante qui s'est surtout emue ; ce sont des membres
eminents du clerge ; ce sont des gens riches et instruits, des fenunes appartenant a

des families importantes ; ce sont, enfin, apres les musulmans, des philosophes, des

soufys en grand nombre, beaucoup de juifs, qui ont ete conquis tout a coup par la

nouvcUc revelation. Les religions et les Philosophies dans I'Asie Cenlrale, p 308.

•i Persia, Vol. I, p. i99.

3 Ibid, p. 500.
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whom he named Subh-i-Ezel (morning of eternity), as his

successor, and that for a short time he really held an un-

disputed position as head of the Babi church. His claim to

that office is based on a document, said to have been written

by the Bab, of which the following is a translation 1 by

Mr. E. G. Browne :—

" God is most great with the utmost greatness.

This is a letter on the part of God, the Protector, the self-Existent.

To God, the Protector, the self-Existent.

Say, * All originate from God.'

Say, ' All return to God.'

This is a letter from 'Ali before Nabil 2 the remembrance of

God unto the worlds,

Unto him whose name is equivalent to the name of One,^ the

remembrance of God unto the worlds.

Say, ' Verily all originate from the Point of Revelation (Nuqta-

i-Beyan).

O Name of the One, * keep what hath been revealed in the

Beyan,

And what hath been commanded, ' Verily Thou art a mighty

way of Truth.'
"

In 1852, when the attempt on the life of the Shah was made,

the Babis were bitterly persecuted, and Subh-i-Ezel retired to

Bagdad, which then became the head-quarters of the sect, and

was for many years recognised, at least nominally, as its head.

Mirza Husain 'AH Beha'ullah, who was Subh-i-Ezel' s senior

by thirteen years, and had just been released from imprisonment,

joined him in 1853. The Persian Government, at length, objected

to his residence there and prevailed on the Turkish authorities in

1 The New History of tJie Bdb, p. 426. A fac-similc of the transcript by Subh-i-

Ezel from the original letter written by the Bdb is also given.

3 i.e., The B4b.

3 Wihid, one. The numerical value of the letters of w4hid is 18, which is also the

value of those in Ya^iyi, one of the names of Sub^-i-Ezel.

* i.e., Yai^yi,
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1863-4 to deport him and his followers to Constantinople, from

whence a few months later on they were sent to Adrianople.

Subh-i-Ezel led a very secluded life, and the correspondence and

other matters were carried on by Beha, who acted for him and

was a man of resolute will and ambitious character. For a time

he acted in the name of Subh-i-Ezel and professed to do all he did

under his instructions ; but in time the idea gradually formed

itself in his mind that should become actually as indeed he

was already virtually the head and leader of the Babls. Thus

the influence of Beha grew, and at last he began to advance

claims 1 which afterwards culminated in the assertion that

he was the person to whom the Bab referred as ' Him whom
God shall manifest. '2 To this claim 3 the Ezelis replied that

1 Amongst these was one advanced for him by Mlrza Abii'l Fazl in the aJSax-.^ in

which it was maintained that BehA was the promised Messiah of the Jews. He
speaks of a good time coming when all nations will be of one religion and Israel

shall inherit the earth, if they do not turn away from the light and guidance

now come to them.

^_$J^ ^A^jjiji Jif\j^ v^l^ j\ ^jy> iSi'\ \S o.vAi' JJb\j&. J>Li JUjU ^•-JL-A;;^
y

^j \) |J«*^/^^ (.^ ) Jk>\i>^ (3*^ «--^ft>j^
^ (^.>i «^. ji \j aJ^ *--^}}^ C**^ i

'^.'^j*

J-oU. *-i)*j fij^JL* t-_o^y« jJ ^yfc- (jJUasJU . .iiUi^ ufcoLc oLc d-o^JUfc . ^j\ uuJ^,.

*-ifX* 1^^ J*^ J-^ uwUsJ &i ^)^ '^f^} } ^is—^ '"^ V <^^ Sj^j i^^ jf^

^W jJ JU J^ «ujaU-« ^^^W }^ j\-i>^\ ; cy^a-. ^ CJLA ^Us ^Us ^j-i^ j\ Oy ^\ jy\^

j^^asA &H J
0U«iJfc^ (,S,wO,k> . j\jb iJU. ,.3 <SiJ^ c^ Oy»

—

* O »e. .^ ^,^^ <3-^'-^ r*^ *>*?

t>U_^ ^^\i j6^\j>&. ^-^ J/«^ 6^ J^ jO <i^^ j^-i, j^ ^LiJ\ Sjtji y <i_-,Jka/» i^\^ J'*

6.XA. fiO^J Bac^ 6jy jv> 6^ ^jji^ y. \j
^ji^} .j^^ y ^\ f."^ ^ -iyf jb,"^ ^yS ^i~oyj

;

-^j*^ Jj^ tr-^^ y^ f.

R. A. S. Journal, October 1892, p. 703.

s 6ii\ j^ ^ man yazai-ulldh. He declared openly his divine mission in 18G6-7 at

Adrianople, from which date the schism commences.

3 It required great firmness to meet the claim and Mr. Browne says,—" Such

firmness Subh-i-Ezel, a peace-loving, contemplative, gentle soul, wholly devoted to

the memory of his beloved master, caring little for authority, and incapable of

self-assertion, seems to have altogether lacked." Introduction to the New History of

Die Bdb, p. xxi,
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before the person of whose advent the Bab had spoken could

come, Bablism must obtain general currency, and the laws

laid down by the Bab in his books i must be accepted by

most of the nations of the world. They further added to their

reply that it was not to be supposed that two manifestations

zahiir—that of the Bab and that of * Him whom God shall

manifest'—could take place with so short an interval of time

between them. The Beha'is, who admitted that Subh-i-Ezel

was the first vice-regent of the Bab, to all the objections alleged

replied that Mlrza Yahya's rule was only to last until the

manifestation of the new leader, who was to come suddenly,

and the time of whose advent was known only to God ; that

the Bab had stated that he, the new prophet, would come

suddenly, and that it could not come to pass that any one

should falsely claim the honour. They also used an argument

well known amongst Muhammadans, an argument based on

the literary style of the books given by means of a divinely

appointed messenger, and urged that the Lauh-i-Nasir, the

book in which Beha announced his mission, fulfilled this

condition of a divine revelation by its eloquence of diction and

the wonderful knowledge, unacquired by study, displayed by

the writer. Anyhow, the conflicting claims to the leadership

led to quarrels and blows. 2 The Turkish Government then

determined to separate the disputants. 3 Beha and his followers

' " The B4b( literature is extensive but secret, for he who was known to possess

such books put his life in great danger." Lea Religions et les philosophies dans
VAsie Centrale, p. 310.

' " Amongst the Bdbfs the effect of this announcement {i.e., Behd's claim) was little

short of stupendous. From Constantinople to Kirmdn and from Cairo to KhurdsAn
the communities of the faithful were rent asunder by a schism which every

subsequent year has rendered wider and more permanent, and which nothing short

of the complete extinction of one of the two rival factions can possibly heal.

At Adrianople itself the struggle was short and the triumph of Behd complete."

Neio History of tJw Bdb, p. xxii.

3 For the view of the Ezeli historians on what they consider to be the grave

misconduct and treachery of the Behd'is, see Eptisode of tlie Bdb, pp. 359-364,

The Behi'f version of the affair is given on pp. 368-9,
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were sent to Acre, i and Mlrza Yahya and his people were

exiled to Famagusta, in Cyprus. A few Ezelis were sent with

Beha, and a few Beha'is were sent with Mirza Yahyd. It

was hoped that by this arrangement the minority, in each

case, would act as spies and prevent any communication between

Babis in Persia and either of the leaders. Since then the

followers of Beha have increased very much, whilst those of

Subh-i-Ezel, or Yahya, have decreased. This is an unlooked

for development of the work of the Bab, for Beha claims to

be the messenger of a new dispensation altogether. 2

This caused much consternation in the Babi world. A
liopeless schism was made, and peace can only come by the

extinction of one party. The question at issue now became

something more than a mere struggle for leadership, for Beha's

claim virtually deposed the Bab from his position as the ' Point

of Eevelation ' and made him the mere fore-runner of ' Him
whom God shall manifest'. The Ezelis are, however, nearly

extinct, and it is not likely that they will ever attain to power

again. Assuming that Beha had right on his side, it is stated

that the changes he made were in a practical direction and

beneficial.

Tlie Babi doctrines are to be found in the writings of the

Bab called the Beyan,3 a term he used as conveniently expressing

1 This is still the head-quarters of the BehA'ls, to which sect most of the B&his

now belong.

* Mr. Browne put the following question to a Behd'f :
" Why do you speak of Mfrz4

Yahyd as though he were of no account ? In the books about your religion which I

read in Europe, he is described as the BAb's chosen successor and, after him, as the

chief of j'our sect ?
"

*' Yes," replied Mirzd Hasan, " it is true that he was one of the early believers, and

that at first he was accounted the successor and vice-regent of the Bdb, but he was

repeatedly warned not to withhold his allegiance from ' Him whom God shall

manifest ', and threatened that if he did so, he would fall from the faith and become

as one rejected. In spite of these clear warnings of his master, he refused to

acknowledge the new manifestation when it came ; wherefore he is now regarded by

us as of no account."

—

A Year amongst the Persians, p. 335.

^ Composed in 1848.

XI
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the sphere in whicli his tlioughts moved. It is a name
sometimes apparently applied to the collective writings, but

more generally to a particular book.l Many of the dogmas are

very mystical :
2 but the following is a brief summary.

God is eternal and unapproachable. All things come from
Him and exist by Him. Man cannot approach Him except

through some appointed medium. So, distinct from God there

is a Primal Will, 3 or Mashiyyat-i-Ula, who becomes incarnate

' Count Gobineau considers that the name applies to all he wrote and that he

used it "pour titre a tout ce qu'il composa." Les Relif/ions et les Philosophies dans

L'Asie Centrale, p. 311.

2 It is not always easy to understand the esoteric dogmas of these Persian sects for,

as Mr. E. G. Browne says :
—" There is a profound difference between the Persian

idea of religion and that which obtains in the west. Here it is the ideas of faith

and righteousness (in different proportions, it is true), there it is knowledge and
mystery. Here religion is regarded as a rule by which to live and a hope wherein to

die, there as a key to unlock the secrets of the spiritual and material universe. Here
it is associated with work and charity, there with rest and wisdom, here a creed

is admired for its simplicity, there for its complexity." " Thus it comes to

pass that Persians have as often died for belief in some obscure mystical dogma

as for some ethical principle or motive." Royal Asiatic Society's Journal January

1898, p. 88.

3 There is an evident connection between this dogma of the Bdbls and the Sufi

system, in which the ' First Intelligence,' or ' Primal Element' is represented as a

manifestation of God. To the Siifi, as to the Bdbf, God is *' sterile in His inaccessible

height." Men can never be more than slaves, nearness to Him is impossible. But

men longed for communion with some one or something above them. They felt the

need of some intermediary and found it in a revival of the old Gnostic notions of the

.^ons, forms of manifestation of the Ineffable and Incomprehensible. Neander thus

describes the Gnostic view :—" Self-limitation is the first beginning of a communication

of life from God—the first passing of the hidden deity into manifestation, and from

this proceeds all further self-developing manifestation of the divine essence. Now,

from this primal link in the chain of life there are evolved, in the first place, the

manifold powers or attributes inherent in the divine essence, which, until that first

self-comprehension, were all hidden in this abyss of His essence." This intermediary

is the Primal Will of the Bd,bi and the Primal Element of the Siifl, who also calls it by

the names of the Pen, the First Principle, the spirit of Muhammad, Universal Reason

or ' aql-i-kuU. God's voice is heard through it, by it material things were brought

into existence. It works in Prophets and Saints. The Imdm is closely connected with

it. I am not able to find out whether the Bdb taught that the Primal Will was

created or not. In Sufi theology it certainly is, for in the Al^ldq-i-Jald^li it is
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in the prophets. This Primal Will which spoke in all the

prophets of the past, spoke also in the Bab who is the Nuqta-i-

Beyan, or the point of Revelation and will speak in ' Him
whom God shall manifest '. This is apparent from the following

texts of the Beyan :
—

" The whole Beyan revolves round the

saying of ' Him whom God shall manifest.' " "A thousand

perusals of the Beyan are not equal to the perusal of one

verse of what shall be revealed by ' Him whom God shall

manifest.' " " The Beyan is to-day in the stage of seed,

but in the day of ' Him whom God shall manifest ' it will

arrive at the degree of fruition." It must be remembered that

Beha claimed, and is allowed by his followers this exalted

position. The following are some of the expressions used of

Beha by his followers:
—"Beha has come for the perfecting of

the law of Christ, and his injunctions are in all respects

similar. For instance, we are commanded that we should

prefer that we should be killed rather than that we should

kill. It is the same throughout, and, indeed, could not be

otherwise, for Beha is Christ returned again, even as He
promised, to perfect that which He had begun." "Christ returns

to you as Beha with Angels, with clouds, with the sound of

trumpets. His angels are his messengers, the clouds are the

doubts which prevent you recognising him ; the sound of the

trumpets is the sound of the proclamation which you now
hear, announcing that He has come once more from heaven,

even as he came before."^

written :
" It is admitted, equally by the masters of perception and conception, that

the First Principle which, at the mandate, ' Be and it is,' issued, by the ineffable

power and will, from the chaotic ocean of inexistence, was a simple and luminous

essence which, in the language of philosophy, is termed the Primary Intelligence,

and the great fathers of mysticism and investigation call it the Muhanamadan Spirit."

It is to this and not to the inaccessible and incomprehensible God that the Imam
seeks to return. When his work in life is done, then ' his end is joined to his

beginning'—Ba aghaz girdad baz anjdm. It is a curious phase of human thought

which the Sufis evidently borrowed from the Gnostics, and the Bdbis from the Siifis.

This earnest longing for communion with a manifestation of God we can sympathise

with, and only regret that, in their ignorance or repudiation of the Christian doctrine

of the Incarnation, both Sufi and Babi have so sadly missed the mark.

1 A Year amongst tJie Persians, pp. 308-9.
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Each dispensation of the Primal Will thus become incarnate

supersedes a preceding" one, and so Islam has ceased to be the

true religion for to-day. It has already been shown (p. 55)

that devotion to the Imam was a very prominent point in the

teaching of the Bab. In one of the earliest of his writings,

we read, "When thou wishest to visit the Friend of God, or

one of the Imams of the Faith, first purify thy body from

everything which thy heart dislikes ; then wash thyself with

seven handfuls of water upon thy head." Then follow direc-

tions how to approach the Imam with humility, and the prayer

to be said. He addresses the Imams as Effulgences of the

Divine Glory, Manifestations of God, Intercessors with Him for

sinful men. He longs for communion with them. Thus,

" Where are the days of your manifestation that I may be

independent of all except you ? and where are the days of the

appearance of the signs of your lordship, that by your permis-

sion, I may say to whatsoever I will, ' Be ', and it shall become

existent before you." These are the enthusiastic utterances of a

devout Shi'ah, and represent the feelings of the Bab before he

felt conscious of any special mission. But this constant dwelling

on the glory of the Imams, the dispensers of God's will and

favour, gradually led to the formation of the idea that he had

special communication with them and was, in fact, the Bab.

At this stage the usual Muhammadan customs were not set

aside. The month of Eamazan was observed as a fast ; but

the 'Ulama were bitterly reproached for opposing this new

revelation. Thus the Bab says :—" people of the earth!

give thanks to God, for verily we have delivered you from

the doctors of doubt."

For a more complete exposition of the Babi dogmas, Mr.

Browne, to whose valuable researches we are chiefly indebted

for the best information on the subject, refers to the Persian

Beyan, from which quotations have already been made. This

work brings out more fully the theory of a Primal Will.

" Since it is impossible for created beings to know the Divine

Essence, the Primal Will has for their guidance and instruc-
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tion, incarnated itself from time to time in a hmnan form.

These incarnations are known as * Prophets.' That which

spoke in all the Prophets of the past now speaks in the Bab
and will speak through ' Him whom God shall manifest,' and

after him through others, for there is no cessation in these

manifestations. " That which spoke in Adam, Noah, Moses,

David, Jesus and Muhammad l was the one and the same

Primal Will. In each manifestation news has been given of

the following one. Thus the Jews were told to expect a

Messiah but they rejected him ; the Christians to expect

Muhammad but, as a rule, they did not accept him ; so the

Muhammadans are taught to look out for Imam Mahdi, Yet

now he has come {i.e., in the Bab) they persecute him. "2

The chapters of the Beyan are arranged in groups of

nineteen, a number which has a peculiar significance with the

Babis. Each letter of the Arabic alphabet has a numerical

value, and so dates can be given by words or sentences. Alif,

the first letter, stands for God, and the word for one is wahid.

The numerical value of the letters in this word is 19. God is

absolute Being, or wujiid, the value of the letters of which also

comes to 19.-^ The name of one of the attributes of God is

Hayy, or the Living. The sum of the letters of this word is

18, to which, if we add the letter Alif—the ' One ' which

pervades all—we again get the sacred number 19. Nineteen,

then, represents the manifestation of the unknowable essence,

and 19x19 (= 8(31) represents the manifested universe, or all

things, expressed by the term * kulu shey' the numerical value

1 These are the Anbiya Ulii'l 'Azm of Islam. Vide Faith of Isldm, p. 216.

2 Journal of tlie R.A.S., vol. xxi. pp. 914, 925.

3 This is in accord with the second canon of the Cabbalistic system of Biblical

interpretation in the thirteenth centmy, which is called GUematria, or " the use of

the nmnerical values of the letters of a word for purposes of comparison with other

words which yield the same or similar combinations of nimibcrs."* I am not prepared

to say that there is any historical connection between the Cabbalist and the Persian

mystic. The subject needs investigation.

• Biblical Uttidy, by Dr. Briggs, p. 301.
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of which words is 860, to which Alif, the ' One ' pervading all,

is added and we then get 861,

In this world, God is represented by Mirza 'All Muhammad,
the Bab, who is called the nuqta, or Point, and his 18

disciples. " These eighteen are called the hm'ul'at-i-hayy, or

Letters of the Living, because by them the Bab bestowed

new life upon the world." These again with their leader form

the number 19, and thus constitute a wahid, or complete unity,

and, as each disciple was to have 19 others under him, we

again arrive at 861, which represents the numerical value of

'kullu shey', or the 'number of all things' that is, the ' 'adad-i-

kullu shey.' On this same ground the Beyan has 19 parts and

each part has 19 chapters. The Babi year has 19 months of 19

days, each day 19 hours, each hour nineteen minutes. The

same principle was to regulate measures of distance and of

weights. Law and commerce were to come under its injfiuence.

"Organise," said the Bab, "all things after the number of the

Unity, that is to say by a division into nineteen parts." ^

Another point on which the Beyan lays much stress is that

no revelation is final. This is entirely opposed to the ordinary

Muhammadan view, which is that, as Muhammad was kha-

tamu'l anbiya, or the seal of the Prophets, his revelation closed

the series. The Bab taught that, as the human race progresses,

the Primal Will, the teacher of men, speaks in each new

revelation more fully and more clearly.2 All these successive

1 Les Religions et les Philosophies dans L'Asie Centrale, p. 322.

s II a dit qu'il ne venait donner qu'un developpement de plus a la science dc la

nature divine : que tous les piophetes successivement en ont dit plus que leurs

predecesseui's n'avdient eu mission de la faire, et que c'est simplement en conse-

quence de ce progies r^gulier que lui a ete commise la tache d'etre plus complet

que Mahomet, lequel I'avait ^te plus que J^sus, qui, a son tour, en avait su plus

que ses prcdccesseurs." Les Religions et les Philosophies dans L'Asie Centrale,

p. 317.

" Enfin le Bab parut a son tour, et sa revelation, plus complete sans doute et,

comme diraient chez nous certains politiques, plus progressive, a d'ailleurs revctu des

caracteres assez particuliers, qui sont la demonstration et la preuve de son excellence."

Ibid, p. 326.
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and progressive revelations and dispensations were not for the

purpose of abrogating preceding essential laws, but to complete

them and especially to prepare the world for the fuller teach-

ing of ' Him whom God shall manifest.'

"A new prophet is not sent until the development of the

human race renders this necessary. A revelation is not

abrogated till it no longer suffices for the needs of mankind.

There is no disagreement between the prophets : all teach the

same truth, but in such measure as men can receive it. As

mankind advance and progress they need fuller instruction.

The instruction given by Abraham was suitable and sufficient

for the people of his day, Init not for those to whom Moses

was sent, while this in turn had ceased to meet the needs of

those to whom Christ was sent. Yet we must not say that

their religions were opposed to one another, but rather that

each manifestation is more complete and more perfect than the

last."i

The great point in the Babi theology is that the teacher is

one and the same, though he manifests himself according to

the capacity and needs of those to whom he is sent. The

outward form changes but the Universal Spirit remains. 2 It

then follows that " since this Universal Spirit is absolute good,

we must believe that it always has a manifestation in the world

hence during the long intervals which separate one pro-

phetic dispensation from the next, there must be in the world

silent manifestations of the spirit, intrinsically not less perfect

than the speaking manifestations whom we call prophets." 3

Such persons would seem to be those who in Sufi phraseology

had annihilated self, " escaped the delusions of plurality and

realised the unity of True Being," who differ in degree but not

in kind from the Prophets.

A Year amongst tlie Persians, p. 30-3.

s " The religion of God is One, though the Theophanies differ." New History

of the Bdb, p. 336.

3 A Year amongst the Persians, p. 327.
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The Bab was a prisoner when he showed such interest in

preparing the mind of his followers for this ' Coming One'.

The Beyan is full of it. It is laid down that in every assembly

of believers a vacant place must be left for him. When his

name is mentioned all must rise up. In any case the ground

was well prepared for Beha when he made his claim.

The Beyan speaks with confidence of the success of Babiism.

The future Babi community is to form a perfect Utopia and

its governments are to be tolerant.! The kindly nature of the

Bab is seen in the fancy sketches he draws of the future.

At the day of Judgment, ' He whom God shall manifest
'

will preside. All the good people will be praised for their works,

their piety, their obedience. Evil men will be annihilated.

Thus the good will return to God and dwell in Him ; the

bad will pass away and be no more.

The Muhammadan doctrines of the examination of the dead in

the graves, 2 the Kesurrection, Sirat, Heaven, Hell, are all treated

allegorically. The first is really a summons to the people to

believe in the next manifestation of the Primal Will (p. 82), the

Resurrection is the appearance of this manifestation. Sirat, or

the Bridge, 3 is the belief in the prophet of the age, a matter

difficult to the self-willed, but easy to the seeker after God.

Hell is ignorance and denial of the last manifestation of God,

through the Primal Will incarnated in the Prophet, whilst Heaven

is joy in it. The views of the Bab on a future life are not very

clear. Speaking of BarzaWi^ he says, "What is intended by

Barzakh is merely the interval between two manifestations, and

not that which is commonly known amongst men, for none

knoweth what shall be decreed unto them after death except

God." The hope of a future reward was not placed before his

followers as an inducement to accept him, and this is in direct

1 For a fuller account see Journal, R. A. S., vol. xxi., pp. 927-8.

2 Sell's Faith of Islam, p. 204.

3 Ibid, p. 226.

4 Ibid, p. 228,
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contrast to the conduct and teaching of Muhammad. In the

Beyan the Bab wrote the following striking words :
—

" So

worship God that, if the recompense of thy worship of Him
were to be the fire, no alteration in thy worship of Him would

be produced. If you worship from fear, that is unworthy of

the threshold of the holiness of God, nor will you be accounted

a believer; so also, if your gaze is on Paradise, and if you

worship in hope of that, for then you have made God's

creation a partner with Him." i

To a very large number of Babis, Beha was during the latter

part of his life 2 looked up to as a divinely appointed guide.

Before he assumed that position he wrote a book called the Ikan,

which is held in great esteem. In this book he seems to

acknowledge the then superior position of Subh-i-Ezel, but

writes bitterly of some who were hostile to himself. Two years

after the Turks had banished him to Adrianople, he boldly

asserted his claim and called on all the Ezelis to submit to his

direction. He then wrote other treatises in which his position

is dogmatically set forth. " If any one understood the love of

Beha in the world of creation, and were to fight on his side

against all who are in the earth and the heavens, God would
verily make him victorious over them, as a showing forth of

his power, a setting forth of his Majesty." The people of the

Beyan {i.e., the Babis not of his party) complained about all

this, and Beha very severely censures them :
—" people of

the Beyan! have you not considered that he 3 for twenty years

has stood up by himself against the enemies. Many are the

nights when all were sleeping at ease on their beds, while this

Beauty of Primal Unity {i.e., Beha) was standing up openly

against the unbelievers." The extent of his claim is well shown

by Mr. E. G. Browne in a descriptive 4 passage from which I

1 R.A.S. Journal, October 1889, p. 931.

2 He died in exile on May 16th, 1892.

3 Behd, \yho is writing of himself in the third person.

* Journal of tlie B. A. S., vol. xxi., pp. 951-2,

12
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have quoted freely. Beha also says in a book of his :
—

" 1

1

revealed all the heavenly books by the glorious tongue of might."

The Babi hierarchy consists of the Point and eighteen ' Letters

of the Living,' 2 making up the mystic number nineteen. The
* Point ' is the manifestation of the essence of God : the others,

the eighteen, are regarded as incarnations or manifestations of

the attributes or names of God. According to Beha he himself

was the ' Point ' and Subh-i-Ezel one of the eighteen ' Letters of

the Living.' This throws light on a passage where Beha calls

himself Malik-i-Sifat, or the Lord of the attributes, i.e., that

he is the divine essence made manifest, who reproves those who
are "veiled by the names" from the essence. Subh-i-Ezel he

calls a name amongst my names, whom I created by a single

letter, and to whom I gave life and who yet " arose in war
"

against his "Beauty." In another place he calls himself the

Nuqta-i-Ula or the First Point, or the Bab returned to life again.

A few extracts 3 from some of Beha's writings will show to

some extent what he taught his followers. "As for those who
commit sin and cling to the world they assuredly are not of the

people of Beha. worshippers of the Unity, make firm the

girdle of endeavour, that perchance religious strife and conflict

may be removed from amongst the people of the world and

be annulled. For love of God and His servants engage in this

great and mighty matter. Eeligious hatred and rancour is a

world-consuming fire." " With perfect compassion and mercy

have we guided and directed the people of the world to that

whereby their souls shall be profited. I swear by the sun of truth

1 Behd. is here expressing the Babi dogma of the Unity of the essential principle

which spoke through all the prophets, and so what was revealed by preceding

prophets he could describe as " I revealed."

2 In reality Subh-i-Ezel was the 4th letter. The Bd,b was the first, then

came MuUd, Muhammad 'Ali BdrfurtSshi (Jen4b-i-quddiis) ; then MulU Husain

of Bushraweyh (Jendb-i-BAbu'l Bdb) ; then Mirzi Yahyd (Subh-i-Ezel), who on

the death of the two above him became second, and on the death of the Bdb

claimed to be the first.

3 Episode of the BAb, pp. 70, 114,
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that the people of Beha have not any aun save the prosperity

and reformation of the world and the purifying of the nations."

"The heart must be sanctified from every form of selfishness

and lust, for the weapons of the worshippers of the Unity and

the saints were, and are, the fear of God." "Every one who
desireth ' victory ' must first subdue the city of his own heart

with the sword of spiritual truth and of the word." "No
stranger must find his way into the city of the heart, so that

the Incomparable Friend {i.e., God) may come unto His own
place—that is, the effulgence of His names and attributes, not

His essence, for that Peerless King hath been, and will be holy

for everlasting, above ascent or descent, "i

People often came to Beha for direction as to their conduct

and for instruction. This led him to write the Lauh-i-aqdas,

or the "Most Holy Book," in which many practical rules are

laid down. It will be seen that they differ considerably from

those which are current in Islam.

Prayer is to be said three times a day, and the number of

prostrations are much fewer than those held necessary amongst

Muhammadans. The worshipper no longer turns to Mecca, but

towards " the Most Holy Begion, the Holy Place, whence issueth

the command to whomsoever is in the earths and the heavens. "2

That Acre is here meant is clear, because it is said that when

Beha dies, or, as it is put in hyperbolic language, "when the

sun of truth and exhortation sets," the Qibla is to be changed

to "that place which we have appointed you."

1 This is to guard against the idea held by some that God comes down into man,

oi' man rises up unto God, and that thus both arc identified. The mystical view is

that man is annihilated in God. Sir. Browne gives a good quotation from Jdmi, a

Sdff writer, on this point.

•' So tread this path that duality may disappear,

For if there be duality in this path, falsity will arise :

Tlioii wilt not become He ; but if thou strivest.

Thou wilt reach a place where tliou-iiess (td td'f,) shall depart from thee."

9 Count Gobiueau says that the Bab did not substitute any Qibla for the ancient

ones of Jerusalem and Mecca which he set aside; but declared that "cc sera

le grand Rcvclateur qui d^cidera." Les Beligioiis et les Philosophies dans UAsie
Centrale, p. 332.
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The great festival is that of the Persian Nauriiz or New
Year's day. Instead of the Muhammadan fast of Kamazan

of thirty days, a month of nineteen days, the last month of the

Babi year, is appointed. Images and pictures are not allowed

in places of worship ; but music and singing are lawful in such

buildings for purposes of devotion. A behef in the efficacy of

talesmans and charms is encouraged, i Each man constantly

carries on his person a charm in the shape of a star, the rays of

which are formed of lines, containing the name of God; the

women wear one made in the form of a circle. No encourage-

ment is given to mendicants. It is said:
—"The most hateful

of mankind before God is he who sits and begs : take hold

of the rope of means, relying on God, the Causer of Causes."

The traffic in slaves is forbidden, and there are laws about great

criminal offences, and civil matters such as inheritance, endow-

ments, and so on. Shaving the head is not allowed, but the

beard, may be cut off. Legal impurity is abolished and inter-

course with persons of all religions is enjoined. 2 Music is

permitted, wine and opium are prohibited. The furniture of

houses should be renewed every nineteen years. It is

recommended that chairs should be used. No one must carry

arms except in times of tumult or war. Circumcision is treated

as a matter of indifference. The Bab allowed a second wife

to be taken, but prohibited concubinage. His reluctance,

however, to polygamy was so manifest that his successors

consider it an evil thing to accept the tolerance which he showed

as regards duality of wives. ^ All are to read the sacred books

regularly, to be kind and courteous in their conduct, to give

alms, to approve for others what they would like themselves.

1 II (Bab) consacre a nouveau la science talismaufque et la releve sans hesiter de la

condamnation prononcee contre elle par le Christianisme, et, avec regret, prononcee

aussi par I'lsUm. Ibid, p. 336.

2 A Missionary in Persia writes :—" I can again testify, as I did in the pages

of the C. M. S, Intelligencer five years ago, to the exceeding friendliness, and

even brothcrliness of these dear people." C. M. S. Intelligencer, 1898 p. 648.

3 Les Religions et les Philosophies clans L'Asie Centrale, p. 346.
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and to forgive their enemies. Instead of the usual Muhammadan
salutation, As-Salama 'alaikum and 'alaikumu's-salam, or

"peace be upon you" and "upon you be peace", the Babis

amongst themselves say, on meeting one another, " Allahu

abha"—God is most bright, to which the response is the same.

The Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society for October 1892

contains a translation of some of Beha's selected precepts. They
are introduced by the following statement made by Beha :

—

" These divine ordinances and commands, formerly revealed in

sundry epistles, in the Kitab-i-Aqdas, in the Illuminations,

Effulgences, Ornaments, &c., have, agreeably to the Supreme
and most Holy command, been collected, that all may become
cognizant of the grace, mercy,,and favour of God (great is His
glory) in this most mighty Manifestation and this great

Announcement, and may engage in praise and thanksgiving

to the desired object of all the inhabitants of the world.

Verily, He helpeth His servants unto that which He willeth,

for He is the wise ordainer." Some of the precepts to guide

the conduct of Babis are on the following subjects :— i

1. Abolition of religious warfare.

2. Friendly intercourse with all sects and people.

3. Promise of this 'Most Great Peace.'

2

4. Obedience to the ruler who protects them.

5. Submission to the laws of the country in which they

live.

6. Confession of sin to fellow-men is prohibited. Confes-

sion must be to, and pardon sought from, God only.

7. The study of such sciences as tend to the welfare of

mankind is encouraged.

1 For a fiiller account, see Journal of the R. A, S., October 1892, pp. 678-9.

2 An expression used by Beha in conversation with Mr. Browne. BehA said, " We
desire that all nations should become one in faith and all men as brothers

;

that the bond of affection and unity between the sons of men should be strengthened

;

that diversities of religion should cease, and differences of race be annulled what
harm is there in this? Yet so it shall be; these fruitless strifes, these

ruinous wars shall pass away, and the ' Slost Great Peace' shall come." Traveller's

Narrative, vol. ii., p. 40.

^ Of T«E
UNIVERSITY
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8. All must learn some trade or practise some profession.

9. Visits to tombs and shrines are not obligatory. 1

The personal influence of Beha over his followers is not to

be wondered at when an English visitor can thus describe an

interview with him. "The face of him on whom I gazed I

can never forget, though I cannot describe it. Those piercing

eyes seemed to read one's very soul : power and authority sat

in that ample brow; while the deep lines of the forehead and

face implied an age which the jet black hair and beard flowing

down in undistinguishable luxuriance almost to the waist

seemed to belie. No need to ask in whose presence I stood, as

I bowed myself before one who is the object of a devotion and

love which kings might envy and emperors sigh for in vain."

2

Beha has now passed away.-^ A letter written by his son on

June 3rd, 1892, gives the sorrowful news. A short quotation

from a translation made by Mr. Browne reads as follows :

—

*

' The horizon of the phenomenal world is bereft of the efful-

gence of the sun of wisdom and revelation, the throne of the

universe is deprived of the radiance of the most mighty lumi-

nary. The ears of the friends are, to outward appearance,

debarred from hearkening to the cry of the Supreme Pen and

the eyes of the longing are veiled from the contemplation of

the most Glorious Horizon. Great God ! how dire a catastrophe

is this which has arisen in the world. The sun of truth has

bidden farewell to this earthly sphere "We and you alike

must adorn ourselves with the ornament of patience and re-

signation, must lay hold of the firm rope of submission and

acquiescence, apply ourselves with strong hearts and tranquil

souls to what will conduce to the progress of mankind, the

peace and prosperity of the world, the amelioration of character,

and the appearance of charity and concord, and attach ourselves

1 For a fuller account, see Journal of the B. A. S., October 1892, pp. 678-9.

2 TJie Episode of tlie Bdb, p. 40.

3 His followers do not speak of his death, but always refer to it as his ascension.

C. M. S. Intelligencer, 1898, p. 645.
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with our whole being to the counsels of the Lord of the Visible

and the Invisible, so that the Phenomenal World may, by the

Grace of that Beneficent Being, be beheld an envy to the

Garden of Paradise." i

After the death of Beha his eldest son 'Abbas Effendi became

his successor and is called—man aradallahu^—He whom God

hath desired. He is described as a strong, tall man, with a

broad forehead and keen eye, indicating a firm will and strong

intellect. Those who come into contact with him feel his in-

fluence and soon learn to respect him. ^ Some Beha'is consider

that he, like Beha, is a divine manifestation and not a mere

man, others deny this and say that he is nothing more than a

servant of Beha, for they hold that no further manifestation

will take place until a thousand years shall have passed away.

'Abbas Effendi lives at Acre, and maintains a correspondence

1 The following is the Persian text of the extract from the letter.

^y-*^ ^*5ac\ yjj yj^_ j^ ^\ti. jij^
J fV/**^ O^ } *.^='*"*^ s-»^^ *^W*^ j^ 0^^^ t3*^

\jkjya> J^^jvi (^^;^^ ^ 5 ^,;? ^^J** tr^^ *^ ^ yW;— - Axis' s>j^*>ss^ ^9j\

(^\fi>j i^)j *sJ^j y^ uiJ^ iS^Ujo yX«\ f^\&\S t£C».7̂ J^gi. ^ s-^c t^U C*^

B. A. S. Journal for October 1892, p. 707.

9 ifi^ 3\]\ (^
3 Mr. E. G. Browne, writing after a personal interview, says :—" subsequent

conversation with him served to heighten the respect with which his appearance

had from the first inspired me. One more eloquent of speech, more ready of

argument, more apt of illustration, more intimately acquainted with the sacred

books of the Jews, the Christians, and the Muhammadans, could, I think, scarcely

be found even amongst the eloquent, ready and subtle race to which he belongs.

These qualities, combined with a bearing at once majestic and general, made me

cease to wonder at the influence and esteem which he enjoyed even beyond the

circle of his father's followers. About the greatness of this man and his power

no one who had seen him could entertain a doubt." Episode of the Bdb, p. xxxvi,
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with his followers in Persia and is visited by some of the

more devout of his followers who look upon the journey from

Persia to Acre as a pilgrimage. In the year 1898 he was
much troubled by dissension caused by the rivalry of his

younger brother.

The Beha'is in Persia enjoy much more liberty under

Muzaffara'd-din Shah than they did under the late Shah,

Nasiru'd-din.

Space forbids us to follow the fortunes of Subh-i-Ezel in

Cyprus, His person and appearance are thus described by Mr.

Browne. 1 "A venerable and benevolent-looking old man of

about sixty years of age, somewhat below the middle height,

with ample forehead on which the traces of care and anxiety

were apparent, clear searching blue eyes and long grey beard,

rose and advanced to meet us. Before that mild and dignified

countenance, I involuntarily bowed myself with unfeigned re-

spect ; for at length my long-cherished desire was fulfilled, and

I stood face to face with Mirza Yahya, Subh-i-Ezel (morning

of Eternity), the appointed successor of the Bab, fourth 'Letter'

of the 'First Unity.'" When Cyprus was handed over to the

English Government, Mirza Yahya, with other political exiles,

was transferred, and still remains there as a political pensioner.

From what has now been stated, it will be seen that Babiism

is not a political movement, though in its early days it was

brought into conflict with the civil power ; but that it is a

religious revolt against orthodox Islam, so far as that is repre-

sented by the Shi'ah sect. It raises women to a higher l6vel,

it professes to limit many of the social evils of Islam, it tends

to give liberty of thought and to develop a friendly spirit to

others. Mr. Curzon says :—2 " Brotherly love, kindness to

children, courtesy combined with dignity, sociability, hospitality

freedom from bigotry, friendliness even to Christians are included

in its tenets." If men are sometimes better than their creed,

1 Episode of the Bdb, p. xxiv.

? Persia, Vol. I, p. 502,
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they are sometimes worse, and not every Babl lives up to this

ideal. It is perhaps too soon to speculate on the future of the

movement. Those who think it will gradually take the place

of Islam in Persia, base a strong argument on the fact that

its " recruits are won from the best soldiers of the garrison

it is attacking." It certainly appeals to the traditionary instincts

of many Persians. The Sufi needs a Pir, or living guide; the

Shl'ah meditates on the Imam, and the high position accorded

to that person in Babiism is at least attractive. The life and

death of the Bab, and the magnificent heroism of his followers

all help forward the movement. Whether when the victory

is won, the Babis in the day of power will be as gentle and

as liberal as they are in the night of adversity is perhaps

doubtful. The whole movement has a disintegrating effect in

Islam as professed in Persia, though whether it will prepare

the way for the Gospel is a matter on which there is room

for difference of opinion. Some persons, well qualified to judge,

consider that it yields a present satisfaction to quickened reli-

gious instincts, and supplies a brotherhood not yet to be found

in Christianity in Persia, where indeed it appears to the

Persians themselves as a foreign religion. In such a case it

would seem likely to be a final home, rather than a resting

place on the road from Muhammad to Christ. But to all, who

take an interest in Christian missions in Persia, the movement

is one of great interest. ^ It does, at least, betrays a longing

1 I am indebted to a well-known Missionary who has spent a long time in Persia

for the following facts :

—

(1) The Beh.a'fs admit that the Lord Jesus Christ was the incarnate son ; but

claim that Beha was the incarnate Father, and as each incarnation is superior to a

proceeding one, Behd is greater than Christ.

(2) Some of the Beha'is now say :
—

' we are Christians ' ; others say :—
' we are

almost Christians
' ; others, ' The only difference between us is that we accepted

Christ when he came to us fifty years ago {i.e. in Behd) and you rejected him.

(3) They constantly invite the Christian Iilissionary to their houses, and are

most hospitable and kind.

(4) The Beh^'fs admit that the New Testament is the uncorrupted Word of God.
(s) !Many Jews in Persia have become Bdbfs and, on the other hand, some Bdbis

have become Christians.

13
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for a real, living, loving, personal guide, the revealer of God

to man, which can be best met by the acceptance of the

Eternal Word. In any case, if only liberty of conscience can

be secured, there seems to be a wide and open door for the

proclamation of "Him whom God has manifested," "in Whom
are hid all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge", for it

"pleased the Father that in Him should all fulness dwell."

i

1 Colossians ii. 3 ; i. 19.
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III.

The two most active elements in Muslim lands in the opposi-

tion to social, political, and religious reforms and to the advance

of modern civilisation are the 'Ulama, the men who may be

said to form the lawyers and the clergy of Islam, and the

various Orders of Darwishes. The 'Ulama speak in the name

of the sacred Law, eternal, unchangeable. The Darwishes look

upon Islam as a vast theocracy, in which their spiritual leaders

are the true guides. It is conceivable that the "Ulama might

be brought to see that, if some concessions w^ould save a Muslim

State from ruin or extinction, it might be to their advantage

to make them. The Darwish treats with scorn any attempt at

compromise, and looks upon a Muslim government, which in

the least departs from the laws and practices of the early

Khalifate, as disloyal to the great principle that Islam is a theo-

cracy. Its first rulers were neither kings nor princes : they

were preachers, Khalifs, or vice-regents of the Prophet. In the

opinion of the Darwish, as it was then so it should be now.

Muslims should be governed by an Imam, who is both a

religious and a political leader, whose chief business it is to

maintain the laws of Islam intact, to execute justice according

to their standard, to guard the frontiers, and to raise armies

. for the defence of the Faith. He should be so manifestly a

ruler that the words of the sacred Tradition would be realized,
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viz., that "He who dies without recognizing the authority of

the Imam of the age, is accounted dead and is an infidel." It

is the special function of the great Eeligious Orders to keep

this principle active and to teach the people its vast importance.

The most religious of the Muslim people see that the civilisa-

tion of Europe, now finding its way into Muslim lands, is a

very great danger, and they seek to meet and to counteract it

by a large development of the Religious Orders. In Africa

and in parts of Asia this has resulted in a great pan-Islamic

movement, still actively going on, and having for its object not

merely "resistance to the advance of Christianity; but also

opposition to the progress of all modern civilization."! Since

the beginning of this century, this movement has grown with

great rapidity. Under various pretexts, innumerable agents of

the Eeligious Orders have gone throughout the Muslim world.

They have adopted many disguises. Sometimes they are stu-

dents, preachers, doctors ; sometimes artisans, beggars, quacks
;

but they are everywhere received by the people and protected

by them when they are suspected by the ruling powers. A
French writer, one of the best living authorities on the subject,

says that the reform movement in Islam during the 19th

century has led to a great increase in the Eeligious Orders.

The movement has not depended on the orthodox expounders

and authorized keepers of the canon law, but, on the contrary,

has relied on the leaders of the mystical sects, such as the

Bab, the Mahdi and the great Darwish leaders. The most

active element in Islam is now to be found amongst these

Darwishes, and from them has proceeded an active propaganda,

especially in Africa. This author sums up a long review of the

whole position by saying that " all this constitutes a grave

danger to the civilised world."

2

It was not until the 19th century that Islam suffered any

very grave reverses. It had had to retire a little in Europe,

1 Count Castries' L'Isldvi, p. 220.

2 Chatelier's Islam au xix. Siecle, p. 187.
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but in Africa it was still strong. So its religious element

became slack. Now the position is changed. Algiers is gone,

Morocco is in danger, the English dominate India and Egypt.

Russia has encroached largely on the Turkish Empire, has

also absorbed the Central Asian Khanates, and threatens Persia.

Muslim rule in Central Africa is in danger, and it is not likely

that it will now extend further south ; for on all sides the

Christian Powers are encroaching, and some of the best tribes,

not yet wholly won to Islam, are within their respective spheres

of influence, and the still independent Muslim States have to

submit to a good deal of outward control. The development of

commerce and the wider influence of modern civilisation and

learning, its art and science, are also disturbing elements in the

Muslim world. Its contemptuous isolation, its absolute sway,

are becoming things of the past. This is very distressing to

pious Muslims of the old orthodox school. It has provoked a

great reaction. The religious spirit has been stirred up on its

most fanatical side, and the Eeligious Orders have, in conse-

quence, grown in extent and influence.

The existence of secret societies is not congenial to the spirit

of Oriental despotism, for the power of the religious leader is

apt to exceed that of the temporal one, and so, at various

times, attempts have been made to curtail their influence. In

the 16th century. Sultan Mauli Isma'il tried to suppress the

Darwish Orders and failed. In the 17th century, Kouprouli

Muhammad Pasha, the able Vizier of Sultan Muhammad
IV., tried his best to ruin the Maulawiyah, the Khalwatiyah.

the Jalwatiyah and the Shamsiyah Orders, but did not succeed.

In fact, he only showed the ultimate weakness of the Sultan's

rule and largely increased the importance and power of the

Qrders he tried in vain to suppress. A still stronger man,

Sultan Mahmud, in 1826, after suppressing the Janissaries,

tried to break up the Order of the Bakhtashiyah but failed, i

1 There was a close connection between the Janissaries and this Order.

When Sultan Orkhan in 1328 created the Yenicherees (Janissaries), or New
Troops, he sought some religious sanction for his action. The Shaikh of the
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The head of the Order and his two chief officers were publicly

executed, the abolition of the Order was proclaimed, many of

its monasteries were demolished, and even the Darwishes

connected with it were compelled to change their distinctive

costume, but the Order survived and is powerful still. These

men were not lacking in courage. One of them stopped Sultan

MahniLid at the gate of Galata and seizing the bridle of his

horse said :
—" Giaour Padishah, art thou not yet content with

abominations ? Thou wilt answer to God for all thy godless-

ness. Thou art destroying the institutions of thy brethren,

thou revilest Islam, and drawest the vengeance of the Prophet

on thyself and on us." The Sultan called on his guard to put

this ' fool ' away. "la fool," said the Darwish, "it is thou

and thy worthless counsellors who have lost their senses.

Muslims to the rescue !
" This Darwish was executed the next

day, and it is said that the following night a soft light was

seen over his tomb. He is now venerated as a saint.

In Algiers, whenever, after a local insurrection, the French

have destroyed the Zawiyahs of the Eeligious Orders, whose

members helped to stir up strife, it has been found to be

invariably the case that it has had no effect whatever in

lessening either the number, or even the influence of the

Darwishes; but has rather increased both.

i

In Egypt the Darwishes are very numerous and are regarded

with respect. In Turkey the people believe in them, for, on

the whole, the sympathy of the Darwishes is with the masses.

The upper classes fear them. Some of the Darwish leaders

Ba'ditashfyahs blessed the troops by i^utting the sleeve of his robe on the head

of one of the soldiers, in such a way that it hung down behind his back, and

said :—" The militia which you have just created shall be called Yani cheree, its

figures shall be fair and shining, its arm redoubtable, its sword sharp. It shall

be victorious in all battles and ever return triumphant." In memory of this,

the Janissaries wore a white felt cap, having a piece of the same material

pendant on their backs. These troops were very closely attached to this

Order, and this may have excited the animosity of Sultan Mahmud against it.

1 Rinu's Maraboats ct KJiouan, p. 109.
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are broad-minded men, in spite of mucli about them that seems

intolerant. On the other hand, the system affords opportunity

for much tliat is low in morals, especially when the higher

degrees are reached and the restraints of law are set aside :

when creed and formulas are looked upon as fetters to the

inspired and exalted soul.

The temporal power has some hold on the Orders. In Egypt

the person who exercises on the part of the State that author-

ity is called the Shaikhu'l-Bakri, and is always a descendant

of the Khalif Abu Bakr. The Khalif 'Umr also has a repre-

sentative who is the head of the Enaniyah Darwishes. The

Khahf 'Usman has none. The Khalif *AH has one called

Shaifchu'l-Sadat, or Shaikh of the Seyyids. Each of these is

said to be the " occupant of the sajjada or the prayer carpet, of

his ancestor." The head of an Order is also called the

occupant of the sajjada which belonged to the founder of it.

This sajjada is looked upon as a throne. In Turkey the

Shaikhu'l-Islam exercises a certain amount of control over the

heads of a Monastery, though he has probably little power

with the actual head of the Order. Many of the Orders add

to their prestige in the sight of the masses by the nobility

of the origin of their founders, who were Sharifs, or lineal

descendants of the Prophet.

The great enemies of the Orders are the 'Ulama and the

official clergy. The feeling is not unlike that between the sec-

ular and the monastic clergy in the middle ages. The 'Ulama,

in order to maintain their own prestige, oppose the Darwishes

and appeal to the orthodox standards of the Faith ; but the

Darwishes do the same. The latter reproach the former with

being mere time-servers, to which the retort is made that

the Darwishes are heretical in doctrine and scandalous in prac-

tice. The mass of the Muslims, who care not for theological

disputations, are attracted to the side of the Darwishes. They

are not shocked at the dancing and the music ; they look

upon the Darwishes as the chosen of God, the favourites of

heaven. Others again, who look upon some of their practices as
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bordering on the profane, yet, on the whole, respect them. The
ignorant man also sees that, though destitute of the education

needed for an 'Ulama, he may without it acquire in an Order

a religious status and power equal to that attained to by his

more orthodox and learned brother, l

With this general introduction we can now pass on to con-

sider the constitution of the Orders in more detail. The
organization of each is practically the same. The head of an

Order is the spiritual heir of its founder, and is called the

Shaik]i. He is the Grand Master, and has unlimited power.

He resides in one or other of the Zawiyahs, or Monasteries,

belonging to the Order. He is looked up to with the greatest

veneration ; in fact absolute obedience to the ShaiMi is the

very essence of the system. " my master, you have taught

me that you are God and that all is God," says one disciple.

The founder of the Bastamiyah Order said :

—"Glory be to me!
I am above all things." The adoration of the Master too

often takes the place of the worship of God, and the ideal

life of a Darwish is one which is in absolute conformity to

the will of the Shaikh. In every word and in every act the

disciple must keep the Master present to his mind.

Subordinate to the Shaikh are the Muqaddims, who act

under his orders and have certain functions allotted to them.

A Muqaddim is placed in charge of each Zawiyah. In a

diploma conferred by the Shaikh of the Qadiriyah Order on a

Muqaddim, the instructions given to the members of the Order

are that they should yield implicit obedience to the Muqad-
dim, who has the confidence of the chief of the Order ; that

they must not enter upon any enterprise without his knowledge.

Obedience duly rendered to him is as obedience to the Shaikh,

who is descended from the saint of saints, 'Abdu'l Qadir Jilani.

1 " Un homme qui n'appartient pas a la caste religieuse voit, avec un pro-

found sentiment d'orgueil, que grace au concours de I'ordre auquel il appartient,

il peut, sans instruction et malgre I'obscurite de sa naissance, acquerir un pouvoir

religieux egal, et quelquefois bien superieur, a celui des marabouts." Hanoteau et

Letourneux, Les Kahyles, Vol. ii. p. 104,
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From amongst the Ikhwan, or brethren of the Order,

certain persons are selected as assistants to the Muqaddira.

These are known as the Wakil, who has charge of the property

and funds of the Zawiyah, and the Raqqab, who is employed as

a courier to carry despatches. In connection with the assemblies

of the members, the Muqaddim has the following officials

under his charge. The Cha'ush, or leader ; the Maddah, or

precentor ; the Qassad, or chanters of the elegies^ ; the 'Allam

or standard bearers and the Suqah, or water carriers. All these

employments are sought after by the Brethren, and the occu-

pations attached to them are performed seriously and as a

grave religious duty.

Then comes the general body of the simple members of the

Order. They are called the IkTiwan. or brothers; Asbab,2 or

companions ; whilst the generic term Darwish covers all.

Murid, disciple, is a common term and the one we shall hence-

forth use. The spiritual guide is called a Pir.

Outside of all these are what may be termed the Associates

or the ordinary members, who are the lay members of the

Order. _ They do not live in the Zawiyahs, though they are

open to them. Still they are in possession of secret signs and

words, by the use of which they can always get the protection

of the community. They do not make use of the Zikr, or

peculiar religious ceremony, of the Order, but use its rosary.

Their allegiance to it is often more political than religious.

The founders of these Orders were strictly orthodox ; that is,

they not only followed the Quran, but accepted the Sunnat

—

the record preserved in the Traditions of the Prophet's words

and deeds—as a divine rule of faith and practice. Certain

sayings of the Prophet himself on this point were accepted by

them as authoritative, such as, " Confonn to my Sunnat. He

' i.e., 6JL-ai

2 They are subdivided into 15*^^ w»W-«^—Ashdbu'l Fatwd, or companions of

the decree ; tL~J\ >—>U!-o^—Ashdbu'l Bisdt, companions of the carpet ; AA,i5\ v»W-o^

—Ashdbu'l Ashad, companions of zeal ; jlJ\ w>U-«\—Ashdbu'l Yad, companions of

the hand.

14
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who follows that shows that he loves me, he who does not

is not a Muslim." The foimders of the more modern Orders

follow the special teaching of some famous theologian, who can

show that his particular instruction was based on that of men

of the earliest days of Islam. Their declared object is, by their

efforts and pious practices, to bring the Faithful to the eternal

blessing promised to all who walk in the " good way " re-

vealed by Gabriel to Muhammad, and who has also given to

the founders of the Orders all knowledge concerning it. The

Shaikhs, therefore, can now lead the disciple on step by step,

to a pure and moral state, abounding in that spiritual per-

fection, which draws the creature to the Creator. Thus they

maintain that their object in founding these Orders is the

glory of God, the extension of Islam, and the salvation of men.

They claim to be able to lead their disciples on by suc-

cessive stages to such a state that they attain, or at least

approximate, to spiritual perfection.

Then a supernatural origin is also claimed for many of the

Orders. The members glory in this, the masses of the people

freely admit it. Very often this is connected with the legends

about Al-Khizr (Elias), who is said to have been the greatest

saint of his age and to be still the intermediary between God

and the founder of a ReHgious Order. As he did not die, he

is supposed to be still actively employed and to give power to

the religious devotee who attains to the dignity of Qutb, a

term to be explained later on. Owing to his miraculous

translation, to his being transported from place to place by

the spirit of God, to his investiture of Elisha with the pro-

phetic office, it is said that Al-Khizr still retains and exercises

great influence with men who rise to a high order of saintship.

To them he unveils the future, confers the gifts of blessing

(baraka), and gives supernatural powers (tasarruf). It is this

supposed supernatural character of the inception of an Order

which gives it its great influence. All the members of it

participate in this blessing, and in the abundance of spiritual

good, transmitted from the founder of the Order, who entered
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into secret and direct communication with Al-Khizr and with

the Prophet. The Shaikh of an Order ahnost always nomi-

nates his successor.! He summons the chief Muqaddims and

as many of the Murids as he can conveniently gather together,

and states that, after seeking the guidance of the Prophet, he

has chosen a man who will maintain the traditions of their

founder and the purity of their Order. In Constantinople certain

Orders require the Sultan, or the Shaikhu'l Islam, to confirm

the appointment thus made.

The Muqaddims are persons of much importance, and great

care is taken in their selection. As a rule only such men are

appointed to this office, who are acceptable to the brethren

of the Order. One is placed in charge of each Zawiyah and

is a sort of Abbot of a monastery. Besides these, other

Muqaddims are placed in charge of the various missionary

enterprises, or are engaged in diplomatic business in the inter-

ests of the Order. In Turkey the Mufti at Constantinople has

the right to confirm the appointment of these men, and the

Shaikhu'l Islam the power to remove one from his local charge.

Once or twice a year the Muqaddims meet in conference

and consider questions relating to the well being of the Order.

The state of each Zawiyah is gone into, its financial condi-

tion is examined, and all matters of business are attended to.

The Shai^ issues from the conference pastoral letters to the

brethren. Amulets and charms blessed by him are sold. 2 New

1 Some, however, on the ground that the Prophet made no regulation on the

subject of succession to supreme power, leave the election to the ^luqaddims.

In some cases the candidate must belong to the family of the foimder of the

order. Rinu's Marabouts et Khouan, p. GO.

3 A le Chatelier writing of the Muslims in Western Africa says that they

retain and use many of the pagan superstitions, charms and incantations.

Hynoptism is also practised by the religious teachers. Thus the practice of

Islam, though not its doctrines, has been largely influenced by its environment.

He adds, " En tout cas, il ne s'agit la que de practiques. L'Islam, qui doit ses

slicces surtout a sa malleabilitie, s'est plie aux coutumes du pays, dans une

certainc mesure. Mais sa doctrine n'a pu ctre influencec par les croyances

fetichistes, qui n'existant que comme culte, comme tradition, n'ont rien d'un

systeme philosophique " Chatelier's UIslam daus L'Afrique occidentale, p. 313.
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members are admitted into the Order, and when all is done

the members disperse, after receiving the blessing of the

Shaikh. This meeting is called the Hazrat, a word which

means the Presence. On his return home each Muqaddim

holds a synod of the brethren of his Zawiyah. He entertains

them at a feast, and then gives an account of the proceedings

of the conference and reads the pastoral letter. After this is

over, the brethren, one after another, salute the Muqaddim

and deposit an offering on the tray placed before them. This

synod is called Jalal, the Glorious.

I have already stated that these Religious Orders claim to

be strictly orthodox. Innovation in the sphere of dogma is

considered to be heresy of the worst kind. They can trace

their belief back through a long succession of holy men up

to primitive times. These men are honoured* by distinctive

titles, according to their standard of saintliness.

The highest rank of all is that of Ghaus.i a man who,

owing to the superabundance of his sanctity and the influence

of his merits, is able to be the sin-bearer of the faithful,

without in the least endangering his own salvation. He is

very often, therefore, called the Ghaus'l'Alam, or 'Refuge of

the World', or 'Defender of the World'.

Then come the men of the next rank who are called Qutb,2

or Axis. The title seems to imply that this saint is a centre

of influence round which all the greatness and the real grandeur

of the world revolve. He has attained to such a degree of

sanctity that he reflects to the general body of believers the

heart of the Prophet himself. The one most pre-eminent in

his day is called the Qutbu'l Waqt—the Axis of the Age. It

is said that the founders of the Rufa'iyah, Qadiriyah, Ahmadiyah,

and Barahim Orders were respectively the Qutb of their res-

pective ages. It is alleged that the Qutb often appears in the

world, but that men do not know him as such. He has certain

favoured stations where he appears, such as the roof of the

^t^
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Ka'ba in Mecca, one of the gates of old Cairo, and other

places. It is believed that he can in a moment transfer himself

from place to place ; but he usually wanders about the world,

awarding good or evil, as the destiny of the recipient may be,

through the agency of Walls, or saints, subordinate to himself.

The Autadi is the name given to holy men of influence in

a country, or is applied in a mystical sense to those who know

God. It has somewhat the meaning of Arkan, or pillars, in

such a term as Arkan-i-daulat—pillars of the State. They are

four in number.

Then come the Khaiyyar, a word derived from khair (good)

and signifying an excellent man. They are seven in number

and are constantly travelling about, spreading the light of Islam.

Another class are the Abdal^—the Changeable. Their hearts

are so purified that no vice dwells in them and so they are

said to be 'changed'. In consideration of their merit, God
preserves and blesses the world. They are seventy in number,

of whom forty reside in Syria and thirty elsewhere. When
one dies God appoints his successor ; but no one knows who
these Abdal are or where they reside. This is known to God
only. Then follow the Najib, who is an assistant to the

Muqaddim, and the Naqib or chief.

Wall, or friend of God, is a title given to a holy man after

his death. These saints are highly venerated, and this reverence

paid to them is based on a verse of the Quran: "Verily on

the favourites of God no fear shall come, neither shall they

grieve." 3 The word for favourites is Auliya, the plural form

of Wall. They are supposed to have the power of working

miracles, and pilgrimages to their tombs are common.

These various classes of holy men exist to demonstrate the

authenticity of the Qm-an and the veracity of the Prophet.

They have great influence over the course of events in the

world. It is said to be by their blessing that fruitful seasons

1 The plural form of j6'. watd, a prop or pillar.

s Plural form of Jj«^ ^ Sura x. 63.
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come round, that the earth yields its increase, that. MusUms

are victorious over their foes. This great power they gain by

the care with which they observe the Sunnat, or the traditions

of the Prophet's words and deeds, and by the absolute abnega-

tion of their own will and wishes.

The Shai^s, or Grand Masters of the Orders, are very

skilful in dealing with new converts, and show great discern-

ment in adapting their instruction to the various classes of

men with whom they have to deal. On some general points

there is much strictness and sameness. All must absolutely

obey the Shaikh, keep secret the affairs of the Order, and be

loyal to it ; but beyond that the teaching and discipline varies.

A very religious-minded disciple is directed to observe the most

minute details of the ritual acts of worship, a superstitious

one has tahsmans and charms given to him. The mystic finds

satisfaction in the religious ecstasy to which his devotions

lead ; the learned and philosophical are charmed with the reli-

gious speculations opened up to them ; whilst the weak and

oppressed find, as members of an Order, the support of a

powerful association. The neophyte gains admission to and

promotion in an Order very slowly, and only after a long ascetic

training. At first he is only a Talmiz, a disciple ; then a Murid,

an aspirant ; then a Faqir, poor in the mystical sense. At

this stage he learns that he possesses nothing, even his existence

is as if it were not. He now enters upon the Tariq, or path,

and sees visions and has supernatural revelations. Thus he

becomes a Salik, a traveller on the mystical road, but many

pass on to still higher stages of life and become Majzub, the

attracted—that is, they are powerfully drawn by God to

Himself and are illuminated and inspired. The life of such

an one is wholly spiritual and not material, and the outward

rites of religion are no longer needed. He is so absorbed in

the contemplation of God that he passes on to the state of

Tauhid (unity), and is identified with the Supreme and so

loses all sense of separate existence. Not all Darwishes attain

to these higher degrees ; they are reserved for the few alone.
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From all this it will be seen that the initiation of a novice

is a matter of great importance.^ The method differs slightly

in some of the Orders; but the chief ceremonies and the

main principles underlying them have much in common. The

aspirant for the honour must prepare himself by a fast, a

spiritual retreat, prayer and alms-giving. After he has been

instructed for some days in the general nature of the obli-

gations he will have to bear, the novice is brought into the

assembly of the Darwishes by two of their number and there

introduced to the Muqaddim, or to the Shaikh, if he is pre-

sent. He then swears that he will be loyal to the Order

and will yield absolute obedience to his spiritual superior.

He then makes a full profession of the creed of Islam and

repeats the names of the seven attributes of God. He is then

admitted into the Order, and is taught the Zikr, or special

form of prayer used by it. The whole assembly then recites the

Fatihah, or opening chapter of the Quran, and the newly

admitted brother receives from and gives to each of his

brethren the kiss of peace. In some Orders the ceremony is

soon over; in others it is spread over a long period of time.

In the Maulanlyah and the Bakhtashiyah and some others,

the novitiate extends to a thousand and one days, during

which time the novice has to perform the humblest domestic

duties, and is put to severe proofs to test his capacity for

obedience and his spirit of humility. Absolute surrender of

the individual will is necessary. Thus, " thou shalt be in the

hands of thy Shaikh as a corpse is in the hands of those who
prepare it for burial. 2 God speaks to thee through him.

I The following is given as a direction by the Shai^ Sanusi. "Lorsque

I'adepte est d'une nature vulgaire, il eonvient qu'il ne soit initio aux preceptes

que progressivement, aussi ne faut-il lui imposer que des prieres faciles, jusqu' a

ce que son ame soit fortifiiee et affermie par degres. Alors on augmente I'enseign-

ment en y ajoutant des invocations par le Prophete lorsque les fruits

produits par la pratique de I'invocation dite du zikr et par une foi profounds,

ont efface les impuretes de I'ame, lorsque par les yeux du coeur, on ne voit,

dans ce monde et dans I'autre, que I'Etre unique, alors on pent aborder la

pri^re, etc.". Rinn's Marabouts et Khouan, p. 90.
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Thou art his slave and thou canst do nothing without his

order. He is a man chosen of God. Banish from thy heart

any thought to which God or the Shaikh might object."

Another famous teacher says :
—" In the same way as a sick

person ought not to hide anything from his doctor, so thou

mayst not conceal from the Shaikh thy thoughts or words

or actions." " The image of the ShaiMi must be ever present

to the disciple."

Sometimes as part of the initiation the Shaikh touches the

head of the novice and breathes into his ear the words La
ilaha illa'llah, which he has then to repeat 101, 151, or 301

times. This is called the Talqin. The novice then retires,

spends much time in meditation alone, and falls into a dreamy

condition. This is called Khilwat. He has to report his dreams

to the Shaikh, who then breathes a second time into his ear

the words, Ya Allah, God, and the other names of God.

This goes on for forty days or so, when the novice becomes

a Murid, or disciple.

In addition to the duties involved in renunciation of the

world, retreats, watchings and fasting, the Ikhwan must observe

the Ziarat, the Hadia and the Zikr. A Ziarat is a religious

visitation for the purpose of collecting funds when the revenue

of the Order falls short. A regular assessment is made which

the Muqaddim collects through the agency of the Cha'ush.

The poorer persons suffer from this, often without a murmur,

saying, "It is to God and not to man " we give. In Algiers

the impost has been, with good results, regulated by the French

Government ; but in Morocco where there are no such restric-

tions, the Muqaddim lays heavy burdens on the people. " The

rapacity of the religious chiefs are a principal cause of the

misery which permanently exists in most of the Muslim States,

and especially in Morocco, where the representatives of the

religious Orders abound." i

The Hadia is an expiatory offering made by the Ikhwan

I Rinn's Marabouts et Khovans, p. 94,
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for the infraction of some rule, or the neglect of some duty.

It is also a kind of tribute which the Muqaddim exacts from

the chiefs of the local tribes and which few, owing to their

fear of assassination or other injury, are bold enough to refuse.

The Zikr l is a most important part of the daily life of a

Darwish. 2 There are various forms of it. It may be recited

aloud, in which case it is called Zikr-i-jali : or mentally or in

a very low voice, in which case it is called Zikr-i-khafi. The
Naqshbandi Darwishes adopt the former, the Chishtiyah and

Qadiriyah Orders the latter. A Zikr-i-jali is as follows. The
worshipper sitting down in the usual way shouts out Allah

;

then, sitting as if for prayers, again in a louder voice says

Allah ; then folding his legs under him he shouts yet louder

Allah. Then sitting again in the attitude for prayer he shuts

his eyes and shouts La, drawing the sound from his navel
;

then he says Ilaha as from the head ; and lastly Illa'llah from

the left side. All this is called a Zarb, and is repeated hundreds

of times on each occasion.

The Darwish who makes Zikr-i-khafi, closes his eyes, and

with the tongue of the heart, says :

—

First, from his stomach, Allahu Sami'un—God the hearer

;

Second, from his breast, Allahu Basirun—God the seer
;

Third, from his head, Allahu 'Alimun—God the knower.

He keeps on going over these names backwards and forwards,

not audibly but mentally, saying them to himself in an ascend-

ing and descending scale. Then in a very low tone of voice,

1 The origin of this frequent act of worship is to be found in Sura xxxiii, 40.

" Believers ! remember God with frequent remembrance and praise him morn-

ing and evening "

—

%^\^ Ij^ tj^^ j\j^^\j^:> <si5\ \^jds6\ \jjJ\ yjjJ\ Igil.

The commentator Abdu'lUh bin 'Abbds says that ^}^S\ means "Remember

with tongue and heart;" and that 6^«x— is equivalent to "say the namdz." The

Darwishes say that ^j^, frequent, means that the Zikr is to be repeated often.

2 La ziara remplet la caisse, et le zikr maintient I'habitude de la discipline

et de la soumission." Kinn's Marabout et Klwuan, p. 107.

15
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as if from his right knee and left side, he says Allah : then he

exhales breath and says, whilst so doing, La ilaha, and then

inhales breath saying Illa'llah. This Zarb is repeated hundreds

of times and is most exhausting. • By long practice a Darwish

attains great control over his breathing, and it is said of one

man that he used to say La ilaha exhaling his breath, at the

midday prayer, and Illa'llah, inhaling his breath at the afternoon

prayer. Thus he held his breath for, at least, three hours.

Sometimes there is a meditation on certain verses of the

Quran, as, " He is the First. He is the Last. The Manifest

:

The Hidden"! "He is with you wherever you go "2 "We
(God) are closer to him (man) than the veins of his neck ^

'* Whichever way ye turn, there is the face of God " ^ " God

encompasseth all things."-^

The Zikr is said to produce union of the heart and the tongue

in the act of saying the name of God. A Murid ought to

say a Zikr three times in one breath and so impress it on his

heart, which is thus kept constantly occupied with the thought

of God. Similar exercises to the Zikr are the Tasbih, saying

Subhanu'llah—holiness to God ; the Tahmid, Al hamdu'llah

—

praise to God ; and the Takbir, Allahu Akbar—God is great.

Muhammad is reported to have said that he who repeats the

Tasbih one hundred times morning and evening will have all

his sins forgiven. It is by the use of Zikr, by retiring from

men (Khilwat) for devotional purposes, by Tawajjuh, or turn-

ing the face towards God devoutly in prayer, by the Mura-
qabbah, or contemplating God with fear, by the Tasarruf, or

mystical spiritualism, that the fervent Darwish gains the

spiritual internal powers—the quwat-i-ruhi-wa-batini—which

enable him to subdue the will of others. It is said of two

Shaikhs, in illustration of this, that one day they saw some

wrestlers equally matched, and they determined to will that

one particular man should gain the victory. He did so and

1 Sura Ivii. 3. 2 Sura Ivii. 4. 3 Sura 1. 15.

4 Siira ii. 109. ** Sura iv. 125.
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then they willed that the defeated man should conquer, and in

turn he did so. The mechanical repetition, consecutive and

prolonged, of the few words in the Zikr naturally weakens

the personal will of the Darwish, and deadens his intellect.

It produces a morbid state of mind in which he is easily and
blindly led by the stronger will of his religious superiors. In

fact the whole system is so developed that individuality is

crushed out and the Order is exalted. The Shaikh is the

one absolute will, and all not only venerate but implicitly

follow him.

There are altogether eighty-eight Religious Orders, i The

first came into existence in the first year of the Hijra and

the last was founded in 1293 A. H.—1876 A. D. It is said

that the Khalif Abii Bakr first called men to a sort of common
life. 2 A short account will now be given of a few of the most

important Orders.

The Sidiqiyah Order takes its name from the word Sidiq^

—

the righteous—a title given to Abii Bakr, and it exists to this

day in Yemen, in Egypt, and in small numbers in Algiers.

Its chief principle is said to be the profound contemplation

of the person and virtues of the Prophet. The result of this

is that the Prophet will appear to a darwish of this Order in

all times of difficulty, and in his hours of ecstasy. The joy of

this is so great that it can be known only by experience. The
religious exercises are continued by the pious members until

the soul of Muhammad appears to them in sleep and in their

1 The names of the founders of these Orders, with dates, are given by Rinn

in Marabouts ct Khouan, pp. 26-51.

3 The Bastamiyah, the Naqshbandfyah, and the Bal^tash/yah Orders claim to

have descended from the Sidiqfyah community founded by Abii Bakr. The Uwai-
s/yah, the Adham/yah, the Qadiriyah, the Jamad/ayah and the Saniis/yah Orders

connected themselves with the Khalif 'Umr and also with the Khalif 'Ali to

whom all the other Orders look up as their original head. Each Order has its

silsilah, or chain of succession, up to one of these Khalifs.

3 An Order is always called by the adjective formed from the name of its

founder.
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waking hours, to nourish them and to lead them on to heights

of spiritual perfection.

In the thirty-seventh year of the Hijra, a recluse named

Uwaisu'l Karani announced that Gabriel had appeared to him

in a dream, and revealed to him the constitution of an Order

to be started on strictly ascetic principles. Uwais carried his

veneration for the Prophet so far as to extract his teeth,

because Muhammad had lost two at the battle of Ohod. Uwais

then required his followers to do the same. The prophet had

a great regard for Uwais and commanded that his own mantle

should be given to him. It was made of wool with a collar

and long sleeves reaching to the knee. It is said to be still

preserved in Constantinople by a descendant of Uwais. Once

a year it is carried in procession to the Old Seraglio. The

mantles of the Darwish Orders are made after the fashion

of this—the Kherka-i- Sharif. ^ This Order known as the

Uwaisiyah, has not spread beyond Arabia.

The first Order with special rules and distinctive religious

exercises is the Alwaniyah, founded by Shaikh Alwan in 149

A.H.—766 A.D. He was the first to make formal rules for

the initiation of a novice and to regulate the duties of the spiritual

directors and the Murids. The whole system in its present

form may be said to date from the time of this Shaikh.

The Bastamiyah Order was founded by a Persian about 261

A.H.—874 A.D. and traces its connection up to the Khalif

'Ali. SAfi doctrines are taught in it. Abii Bayazid Bastami,

its founder, is looked up to as a saint by the Shaikhs of many

of the most famous Orders.

The Qadiriyah, founded by 'Abdu'l Qadir Jilani of Baghdad

in 561 A.H.—1165 A.D., is one of the largest and most

respected Orders. The banner and the turbans of this Order are

white. It is found in the northern parts of India on the one

side and in Algiers on the other. The great revival of religion

1 Foi- an interesting account of the dress, caps, &c., of Darwishes, see The

Darwislies, by J. P. Brown, pp. 86-93.
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at the beginning of the 19th century, probably due to the Wah-
habi movement in Arabi, stirred up the members of this Order

to great activity. Throughout the Western Siidan, small

scattered communities of the Qadiriyah were to be found,

and, now stirred up by a missionary spirit, they became

active amongst their heathen neighbom's and have made great

progress i by their pacific propaganda. In fact, this Order

and that of a more modern and a warlike one, the Tijaniyah,

have been the principal agents in the extraordinary advance

of Islam in the Western and Central Sudan in modern times.

As Sanusi was once one of the members of this Order. 'Abdu'l

Qadir, its founder, is represented as being a man of large heart

and charitable feelings, and his Order was founded "not only

to improve by its mystical teaching the corrupt morals of

Muslims, but also to relieve the miseries of men, to comfort

the afflicted and to aid the very poor by alms." One of the

Muqaddims of the Order has said that " if God had not sent

Muhammad to be the seal of the prophets. He would have sent

'Abdu'l Qadir, for he, by his virtues and charity, most of all

men resembles Jesus Christ." He is called the Saint of Saints

—the Qutbu'l Qutub, and the Ghausu'l A'zam—the greatest

Defender. It is said that his soul hovers now between earth

and heaven, and that God always answers his prayer made
on behalf of others. No saint equals him in the power of

working miracles, nor are such marvellous stories told of any

other.

The Zikr of this Order is a very long one. The novice,

however, on admission has only to add to the namaz, or five

obligatory prayers, the repetition 165 times of the creed,

La ilaha ilia 'llahu. One form used by the most spiritually

advanced members is to recite the Fatihah with the intention

1 This is confirmed by the latest writer on the subject, who writing in 1899

says :—" Par 1' instruction qu'ils donnent a leurs disciples, par les colonies ^u'ils

fondent de tout cote, les adeptes de 1' Isldm mystique multiplient dans le

Soudan paien leurs centres d'action." Chatelier's Ulsldm dans L'Afri^ue

Occidentale, p. 254.
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that the reward for it shall go to the Prophet and to 'Abdu'l

Qadir ; to repeat 121 times the words, ' O God, bless our Lord

Muhammad and his family"; then 121 times "Glory be to God.

Praise be to God. There is no God but He. God is great.

There is no power except in the Lord Most High" ; then 121

times "0 Shai.^ Abdu'l Qadir, something for God" ; 100 times

the Siira xxxvi. ; 41 times Siira Ixxii. ; 121 times Siira ex. ; 8

times the Siiratu'l Fatihah ; then once the Siiratu'l Ikhlas cxii.

;

and finally three times the words, "God bless the Prophet."

^

This Order is widely dispersed and is one of the most tolerant.

It endeavours to get on with rulers and with men in high

positions ; it stimulates their charity and seeks their aid. The

authority exercised by the Shaikh is very complete. At the

time of the initiation of a novice, the Shaikh taking his hand

and placing it between his arms, says :

—
" In the name of God

most merciful, most clement. I believe in God, in His Angels,

in His book, in His Prophet, in the day of judgment, in His

decrees, in His favours, in His punishments, and in the resur-

rection from the dead." To this the novice replies :
—

" I am a

Muslim, and I am confirmed in my worship and in my faith.

I purify myself by a sincere repentance, from all my sins.

I repudiate all heresy. There is no God but God, and

Muhammad is His servant and apostle. It is from him 1

receive admission into this Order. I take the oath of fidelity.

I engage to obey all the divine laws, to do all things as in the

sight of God, to accept what He may be pleased to send me

and to thank Him for troubles which may oppress me."

Other ceremonies follow and a long list of questions is put, 2

after which, when they have been satisfactorily answered, the

novice is admitted into the Order.

1 To each Zikr the following words are added 6h\ mclA and alao,

j_3-S^ ^^\ JU..*^ Ujlw- 6]i\ ^ ^\
Binn's Marabouts ct Khouan, p. 184.

A special attitude in prayer is adopted by members of this Order. Ibid, p. 185.

• Ibid, pp. 190-196.
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The Rufa'lyah, often called the Howling Darwishes, belong

to an Order founded in 578 A. H.—1182 A.D., by Ahmad
Ar-Rufa'i of Bagdad. He is considered to have been a theo-

logian of great repute. The banners and turbans of this Order

are black. The members of the Order make fires which they

extinguish by rolling on the burning coals, and they even eat

live coals and glass, and swallow serpents, or appear to do so.

In Mecca their agents are active, and they are very hostile to

Europeans.! Lane describes a scene he witnessed in Cairo

thus :
** A Darwish took a large piece of live coal, placed it

between his teeth, and kept it there ; then drew it on his

tongue, and, keeping his mouth wide open for two minutes,

violently inhaled and exhaled, showing the inside of his mouth

like a furnace and breathing out sparks. Having chewe'd and

swallowed the coal he sat down, without apparently having

suffered any pain." 2

The Chistiyah Order was founded by Muinu'd-din Chisti

in 636 A.H.—1238 A.D. He was a disciple of 'Abdu'l Qadir

Jilani. The members of this Order are mostly Shi'ahs. They

are fond of music and perform the Zikr-i-jali.

The Shazih'yah Order^ was founded in 656 A. H.—1258
A.D., and is spread through most Muslim lands. It flourishes

in Egypt and in Algiers. It has given rise to many branches

which now form separate Orders. Its doctrines are held by

almost all the modern Orders. The Samislyah are affiliated to

it. 4 The founder, Abu Madian, was a mystic, deeply versed

in Siifiistic lore. To this advanced spiritualism he added great

1 For the special prayers used by this Order, see The Darivishes, by Brown,

pp. 114-124.

2 Lane's Modern Egyptians, vol. ii., p. 190.

3 The name is taken from the third Shait^ of the Order, AbiS Hasanu'sh

Shdzil, a man of great reputation as a moralist, juriconsult and theologian.

4 For the account of the ritual of the worship and of the initiation of a

novice, see Rinn's MaraboJits et Khoxian, pp. 247-251.
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modesty of manner and a ready eloquence, which helped to

make him one of the most influential men of his age. The

early chiefs of the Order, worthy disciples of their great

master, took little interest in worldly affairs, and were really

the heads of a mystical philosophical school, and one of the

instructions of Shazil was " obey your Shaikh before you

obey your temporal sovereign." Many of the Orders derived

from it have made practical changes, and devote less time to

mystical studies and more to practical ones ; but they all form

a very great social and religious power.

The Maulawiyah, often called the dancing Darwishes, are the

most popular Order in the Turkish Empire. They are famous

for their music and their mystic dance, which consist chiefly of

whirling round and round. This is said to represent the

revolution of the spheres and also the circling movement of the

soul, caused by the vibrations of its love to God. They say

their prayers in silence, standing up and turning round from

east to west. Their religious performances are to be seen in

Constantinople and in Cairo. The Order was founded in 672

A. H.—1273 A. D. by Maulana Jalalu'd din Eiimi. It is a very

wealthy Order. There is in it a singular union of austere

practices, political obsequiousness to the Sultan, and frivolous

ceremonies. The Shaikh of the Order must be a descendant of

its founder.

The Naqshbandiyah Order was founded in 719 A. H.—1319

A.D. It is a very large and important Order and is found

chiefly in Asia and in Turkey. It attracts men of high social

position and of learning. They generally perform the Zikr-i-khafi.

or silent devotions. In addition to this each member must
daily recite the prayer for forgiveness, or Istighfar, once ; the

Salamat, or prayer for peace, seven times ; the Fatihah seven

times; Sura xciv., nine times; Sura cxii., once, and then the

appointed Zikr an indefinite number of times. The conformity

of its teaching to that of the Khalif Abu Bakr, the dignity of

its outward ceremonial, the high class of persons affiliated to it

are amongst the causes which give this Order a very high place
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in the esteem and regard with which other Darwishes look

upon it.i

The Qalandariyah, or wandering Darwishes, were founded

as an Order by Qalandar Yiisuf, a native of Spain, 2 in 724 A.H.

—1323 A.D. He was, for a while, a member of the Chistiyah

Order from which he was dismissed. He then founded an

Order of his own. The statutes of the Order oblige its members

to live on charity, to be always on the move, and not to amass

wealth for themselves. They are practically Sufis. The Order

exists in India, Persia and Turkey. Their Zikr contains a

prayer for the Founder and certain passages from the Quran^,

repeated many times, and concludes with the Dariid, a prayer

for blessing on Muhammad and his family, which is said twice.

The Qalandar Darwish is a well known character in Eastern

tales.

The Bakhtashiyah Order was founded by Haji Bakhtash in

759 A.H.—1357 A.D., and is famous in Turkey owing to its

connection with the Janissaries. It is very popular with the

army still.^ The symbol of the Order is the mystic girdle

which is put on and off seven times. The Darwish in so doing,

says :

—

(1) I tie up greediness and unbind generosity
;

(2) I tie up avarice and unbind piety
;

(3) I tie up anger and unbind meekness
;

(4) I tie up ignorance and unbind the fear of God ;

I Amongst other means for destroying the sense of individuality, the following

is given :—" The becoming absorbed in the spirit of the Shail^ is profitable only

to him to whom the ecstatic state comes naturally. To attain that object, one

must engrave in his own spirit the image of his Shaikh and look upon it as on his

right shoulder. Then from the shoulder to the heart, he will draw a line along

which the spirit of the Shaikh can come and take possession of his heart." Kinn's

Marabouts et Klwuan, p. 286.

3 Some authors say he was born at Panipat in Hindustan.

3 The FAtihah, or the opening, chapter, of the Quran; Sura ii, 256 three

times ; Sura Ixxxiii three times : Sura xii, ten times.

« Ante p. 101.

16
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(5) I tie up passion and unbind the love of God ;

(6) I tie up hunger and unbind (spiritual) contentment

;

(7) I tie up the influence of Satan and unbind the

influence of the Divine.

Their esoteric doctrines are a curious mixture of pantheism

and materialism, and are thus described :
—

" Each human soul

is a portion of divinity which exists only in man. The eternal

soul, served by perishable mediums, constantly changes its

dwelling without quitting the earth. Morality consists in

enjoying the good things of earth without injury to any one.

Whatever causes no ill to a person is lawful. The wise man

is he who regulates his pleasures, for joy is a science which

has degrees, made known, little by little, to the initiated.

Contemplation is the best of all joys, for it belongs to the

celestial vision."

The more recent Orders are to be found in Timbuktu,

Algiers and Morocco, and are generally speaking offshoots

from the older ones, especially from the Shaziliyah. Amongst

the more important of them are the following.

The Bakkayiah has its centre in Timbuktu. It was founded

by Ahmadu'l Bakkay in 960 A. H.—1552 A.D. It is an offshoot

of the Shaziliyah Order and has considerable influence south

of Morocco.

The Shaikhiyah Order was founded in 1013 A.H.—1604 A.D.

and is powerful in the southern part of Algeria. It is more

political than religious.

The Karzaziyah Order was founded in 1016 A.H.—1607 A.D.

The founder, a member of the royal family of Morocco, had been

a Muqaddim of the Shaziliyah Order. He taught his followers

to reject reason as it was a guide to error, to place absolute

confidence in the Shaikh, to meet death boldly, and to be ever

ready to fight in the cause of God. The leaders adopted an

ascetic life and assumed a voluntary poverty. This caused

them to be held in great esteem. The Muqaddims are chosen

by the members of the Order. It is spread over the East and

South of Morocco.
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The Hansaliyah Order was founded in 1114 A.H.—1702 A.D.

by Sayyed bin Yiisiifu'l Hansali, a man born in Morocco.

Alter the pilgrimage to Mecca, Hansali studied for awhile at

the Al Azhar University in Cairo : but the toil and fatigue

of the journey home made him forget all he had learnt. So

lie led an ascetic life, and spent a long time in constant devo-

tion at a shrine of a famous saint, with the result that his

memory returned to him. The influence of this Order is very

great amongst the Berbers of the Atlas Mountains. In addi-

tion to the Zikr, the Ikhwan recite some portions of a famous

poem on the ninety-nine names of God. The following are a

few verses on ten of the names, l

\^ J ^^ vib; ^- ^)^ ; - ^*^^=^
^ ^ ^^^ ^- J^^)

^as? ^J) Ujui\ !s

—

,\» b ^ * JkJU^ J:=s C;; U^^ u*?^ ^ )

^ tr* r^; vj^ cT**;^ &h ^ )
'•' u^;^*^ J^ ;•** (>*^^ u^^ ^ ^

1. O Pardoning God, I cry to Thcc,

Thy Pardon to implore

;

O Sovereign Lord, subdue thro' me
Who e'er subverts Thy law.

2. Thy glory, Glorious Being, doth

^ly feeble strength increase

;

O Thou who humblest in the dust.

Cause lying tongues to cease.

o. Knowledge and understanding give,

O, Giver of all, to me

;

Sustainer, for my sustenance

I look for ease from Thee.

4. The souls of all Thine enemies,

Seizer of spirits, seize

;

O Scatterer of gifts, increase desire

In beauty's devotees.

5. Humbler, humble Thou the power

Of all who Thee oppose
;

U Thou who raisest, raise me up

lu spite of these my foes.
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The amulets they prepare have a great reputation for pre-

serving the wearers in safety in times of accidents, but they

are scarce and difficult to obtain. They get on very well with

the French, but there are only five Zawiyahs in Algeria.

The Tijaniyah Order was founded in 1196 A.H.—1781 A.D.

by Si Ahmad bin Mukhtaru't Tijani, who for a time was a

student in the important Muhammadan University of Fez.

In 1186 A.H. he made the pilgrimage to Mecca where he

astonished the theologians by his erudition and knowledge.

Five years after he returned to Fez and the idea of founding an

Order began to take shape in his mind ; but Fez was a place

too much given up to political and religious strife for such an

attempt and so he moved further south. In due time he

announced to a small body of devoted followers that the Prophet

had directed him to form an Order, different to all others. For

instance, no member of it was permitted, under pain of the

severest penalties, to become affiliated to another Order. An

earnest propaganda followed and the Order soon became exceed-

ingly powerful in Tunis, in the Sahara, the Western Sudan,

and as far even as Timbuktu. The chief Zawiyah was, in

due time, located in Fez under the patronage of the then

Moorish Emperor. The Order has been a militant i as well

as a teaching one. Haji *Umr, one of its leaders, in 1833 went

to Bornu and then to the Hausa country. He was a man of

great vigour and very fanatical. He reproached the ordinary

Muslims with their ignorance and their apathy. Even the

Qadiriyah were too tolerant for him. Under his influence the

Order extended its operations from Senegal to Timbuktu, and

as far south as the Hinterland of Sierra Leone. 2 The kingdom

he thus set up soon after split up into various smaller states,

but the influence of Islam remained. Thus, this Order, a

result of the active revival of Islam at the end of the eighteenth

1 For an account of its wars, sec Chatelier's L'Isldm dam L'Afriqtie Occidentale

p. 167.

8 Ibid, p. 176.
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century, has done perhaps more to advance the cause of Muham-
madanism in Western Africa than any other one has acconi-

pHshed, and it is still a living power ; but since the establishment

of French influence in the Senegal and in the Niger regions,

the political power of the Tijaniyah Order has declined. The

European occupation of these regions will stay any further

political influence and development.

The two Orders, the Qadiriyah and the Tijaniyah have

played the chief part in the propagation of Islam in the

Western Sudan, i Under the Qadiriyah the propaganda was
by peaceful methods. By the instruction its leaders gave to

their disciples, by the colonies they founded, they multiplied

in the Sudan their chief centres of action. They are widely

scattered. Their followers are found as far south as Sierra

Leone and in the Upper Niger regions.

2

The Tijaniyah, as we have seen, pursued opposite methods
and so long as they had the power, won their way by force.

3

The Rahmaniyah Order was founded by another native of

Morocco, Muhammad bin 'Abdu'r Rahman, in 1208 A.H.

—

1793 A.D. He too was for a while a student in the Al Azhar

College. This Order has great influence in the Siidan. It

also has in Algeria two hundred and twenty Zawiyahs, seven

hundred and fifty-four Muqaddims and ninety-six thousand

members. The 'Ulama of Algiers, jealous of this new Order,

tried to convict its founder of heterodoxy, but failed. This

attempt and failure increased his authority very much. In the

chief Zawiyah the Ikhwans keep up, by means of relays, day

and night, the repetition in a loud voice of the name of God.

I have now given a brief description of some of the older

Orders and of some of the more modern ones, which owe their"

iChatelier's L'Islam dans L'Afriqtie Occidentale, p. 318.

8 Tout le mouvement religieux du Sudan Occidentale se trouve ainsi dirige par

Ics influences Kadriyennes, pendant Ic premiere moitic du siecle. Ibid, p. 166.

3Chatelier speaks of them as, "Ardent aux guerres saintes," and the Qadiriyah

he calls "pacifique et debonnaire" Ihid, p. 345.
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existence to the great wave of religious revival which, stimu-

lated no doubt by the Wahhabi movement in Arabia, passed

over the Muslim communities in Africa and led on to an active

propaganda. Islam as a theocratic system does not recognise the

limitations made by political influences between the various

Muslim peoples, dividing them into different States, and so these

Orders, common to all lands, can at any time and everywhere

exercise a very real influence in any direction which their

leaders may choose.

For many centuries Islam has prevailed not only on the

northern coast of Africa but has progressed in the interior. Still,

the great advance is to be dated from the end of the 18th century,

or the beginning of the 19th, and has been mainly due to the

increased energy and devotion of the Religious Orders. Now the

whole Hinterland from the Red Sea to the Atlantic, as far south

as six degrees north latitude, and the country on the eastern

side of Africa down to the Portuguese territory is more or less

under Muhammadan influence. Islam has passed also from the

Sudan into the equatorial regions. It extends from two centres.

From the west it has gone along the Atlantic coast to Senegal,

Timbuktu and the Hausa land. From the eastern side the

modern movement began when Si Ahmad bin Idris, the Shaikh

of the Qadiriyah Order, sent out missionaries, during the early

part of the 19th century. They won over the Nubians who

joined this Order in large numbers, and then missionary work

began amongst the pagans of Kordufan. This work was after-

wards carried on under the influence of the Mahdi, and is now

sustained by the great Samisiyah Order. These two currents,

the one on the east, at one time more warlike and fanatical

;

the other on the west more commercial, are advancing rapidly

into all the pagan regions. The presence of the officials of

the great European Powers in Senegal, Timbuktu, Nigeria and

other parts will have a deterrent effect on this expansion,

for trade will no longer be in the hands of Muslim merchants,

who, to their credit be it said, are active Missionaries. One

article of commerce also, that of slaves, will no longer exist.
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Amongst the earlier agents of this extensive movement are

the Fulahs, the most superior race in the Western Sudan.

They are strict Muslims and under Shaikh Danfodio, about a

hundred years ago, became a powerful kingdom, warlike and

aggressive. They spread to the west and to the south, won

many of the Hausa people to Islam, made Sokoto, in 1887, the

capital of a Muhammadan State, then advanced as far as the

Yoruba country and built the large city of Ilorin. Four large

and important kingdoms in Senegambia and the Sudan repre-

sent the result of the energy infused into the Fulah people by

Shaikh Danfodio. All this is not to be looked upon as a per-

manent gain for civilisation, for a recent French writer, though

speaking chiefly of Northern Africa, well says:—"It is impos-

sible when comparing the present state of Africa with its

former state not to see how evil the influence of Islam has

been, and not to desire that it may shortly give place to a

political system less limited and less demoralising."! Another

French author says :
—

" The mystical and merciless doctrines

of Islam are the absolute enemies of all progress. The East

remains immobile." ^

The most recent and, indeed, the chief present propaganda

is carried on by an Order which surpasses all the others in

its power and its influence; an Order, which specially sets

itself against all western and modern civilisation and so consti-

tutes a very real danger. It is that of the Sanuslyah, founded

by Si Muhammad bin Si 'Ali bin Sanusi, who was born

in the year 1206 A. H.—1791 A. D.3 He belonged to a noble

family and claimed to be descended from the Khalif 'Ali, the

son-in-law of the Prophet. The name by which he is usually

known is that of Shaikh Saniisi. He was a native of Algiers,

where he spent the early part of his life. At the age of thirty

1 Ganniers' Le Maroc, p. 87.

2 Frisch's, Le Maroc p. 47.

3 " The predominant fact in the evolution of Isldm at the present time is

the formation of the new Order of the Sanilsfyah." Chatelier's Lcsi Confreres

Miisulmanes, p. 12,
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he went to Fez, and for about seven years studied Muham-

madan law and theology under the most famous teachers there.

He also became acquainted with the philosophy and the mys-

teries of the Shaziliyah Order. He then returned to Algiers

just before the French occupied that country. Whilst there he

wandered about as a reHgious teacher and so spread his views

arnongst a number of people. After a while he made up his

mind to proceed on the pilgrimage to Mecca, and took the

opportunity of conversing with learned men at the several

places at which he stayed on the way. He was also initiated

into some of the Religious Orders. He intended to make a

stay of some length in Cairo, in order to study at the famous

Theological College of Al Azhar; but, in some way or other,

he gave offence to the more influential 'Ulama attached to

the College, who denounced him as an innovator in religion,

a fatal fault in so conservative a place. The result was that

Shai^ Sanusi had to proceed on his way. He, however, gives

quite a different reason for his departure. He says that one

day when he was making the usual wazu, or ceremonial ablu-

tion, before engaging in the namaz, or stated prayers, in the

Mosque attached to the College, he saw a man who looked

mean and poor. The man, who was quite a stranger, said to

him:—"Why dost thou do so with me, Sanusi?" "How do

you know my name?" He replied:—"I am the Qutb of the

age." "Then," said Samisi, "it is thou I am seeking." The

man said to him :
—

" Thou hast nothing to do with me, go to

Mecca." In after years, it suited Shai^ Sanusi to show that

he left Cairo owing to a supernatural direction, and not that

he was expelled as a troublesome student. But, whatever was

the cause, he did go, and proceeded on his way to fulfil his

original intention of making the pilgrimage to Mecca. As his

mind had already been directed towards the life of a Darwish,

when he arrived at Mecca he placed himself under the tuition

and spiritual guidance of Shaikh Ahmad bin Idris, the Shaikh

of the Qadiriyah Darwishes. Owing to some local disputes

Shaikh Ahmad was exiled from Mecca. His devoted pupil
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and follower went with him, and on the Master's death in

1833 A.D. claimed, though opposed by some others of his

followers, to be his successor. This led to a division in the

Order, the result of which was that Shaikh Sanusi, having

induced many of his fellow Darwishes to join him, formed

a new Order, of which he assumed the headship. He then

commenced an active propaganda in Yemen, but the older

Orders looked upon his work with disapproval and successfully

opposed him. However, he remained in Mecca from 1835 to

1848, gathering men around him and developing his plans.

He called his teaching the Tariqah-i-Muhammadiyah, or 'Way
of Muhammad', and said that his community was a reformed

branch of the great Shaziliyah Order. He now gave to his

own Order the name Tariqah-i-Sanusiyah, or 'Way of Sanusi'.

Men in the position he had now assumed profess to have

special revelations from God and to be divinely directed in

their movements ; so not finding sufficient scope in Mecca for

his plans and purposes, he one day announced to his disciples

that Muhammad had appeared to him, and had ordered him

to leave Mecca and to settle his disciples in Zawiyahs, or mon-

asteries, in many diiferent lands. This he did most effectually

in course of time. Zawiyahs were established in Arabia, Egypt,

the Sudan, Tunis, Algiers, Tripoh, Senegambia, and even in

the Eastern Archipelago. The rapid extension of this Order

has been marvellous. There is nothing like it in the modern

Muslim world. With its extension its power has also increased.

M. Duve3T:ier says that there are three million members of the

Order ; but the Saniisis themselves say there are eight millions.

Probably there are five or six, for the inhabitants of Wadai,

now nearly all Saniisis, number nearly three millions.

The Shaikh, after settling his course of action, soon gathered

a large body of disciples together, over whom he exercised a

most rigorous discipline. Whilst displaying administrative

abilities of a very high order, he continued his theological studies

and became a prolific writer on religious subjects.

The 'Ulama are nearly always hostile to the Darwishes, and

17
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ShaiKh Sanusi soon learnt that his growing influence stirred

up a spirit of jealousy. The 'Ulama of Constantinople, Cairo,

and Mecca were all ranged in opposition to him, and so in the

year 1855 he withdrew altogether from their spheres of influ-

ence, and in the oasis of Jaghbub ^ in the Libyan desert, midway

between Egypt and Tripoli, 2 founded a Zawiyah which became

the head-quarters of the Order. The site was well chosen.

It is situated about one-hundred and fifty miles south of

Tobruk, a Mediterranean port used by the Sanusis, and occupies

a commanding position on the great caravan routes of North

Africa. "It is at once a fortress and a convent, a University

and a shrine." Except to modern artillery it is an almost

impregnable place. It possesses a fine mosque and many
buildings. It grew rapidly after the conversion of the people

of Wadai, of whom many came as students or as labourers.

The transfer of the capital in 1994 to the Kufra oasis, a move-

ment to be described later on, has lessened the importance of

Ja^bub, which is now little more than the University of the

Order. Ja^biib was not only the administrative centre, but

also the theological home of the Order where hundreds of its

missionaries were trained as teachers and preachers and then,

year by year, sent forth in large numbers to proclaim the

doctrines of Islam in all parts of Northern Africa. The

names of all the brethren of the Order were carefully entered

in the record books kept there. It is said that its theological

school had seven hundred pupils. The Order of the Sanusiyah

is more than an organization to reform what its leaders con-

sider to be lax in Islam ; it is a powerful proselytizing body.

The isolation of the desert life at Ja^bub, and the freedom

gained from the opposition of the 'Ulama and orthodox Mullas

1 w>fct«s> Sometimes the plural form v£,^U=. is used.

2 It Tripoli, nominally Turkish, but practically under the rule of the Samisfyah

confraternity is dangerous ground, into which France with her experience of

this powerful and highly organized Muhammadan sect, on the border land of

the Sahara and Algeria itself, may well hesitate to enter." Silva White's The

Expansion of Egypt, p. 123.
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and Maulavis gave Shaik^h Saniisi that peace and tranquillity

which increased his spiritual influence over his followers. Soon

after his arrival there, he began work amongst the negro races.

He purchased slaves from those nomad tribes who in the

internecine wars of their respective territories had after a

victory taken them as prisoners, or had acquired them by

successfully pillaging slave caravans. Shaikh Saniisi brought

these slaves to his Zawiyah, placed them under religious

instruction for a time, and then, when fitted for it, sent them
to their own countries as free men and as preachers of Islam.

They became and remained his most faithful followers.

Shaikh Saniisi died at Ja^biib in the year 1276 A.H.

—

1859 A.D. and was buried in that place. His mausoleum in

the great mosque there is a very magnificent one and pilgrim-

ages to it, instead of making the Hajj to Mecca, are common
amongst his followers. Though little known in the Western

world, he was one of the most remarkable men of the age.

Without shedding blood or calling in the aid of any temporal

ruler, by the energy and force of his character, he raised up in

the Ottoman Empire and its adjacent lands a theocratic sys-

tem which is almost, if not quite, independent of any political

Power. His great object was to restore the original Islam and

to revive the religious and moral laws of the Prophet. This

being the attitude of his mind, he naturally opposed all

modern innovations in Turkish rule and life, and wished to

raise an impassable barrier against Western civilisation and

the influence of the Christian Powers in Muslim lands. He
had been influenced by the earlier Wahhabi revival, for he

followed that sect in its rigorous prohibition of many harm-

less things. At the same time, with all this stiffness of

thought and life, he, as the head of a^ Darwish Order, intro-

duced a mystical element into all that he taught.

Shaikh. Sanusi was succeeded by his son, 'Ali bin Saniisi,

a lad then of about thirteen years of age, who by European

writers is also called Shaikh Saniisi, but by Muslims and

by his own followers Shaikhu'l Mahdi. In order to distinguish
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this, the present head of the Order, from his father, we
shall also speak of him as the Shaikhu'l Mahdi, or simply

as the Shaikh, remarking, however, that he had no con-

nection whatever with the late Mahdi in the Eastern

Sudan. He now takes the administrative oversight of the

Order, whilst his brother, Muhammad Sharif, looks after the

religious teaching. His followers, or at all events the more

ignorant amongst them, looked upon him as the coming

Mahdi, who was expected in the thirteenth century of Islam,

a period of time which expired in the year 1883 A.D. In

support of their expectation they alleged that he bore between

his shoulders the indubitable sign of his designation to some

high office, a round bluish spot, such as that which had,

according to Muslim belief, appeared on the bodies of Moses,

Christ, and Muhammad, the three great leaders of the pro-

phetic order. Their belief has not been verified, but whilst it

lasted it added power and prestige to the rule of the Shaikh.

The Grand Council of the Order used to meet, from time

to time, at Ja^biib, under the presidentship of the Shaikh,

who was in this work assisted by his brother and his coun-

cillors. Two of the latter held the office of Wazirs. One
was in special charge of the Zawiyah at Jaghbiib, while the

other superintended the affairs of all the other Zawiyahs. The
organization is very simple. The Darwishes live in the

various Zawiyahs, each of which is under the charge of a

superior, called a Muqaddim, to whom the members must

yield implicit obedience. There werei in 1886 one hundred

and twenty-one different Zawiyahs, all subject to the Mother

House at that time situated in Jaghbiib. In the head Monas-

tery there were about fom* hundred Darwishes, gathered from

all parts. Most of them were unmarried, and so were ready

at a moment's notice to go anywhere the Shaikh might direct

them to proceed, or to undertake any duty he might call upon

them to perform. A hundred negro slaves did the household

1 Duvcyrier, writing iu 1886 gives this number ; but there must be many
more in existence now.
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work and attended to the gardens. The inmates of the Zawiyah

were well armed, and a large reserve of guns and ammunition

was kept in stock. Five pieces of artillery had been purchased

in Alexandria and were kept ready for use. A certain number

of artificers and workmen lived outside the Zawiyah. One

day the Shaikh was asked whether all this warlike display

was against the French or the Turk^. "Neither against the

one nor the other," said he. "My father began a work which

had great results. I simply carry it on," Taxes are levied

at the rate of 2^ per cent, on capital exceeding one hundred

and twenty-five francs, and extraordinary contributions are

sometimes called for from the possessors of treasure, ware-

houses, and cattle. The Order itself is rich in slaves, houses,

sheep, and camels, the latter being branded with the name

of Allah. Whenever the delegates of the Shaikh visit the

brethren in the subordinate Zawiyahs they receive offerings.

The poorer brethren, who cannot pay the taxes, are employed

in building Zawiyahs, in attending to the gardens and cattle,

and in carrying despatches. For the latter purpose a system

of couriers was organised, by means of which communication

between Ja^biib and distant Zawiyahs was easy and com-

paratively swift. The Shaikh was thus kept well informed of

all that was going on. The probable- arrival of a stranger at

Ja^biib was known before he came near to it, and, unless he

had something in the shape of a passport from a Muqaddim,

he was subjected to a very strict examination before he was

allowed to have any intercourse with the Darwishes, If all

was satisfactory, the Shaikh might after some days accord

him the privilege of a personal interview ; but, as his person is

looked up as sacred, such interviews were very rarely granted.

In order to ensure secrecy, the orders of the Shaikh, and

of the Muqaddims sent by letter are nearly always written

in a vague and impersonal form. Thus a letter from Mecca
to Ja^biib reads :

—
" Yom' servant whose writing is known

to you. Its superscription is also a little known. By the

Grace of God Most High may it arrive at Ja^bub and may
it be referred to the lords of the brothers God keep
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us in peace. Amen. Under the invocation of Bedoub."! In

the saUitation at the beginning of a letter no name is men-

tioned. Conventional terms are used to disguise the purport

of the correspondence, and great care is taken to ensure the

safe deHvery of letters.

The Muqaddims have much influence over people who are

not actual members of the Order, and who have not taken the

calling of a Darwish upon them. In some parts the people

hold their lands by a kind of feudal tenure, and are practically

the vassals of the Order. The principal person in such a dis-

trict is not the Turkish Mutasarrif, but the Sanusiyah leader,

and the chief work of the Turkish officials is to keep the mem-

bers of the Sanusiyah Order contented. The most active centre

of its influence was, until the removal to the Kufra oasis, the

'

peninsula of Barka, nominally belonging to the Ottoman Empire,

really to the Shaikhu'l Mahdi. Thus the Sanusis occupied

the most fertile part of Tripoli and the Sultan did not dare

attempt to expel them. It is said that the Shaithu'l Mahdi

can command the services of 25,000 men as foot soldiers, and

of 1,500 mounted men. In the north-eastern part of Africa,

excluding Egypt, a very common form of oath used by the

people is to swear by " Al Haqq Sidi as-Sanusi ", that is,

"by the truth of Sidi as-Sanusi ".^ In addition to these

volunteers, there are the regular Darwishes and a large number

of slaves always available when fighting men are needed.

Shaikhu'l Mahdi does not commit the error of neglecting the

masses. A Muslim traveller, if found worthy of it, receives

hospitality in any Zawiyah he may be near ; and, if he is

intelligent, he receives much attention from the Muqaddim.

In this way the Order has become very popular.

In the Annual Conference held formerly at Ja^biib, and

1 The meaning of this is not known outside the Order : it is probably a kind

of talisman.

2 If a Bedouin of these parts swears: "May I be excluded from the Zawiyah,

if , one may be sure he is speaking the truth." Silva White's From

Sphinx to Oracle, p. 123.
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now at Al Istat, the Shaikh, assisted by his Muqaddims,

examines the temporal and spiritual condition of the Order,

and discusses with them plans for the future, especially as

regards the extension of their influence. In their propaganda

work they seek to influence men of position, and pay much

attention to the education of the young. In provinces long

subject to Islam, such as Egypt, where they wish to reform

the religion, they generally commence by opening schools, and

trust to time for the gradual spread of their views. In this

way they are able each year to consider the operations of the

Order as a whole, and the success they meet with is extra-

ordinary. For example, they went first to Farfara, an oasis in

the Lybian desert, in the year 1860, and in less than thirteen

years they completely changed the character of the people and

acquired valuable property. One favourite method of reaching

a new tribe is to purchase slaves taken from it, and after

teaching Islam to them to release and send them back as

preachers to their own people. In this way much success was

met with in the Wadai country, the Sultans of which have been

and are ardent admirers of the Sanusis. The first object of the

Shaikhu'l Mahdi was the conversion of the Chief, by showing

him the advantage, primarily to himself and then to his people,

of the establishment of commercial relations with the Samisiyah

Order. The Sultan of the Wadai country, *Ali bin Muham-
mad, soon became an enthusiastic follower of the Shaikhu'l

Mahdi. At his decease in 1876, the succession to the Sultanate

was disputed, and it shows the enormous influence the Sanusis

had then obtained, that they were able to stop the internecine

conflict and to secure the accession of the candidate they pre-

ferred. The new Sultan then elected became a loyal subject,

and held his office as a tributary to the Ja^biib Zawiyah.

To the North-west of Wadai, the State of Ennedi has become

a vassal one. In 1855, the people of that country were all

pagans. In 1888 they had all become Muslims, and the chief

had been admitted as a member of the Order. He used to

send to Ja^biib not only rich presents, but the choicest of

his young men to be fully trained and instructed under the
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personal direction of the Shaikhu'l Mahdi. In fact, the whole

region round Lake Chad is more or less under Sanusi influence.

To the north-west of Lake Chad lies an inhospitable desert,

in the midst of which, about five degrees South of Ja^biib,

is the great oasis of Kufra. The large Zawiyah of Al Istat

in this oasis is the second in importance of all the Zawiyahs,

and for many years was looked to as a probable future asylum

in an almost unapproachable region. The move thus antici-

pated actually came to pass in the year 1893 or 1894 when
the Shaikhu'l Islam, with many of the wealthier residents of

Ja^bub, left that place for Kufra. The hatred of the Saniisis

to Muslims who submit to the political supremacy of the

Christian Powers, or who would effect a compromise with

western civilization, is so great that good Muslims are exhorted

to leave such countries as Turkey and Egypt. This naturally

arouses hostility against them and so, in order to avoid reprisals

and to be free from such evil influences, the Shaikh transferred

his seat of Government to this more isolated place. He himself

is said to live not in the Zawiyah, but at Joffa close by. New
routes have been opened up in various directions. "From

this inaccessible fortress the Shaikhu'l Mahdi governs Sanusi-

land. Swift messengers carry his orders to all parts of North

Africa ; and he is kept constantly informed by his agents of

all that transpires in the outer world, receiving books, pam-

phlets, newspapers, and all the requirements of his responsible

office. His military and political organization is complete.

The policy of the Sanusi never changes."! The Order has

now seventeen monasteries in Egypt,^ but in Tripoli there are

1 Silva White's From Sphinx to Oracle, p. 129.

8 The famous Arab traveller, Ibn Batutah, who visited Cairo about the year

1333 A.D., thus describes the Darwishes of that day. He says :
—" The ZAwiyahs

are very numerous. Each Zdwiyah is set apart for a number of Darwishes

who for the most part are of Persian origin, well versed in Sufi doctrines.

At the head of each Zawiyah is a Shai^. The regularity and order are marvel-

lous. A servant goes in the early morning to each Darwish, who indicates

the dishes he requires. When they meet for meals, before each one is placed
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many more. It there defies all rules and is a great social

and political power. The Samisiyah Darwishes sometimes, in

places where they are likely to meet with much opposition,

assume other names. Thus in Tunis they appeared as members

of the Qadiriyah Order when they commenced operations there.

The success they have met with has been comparatively small,

and they have only five Zawiyahs in that country. They have

been more successful in the oases of the Sahara. They com-
menced work in Morocco in 1877 and have now three Zawiyahs
there, at Tangiers, Tetuan and Fez. In the various oases and

amongst the Berber tribes of the Atlas range they have many
adherents. In the country of Tibeste and of Borku, to the

north-west of Lake Chad, they are using their utmost endea-

vours to convert the heathen population or to stir up the

a loaf and soup in separate dishes. They partake of food twice a day. They

have a garment for winter and one for summer. Their living costs from twenty

to thirty dirhems a month. On Thursdays and Fridays they have sweetened

titbits. They are allowed soap for the washing of their clothes, oil for their

lamps, and the fees for the public baths. The married men have separate

Zdwiyahs. They must say the five stated prayers each day, and must pass

each night in the Ziwiyah. Each one has his own sajj^ah, or prayer-carpet,

and at the time of morning prayer (salitu's-subh) they say Siiras xlviii., Ixvii.,

and Ixxviii. After this, each one takes a juz, or section of the Qurin and reads

it, and so they soon complete the reading of the whole book. Then they recite

the praises of God. The same routine is gone through at the afternoon prayer

(salitu'l'asr).

The following custom is observed with a novice. He is brought to the door

of the Zdwiyah, with a girdle round his loins and a prayer-carpet on his

shoulder. In his right hand he carries a staff, and in his left a basin. The

doorkeeper informs the servant of the Zdwiyah of the coming of the novice.

They then ask him why he has come, in what ZAwiyah he has resided, and

the name of his spiritual director. As soon as the truth of his answers is

verified he is allowed to enter the Zdwiyah, to spread out his prayer-carpet.

He is then shown where he can perform the ceremonial ablutions. He then

does these, returns to the place where his prayer-carpet was laid down, unties

his girdle, makes a prayer (namdz) of two rak'ats, kisses the hands of the

Shaili and of his assistants, and takes his place amongst them.

On Friday the servant takes all the prayer-carpets to the Mosque, where the

Shail^ and all the Darwishes of the Order assemble and go through their usual

routine of prayer and reading of the Quran ; after which they return to their

Zawiyah." Ibn Batutah, vol. i. p. 71,

18
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Muhammadans to greater strictness of religious life. In 1873

they had gone as far as Senegal, and there was in 1888, at

least, one Zawiyah in Timbuktu and probably there are more
now. At that time the Order had not penetrated into the

Upper Nile regions or into Nigeria, but their influence on the

Orders already there had become even then so great that it is

probably only a question of time when all in these regions will

fall into their power. Thus in Africa the Order has spread

with great rapidity and possesses much influence and power.

In Europe it has found no footing except at Constantinople.

In Asia there are about twelve Zawiyahs, one of which is at

Mecca, built near the tomb of Adam and Eve. i The archives

of the Order are kept there. At Jeddah the Zawiyah is

mainly for the use of the pilgrims. The Order is popular in

the Hedjaz, the tribes of which are much attached to it and

form a material force ready to oppose the Turkish 'Ulama

and civil authorities when the due time arrives. The Sanusiyah

Darwishes are also found at work in the Malay Archipelago.

Many Malays when in Mecca assume Arabic names or titles

instead of their own native ones, and often call themselves

Saniisis, which shows that the Order is well known to them.

A point of some importance is the apparent readiness and

success with which the Sanusiyah Order assimilates itself to

other religious confraternities. 2 The Shaziliyah, the Tijanlah and

the Qadiriyah Orders, after having commenced by repudiating

the claims of Shaikh Saniisi, now bear, more or less, the intel-

lectual yoke of the Sanusiyah, and conform to some extent, in

1 These statements as to the numbers of the Zdwiyahs are based an infor-

mation given by Duveyrier and by Rinn in 1884, the latest authentic records on

this subject ; but they must have very largely increased during the last sixteen

years.

9 Un point important qu'il est essentiel de ne pas perdre de vue, c'est la

tendance dela confr^rie de Side Muhammad Ben 'All's Saniisi a s'assimiler les

autres associations religieuses issues comme elle, de I'^cole des Shdziliyah, c'est-

a-dire la presque totality des ordres musulmans. Et cette tactique, dont les

r^sultats politiques peuvent devenier tr^s graves, a 4te' couronn^e de suceds

dans le plus grand nombre de cas " Duveyrier's La Confr^-ie Miisulmane, p. 8.
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political matters, to the views held by it. i It is said by some

writers that Shaikh. Saniisi tolerated certain of the special rites

and ceremonies of these other Orders, and thus extended his

personal influence over a mass of people not actually initiated

into his own Order. A man may become a Sanusi, without

abandoning his own Order, provided that he submits to certain

restrictions. In fact, this capacity for assimilation is a special

characteristic of the Order. " Thus, the Samisis claim the

support of no less than forty (or, as some authorities would

say, sixty-four) groups—Religious Orders, or branches of these

—

more or less allied to the Shaziliyah school of philosophy, which

embraces the majority of the Muslim Orders. Amalgamation

is undoubtedly aimed at, and is, in fact, progressing rapidly

;

because wherever the Samisis settle, there they eventually rule.

Its latitudinarianism thus constitutes the great cohesive force

in the propaganda of the Sanusis."^ Its secret agents are to

be found in Zawiyahs of other Orders, and these men duly

report to the Shaikh all that is of importance for him to know.

They also quietly spread Samisiyah views amongst these other

Darwishes. Conscious of the power which an air of mystery

gives, they keep the rules of their Order secret and avoid any

outward distinctive sign. The rosary they use is one common
to others. In the namaz, or public prayer, they use no peculiar

rites, whilst their special Zikr is made known to their own
followers alone. The form of Zikr they use is as follows :

—

The worshipper, after Salatu'1-Fajr, or the usual morning

prayer, says forty times, " my God, preserve me at the

moment of death and in the trials which follow it"; then

one hundred times, "I seek pardon from God"; then one

hundred times, " There is no God but Allah and Muhammad
is the Prophet of God "

; then one hundred times, " my
God, grant thy favour to our Lord Muhammad the illiterate

1 " Tous ces ordres on confreries, divisees autrefois, semblent au contraire

aujourd'hui obeir a uiie impulsion unique dont on ignore encore I'origines."

Frisch's Le Maroc, p. 186.

2 Silva White's Front Sphinx to Oracle, p. 117.
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prophel, also to his family and companions, and give them

safety ". 1 The three last should then be repeated all over

again three times, making altogether nine hundred repetitions.

The ritual directions of the Zikr are that the rosary should be

carried on the hand and not be suspended from the neck, and

in all meetings for worship music and dancing are strictly

prohibited.

Whilst the Sanusiyah strongly assert the truth that God

alone is to be exalted, they allow a very high veneration to be

paid to Saints, though they would not call it worship. In fact

they prohibit pilgrimages to their tombs and the invocation of

their names. The novice is expected to entirely renounce the

world, and to yield implicit obedience to the Shaikh as his

spiritual guide and temporal leader. Luxurious dresses, silk

embroidery, ornaments (except for women) and gold and silver

vessels are forbidden things ; but the precious metals may be

used in the hilts of swords, as they may be employed in the

Jihad, or Holy War. Coffee and tobacco are strictly forbidden.

Tea may be drunk, but not sweetened with loaf sugar, for that

is said to be clarified with the bones of animals slain without

the use of the expression Bismillah {i.e., in the name of God)

by the persons who killed them. All that appertains to them

is thus impure, and so unlawful for use by Muslims. Inter-

course with Jews or Christians is not permitted. No salutation

should be made to them, and no business transacted with them.

If the Jew or Christian should not be a Kayah, or Zimmi, he

must be dealt with as an enemy. 2 He is either a Zimmi, that

is, one allowed to live on payment of a tax, or he is a fair

subject for oppression and death. The Order is thus absolutely

hostile in its spirit and intention to all non-Muslim peoples.

1 ^JJ- ^ iU^ 'j6i\ ^y ^% ^\ lU-» Ual_-.^ JU f^\

8 " What specially characterizes them (the Saniisiyah), above every Muham-

madan Order or Sect, is, not merely the fanaticism within their own religion,

but their burning hatred of Christians." Rohlfs, quoted by Silva White in

From Sphinx to Oracle, p. 127.
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The members of the Order should not carry their disputes

before alien law courts. The Shaikh is the supreme judge,

who alone can settle the civil and criminal cases which may

arise in so large a body. They profess to be quite orthodox

in their religious principles. They look upon the Quran as

God's word direct to His people, and consider the Sunnat to

be that same will, declared in the daily actions and words of

the Prophet. They look upon bid'at, or innovations on the

traditional beliefs and practices as hurtful and heretical ; they

assert the absolute necessity of the Imamat, that is, the con-

stant presence of a spiritual Pontiff, whom they find in their

Shaikh. They consider the ideal religious life to be one of

contemplation.

All this leads the Sanusiyah, the most uncompromising,

and the most powerful of all the Orders, to view Islam as a

Theocracy and to consider that all good Muslims should,

with them, so look upon it. The result is a great pan-Islamic

movement. Intelligent, and convinced too of the excellence of

their cause, they can with patience wait for the full result

of their teaching. Not that this is likely to lead to more

toleration, for one of the most recent and one of the best

informed French writers on Islam in Algiers declares that,

if it were possible to drive the French into the sea and to

establish a theocratic state, the religious Orders would do it

at once, i But for the present, the Sanusiyah enter into no

political engagements with Christian or Muslim Powers, and

simply trust to the leaven which their principles introduce

amongst Muslims. The end to be sought for is to so

regenerate Islam, by restoring it to its ancient state, as they

conceive it to have been, that it may present an effective

barrier to the destructive forces of European civilisation and

the modern spirit. They do all this from a religious motive,

1 «« Si ces Societ^s secretes entrevoya/ent la possibilite de nous jeter a la

met et de substituer un Etat musulman th^ocratique a I'ordre de choses

actuel, elles chercheraieut sans le moindre doute a renverser, dans un supreme

efiort, la domination chietieone." Count Castries' L'Islam, p. 236.
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for they affirm that the glory of God is their only aim. They

do, however, look forward to a temporal kingdom, which the

Theocracy they hope to see will be ; but for the present they

work for that object in their own way, and that way is to

avoid any entanglements with worldly Powers. In 1872 the

Prussians tried to stir up the Sanusiyah to proclaim a Jihad

against the French, but in vain. The Sultan of Turkey

ordered the Shaikh to send him some men to fight the

Kussians, but not a man went. The Italians have sought their

aid in counteracting French influence in Tunis, but have not

succeeded in getting it. During the revolt of Arabi Pasha in

Egypt the Sanusiyah did not stir. The Shaikh probably

thought that the Turks, who are not his friends, had some-

thing to do with Arabi' s revolt, or perhaps he did not think

that even its success would lead to the establishment of a

universal Imamate.

In the year 1885, six envoys came from the Mahdi in the

Sudan to Jag^ibiib with a letter addressed to the Shaikh of the

Sanusiyah Order. The Mahdi wrote somewhat as follows:

—

"I have defeated the EngHsh and Egyptian troops. I shall

continue the war until Egypt falls into the hands of the true

believers. Thou art all powerful in the West. Join me in a

Holy War." The Shaikh asked his Darwishes what he should

say in reply. They said:
—"Thou art the Master, and we

follow thy order." The Sudanis were well treated, and on

the fourth day the Shaikh addressed them as follows:
—"Tell

your master that we will have nothing to do with him. His

way is not good. I send no letter in reply." Thus a great

danger to civilisation was happily averted. The Shaikh saw

plainly that the revolt was premature and lacked the condi-

tions of permanence and success. No doubt also it was the

implied ignoring by the Mahdi of his own pretensions as

the foremost and most excellent of all the Shaikhs, and not

any consideration for Egypt, which led the Sanusi leader to

refuse his countenance and aid to the Eastern Sudan move-

ment. It is extremely probable that the destruction of the

Mahdi of Khartum has very materially strengthened the
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Sanusiyah Order by the extinction of any rival authority to

that of its own Shaikh, who is undoubtedly the most

powerful leader of men in Africa at this present time, for

Negroes, converted to Islam in their thousands every year,

form excellent soldiers and these by the million are at the call

of the great Saniisi chief, Shaikhu'l Mahdi.

The direct action of the Sanusiyah in any of the insurrec-

tions in Algiers has never been proved ; but even though

no overt acts can be alleged, yet the widespread influence of

their teaching and their known dislike to all modern methods

of civilisation have doubtless been very powerful factors in

leading others on in the way of more active and pronounced

opposition, and their Zawiyahs have always been open to

rebels. The present policy, however, of the Order seems to be

to encourage emigration from lands under alien rule to lands

which Western influence has not yet reached, or in which it

has not yet become in any way a power. This really means a

vast immigration to the oases of the Sahara and other parts. 1

Thus all the main caravan routes are being brought under

Saniisi control, wells are dug, trees are planted and culti-

vation is carried on by freed slaves, now carefully instructed

in the dogmas and practices of the Order. In this way it is

thought that the true believers may be gathered together and

be preserved from living under the yoke of Christian Powers

or under the scarcely less hated rule of the Sultan and

Khedive, who are under the control of European Governments

and suffer, in the opinion of the Sanusiyah, from that perni-

cious influence. In fact, Turkey, Egypt, Syria, and other

countries where modern civilisation has had some influence,

are looked upon with much reprobation. " The Sanusis are

the most violent enemies of the Christians, and they equally

call themselves the enemies of the Turks. "2 The motto of

1 L'exode, se poursuit, chaque jour plus nombreux, de tous le pays jNIusuI-

mans " Count Castries' L'Isldm, p. 238.

2 Prisch's Le Maroc, p. 190.
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the Order is :
i " The Turks and the Christians are in the

same category : we will destroy them both at the same

time." 2 None of these countries, then, are suitable for the

development of the theocratic views of the Order, and depar-

ture from them is often urged. In a pastoral letter, written by

a Muqaddim in 1869, the following passage occurs:—" Kecite

the Zikr, it opens the way to God. Leave those who say,

'God wills that you should be as you are.' God does not

reveal himself forcibly to an Arab or to a stranger. His sole

object is Himself, the One, who begets not, and is not

begotten. brothers, do not neglect us or the Shaikh. Is

not the earth vast ? Change your residence, and then the

dwellings of those who do not emigrate with you will be

burnt down. But as to the feeble, men and women, who

cannot do so, perhaps God will pardon them. It is written,

'whoever fleeth his country for the cause of God, will find

many under like compulsion and abundant resources '."^ 'As for

those who led the way, the first of the Muhajirun,4 and the

Ansars ^ and those who followed their noble conduct, God
is well pleased with them.'C The Shaikhu'l Mahdi, now head

of the Order, later on said to his followers :
" Quit your

country. Is not God's earth vast?
"

There is much trouble in the Muslim world at the growing

Christian occupation of lands, till lately open only to the fol-

lowers of Islam. In Africa especially this is seen to be the

case. There the Sultan of Turkey has no real power, and his

8 The same principle seems to have guided the policy of the Order of the

Knights Templars,—" La regie c'etait I'exil et la guerre sainte jusqa' a la

mort." Edinburgh Review, No. 393 p. 52.

3 Siira iv. 101.

4 That is, first emigrants from Mecca to Mad(na.

5 That is, those who in Madfna helped Muhammad.

9 Siira ix. 131.
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claim to the Khalifate and to a sort of universal dominion is

by no means largely admitted outside of Turkey. In Morocco

it is distinctly denied, l Thus, had it not been for these religi-

ous confraternities, the flock of Islam would, in some parts,

have been as sheep without a shepherd. The reason for the

founding of new Orders, such as that of the Saniisiyah, is

thus to be found in the need felt by large bodies of Muslims

for clear direction and supervision, and for something which

will give them some spiritual solidarity. This the Saniisiyah

Order has sought to give by setting before itself as one of its

grand objects the federation of all the various Orders in one

great pan-Islamic movement, exclusive of all secular rule ; but

fortunately many of the other Orders do not approve of this

plausible attempt at absorption, and in this respect they oppose

the Saniisiyah. The French in Algiers are perfectly aware of

this danger in their midst. 2 More than half of the Muslim

inhabitants are connected with these various kinds of Keligious

Orders, and there are no less than three hundred and fifty

Zawiyahs there. This is a large band of men, trained to yield

implicit obedience to the will of their Shaikhs. As a rule they

are simple, credulous persons, but all the more easily led

astray. The Saniisiyah is the most irreconcilable enemy of

the French, and it is by patient working, by ceaseless intrigue,

and by thorough knowledge of the Muslim mind and heart that

it has attained to its great position of influence and to its

1 Meakin's The Moorish Empire, p. 198.

2 La confrerie de Sidi Muhammad Ben 'Ali as-Senouisi est rennemie irrecon-

clllable et reellement dangereuse de la domination Francaise dans le noid de

I'Afrique, aussi bien en Algerie, qu'en Tunisie et au Senegal." Duvevrier's

La Confririe Musulmam, p. 14.

Silva White says :—"Algeria is honeycombed with Samisi intriguers." " So

vast a combination is necessarily fraught with danger to the peace of Africa

;

o intolerant and powerful a sect is, ostensibly, capable of shaking Isldm to its

foundations, when the moment of action arrives." From Sphinx to Oracle,

pp. 124-5.

19
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power for eviU Keferring to the possible danger and trouble

all this may bring, Comte Henry de Castries says that should a

continental war compel France to withdraw many troops from

Africa, the Sanusiyah and the other Orders might easily be

stirred up by an enemy of France to open revolt.'^ The only

hope then would be that the Shaikhs of the various Orders in

their bid for power would fall out amongst themselves, and

that tribal factions would lead to disunion. He thinks this

would be the probable outcome of such an adverse movement,

for " I'anarchie est le mal endemique de I'lslam." This is

true, for from the days of the internecine strifes of the early

Khalifate there has never been religious or political unity in

Islam.

1 The Spectator, usually well informed on Eastern matters, takes rather a

gloomy view of the position. It says :—The line of least resistance would
be southwards, the Sanusi (i.e., Shaikhu'l Mahdi) ordering his followers to con-

quer practically the whole interior of Africa from Libya to the Congo,

and consolidating the dozen or so half Musulmdn States which exist there

into one enormous monarchy. On the other hand, every Arab in the

world regards Egypt as a treasure house which properly belongs to

him, and the desert forces may, through the Hinterland of Barka, precipitate

themselves upon the Nile. The fear of England is, however, on all the tribes

of Central Africa, the French have been enemies of the Saniisis for forty years

and the impulse which, in the early middle ages, drove the Arabs steadily

westward till they were stopped by the Atlantic may impel them again. The

Saniisi has scores of thousands of disciples in Tunis, Algeria and Morocco and

it is most probable that the storm would first of all burst in that direction.

The present necessity is only to warn Europe that five hundred miles south

of the TNIediterranean a mighty cloud is gathering, which may any day burst over

North Africa and force Europe, either to abandon its possessions and its

hopes in that vast region, or to maintain them by the sword." Spectator,

March 10th, 1900.

« L'Isldm, p. 239.



THE KHALIF HAKIM AND THE DRUSES.

TV,

One of the most famous of the Fatimide KhaUfs of Egypt

was Hakim ba amr Illah, who reigned from 386—411 A. H.

—

99(5—1020 A. D. He is notorious for the extraordinary cruelties

he practised, which cowed the spirit of those over whom he

ruled, and for the veneration paid to him by the sect of the

Druses who now revere and worship him. In order to under-

stand the man and the age, it is necessary to trace briefly the

rise of the Fatimide dynasty and to give some account of the

curious phases of religious thought connected with it.

In the earliest days of Islam factions and feuds arose.

One large and important body consisted of the followers of

'Ali and his sons, known as the Shi'ah sect. This again

became subdivided into minor sects. 'Ali was the first Imam,

or head of the Shi'ah Church, and the sixth in succession to

him was Ja'far as-Sadiq, who died at Madina in the year

148 A.H. He nominated his son Isma'il as his successor, but

Isma'il predeceased his father and so the nomination came to

nothing. Ja'far then appointed another of his sons, named

Miisa Kazim, but this led to a great division of opinion.

Some said that the Imam was acting quite rightly in appoint-

ing Musa ; others maintained that the office was hereditary

and that the son of the deceased Isma'il was the only legiti-

mate successor to the Imamat. The result was that there
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was a great division of opinion which led to the formation

of the sect of the Isma'iHans. They appointed Muham-

madu'l-Hablb, the son of the deceased Isma'il, as their Imam,

whilst the old party kept to Musa. Muhammadu'l-Habib was

called the Maklitum or concealed Imam, a name given also

to his five successors. The name shows that the opposition

to their claims was so strong that they did not dare to assert

them openly.

The eleventh Imam of the Imamites, the party opposed to

the Isnia'ilians, was Hasan al 'Askari, whom the 'Abbasside

Khalifs kept a close prisoner. One day, in the year 265 A.H.,

his infant son Abd'l Qasim when searching for his father

entered a cave and never came out again. He is now regarded

as the Mahdi, the guided one; as the Muntazar, the expected

one ; as the Qa'im, the living one, who at the end of this

dispensation will return and bring all men to a knowledge of

the true Faith.

The Isma'ilians are famous for the esoteric views they held

and for the activity with which they propagated them. One

extreme section received the name of Batinis, a word which

means 'inner' and is applied to them because they held that

there was an inner or esoteric meaning of the Quran, that

this was of far more importance than positive law, and that

this meaning was known only to the initiated. Revelation

came through prophets, but interpretation came through the

Imams. They were the depositaries of all knowledge, and

only from them, or from their emissaries, could men find the

right path or the explanation of the many enigmas of life.

As the Imams of the Isma'ilians were concealed, their inter-

pretations could only be given by men appointed for the

purpose, who had been initiated into all the secrets of the

sect. These were called Da'is, or missionaries. There were

nine distinct stages or degrees through which the neophyte

could pass. When a Da'i wished to make a proselyte he

proceeded to ask questions on obscure passages in the Quran,

to point out that the intellect of man was powerless to
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understand them or even the events of daily life. If the

Da'i perceived that the person he addressed was intelligent

and accustomed to controversy he accommodated himself to

his opinions, showed him great respect and praised all he

said. On the other hand, if the person addressed was a

simple-minded ignorant man, the Da'i would then affirm that

religion was a secret science known only to a few, and that

the great division amongst Muslims was owing to the fact

that they did not recognize in the Imams the special know-

ledge God had given to them. Gradually the pupil began to

see that much in life and in religion was an enigma to him,

and that the Da'i possessed knowledge which he did not, so

doubt imperceptibly crept into his mind and he became more

and more susceptible to the influence of the Da'i, who now

took for the subject of discussion the literal and allegorical i

meanings of passages in the Quran. The esoteric meaning

of these 2 was known to the Imams and had been handed

down from them to approved teachers in each generation.

When the faith of the neophyte was sufficiently shaken and

his curiosity excited, the Da'i proceeded to put such questions

as these:—What is the meaning of the casting of the pebbles

^

and of the running between Mounts Safa and Marwah?

Why is a woman, who has omitted the fast and the namaz,

obliged to keep the fast some other time but not to supply the

omission of the prayers ? Why did God take seven days to create

the world, when He could have done it in an hour? How
can it be true that the skin of the damned will be changed

into a new skin, or that the new skin which has not taken

on the sins of the other shall be tormented in fire?^

1 i^yyiy ^\yi\ Jj^U'

3 These are ceremonies connected with the Hajj. See Sell's Faith of Isldni,

pp. 294-296.

* " Those who disbelieve Our signs, We will in the end cast into the fire

:

so oft as their skins shall be well burnt, We will change them for fresh skins,

that they may taste the torment."—Sura iv. 59.
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Who arc Gog and Magog, Harut and Marut? What are the

seven doors of hell and the eight gates of heaven ? What is

the meaning of the words, " Which move quickly and hide

themselves away."i What is the meaning of the letters, Alif,

Lam, Mini, &c., at the beginnings of certain Suras ? Why were

seven heavens created and why has the first chapter of the

Quran seven verses ? Why did twelve fountains gush forth

when Moses struck the rock ; 2 why are there twelve months

in a year?

3

The Da'i then led on the pupil through the mazes of philo-

sophic speculation
;
puzzled him with recondite questions with

reference to the spiritual and the natural worlds; and on the

strength of the text, " On earth are signs for men of firm

belief and also on your own selves, will ye not then behold

them? "4 declared that it was incumbent on the believer to

make great efforts to get at the inner meaning of these things.

He also quoted the verses :

—
" God setteth these similitudes to

men that haply they may reflect " ^ " We will show them
our signs in (different) countries and among themselves, until

it is plain to them that it is the truth." ^ These words plainly

show, he said, that it is the intention of God to conduct you

to the place where all these mysteries are made known, that

is, to the true Imam. If you give your attention to his teaching,

you will be delivered from error, and the most sublime truths

will be made quite clear to you. Do you not see, he continued,

that you are ignorant about yourselves and so are ignorant of

all other things. Has not God said :

—"He who has been blind

here, shall be blind hereafter, and wander far from the way."''

Having thus excited the desire of the neophyte, the Da'i

became as reticent as he had before been communicative. He
said that all these matters were revealed to none but a few,

and then only after a long and severe course of training, and

that no one should be over eager in this matter. He quoted

1 Siira Ixxxi. 16. 2 Sura ii. 57. 3 Sura ix. 36. < Siira li. 20-1.

5 Sura xiv. 34. « Sura xli. 53. ^ Sura xvii. 74.
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the verse, " Remember that We have entered into a covenant

with prophets and with thee and with Noah, &c."l to show
that no further steps could be taken, unless a covenant were

made and a promise of loyalty and devotion to the Imam were

given. The enquirer had to swear not to divulge any secrets,

not to assist the enemies of the Imam, nor in any way whatever

to swerve from an unquestioning obedience to his spiritual

directors, and not to require a reason for any instruction given

to him, or for any duty required of him.

The oath once taken, the enquirer entered upon the second

degree, in which he learned that true knowledge came only

through the Imams, and that the calamities which had fallen

on Islam were due to the general neglect of this truth. Not

until he had thoroughly grasped this idea v/as he allowed to

pass on to a higher stage.

The object of the third degree was to teach him that the

reason why there were seven Imams and no more was that

there were seven planets, seven climates, seven heavens, and

so on. The number seven is a sacred one. He was also taught

that the Imamites in recognizing twelve Imams had departed

from the true Faith, that only to those who recognized

Muhammadu'l Habib as the seventh and last Imam would

the mysteries of religion be revealed, and to such alone would

be made known the exoteric and esoteric doctrine of things.

All this was taught with much prudence and without haste. 2

In the fourth degree he was taught matters of the utmost

importance. He learned that the prophets entrusted with the

production of new religions were seven in number ^—Adam,
Noah, Abraham, Moses, Christ, Muhammad, and, last of all,

Muhammadu'l Habib, the son of Isma'il, in whose person was

1 Sura xxxiii, 7. See also Suras xxxiii. 23; v. 1; xvi. 93-94; ii. 77.

Noioari quoted by Silvestre de Sacy in Expose de la Religion des Druses,
vol, 1, p, cxl.

' Each one is called a Ndtiq.
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gathered up and terminated all preceding knowledge—'Uliimu'l-
Awwalin—a term which may be said to denote the idea that

the esoteric meaning of religion was perfectly known to him.
As Muhammadu'l Habib, then, alone had the key to all

mysteries, as in him the "cycle of the old faiths with their

positive precepts and inculcation of the letter" terminated, and

as with him began "the knowledge of that allegorical signi-

ficance latent in all the preceding religions," all who would
be on the right path should follow him, in other words should

become Isma'ilians. Each prophet had a special companion,

called Sus. 1 Thus Adam had Seth ; Noah, Shem; Abraham,
Ishma'il; Moses, Aaron; Jesus, Simon Sufa,2 or the pure one;

Muhammad, 'Ali. The proselyte who passed through this

degree ceased to be a Muslim, for he could only attain to it

by acknowledging a prophet posterior to Muhammad, the

founder of Islam, and a revelation which superseded the

Quran and all that had gone before. He was now committed

to a very definite position of antagonism to the whole of the

Muhammadan world. The great majority of men stopped

here, for the other five degrees were confined to a select few.

In the fifth degree the enquirer was taught many mysterious

things with regard to the use of numbers and, above all, that

moral commands and religious ceremonies were to be explained

allegorically. He also learnt that each Imam had twelve

ministers, each called the Hujjat, or Proof, whose duty it was
to make known his teaching to men.

In the sixth degree the very foundation of religious belief

was attacked. Hitherto the proselyte had been taught that

though one religion superseded another, yet all came origi-

nally from God. Now he learned that the opinions of

philosophers were superior to those of the prophets, that

1 ij-y^ the Druses use the form ^^^L.^ Asas. The word
^J*J^

means source

or origin : ^ja\.~.\ is a foundation.

8 Called VaJ\ the Pure : it is evidently meant for Cephas.
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religious creeds were clever artifices to tetter reason. The

race had now outgrown the need of such a fiction as revealed

religion. The Arkan-i-din, the obligatory practices of Isldm,

were all explained away allegorically, and so it was no longer

necessary to observe them.

In the seventh degree it was shown that, as, according to

the instruction given in the fourth degree, each great prophet

had an assistant, so Isma'll had his son Muhammadu'l-

Habib. This led on to the teaching of the principle of

dualism—something which gives and something which receives.

It was explained that this principle was to be found in the

Quran and in religion. Thus of creation it is said, '* When
God createth a thing, He only saith 'Be' (e^)."^ This is the

first and the greater of two powers ; but the second is found in

the words, "All things have We created after a fixed decree

2

(jjj»)." Thus will and necessity form a dualism. The Tablet

and the Pen give another illustration. The Pen writes the

Quran, the Tablet receives it.^ All this pointed to the existence

of a dualistic principle in the universe. The object of it all

was to destroy belief in Tauhid, or the Unity.

Then came the eighth degree in which dualism was carried

a stage further, and it was said that there were two Beings

who rule the world, the one pre-existent to the other and

raised above it. The pupil had by this time become com-

pletely bewildered and so was prepared for the final stage.

In the ninth degree the neophyte was led on to nihilism.

There was no God, no law, no religion. All who maintained

the truth and existence of these things were to be treated

as enemies. The universe was eternal.

1 Sura iii. 42.

« Siira liv. 49.

3 This is the Lauhu'l MahWz on which the decrees of God are written.

It is referred to in Sdra Ixxxv. 21-2. " It is a glorious Qurdn written on

the concealed table."

20
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Such were the methods by which the Isma'ilians, emanci-

pated from the control of a moral law, were formed into a

fanatical sect, spreading destruction all around, i

When the various degrees had been passed through the

initiation was complete, and after solemn oaths not to reveal

anything, and to yield unquestioning and implicit obedience,

further instructions were given to the new member of the con-

fraternity as regards his conduct towards other men. If he met

with a Shi'ah he was to express his sorrow at the cruel treat-

ment 'Ali and his sons had received : if with a Sunni he must

speak with respect of the Khalifs Abu Bakr, 'Umr and 'Usman.

To the Magian he should expatiate on the glory of the sun

and moon, to the Jew he should extol the merits of the

Messiah whose advent they longed for, and should also before

them speak evil of Christians. With Christians he- would

refer with disdain to the Jews and would express belief in

much of the Christian creeds, with the esoteric meaning of

which he would say that he was well acquainted. In short,

he would so conduct himself with all varieties of men that

they might all be brought to acknowledge Muhammadu'l
Habib, as the Seal of the Prophets, the last and final teacher

of men. To the fully iniatiated, he was to admit that the

Imam was dead, that he comes now in a spiritual form and

that those who have reached the highest stages have in spiritual

methods intercourse with him. Sleight of hand, fascination of

the eye, aptness to mislead were all to be cultivated, in order

that he might make a show of miraculous power before the

ignorant multitude.

In the year 288 A.H. one of these Da'is proceeded to Africa

and gained great influence there. He was known as Abu
'Abdu'llah, the Shi'ah. He was one of the most remarkable

men of the age, learned in all mystical lore, subtle in the

formation of plans, quick and bold in carrying them out. He

t A very full account of these nine degrees will be found in Silvestre de

Sacy's Expose de la Religion des Druses, Vol, i. pp. Ixxv-cxxxviii.
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was a thorough believer in the Isma'iHau system and an active

propagandist of it. When he had settled upon his plans, he

first went to Mecca and ingratiated himself with the pilgrims

from Northern Africa, who invited him to visit their country.

He did so and found the tribe of Ketama the most ready to

accept his teaching, and to them he declared that he was the

messenger of the Mahdi, who would come to them soon and

by whose power many signs and wonders would be wrought.

In due time he became their leader in war. The Ketama
were termed the 'true believers,' on their banners was inscribed

the verse of the Quran ' Victory belongeth unto God ', and on

the official seal were the words ' The Orders of the Lord have

been executed with truth and justice.' Great confusion then

arose amongst the different African tribes which we need not

follow now;i but the result was that Abu 'Abdu'llah's power

rapidly grew and a large army gathered round him. Town
after town was taken, the inhabitants of which were cruelly

massacred. This went on until the time was ripe for the advent

of the so-called Mahdi, the Imam 'Ubaidu'llah, whose father

when at the point of death addressed his son thus, " you will

be the Mahdi, you will fly to a distant country where you
will undergo severe trials."

The Da'i Abii 'Abdu'llah now sent secret messengers to Syria

to summon 'Ubaidu'llah to Egypt, but this journey was not an

easy matter to accomplish. The Khalif of Baghdad got news
of the movement, and sent throughout his empire descriptions

of the fugitive with strict orders that he was to be imprisoned.

'Ubaidu'llah, disguised as a merchant, after many hairbreadth

escapes, at last arrived in Egypt ; but was soon taken prisoner,

on suspicion, by the ruler of a place called Segelmessa, and
with his son cast into a dungeon. Abii 'Abdu'llah was pro-

foundly grieved at this, and at once set forth to interview Elisa

Ibn Medrar, the ruler of Segelmessa. His first envoys were

put to death, which led to a state of war in which Abu

1 For a full account, see Osbom's Jsldm under the Arabs, Part ii. Chapter 3.
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'Abdu'llah came off victorious. 'Ubaidu'llah was then released

amidst great demonstrations of joy. Thus 'Ubaidu'llah came

into power, but one of his first acts was, in true oriental fashion,

to get rid of his powerful friend and subject. Abu 'Abdu'llah

was arrested on a charge of treason and put to death with a

number of the Ketama chiefs. The Imam then breathed more

freely, and after much conflict, conducted with the utmost

cruelty, gradually grew more and more powerful. Between

the years 303—306 A.H. 915—18 A.D., he built the city of

Mehdia and when he saw it completed said:
—"I am now at

ease, regarding the fate of the Fatimides." After this, he

assumed the Khalifate in Egypt. He was thus the first of the

Fatimide Khahfs, a dynasty so called from the descent of these

Imams from 'Ali and Fatima, the daughter of the Prophet.

The succeeding Khalifs had still to struggle on against oppo-

sition, but they gradually consolidated their power. In 359

A. H.—969 A. D. Cairo (Al Kahira—the Victorious) was

founded, and the Fatimide rule was firmly established.!

Hakim ba amr Illah,^ with whom we are now concerned,

became Khalif in 386 A. H.—996 A. D. His reign is one long

history of cruel actions. He persecuted the Sunnis and all

who were suspected of enmity to the descendants of 'Ali.

Many of the Christians had been hitherto employed in various

departments of the State and had attained to wealth. The

anger of the Khalif was turned on them. For five years they

endured a most bitter persecution. Their priests were flogged

to death, their churches were destroyed, and the sacred vessels

were taken to the palace of the Khalif, or sold in the streets

and bazaars. The Jews were treated in a similar way. At

length, weary with this constant slaughter, the Khalif ordered

that those who remained alive should wear black garments,

that the Christians should carry, suspended from their necks,

a cross ten pounds in weight, and the Jews a piece of wood

» For full details of the conquest of Egypt, see Osborn's Isldm under tlie

Arabs, Part ii. Chapter 4.

,3 The name means "The ruler by the command of God."
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carved like a calf's head, to remind them of their apostasy at

Sinai. They were forbidden to use embroidered saddles, and

their stirrups had to be of wood. Muslims were not allowed

to hold intercourse with them, nor slave dealers to sell them
slaves. 1

In the year 400 A.H. Hakim ordered the destruction of the

Church of the Kesurrection in Jerusalem, partly, it is said, to

outrage the memory of the Khalif 'Umr who had spared it.

The result of this wholesale persecution was that many persons

became renegades, while others gave up all distinctive signs of

being Christians and passed as Muslims.

Hakim sometimes obliged his Muslim subjects to follow the

Shi'ah ritual in prayer and sometimes left them at liberty.

At other times he abolished the namaz and the ^utba, or

the public prayers and the Friday sermon, in the month of

Ramazan. He set aside the feast at the end of that month,

and for many years he stopped the pilgrimage to Mecca, the

ceremonies connected with which he described as foolish and

extravagant. He ceased to send the annual present of the

Kiswah, or the covering for the Ka'bah at Mecca, which

had hitherto been sent and is now despatched annually with

much ceremony. 2 He released his subjects from the payment

of the legal alms, suspended the law of Jihad, and set aside

the decrees of the Khalifs Abu Bakr, 'Umr and 'Usman, whose

memory he denounced and cursed, and caused inscriptions to

that effect to be written on the walls of the mosques in Cairo.

One of his mad freaks was to amuse himself in this way.

He caused a deep reservoir to be made in the palace, paved

with marble of different colours to represent birds, which seemed

through the transparent water to be sitting on a carpet or mat.

Near the edge of the reservoir was a plank, heavily weighted

at one end. When his guests were assembled, Hakim offered

a reward of six hundred pieces of gold to any one who would

1 For the Fatvds, or judicial decrees against them, see the next chapter ' The
Status of the Zinunis.

> See Lane's Modern Egyptians, Vol. ii. p. 213. .
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go on the plank towards the birds. The desire of so much
wealth led some to attempt it, with the result that they ovei;-

balanced, fell into the pool and were drowned.

All this strange conduct on the part of the Khalif horrified

the good Muslims. It is very difficult to understand how

they could have borne with it ; but it must be remembered

that the Fatimide Khalifs, though nominally Muslims, practi-

cally denied the chief dogmas of Islam. The orthodox hold

that the Law given by Muhammad was final and that nothing

could be added to it. The Fatimide rulers, on the contrary,

held that they themselves were incarnations of the Divine

Reason, and that they alone were the interpreters of the inner

meaning of the positive precepts of the Law. ** Their doctrine

was that all the phenomena of this sensible and material world

were types or symbols of corresponding realities in the spiritual

and unseen world. Every positive precept of the Law was

an allegorical statement of some unseen verity : and as one

pure and universal Reason presided over the spiritual world

above, so it was necessary that in this lower world also the

pure Reason should be incarnate in a visible person. That

Reason was so incarnate in Isma'il and in his descendants

:

it was so also in the Fatimide Khalifs of Egypt." 1 They were

in the words of the Quran, ' a fire lighted by God which pene-

trated the hearts of men.' All preceding dispensations had

led up to this one. The knowledge of God could only be acquired

through the Imam, and the only true Imam was the Fatimide

Khalif of the age. This position the Isma'ilians accepted, and

it explains their tolerance of monsters of cruelty like Hakim. 2

Hakim now came under the influence of a man named Dard,zi,

a leading Da'i of the Batini section of the Isma'ilian sect^

Darazi encouraged the Khalif in his pretensions to divinity,

which he had announced in the year 408 A.H.*^, and publicly

1 Osborn's Isldm under the Arabs, p. 247.

» Ibid, pp. 249-250.

3 This date is the commencement of the era of the Druses.
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taught that Hakim was the creator of the Universe. He wrote

a book to show that the soul of Adam passed into 'AH, and

that the soul of 'Ali had entered into the ancestors of Hakim,

in whom it now resided. The result was that Darazi was

promoted to high offices in the State and gained much influence.

At length the people resented this and Darazi was slain by

them. The Druses deny that this was the case, and say that he

was secretly sent away by the Khalif to Syria, where he preached

with much success.

Another man, AKhram. succeeded Darazi and ascribed divine

honours to Hakim, and exhorted men to accept this dogma, l

One day he presented to the Court of Justice a petition

headed, 'In the name of Hakim, the merciful and clement.'

This travesty of the Bismillah roused the anger of the Qazi,

and AKhram with difficulty escaped punishment by flight.

His companions on the occasion were all killed by the indig-

nant audience.

A third man, Hamza, now appeared and preached the same

doctrine. It is this man whom the Druses look up to as the

author of their religion. He took the name of Hadi, or guide,

and called himself the "Life of those who submit." 2 He
says of himself, "I am the master of the Day of Judgment,

by me all good things come without cessation. I abrogate

preceding laws and exterminate all polytheists and the delud-

ed. I destroy the Qiblas, and abolish the two systems of

belief, i.e., the Tanzil, or orthodox Islam, preached by the

Prophet, and especially the literal interpretation of the words
employed in the Quran, when speaking of God and which seem to

attribute to Him a human form 3 and the Tawil,"^ or allegorical

system, preached by *Ali and the Imams of his race. I deliver

the instructions to the teachers of religion. I am the chief

> De Sacy's Expose, de la Religion des Druses, vol. i. p. 431.

3 Sacy's Exposi'. de la Religion des Dnise.^, vol. ii. p. 490.

* This term is also used of Cbristians, with reference to their interpretation

of the words of the Gospels.
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of the age, the possessor of power, the guide of men to the

obedience of God, most merciful."

Hdkim now boasted that he had personal intercourse with

God, as Moses had had at Sinai. By a very complete system

of espionage he had perfect information of all that was going

on, and then adduced this knowledge as a proof of his super-

natural power. When he passed along the streets, the people

said :

—" O thou only one, the unique, who givest life and death."

Many who did not say this were beheaded. Hamza claimed

for him miraculous powers, and said that paper and ink would

not suffice to write them all down, according to the statement

in the Quran:—"If all the trees on the earth were to become

pens, and, if God should after that swell the sea into seven

seas of ink. His words would not be exhausted."! In ac-

cordance with Hamza' s custom of applying the term Alldh to

the humanity of Hakim, this verse is said to refer to the

multitude of the marvels wrought by him. 2

So, the sect of the Darazis, which Hakim now openly

joined, grew largely in numbers and in power. One of these

men went to Mecca, struck the black stone of the Ka'ba,

damaged it, and said to the astonished pilgrims, "Why do you

adore and kiss this which is useless and hurtful, and all the

while neglect him who in Egypt gives life and death?"

One day when the courtiers were assembled before Hdkim,

one of them read the following verse :
—"We have not sent any

Apostle but to be obeyed, if God so will; but if they, after they

have sinned to their own hurt, come to thee and ask pardon

of God and the Apostle ask pardon for them, they shall surely

find that God is He who turneth unto men."^ A learned

Muslim who was present at once read the verse, " Verily,

they on whom ye call beside God, cannot create a fly, though

I Sura xxxi. '27.

s An account of these is given in Sacy's Expose, de la Religion des Druses,

vol. i. pp. 159-IG.5. What this Author calls the " Actions ridicules, bizarres et

extravagantes de Hdkfm '" are given in fuller detail in pp. 165-189.

3 SAra iv. 68,
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they assembled first." i Hakim, on hearing this, was much

annoyed and changed countenance ; but he dissembled before

the audience and gave the old man a present. His friends,

however, advised him to leave Cairo, which he very wisely did.

It was considered to be an act of impiety and derogatory

to Hakim to present before him what he had not asked for,

to address him without being first spoken to, to raise the

voice when speaking to him, or to make any signs with the

hands or the eyes. For many years he had his palace lit up

at night and kept dark during the day. One of his amuse-

ments was to write letters, addressed to one of his officials,

and to throw them out of the window. Those who passed

by picked them up and, on presenting them to the person

named in the address, some found that the letters contained

orders for money which they received, others that their letters

instructed the officers to give them a good beating, which

they also received.

On the authority of Hamza it is recorded that Hakim did

not attend the Friday namaz, or public prayer, in the

Mosque, that he absolved his subjects from the giving of alms,

that he discouraged the pilgrimage to Mecca, stigmatizing its

ceremonies as acts of folly, that he allowed the fast of

Eamazan to be broken before mid-day on the last day. 2 He
entirely repudiated the view that divine authority rested on
the four first Khalifs, and after that passed on to the House
of 'Ummaya and to the House of 'Abbas,' for he affixed to

gates in public places curses on them all and desecrated their

graves.

Hakim also allowed the Isma'ilian Da'is to hold meetings

in which their peculiar tenets were fully expounded. He was
merciless to his attendants and all around him, and seemed

1 Sdra xxii. 72.

2 With their usual love for allegory, the Druses say that " before mid-day

"

means when Hamza was absent ; and "after mid-day" when he was again present

in the world. To fast means to renounce the Tanzil and the Tdwll (ante p. 159)

and to profess the Tauhid, or doctrine of the Unity.

21
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to look upon slaughter also as a mere pastime. One day he

ordered a large collection of firewood and straw to be made in

which he intended to burn all the Qaris, or Quran Eeaders,

of the capital and all the clerks in the Government Offices.

The victims then went in procession to the Palace, weeping

bitterly, and falling at the feet of the Khalif begged for mercy.

He cancelled his order, but looked elsewhere for subjects of

his anger. He slew the grooms in the royal stables, then the

eunuchs, then the slaves attached to the Palace establishment,

and so glutted his diabolical thirst for blood. He forbade the

sale of beer because *Ali disliked it, and prohibited a certain

kind of vegetable because the Khalif Muavia had relished it.

He prohibited the sale of raisins, of grapes and destroyed the

vineyards. The honey collected in the store room of the Cairo

merchants be cast into the Nile. Inscriptions denouncing the

companions of the Prophet were placed on the walls of the

mosques and streets. Then he changed his mind and flogged

those who spoke evil of these men. During his various

persecutions, it is said that 18,000 persons were slain. He
published a decree forbidding women to appear in the streets,

or to leave their houses ; and those who disregarded it were

put to death. One day when passing by a bath he heard

sounds of merriment. On ascertaining that women were

there, he ordered the doors to be bricked up and so left the

poor women to die of hunger. A trick played upon him by

the women of Cairo so enraged him that he allowed about a

third of the city to be destroyed by fire. Half of it was

plundered and a great number of its citizens were put to

death. He threatened his sister Sittu'l Mulk (The Lady of

the Empire), whom he considered to have been the cause of

the insult given to him, with death ; but she was beforehand

with him and formed a plan to murder him. This object she

successfully accomplished in the year 411 A.H.i—1020 A.D.

I It is said by Makrfzi that he was not murdered at the instigation of his

sister, but by a man who, being arrested four years after, confessed his guilt.

Amir 'AH's Short History of the Saracens, p. 603.
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Hakim's body was not found, and so his followers say that

he was not really slain. Hamza gave out that he had

disappeared on account of the sins of the people, and

prohibited any search being made for him.i Thus passed

away one of the greatest monsters of cruelty whom the world

has ever seen, 2 but whom, nevertheless, the Druses for nearly

a thousand years have worshipped as a god.

We have already referred to the large body of Da'is, con-

nected with the Isma'ilian sect. Hakim built in Cairo a college,

called the Daru'l Hikmat, or Hall of Science for the education

of these missionaries. Twice a week the grand Prior of the

Order convened a Lodge meeting for those who were to be

initiated into the various degrees, and for the exposition of the

dogmas of the sect. Some years after, Hasan ibn Sabah,

afterwards the Grand Master of the Assassins, came to one of

these meetings. In his early youth he had been a friend of

the well-known 'Umr Khayyam. He came to Egypt during

the reign of the Khalif Al Mustansir, who received him with

marks of favour. This led to jealousy on the part of other

officials, and at last Hasan found himself in prison. Having

gained his freedom he spent three years in Syria, preaching

the Isma'ilian doctrines, and made many converts, until, at

last, partly by force, partly by stratagem, he obtained possession

of a fortress called Alamut, or the * Vulture's nest '. The
stratagem was this. He was allowed to take as much land

as a bull's hide would cover, so he cut the hide into strips

1 A good account of Hakim's character and habits will be found in Sacy's

Exposi de la Bcligion des Druses, Vol. i. pp. ccccxxx—sxxvii, and in Osborn's

Islam under the Arabs, Part ii. Chapter iv.

8 " Ce Prince avait I'aspect aussi terrible qu'un lion, ses yeux ^taiont grands

et d'un bleu rembruni, on ne pouvait soutenir son regard, sa voix etait forte

et effrayante. Sou caractere etait la bizarrerie et I'inconstance jointes a la

cruaute, et I'impiete unie a la superstition. II adorait, dit-on, d'unc maniere

speciale la planete dc Saturne et croyait avoir des conferences avec Satan.

On assure que dans le cours de son regne 18,000 personnes furent victimes de

sa ferocitc." Sacy's Expose de la Religion des Druses, Vol. i. p. ccccxxix.
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and surrounded the fort with them. He now determined to

raise himself to independent power and the means he used

were devotion and the dagger.

He carefully instructed his followers in the most extreme

form of the Isma'ilian cult, and pointed out to them that

sufficient care had not been taken to conceal from the general

public the blank atheism to which the system ultimately led.

So, whilst appearing as a follower of 'Ali, he enjoined an

outward observance of all the orthodox usages ; but he ever

kept before the minds of his adherents the coming of the

Mahdi, now present in the Fatimide Khalif of Egypt and soon

to appear as the conqueror of the world. The age was one of

war and strife, and this longing for the 'expected one', who

was to bring peace and quietness, was to men weary of life

a constant and reviving hope which lightened the burden of

existence. To carry out his plans, Hasan instituted a hierarchy

of seven grades, he himself being the Shaikh, or the head of

all. In addition to the Da'is, he had one order, called the

Fidavis, or the devoted ones. These were the Assassins. They

were carefully selected for their strength and courage and

absolute submission to his will. They were taught that as the

Prophet had slain Jews in Madina, so they were aiding true

religion by putting away its enemies.

So completely were they under Hasan Sabah's influence, and

so obedient were they to his will, that at his command one

stabbed himself, and another cast himself over the battlements

of the fortress to convince a visitor of the power of their leader.

When' the Shaikh required the service of any of them, the

Fidavis selected for the special service were stupefied with

opium, and carried into a splendid garden, where they awoke

amidst all that could appeal to the sensual appetites—perfume

of flowers, cool fountains of waters, companies of beautiful

damsels. A few days were thus passed when they were again

drugged and brought back to ordinary life, ready to obey any

order given to them. The memory of those days of delight

was looked upon as a taste of Paradise, from the continual
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enjoyment of which only ht'e hindered them, and to which

death was the door of admission. The Grand Master had

shown them what it was, and obedience to his will and death

in his cause would lead to a more enduring state of such joy.

No wonder that the Fidavis were devoted to Hasan.

Next to these came two orders, consisting of the novices

and of the common people. As regards these latter, the usual

religious duties of Islam were not relaxed, for Hasan knew
that in their case the binding force of law and of custom was

necessary. It was only the initiated who possessed the

greater freedom or license, and who inwardly rejected all

positive dogma. The summary of their teaching has been

described as, " to believe nothing and to dare everything."

Hasan was called the Shaikhu'l Jibal, chief of the mountains,

hence the name by which he is commonly known, " Old man
of the mountains." He died in the year 508 A.H., but his

family continued in power until destroyed by Halaku Khan
in 654 A.H.—1256 A.D.

It is said that Darazi, ^ after his departure from Egypt, won
over the inhabitants of the Lebanon to his views in the year

410 A.H., but Hamza is regarded as the real founder of the

Druses. He became a great opponent of Darazi and denounced

him, and so we have the curious fact of a sect's being called

by the name of a man whom its founder repudiated.

The basis of the religion is this. God is one and He alone

is to be adored. He has often manifested Himself under

human forms, but his last and final manifestation is in the

Lord Hakim. 2 He is exalted far above all names which men
employ to designate Him and which are suitable only to His

1 Ante p. 158.

8 " Cette doctrine est encore enseign^e d'une mani^re bien precise par

B6ha-eddin. II y etablit que Dieu serait coupablo d'injustice, si, apres avoir

manifesto la doctrine unitairc commc il I'a fait sous la figure nommee Hakim,

il faisait succeder encore d'autrcs figures a cclle-la," Sacy's Expose de la

Beligicni des Druses, Vol. i. p. 216.
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creatures. 1 "He cannot cease to exist, nor can he pass from

one to another. He dwells immutably in the glory of his

Sovereign Majesty, and is distinguished from all others by the

eternity of his Unity." 2 That Unity has no bounds, no origin,

no end. By a true confession of the Unity, rightly believed,

men gain eternal life ; failing this, they perish eternally.

It is said:
—"The commencement of piety is to know God."

Believers in the Unity are of three kinds. First, those who
follow Tanzil, i.e., the letter of the Quran, and these are the

Sunni Muslims ; secondly those who follow Tawil, or allegory

and these are the Shi'ahs ; thirdly those who confess the Unity

in their hearts, who in thought disengage it of all attributes,

and do not conceive of it under any words or figures, nor

under any definition. According to the books of the Druses

there are two dangers to be avoided in the idea one forms of

the Unity of God. They are expressed by the words Tashbih

and Ta'til. The first word signifies comparison and in theo-

logical language comparison with something created ; the

second means a stripping off, and, in its application to God,

the denial in Him of any attributes as being incompatible

with His Unity. Some extreme forms of the Mutazala

doctrine led to those who upheld them being called Mu'ttalun.3

In some respects the Druses are close followers of the

Mutazalas who, on this question of the attributes of God, held

that the attributes of God were not eternal and had no real

existence in the divine essence, which was in direct conflict

with the orthodox view, that the attributes were eternally

inherent in the essence of God. 4 The Druses also follow the

1 This seems to refer to some usage by which the names ,*-a.J^ oUa*jJ\ ^\

"AMh, the merciful, the clement," are used to designate certain ministers in

the Druse hierarchy. Sacy's Expose de la Religion dcs Druses, Vol. i. p. 3.

9 Ibid, Vol. i. p. 218.

* See Sell's Faith of Isldvi, pp. 173-175.
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Mutazalas in their views on the question of the freedom of

the will. I

Hamza himself taught thus :
" God cannot be expressed

under any name, or any attribute, I do not speak of Him as

the Ancient, because this is created and it is God who gives

existence. He is neither the First, which implies relation to

a Second; nor the Last, which presupposes a preceding one.

We cannot say that He has soul or spirit, for that implies

resemblance to created beings ; we cannot, in connection with

Him, speak of body, form, substance, accident, for all these

imply relation to time and space. I do not say He is a thing,

for that is subject to destruction. I do not say He is not a

thing, for that means non-existence. He does not stand or sit.

Though the divine nature cannot be expressed in words, yet

to enable us to see the veil under which He is hidden, in

order that He may be adored under a form exterior and

evident to our senses. He manifests Himself in the human

form of Hakim. Thus the words and actions of that form are

the words and actions of God. But in thus rendering Himself

intelligible to men, God does not cease to be the Infinite, the

Incomprehensible.
'

'

In an ascription of praise to God, Hamza says:
—"Praise

be to Thee, who are distinguished by grandeur and by power,

and art far above above all creatures ; who dost exist always in

every age, time and place, who art beyond all comparison,

definition and description, who cannot be multiplied by any

number, nor augmented by any growth, nor be related to any

genealogy; 2 who art the powerful without a rival, the victor

against whom is no refuge; the judge not subject to judg-

ment; thou who orderest all by Thy own free will, who art

exalted far above all sounds and words." ^ Hakim himself is

said to have appeared in ten persons at different periods of

1 Sacy's Exposi de la Religion des Druses, Vol. ii. p. 471.

* i.e., has neither ancestors nor descendants.

>\i^\ ^ >^\yo'i\ li^lu. (^ J.^^ J\ji\ ^y»\j
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time and in various places. The whole subject is extremely

obscure ; i but the general idea seems to be that the personality

of Hakim, human and divine, was the same under all these

diverse manifestations. They were but veils to cover him and

their actions and their words were all his. He is highly

exalted above all creatures, and one of the reasons given for

this is the peculiar and real nature of his existence in all these

varied personifications which, from time to time, have appeared

in the world. One object in all this is to remove the doubts

of men, and to incline their hearts to the true confession of the

Adorable Unity, which is free of all attributes.

The habits and the dress of Hakim all have some special

signification to the Druses. He rode on an ass, an animal

which is the emblem of the Legislator. It is said that in

the verse, " the least pleasing of voices is surely the voice

of asses "2 the asses represent the prophets who support

the exterior law. The black woollen robe he wore signifies

the trials through which his followers must pass. In some

of his wilder moods he had gatherings of buffoons em-

ployed to dance, and those present amused themselves with

playful striking of each other with whips, while the most

obscene language was used and the most obscene actions

were performed. This is all looked upon as allegorical. The

dancing refers to prophets and their dispensations which have

whirled away, the whipping means that knowledge is not

hurtful, the obscenity refers to the power of the male over

the female and resembles Hakim's power over unbelievers.

Hakim is the supreme ruler over all Imams and Hajis. He
is Hakim ba Zatihi, that is. Lord in his own nature. Hakim

ba amr Illah, that is, Lord by the command of God, and He
is the Qa'im, or the Durable. He is even called Allah.

Hamza said that the term Allah may be considered under

three relations, that is, simply as a word composed of letters,

1 Sacy's Kiposi' dc la RcUgion des Druses, Vol. i. pp. 18-91.

% S'lira xxxi. 18.
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or as the being so designated, or as he to whom in a figura^

tive way the name raaj' be given. In the last use, it means

the supreme Da'i, who is Hakim, and the hidden divinity

which dwells in himJ

The term Al Hakim, the Ruler, shows his sovereign

authority over each Nat.iq, or Legislator of preceding dispen-

sations; also over the Asas2, the Imdms and the Hajis who
are all his servants. He is also called Al Qa'im, a name
also used by Hamza, omitting the article Al. This use of the

article in Hakim's case signifies that no one else can be com-

pared with him. 3

There was a very curious discussion about the use of the

phrase, "The peace of God be upon him," a phrase used

after the name of a prophet. It was considered derogatory to

use it after the name of Hakim, as placing him in an in-

ferior position. The argument against it was based on the

text, "God witnesseth that there is no God but He, and the

angels and men endued with knowledge and established in

righteousness proclaim, 'There is no God but He, the mighty,

the wise. The true religion with God is Islam.'" ^ The

Druses say that it is Muhammad who here speaks, and that

he witnesseth that our Lord (Hakim) is God ; the angels are

the Hajis, the men endued with knowledge are the Da'is.

Thus the true Muslim should acknowledge Hakim as God.

It is believed that the Druses worship Hakim under the

8 Ante p. 152.

3 This is explained thus :—The letters of the article Al,
J^

are reversed to

make S and La means no, or not, and thus Al Qd'im comes to be equal to La

QA'im, and so there is no Qd'im equal to HAkim. An argument as to the numbers

of the ministers in the hierarchy is also made from two of the letters in

Ma'bfid, the Adored, a name of Hakim. Thus jl^ts 'abd, is a servant, or an adorer

:

^pjt^ ma'biid, the adored, has two additional letters ^ and » . The numerical

value of these letters is forty-six, which is fixed as the number of the ministers,

or those who serve.

< Sura iii, pp. 16-17.
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form of a golden calf ; but some say that this is used not as

an object of worship, but as an emblem of the dominant

religions, superseded by their system. Some say that they repu-

diate idolatry, and compare Judaism, Christianity, and Islam to

a calf. Others say that it represents Iblis, the Devil, who is

the rival of Hakim.

The hierarchy of the Druses is formed on the model of that

of the Batinis. The five chief leaders are Universal Intelli-

gence, or simply Intelligence 1 manifested in Hamza ; Soul in

Isma'il ibn Muhammad ; Word (Logos) in Abu 'Abdu'llah

Muhammad ; Preceder in Abii'l Khair Salama ; Follower in

Abii'l Hasan. They are also called the Hadiid, a word signi-

fying boundaries, but applied in the Quran to the laws and

precepts of God 2 which must not be transgressed. Thus

the assertion that he who does not know the Hadud, or five

Ministers, is ignorant of the true religion is supported by the

verse, " This is the precept (ac..—Hadd) of God and whoso

transgresseth the precept of God imperilleth his own self."3

This use of the word is borrowed from the Batinis who freely

allegorised words taken from the Quran. This makes it

extremely difficult to get at any very clear understanding of

the Druse hierarchy, for Hamza, the chief authority on it,

wrote for the most part for those who had already been initiated

unto the Batini system and so does not enter into detail with

regard to the explanation of mystical terms, with the meaning

of which his readers were supposed to be acquainted.

These Ministers may be regarded as spiritual, or as corporeal

beings. In the first case they always bear the same name, in

the second their names may vary according to the different

epochs of their several manifestations. In this personified

» According to the Tradition Jaj»J\ iii\ ^ U J^\—The first thing God
created was intelligence.

9 o^jto. is the plural of Jlis. . See Sdras Iviii. 7 ; Ixv. 1.

* Sura Ixv.l.
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form they have been opposed by five ministers of error, i who,

though contemporary opponents, were really personifications of

Muhammad, Abu Bakr, 'Usman, 'Umr, 'AH, who were also

ministers of error, because they taught and expounded an exterior

law and not its esoteric meaning. Thus they missed its real

point and led men astray from the truth—the confession of the

divinity of the Lord Hakim.

The Intelligence is Hamza from whom all knowledge emanates.

Since the time of Adam he has appeared in the world under

seven different manifestations. He was created from the light

of God before all worlds. Existing before all things, he will

survive all. The period between the manifestations is called

the Fatrah,2 but though then concealed he was still alive.

The Soul proceeds from Intelligence and bears to it the relation

of female to male, but with regard to the other ministers it has

the rank of male. In the person of Isma'il, it was the vicar

of Hamza, having authority over the rest of the Ministers and

over all believers. ^ The Soul in its manifestation under Isma'il

is called the Mujtaba, or Chosen. 4 The verse "I betake

1 Their names are given in Sacy's Expose de la Religion des Druses, Vol, ii,

p. 34.

.
2 6^ a terna meaning interruption, and generally used by Mu^ammadans to

denote the period of time which passes betweeu the mission of one prophet

and another. It is also applied to the period in the early ministry of Muham-
mad when his inspiration ceased for a while. See Sell's Faith of Isldm, p. 4.

3 In connection with this a curious mystical interpretation is given of the

words "a Paradise vast as the heavens and the earth" Sura iii. 27. If 'vast'

refers to breadth what is its length ? where is there room for hell ? So the literal

meaning is said to be wrong. The correct one is as follows. Vastness has length

and breadth. The length is the Intelligence, the Imam of the Faithful ; the

breadth is the Soul which is the aid of the Intelligence—JujUJ^ . Ju)^ '^^> ik^^

—and from which come all spiritual forms—<u»U..J\ .fcJ\—as the child comes

from the mother. Length and breadth must then be conjoined, and so Intel-

ligence and Soul, these two Ministers cannot be separated. The blessing

derived from them forms the fruit of Paradise, which is the Knowledge free from

error. This is said to be the « Vast Paradise ' of which the Quran speaks.

« Jj-J^si This manifestation is said to have taken place in 4U A, H.

IsmA'il was a D4'i of the Bitini sect before he accepted the teaching of Hamza,
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myself for refuge to the Lord of Men, the King of Men, the

God of Men "Ms said to refer to the Soul, because the lower

Ministers having been produced by the union of Intelligence

with Soul, the latter stands to them in a superior relation, and
is to them the viceregent of Hamza, the Intelligence and so

is king of men.

The Soul in one of its previous manifestations appeared in

John the Baptist, and in him bore witness to the Messiah of

that age, just as in its later manifestation it bore witness to

Hamza, the Messiah of another period.

The third Minister, the Word, is produced from Soul by

Intelligence and so ranks third in the hierarchy. It was a

term used by the Batinis and was probably borrowed from

the Logos of the Christians. Abii 'Abdu'llah Muhammad in

whom it was manifested was surnamed Bidha and is called

the Ambassador of Power. ^ The charge over all subordinate

Ministers, Da'is and others was committed to him.^ He is

also called the Wing, the Wing of the Lord,^ in reference

to the verse, "Praise be to God, the maker of heaven and of

the earth, who employeth the Angels as envoys, with pairs of

wings two, three and four."^

The fourth minister is the Preceder,^ which is produced

from Word by Soul.^ He is also called the Eight Wing.

i Sura cxiv. 1-3.

3 For full instructions as to his duties, see Sacy's Expose de la Religion des

Druses, Vol. ii. pp. 262, 271.

* ij^^\ C^^^ • This name " Wing " is also given to the fourth and the

fifth Ministers, who are distinguished as Right Wing—(^S\ c^^^ and the

Left Wing—^S^ 5U^\.

5 Sura XXXV. 1.

7 It is called the Preceder, because in the Bdj^ini system it held the first

rank, preceding all other Ministers. For the difference between the order of

Ministers in the Batini system and in that of the Druses, see Sacy's Expose

de la Religion des Dnises, Vol. ii. p. 276.
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The Follower,! called also the Left Wing' is sometimes

named Behau'd-din, a man famous amongst the Druses and

who was a most prolific author.

In the next order after these five principal ministers come
the Da'i, the Mazun and the Mukassir. The work of the

Da'i has been already described. 2 As his name signifies he is

one who calls men to the acceptance of the truth. Imme-
diately under him is the Mazun, ^ one who has received permis-

sion to destroy men's beliefs in their old religions, and so to

prepare them for the acceptance of a new one.^ Then subor-

dinate to both comes the Mukassir, ^ who also breaks down
the wall of doubt and by his presentation of the truth bears

down all resistance.

These three ministers also possess allegorical names. The

Da'i is called the Endeavour, ^ on account of his great devotion

to the sacred cause. The Maziin is called the Opener, ^ as he

opens the door of entrance to all aspirants after the truth.

The Mukassir is named the Phantom,*' who by his discourses

gives a glimpse of the truth without unveiling the whole. ^

There are a few other names which frequently occur in the

Druse books. The Natiq is one of the great prophets who
introduces a new religion into the world. Each one has a

subordinate Sus who succeeds him.i"^ During the existence of

1 The directions given to this Minister \vill be found in Sacy's Exposi de la

Religion des Druses, Vol. ii. pp. 198-308. For his place in the Bitini system,

see pp. 314-5, 319.

8 Ante p. 149. 3
t);'*"^

Sacy's Expose de la IteUgiati des Druses, Vol. ii. p. 19.

10 Ante p. 152.
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each such rehgion there is a succession of seven ministers called

Samets, or silent ones. They are also called Imams and each

Imam has twelve Hujjats, l or Proofs, who go into the world

and teach the doctrines of their master. The 'Aqqals,2 or the

most wise, are those members of the inner circle to whom
alone the most esoteric dogmas of the religion are known.

Amongst those who believe in the existence of such Ministers

of the Faith there are different ways of classifying them ; but

Hamza maintains that his method, which is given above, is

the only true one and that all others are completely wrong.

Lengthy discussions, too wearisome to reproduce here, have

been held on this subject. ^ Some of the Ministers also have

many different names. * The Druses believe in the trans-

migration of souls, which, according to their views, first came

into existence after the creation of the Minister, who is

called Intelligence, that is, Hamza. They were formed from

his light. The soul of a Druse after his death passes into

the body of another Druse: that of a polytheist into another

polytheist. The number of souls is fixed and they neither

increase nor diminish as the years roll by. Their re-appearance

in different forms is closely connected with good or evil deeds

done in a previous life.^ When an infidel, who has become

a convert and, for a while, follows the path marked out for

him by his Da'i, recants and becomes a renegade and then

dies, his soul returns to its original state, perverse and corrupt.

The future lot of all such is to eat no food, but that of

corrupt sores 6 and to have no drink save the boiling water

of hell. This punishment of apostates is a cause of great joy

to the Faithful.

1 &^ .

2 JUc plural of JiVc a wise man.

3 Sacy's Ex^wsd de la Religion des Druses, Vol. ii. pp. 19—27.

4 Ibid, Vol. ii. pp. 59—61.

Sacy's Expose de la Religion des Druses, Vol. ii. p. 414.

8 Siira Ixix. 36. ^^yAt , translated as above by Rodwell.
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The Druses hold that man is formed of three parts,

intelHgence and soul, which they term substance, and a

material part, the body, which they call accident. The body

is the outward case or form. ' Its union with intelligence

and soul—the spiritual part of man—constitutes a person:

2

into varied forms of which the soul passes again and again.

The punishment is a severe one when it passes from a person

of high religious rank into that of a lower one.^

Some authors describe the transmigration of souls from man
into the lower animals. Those of Christians, for instance, are

said to pass into the bodies of apes and pigs. Hamza
apparently did not accept this view, but believed in a spiritual

transmigration. ^

Some pious souls ceased to migrate after the advent of

Intelligence, who came in the person of Hamza, and are now

simply awaiting the day of judgment. They are concealed

with the Imam, and when he re-appears in glory to execute

judgment on the unbelievers they will form his retinue. They

are called the Exalted People, the People Most High, the

Sacred Lights, the inhabitants of A'raf. ^

The terms, 'resurrection' and 'the last day' denote the

time when the doctrine of the Unity will be made known to

all people, and all other religions will be abolished, and when

1 ,j(3**i—Chemise.

3 ,ja^ ^\ ^ji^ (^ iMi . Sacy's Eocposi de la Beligion des Druses Vol.

ii. p. 439.

* This is called .yj\ v*-;A>—change of forms ; the material transmigration is called

A,.^ or A..i«...^ , which word, according to Sacy, is used by Hamza only once.

Sacy's Expose de la Religion des Druses, Vol. ii. p. 433.

5 " On (the wall) Al A'rdf shall be men who know all by their tokens, and

they shall cry to the inhabitants of Paradise, ' Peace on you
' ; but they shall

not enter into it, although they long to do so." Sura vii. 44. Some Muslim

Commentators say that these persons are those whose good and evil deeds

exactly balance each other, and so their condition is not fixed; others say they

are the saints and holy martyrs. The Druses agree with the latter opinion.

For an explanation of Al A'raf, see Sell's Faith of Isldm, pp. 227-8.
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the lot of believers and unbelievers will be irrevocably fixed.

There are differences of opinion as to the events which will

usher in the last day, Before the death of Hakim, it was

believed that it would occur in his lifetime and that he in

person would trimnph over all enemies. His followers were

called upon to destroy the polytheists, to aboHsh their religions,

to massacre those who walked in the path of error, to exter-

minate the men, and to take captive the women and the

children.

After the death of Hakim, the Druses were bidden not to

be discouraged at the delay, but to look forward with hope

and confidence to his return, i when by the aid of the ministry

of Hamza, the victory over all opponents will be complete.

He will come surrounded, as with a veil, by multitudes of

holy angels, and by a vast host of cherubim. The figure

under which he will re-appear is called the "spiritual resur-

rection form." 2 The humanity in which he will come is

called the abode or domicile.-^ The signs of his advent will,

for the most part, be those to which Muslims look forward

as destined to happen before the Day of Judgment. One
special sign will be the falling of a thunderbolt on the

Ka'bii, the destruction of houses in Mecca and the ruin,

through earthquakes, of Mosques in Syria. Then the enemies

of 'Ali will be compelled to wear heavy earrings made of

lead and to pay a tax. The Jews and Christians will have

earrings of iron and their tax will be heavier still. The
severest punishment is to be reserved for the apostates, whose

1 It was said that he would re-appear in Egj'pt in the month of Jamddi, or

of Rajab. -—-^j ^ ,_5v>Wa-
j_^ j«^ j\<J ^ t^^f r**"^^ 7^^ "^J ^

3 The following expressions can also be used y^jkaJ^ J**^—*^® Holy Place;

&*U3^ ^jrtjki-^the Sanctuary of the Imdmat ; iX^\ J*-«—the Place of purity.

Sacy, however, considers that these terms are more properly applied, not to the

person of Hakim himself, but to the palace in which he will dwell after his

return, Ex})OSi> de la Religion des Druses, Vol. ii. pp. 226.
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earrings will be of glass, which in summer burn like fire and
in winter are as cold as ice. Their head-dress will be made
of pig skin.

The Lord Hdkim will be adored in all languages, and

with a loud voice people in all lands will say:—" To whom
does the Kingdom now and for ever belong?" The reply

will be, "To the Lord Hakim, the victorious, the powerful."

Those who, before the day of resurrection, believed, who
confessed the Unity, who accepted the Imamat, and the

various orders of the spiritual hierarchy, will now enter into

the felicity of life eternal; but those who did not these things

will be delivered up to torment for ever.

In order to sustain the courage of those who suffered

persecution, Hamza spoke much of the triumphant return of

Hakim, and in figurative language bade them beware of the

flowing river of Tanzil, whose waters were muddy, and of

the stream of Tawil, whose waters were sweet but deadly.

They were to fear the darkness which precedes the dawn of

Hakim's advent. Those who belonged to the Lord Hakim
would find in him a powerful protector, when with angels

and with Cherubim he would appear in all his royal splendour.

Then would all men bow in subjection to him. The Mlzan, or

balances! would be prepared, all actions tried, all excuses

taken away from the wicked, and rewards be given to the good.

The true believers would have abundance of gold and

silver, authority would be given to them to rule in the new
Kingdom : they would be the Amirs, the Shahs, the Sultans

of the coming age.

Meanwhile the Druse religion excels all others and is supe-

rior to them. Previous religions have been those introduced by

the Natiqs, 2 and being exoteric beliefs are known as Tanzil

;

but each Natiq before he passed away nominated an Asas, who

gave the esoteric meaning of the religion founded by his master.

This is known as Tawil. Thus the Natiq and the Asas combine

1 See Sell's Faith of Jsldm, p. 225. 2 Ante p. 173.
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together as it is said,
—"and of everything have We created

pairs;"! but all this is inferior to the religion of the Unity.

2

The following verse of the Quran is cited as a proof of this

fact. "Between them shall be set a wall with a gateway,

within which shall be the mercy, and, in front, without it, the

torment." 3 The words "without it" are the Tanzil, the law

of the Natiq; the word "within" is the Tawil, the law given

by the Asas; but both lead up to something else, "the mercy"

which is the religion of the Unity. Another verse is also

quoted to show the inferiority of all preceding teachers.

"Verily, We proposed to the heavens and to the earth and

mountains to receive the Faith, but they refused the burden

and they feared to receive it." 4 The heavens, earth, moun-

tains signify the Natiqs, the Asas, the Hujjats who have

rejected the true doctrine of the Unity and have preached

error.

Christians are reminded that Christ said:
—"Verily, I say

unto you, if a man keep my saying he shall never see death."

The "saying," or word, is the religion of the Unity, for the

word is united to the Messiah, who is Hamza; so Christians

should awake, for already he who has sown rejoices in the

approach of harvest: 5 already the word of truth 6 bears witness

against error. Jesus proclaimed the Gospel of the Kingdom

and said it would be preached in all the world. Now it has

come and yet Christians refuse to accept the truth.

In short, the case now stands thus. All ordinances of religion

prescribed by the law have an outward form,^ and an inward

signification ; 8, each revelation ^, which comes through a Natiq,

I Sdra li. 49.

s It must be borne in mind that this use of the word " Unity " is a technical

one. The Druse writers mean by it the dogma that God is united to Hikim.

Unitarians are those who believe in the divinity of H4kim, not as amongst

Muslims those who believe that God is One, and who deny the doctrine of the

Trinity.

^ Sdra Ivii. 13. ^ Sdra xxxiii. 72.

5 A reference to St. John iv. 36. « i.e., Hamza.
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has an allegorical interpretation.' This is why the Isma'ilians

are called Batinis, for Muhammadu'l Habib, the founder of

the system, had perfect knowledge of this inward signification

and this allegorical meaning. Indeed, he could give not only

the latter, but even the further allegorical meaning 2 of this

allegorical interpretation of the outward revelation.

Hakim abolished the exterior religion, or the Tanzil, when by

his own example and by his edicts he released men from the

observance of the laws of Islam ; he put away the interior law,

or the Tawil, of the Shi'ahs and of the Christians, when he

established the religion of the Unity.

The Muslim creed consists of two parts. " There is no God
but God," and " Muhammad is the Apostle of God. " By a

cabalistic use of the words and the letters in this creed, and

their connection with the signs of the Zodiac, the planets and
the months, the Batinis find in them a description of their own
hierarchial system. Hamza by a similar course of reasoning

finds in them the hierarchy of his own system and, therefore,

teaches that it is not obligatory to repeat these words in their

natural sense as Muslims do, nor with the allegorical meaning
assigned to them by the Batinis ; but to look upon thern in

the more mystical form which he gave to them, and which

shows the superiority of his religion over that of Islam,

The Quranic injunction to obey God and His Apostle, and

those placed in authority is interpreted by the followers of

the Tanzil to be the acceptance of the rule of Abu Bakr, 'Umr,

*U§man, 'AH, and the Khalifs of the family of 'Ummaya and then

those of the house of 'Abbas. It is explained by the followers

of the Tawil to be obedience to the authority of 'Ali and of his

descendants only, according to the verse :
—

" This day have I

perfected your religion for you and have fulfilled my favours unto

you; and it is my pleasure that Islam shall be your religion.""*

This is said to indicate that the gift of the knowledge of the

3 S6ra V. 6.
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interior law was made to the Shi'ahs, and to refer to the bestowal

of authority to 'Ali and his spiritual successors. Hakim set

aside both these interpretations, and declared that authority

resided neither with the Sunnis nor the Shi'ahs, but with the

true Imam, that is Hamza, alone. He quoted in proof of this

the words, " Every thing have We set down in a clear Imam."i

When Christ said :

—
" Destroy this temple and in three days

I will raise it up, "^ it is alleged that he then referred to three

periods of time; the first when the Natiq Jesus appeared; the

second the age of the Paraclete, a name given to Muhammad,

who is thus said to have been announced by Jesus ;
^ the third

period when Hamza appeared and called on men to embrace

the truth. The last day is the complement of the first, as when

Jesus said:
—"My time is not yet come." Muhammad in

claiming to be the Paraclete seems to have misunderstood

the word 'rrapdKXrjrof, and imagined it to be the same as

TTepiK\vT6<i, which has somewhat the same meaning as Ahmad,

from which word the name Muhammad is formed. Many other

passages in the Gospels are treated in the same fanciful way. 4

The Druses deny the crucifixion of the true Messiah, ^

whom they believe to have been a personification of Hamza.

They say that Jesus, the son of Mary, was taught by the real

Messiah and, on his proving disobedient, the Jews were then

allowed to rise up against him and to put him to death. When

1 Siira xxxvi. 11. The Qui-in read thus—eJ^«^ f^\ (^ <*-~s-a*»^ ^^-ft* J^^
but it manifestly refers to the " preserved table "—t»ft&/» jJ—on which all the

actions of men are written down, and it is so explained by all commentators.

Hamza took advantage of the double meaning of the word Imdm, and taught

that Hdkim included ail things, that is to say, the ministers of the true

religion and all their authority in the person of the Imam, who is none other

than Hamza himself.

8 St. John ii. 19.

3 A reference to St. John xvi. 7.

4 The Druse interpretation of them will be found in Sacy's Expos6 de la

Religion des Druses, Vol. ii. pp. 534—562.

* The Druses follow the Muslims in this belief. See Sdra iv. 156.
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he lay in the grave, the real Messiah hid in the garden and so

the news went abroad of the resurrection from the dead. At

first sight, there seems no obvious reason why Hamza should

have lent even this amount of support to the Christian religion

;

but it is said that, as the time had not yet arrived for the

followers of the Unity to openly manifest themselves, it was
convenient for them to have a religion in which they might live

unrecognised

For all these and for many other reasons, the Druses comfort

themselves with the belief that the religion they profess is

vastly superior to all which preceded it, or which can ever

come into existence.

Hamza and other Druse writers had a direct interest in

combating the opinions of the Muslims, by whom they were

surrounded and who looked upon their views and opinions with

much contempt. So the great point in the teaching of the Druse

leaders was to show that Islam as a religion had had its day,

and was now of no authority at all. On the other hand, the

Druses had nothing to fear from the Jews or Christians, who
in Muslim lands possessed no power to do them harm, and so

much less attention was paid to them and to their systems of

religion. Still, Christians are reproached for not living up to

the standard of life laid down in the Sermon on the Mount.

Spiritual men^ and women should be free from all faults

and foulness. The Faithful, male and female, should be free

from crime and impurity. A woman should so act and speak

that other women may be led to accept the truth. Men, who
do not keep in subjection their carnal appetites, are "just like

the brutes " 2 and are worse than the ox and the ass. A
fornicator, on repentance, should be humbled for seven years and,

if he remains unrepentant, be treated as an infidel.

A Druse, who marries a Druse wife, should place her on an

equality with himself and share with her all his possessions. If

1 The various orders of Ministers. » Sdra xxv. 46.
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a divorce is necessary, on account of some disobedience on the

part of the wife, she should give up half of her property ;
but

if her husband has ill-treated her, she takes it all away. It is

so also in the case of the man. Marriage with a mother, sister

or aunt is forbidden. A man can only marry the daughter of

his uncle if she is a Druse, a believer in the Unity.

In the place of the five articles of the Muhammadan creed

and of the arkan-i-din, or the five practical duties of religion, the

Druses say that Hakim appointed these seven as articles of

faith and practice :—Truth in speech ; mutual help ; renunciation

of religions previously professed ; entire separation from evil

spirits and from those in error ; belief in the divinity of Hakim ;

acquiescence in his actions whatever they might be ; absolute

resignation to his orders at all times and under all circumstances.

The principal dogmas concerning God, His nature, attributes,

and manifestations, concerning the Universal Intelligence, and

all the other members of the hierarchy, formed a body of theo-

logical teaching, the acceptance of which preceded the confession

of the seven articles of the creed just described, i

Truth in speech was to be maintained as regards the dogmas

of religion, and in all the ordinary affairs of .life amongst the

Druses themselves ; but it was allowable to tell lies to men of

other religions who are in darkness and ignorance, and with

whom it is merely a matter of politeness to speak the truth. It is

not with reference to them an obligatory duty. Lying to a

fellow-believer is a great crime and will be severely punished by

Hakim. When a man imputes to a believer something false,

or distorts his words he is lying to him.

As regards mutual help, the Druses were to carry a sword to

defend their friends, to watch over them, to meet their wishes,

to satisfy their wants, to help the poor and to succour the

1 The number seven is considered by the Druses to be a sacred and mys-

terious number and for this many curious reasons are alleged. See Bacy's

Expose de la Religion des Druses, Vol. I. p. 462.
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oppressed. All such good deeds would make the religious

profession perfect.

Absolute submission to the will of the Lord Hdkim is enjoined.

Should he require a man to slay his own son he must do it, for

only unquestioning obedience will be rewarded.

With reference to the duty of renouncing all previous

religions, i the convert was to learn that faith in the Unity was
incompatible with the profession of any other religion than

that which acknowledged Hakim as its supreme lord. At the

same time, his disciples, if previously Muslims, need not discard,

at all times and under all circumstances, the outward obser-

vances of Islam, nor be afraid to disguise their real convictions

by such outward conformity. The following extracts from a

Druse catechism illustrate this point :

—

Q.—What is our object when we speak with praise of the

Gospels ?

A.—In the presence of the people of that religion, we are

obliged to approve of the belief which they profess.

Q.—Why, when we are asked, do we say that there is no

other (sacred) book than the Quran ?

A.—Know, that as we are obliged to hide ourselves under

the veil of Islam, we must outwardly acknowledge its book.

We are not to be reproached for this, any more than for saying

usual Muslim prayers at the grave. We must hide our belief.

The inner mysteries of the Faith and its esoteric teaching

must not be revealed to any one outside the circle of the true

believers.

The Druses are very reticent about their beliefs, and in

order to avoid danger they may profess, outwardly and in ap-

pearance, any dominant religion of the place they may be in.

This is a principle known as Taqiyah, and is common to all

> These were all looked upon as types of the one perfect religion, and all their

sacred books were to be interpreted allegorically.
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the Shl'ah sects. Meanwhile, in the heart must be firmly held

the belief in the divine nature of Hakim, which is the funda-

mental doctrine on which the whole system is based.

Such, in brief, is the religion of the Druses, a strange mixture

of fanaticism and folly, not without some redeeming points in

the practical duties of life amongst themselves. That a religion

should grow out of the caprices of a madman, and that gene-

ration after generation should see in a bloodthirsty despot the

incarnation of the Divine, shows to what an extent men may

be deluded, when they close their eyes to the "true light which

lighteth every man that cometh into the world."



THE STATUS OF THE ZIMMIS.

The treatment of Jews and Christians under the Khalif

Hakim has been ah'eady described. In all that he was by no

means peculiar, but only followed what had been done before

his time, and which continued to be long after a settled procedure

on the part of Muslim rulers. As, however, it throws some

additional light on his strange character and conduct, I now
describe much more fully, than it was convenient then to do,

the whole position and condition of the Jews and Christians

in Muhammadan countries and under Muhammadan rulers when

they had the opportunity and the power to carry out the law.

A Zimmi is a non-Muslim subject of a Muhammadan Govern-

ment, a Jew or a Christian, who enjoys security of person and

property on payment of a poll or capitation tax. Regulations

relating to the status of the Zimmis have been elaborated by

the canonists of Islam, and deal exhaustively with the personal

laws regarding marriage, inheritance, and the like. A very

good summary will be found in Hughes' Dictionary of Islam

;

and in all the Muhammadan law-books the subject is fully

discussed. I do not, therefore, propose to deal with that side

of the subject ; but rather to show what was the actual social

condition of the Zimmis in the early days of Muslim rule and

for centuries afterwards. The information now given is based

24
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on some exhaustive articles on the subject in the Journal

Asiatlque, 1851. These are translations by M. BeHn from

Arabic standard works.

'Umr, the ninth KhaUf of the Umaiyad dynasty 99 A.H.—717

A.D., wrote thus to the Provincial Governors:—"'0 Believers,

only those who join gods with (rod are unclean.' i God has

placed them in the party of Satan ; they are the most accursed

among men for their actions. I have heard that formerly the

Muslims accepted the aid of the polytheist in the administration

of affairs, on account of the knowledge they possessed ; but

should any Governor allow this now, I will depose him. Let

them sink low to the place designed for them." To Hasan,

then Governor in Egypt, he wrote in the same strain, and Hasan

replied :

—
" O Prince of Believers, if this state of things should

be prolonged in Egypt and the Zimmis be allowed to take part

in the administration, all the Zimmis will become Muslims to

the great advantage of the State." The Khalif was not so

hopeful, but sent a Commissioner to look into the matter and

said :

—
" I should be delighted if the Zimmis became Muslims,

for the Prophet came as an Apostle and not as a tax-collector."

Nevertheless he ordered the destruction of all new churches.

The Zimmis sought the aid of the Emperor of Byzantium,

and he requested the Khalif to leave them in the position in

which he found them, but to this request the Khalif replied:

—

" My predecessors and myself are in the same state as that

which the Most High has referred to in the history of David
and Solomon :

—
* And David and Solomon ; when they gave

judgment concerning a field when some people's sheep had
caused a waste therein; and We were witnesses of their

judgment : and We gave Solomon insight into the affair, and
on both of them We bestowed wisdom and knowledge.' " 2

To another official the Khahf wrote :—" I hear that in this

province there is a Christian clerk who interferes in the affairs

U*-**» (:)j^y^\ Uj\ \ji^\ i^.m\ \^_ \» Sura ix; 28.

9 Si\ra xxi. vv. 78-9,
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of Islam. Now God has said :
—

' ye who believe, take not

such of those who have received the Scriptures before you,

who scoff and jest at your religion, or the infidels for your

friends.' 1 On the receipt of this letter call upon him to

embrace Islam. If he is converted he will become one of us:

if not, do not employ him any longer." The clerk became

a Muslim.

The 'Abbasside Khalif, Al Mansur, 136 A.H.—754 A.D.,

received a petition from his subjects requesting him to keep the

Christians from interfering with them. He then issued orders

that all Zimmis should be dismissed from the Government

service and Muslims appointed instead.

The Khalif, Hariinu'r-Eashld, 170 A.H.—786 A.D., removed

the Christians from the Government sei^vice, changed their

costumes and destroyed their churches, and the 'Ulama deliv-

ered fatvas, or judicial decrees, in support of this procedure.

The free-thinking Khalif Mamun, 198 A.H.—813 A.D., proved

to be a bitter enemy. He sent a large number of Christians

to prison and exiled a very large number of Jews, whom he

called the most perverse of all nations.

The Khalif Mutawakkil, 232 A.H.—846 A.D., made a decree

that Christians and Jews should wear yellow garments, not

white ones, that when riding they should use wooden stirrups,

that their churches should be destroyed, that the poll tax

should be doubled, that they should neither live in a Muslim

quarter nor enter into Muslim employ. This was enforced by

a decree to the effect fhat God regarded Islam as the best of

religions and had exalted and ennobled it, for :
—" Whoso desireth

any other religion than Islam, that religion shall never be

accepted from him, and in the next world he shall be among
the lost." 2 " This Book is no other than a warning and a

t\J^\ jU^\. ^"Sl.t ^^ Sura V. 62. This is the latest Madina Suva.

.b IC .. -' '& -> - jO —C* C,_=C _C C- -OS O _ _
' (i^^;-«ay\ y^ ^j^s\ ^ ^ J

(U^ J-ii ^^ Uio (*X^^ pt ^_ f^ ^ Siiia iii. 79.
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clear Quran, to warn whoever liveth; and that against the

infidels sentence may be justly given." i " Let not believers

take infidels for their friends rather than believers." 2

The decree goes on to state that it had been represented to

the Khalif that men destitute of judgment and reason sought

the aid of the Zimmis in their affairs, entered into friendship

with them, and allowed them to exercise some authority over

the Muslims. Such a condition of affairs was looked upon as

very grave, and officials were solemnly charged that it must

not go on.

The same sort of thing was continued for years, ^ the same

objections were made, and the same verses from the Quran

were quoted in support of repressive measures. One Khalif

writes:
—"Praise be to God upon earth and in heaven, who

hears favourably the voice of those who call upon His name.

He separates friends from enemies, the men of the right road

from those in the path of error. We ought not to contract

friendship with the latter, nor seek assistance from them. The

Jews and the Christians are under the malediction of the Most

High, because they associate others with them and deny His

signs, and God has said :
—

' Shame shall be stamped upon them

wherever found, unless they ally them with God and men

!

and the wrath of God will they incur, and poverty shall be

stamped upon them, for they believed not in the signs of

God.' 4 There can be no possibility of friendship with such."

The principle on which these various regulations and orders

1 Sura xxxvi. 70.

2 0^0.*!^^ y^o f^ eUj\ ^Jly^^Di\ y^|J^ jia^ S Sura iii. 27.

3 A long list of Khalifs and of their edicts against the Zimmis is given in the

Journal Asiatiqne, QnatrUme Series, vol. ii pp. 455—492.

diJ^u:^^ U;/^ ^yV^ ^'b itUvS di£a,w^\ fj^ '^J^'}
^"""^ "'• 1^8. The bit-

terness of these quotations from the 3rd Sura may be explained from the fact

that it is a late Madina one, revealed for the most part when MuJtiammad had

no hope of aid from Jews or Christians.
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were based found early expression in Islam, i As far back as

the time of the Khalif 'Umr, 13 A.H.—634 A.D., the Christians

under Muslim rule had to subscribe to the following terms

:

"We undertake not to build in our towns or their suburbs

convents or churches, and not to repair those which have fallen

into ruins. Muslims may have free entrance into our churches

at all times. We will entertain Muslim travellers for three

days at a time. We will not give an asylum, either in our

churches or our houses, to the enemies of the State ; we will

not teach the Quran to our children, nor extol our own Law;
we will place no barrier in the way of any one's becoming a

Muslim ; we will not adopt the dress of the Muslims, nor arrange

our hair as they do, nor will we use their salutation, Salam

'alaikum—Peace be on you, nor take their surnames. We will

not use saddles when we ride, nor carry swords nor bear arms

;

we will not engrave Arabic characters on our seals, nor sell

fermented liquors. We will shave the front part of our heads,

wear a girdle round the body, and when walking in streets

frequented by Muslims or in their markets will not look upon

a cross or on our own books ; we will not ring bells, except

very softly, nor speak in the presence of Muslims, nor chant at

funerals, nor inter our dead near a Muslim quarter. We will

not take as a slave any one belonging to a Muslim. These

are the conditions to which we subscribe and for which we and

our people shall receive the protection of the Khalif. If we
infringe any of these conditions, we shall be no longer in the

status of Zimmis and may be treated as rebels." The Khalif

'Umr then said to his officers, " Sign what they demand,"

after adding these conditions—that they must not bury any

individual taken by the Muslims as a prisoner, and that he

who intentionally strikes a Muslim should forfeit the position

of a Zimmi and be treated as outside this covenant.

1 In a Tradition it is recorded, that when Muhammad started out for the

battle field of Badr, a Christian man came and said, that he wished to go and

fight for him ; but in reply to the question whether he believed in God and in

His Apostle, said that ho did not. "Then," said Muhammad, "retire, I will

never accept the assistance of a polythcist." Journal Asiatipce, Dccembre 1851.
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One day the Bani Taghlib came to the <KhaHf 'Umr and

said:
—"Tell us what we ought to do." "Are you Christians?"

" Yes." Then calling a barber the Khalif ordered him to cut

away the hair from the front part of their heads, and to tear 'off

a part of their vestment. The Khalif also prohibited them the

use of anything but pack-saddles when riding. *Umr said one

day to one of his slaves, " You become a Muslim, for it is not

lawful for us to find employment for those who are not of

our faith." The slave declined to change his religion, on which

'Umr said :

—
" Go, wherever thou wilt."

The 'Ulama differ in opinion as to whether, in the case when

the Zimmis fail in any other obligation, a treaty is annulled

or not, and as to whether the Zimmis should be slain, sent

into captivity, or not. The 'Ulama are also divided on the

question of the teaching of the Quran to Zimmis. The Malikis

prohibit it, the Hanifites permit it, and the Shafa'ites are

doubtful on the point, l The latter say it is no doubt lawful if

the reader shows some tendency to embrace Islam, otherwise

not. Some of the 'Ulama have doubts on the question of

keeping faith with the infidels and quote the passage :
—

" Thou

shalt not find that any of those who believe in God, and in the

last day, love him who opposeth God and His Apostle, even

though they be their fathers, or their sons, or their brethren,

or their nearest kin." 2 This is not, however, a fair interpreta-

tion of the text. The following verse is quite clear and

shows that the interpretation just given is wrong, or at least

that the Quran is not consistent with itself. " This {i.e., the

breaking of an engagement) concerneth not those polytheists

with whom ye are in league, and who shall have afterwards

in no way failed you, nor aided any one against you : observe,

therefore, your engagement with them through the whole time

of their treaty." ^ There is also a saying, attributed to 'Ali,

which bears on the same subject. He said :
—

" If I had

1 These are three of the four great schools of jurisprudence into which the

Sunnis are divided : the fourth is that of Imsim Hanbal.

s Sura Iviii. 22. 3 Sfira ix, 4*
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remained with the Christians of the Beni Taghhb, I would

have made a great slaughter and have sent their families into

captivity ; but I had subscribed a compact made between them

and the Prophet, on the condition that they did not offer help

to their brethren."

If a Zimmi refuses to pay the jazya, or poll tax,i he breaks

the compact and all his property can be seized ; if he should

purchase a slave belonging to a Muslim or buy a copy of the

Quran, he must be punished.

The whole subject of the status of the Zimmis was one of

oreat importance in the early days of Islam, when conquests

were rapid and country after country was brought under

Muslim rule. Whenever any doubtful cases arose they were

submitted to the 'Ulama for decision, and the answer was

given in the form of a fatva. These fatvas, or judicial opinions,

extend over centuries ; and there is much sameness in them,

so that it is not necessary to give more than a few in illustra-

tion of the whole.

Question.

In the name of God, most merciful and clement. What is

the opinion of the 'Ulama of Islam, the guide of the people,

on the encouragement of the Zimmis and on the assistance we
can demand from them, whether as clerks to the Amirs

entrusted with the administration of the country, or as col-

lectors of taxes? Is this lawful or not? In the early days of

Islam there were edicts by the Khulafa-i-Eashidin 2 or since

promulgated by Imams, which prohibited the Zimmis from

exercising such functions, or if they were performing them

restrained them from so doing.

1 The 'UlamA are divided in opinion as to the amount to be levied. Some

hold that it must be neither more nor less than the amount fixed by the

Khalif 'Umr ; others that the ruling Khalif can alter it as he pleases. 'Umr

fixed forty-eight dirheons for a rich man ; twenty-four for a man of moderate

means; twelve for a poor man.

f The four rightly guided Khalifs Abu Bakr, 'Umr, ' UsmAn and 'Ali.
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Explain the above by solid proofs, establish the orthodox

belief by sound arguments, and give your decision. God will

reward you.

Answer.

Our Master, the slave, the humble one before God, the most

learned, the Shaikhu'l-Islam, the Mufti of all the people,

Shamsu'd din, known as Ibn Naqqah (whom God bless and

give him rest in Paradise), has said:
—"Know that the legal

knowledge does not authorize these things ; this is the IJma, i

and there is no 'Ulama who does not prohibit it. " I support

this view by the text of the Quran, by traditions 2 of the Prophet,

and by acts of the orthodox Khalifs and pious Imams from early

days until now. God has said :

—
" Among the people of the

Book are some, to one of whom if thou entrust a thousand

dinars, he will restore them to thee : and there is of them to

whom if thou entrust a dinar, he will not restore it to thee,

unless thou be ever instant with him. This, because they

say :

—
' We are not bound to keep faith with the ignorant folk

and they utter a lie against God and know that they do so.' " ^

But you say to me these verses only interdict friendship with

Christians, whereas the question is as to their employment. I

reply, employment is the natural consequence of friendship.

As to the Zimmis, God has said :—" Believers ! take not the

Jews or Christians as friends. They are but one another's

friends. If any of you taketh them for his friends, he surely

is one of them. "4

Now to show friendship, or to offer employment, are pro-

ceedings which do not accord with the curse pronounced upon

them, for employment is a mark of distinction which does not

1 i.e., the ' unanimous consent ' of the early canonists of Islam.

» i.e., the Sunnat. 3 Silra iii. 68-9.

c J c c-.a—s c — o_ j_ c J jC—- c '*,»- -'""S* "* *'
fi v*"'' "'' ? -<*-'

^==>-^ f>^fi i:y ) u^ *WJ;\ f*-ie^ "y^}} Js/^'^ '^JipH* ^^J^^rS* 3 \y:^\ ^^,M\ ^ U

^^^i^ AiU Sura V. 56. This being the latest Siira, or chapter of the Qurdn, it

may be assumed to give the Prophet's final view on this subject,
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accord with the abasement of Ziminis, and friendship is a tie

which cannot be combined with the enmity and hatred we

should have for them.

The following Ahadis, or traditions, are given :—" The Prophet

had set out for Badr. A Christian followed him and said:

—

'I wish to go with you to fight and get a share of the spoil.'

The Prophet said :— ' Dost thou believe in God and on His

Prophet?' 'No,' he replied. ' Eetire, for I cannot accept the

aid of a polytheist.' Three times the man's application was

refused, but, at last, he confessed his faith in Islam and was

allowed to join the expedition."

Abu Musa said to the Khalif 'Umr :
—

" I want to employ a

Christian as a clerk." " Hast thou done that," said the

Khalif. " God will punish thee, for this is the word of God :

* Believers ! take not the Jews or Christians as friends.'
"

Then Musa said :
—" I only want the work of writing from the

man, I do not care for his belief." The Khalif replied :
—

" It

matters not, I can never honour those whom God has despised,

nor exalt those whom He has abased."

One of 'Umr's officers wrote and asked him whether, as

the revenue work had so much increased, he might employ

Christians in Government offices. 'Umr replied:—"Do not

let them meddle with your affairs, nor give up to them that

which God has forbidden." He also wrote to another official

thus, " He who has a Christian clerk ought not to live with

him, nor show him any affection, for neither the Prophet of

God nor his successors ordered that Christians should be

employed."

Thus was this fatva established and proven.

Other fatvas are thus recorded.

Question.

What do the 'Ulama of Islam, the lights which dissipate

the darkness and whose days may God prolong, say as to the

innovations introduced by the infidels in Cairo, who, owing to

25
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the science of law and philosophy, shine among the first ranks

of the Muslims in Muslim cities? What is your opinion

about these deplorable innovations? For instance, they put

themselves on an equality v^ith the Amirs, the 'Ulama, and

the Sharifs, they wear valuable garments, use the same kind

of saddles as the Amirs and 'Ulama and officials do, with

servants beside and behind them, putting Muslims whom they

meet on the roads to inconvenience. They openly purchase

slaves who are Muslims, build substantial houses loftier than

ours, or than our mosques. They increase their churches and

monasteries. The Franks have been established here more

than a year, and neither pay the jazya nor renew the right of

protection (aman). i The Zimmi women wear in public the

same long black robes and veils which Muslim women do and

so receive the same respect as they do. Can all this be allowed

to enemies of the Faith ! Is it not the duty of every Muslim

prince or ruler to demand from the 'Ulama of our holy law

the publication of the decrees, and to urge wise men to put a

stop to these revolting innovations ? Be pleased to give a

formal answer, supported by Ahadis-i-Sahih, or authoritative

traditions.

Answer of the Maliki Shaikh. ^

The Most High has said :
—

" Believers ! take not the

Jews or Christians as friends." 3 "As for the infidels, let them

perish ! and their works shall God bring to nought. 4 "0
ye who believe, take not my foe and your foe as friends." ^

1 The Venetians used to renew this treaty of protection (aman) on the

accession of each new Sultan of Egypt.

s I give this and the answers of the other Shai^s in an abbreviated form.

A full French translation will be found in the Journal Asiatiqtie for January
1852.

3 Sdra V. 56.

* ^Uc^ (J*^^ f^ L-jui \)ji^ {:}i^\) Sfira xlvii. 9. This is a Madlna SAra.

* oU^^ f^yiXL ^
^^i>e. \jJLs^ S \y^\ (^JiJ\ \^, l> Sfira Ix. 1. This also is a Ift^e

Madlna SAra,
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The 'Ulama have said that " until they pay tribute out of

hand and be humbled " l means that the Zimmi, Christian or

Jew, on the day appointed must go to the Amir in charge of

receipt of the jazya, who will sit on an elevated seat. The
Zimmi will approach him, hold the tax money in the palms

of his hands, when the Amir will take it in such a way that

his hand will be above and that of the Zimmi below. The

Amir will then strike the Zimmi on the back of the neck.

The same will take place with each Zimmi in turn, and people

will be admitted to see and enjoy the spectacle. A Zimmi is

not allowed to make this payment through a third person,

he must do it in person and himself suffer the humiliation,

which may end in his embracing Islam. The Zimmis must

not ride on horses, mules, or expensive asses ; they must

not frequent the public roads, nor assemble in groups for

conversation, nor speak with loud voices, nor have servants

in attendance on them in the open roads. Their clothes

must be plain stuff, their houses must not be lofty or decorated.

The 'Ulama look on at the doing of such things 2 and weep,

the .princes shut their eyes. It is hoped that God will raise

up a man who will remedy all this. The Prophet said :

—

" The just ruler will on the day of judgment have the highest

place." Now one of the principles of justice is that infidels

should possess no distinctive advantages, no possibility of

elevating themselves from a low and debased condition. We
pray that the 'Ulama and the princes may unite to glorify

Islam, the true way, so that the word of God may be exalted,

His religion protected, and we be preserved from the love of

the world.

Written by this poor one, Ahmad Ibn Muhammadu'd-din

al Maliki, on whom may God have mercy.

1 ^^y^U Ia
J

Jk) ^ ^)^\ ^^uu (2s^ Sdra ix. 29.

3 i.e., the iadepeudeuce of the Zimmis.
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Answee o¥ Shaikh'l 'Ajbdu'r-Kahmanu'l Quraishu'l

HanIfi. 1

God has blessed the people and has given them authority

to order and to prohibit, and has cursed other nations and has

not given them such power. I have turned over the pages of

authentic books of rites, with their commentaries, from the

days of Abu Hanifa—such as the fatvas concerning the

obligations incurred by the Zimmis under the conditions

imposed by the Khulafa-i-Eashidin, viz., that they are not to

use saddles when riding on horses, nor to carry arms. They

must always dismount when passing a mosque, and must

never dress like 'Ulama. The Companions of the Prophet are

unanimous on the necessity of publicly degrading the infidels,

and of preserving the self-respect of even the poorest Muslim.

When the infidels seek to rise higher than the Muslims and

to gain in any way superiority over them, they should be put

to death. No one should sell landed property to a Zimmi,

but if a Zimmi possesses any he may be compelled to sell

it to a Muslim. The rules against them must be strictly

enforced and all additions made to churches and monasteries

must be destroyed.

Written by the poor one, 'Abdu'r-Rahmanu'l Quraishi.

Answer of Shaikh Hasanu'l Kafrani as-Shafa'I. 2

The Zimmis must not use horses, for it is written :
—

" Make

ready, then, against them what force ye can, and strong

squadrons whereby ye may strike terror into the enemy of

God and your enemy." ^ The Faithful must not salute the

1 I omit the verses of the Qurdn ^[uoted at the outset, as they have

been referred to in decisions already noticed.

2 I omit all that is included in previous decisions.

viii. 62. From this the conclusion is drawn that Zimmis must not have

horses, as Muslims are ordered to keep them to use against non-MuslimSt
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Zimmis, not even with a simple * Good day '—Subhu'l-Khair.

The Zimmis must never be allowed to occupy a seat of honor

in any assembly.

Written by the poor one, Hasanu'l Kafrani as-Shafa'i. i

The above represents the law on the subject, and, though

it is, probably nowhere now carried out with such rigour,

the state of the Zimmis is in all Muslim lands one of poli-

tical and social subordination. When Muslim countries were

isolated, this did not cause much inconvenience, except to the

Zimmis themselves ; but now that some, at least, of the

Muhammadan countries have entered into the circle of civilised

States, the result is that the subject populations are restive

under the disabilities imposed upon them. In Turkey, for

instance, it is unreasonable to suppose that an active industrious

people like the Armenians will for ever be content to exist in

the status of the Zimmis. The consequent disaffection, leading

to revolt on the one hand and cruel repression on the other,

causes such a State to be a source of constant trouble to its

neighbours. The simple fact is that the whole system of Law
which regulates such lands is an anachronism now ; but how
it is to be altered without endangering the foundations of the

Faith is not an easy question to settle. One thing is certain

:

no reform will be spontaneous. The 'Ulama, the canonists, and

the official lawyers will oppose it, and he would be a brave

Sultan who could resist them. The only remedy is force majeure,

supplied by other Powers, which would really help a Ruler of

a Muhammadan State like Turkey, should he wish to make
reforms. In this way alone can he, or any reformers, be enabled

to overcome the bitter opposition of the official guardians of

the great Theocratic Law of Islam.

1 This is a very late fatva, as the seal ou it bears the date 1186 A.H.

—

1772 A.D.
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VI.

The famous Arab traveller of the fourteenth century, Ibn

Batutah, in the record of his travels in China, says that in

many towns he found Muslims, who dwelt in a separate

quarter, apart from the other people, that they had their own

Mosques, Qazis, and other officials, who decided all matters

concerning the internal affairs of the community, and that

they were honoured and respected by the Chinese.

Professor Vasilieff, a Russian writer, who has dealt with the

subject of Islam in China, as it now is, considers that the

Musalmans there form a progressive community, and that the

influence of Islam will, in the future, be widely felt. He
says :

—" If Islam some day succeeds in estabHshing its political

supremacy over China, and then claims the allegiance of the

mass of the population to its faith, will it meet with a

refusal V We think not." "If China were converted into a

Muhammadan Empire, the poHtical relations of the whole

East would be considerably modified." Whilst there is not

much fear that such an ascendancy of Islam in China will

ever come to pass, for the days when it can become a

successful ruling power in any part of the world are gone for

ever, still its progress and present position in China form a

subject of interest, not so well known as its importance

demands. The best modern authority on it is M. Dabry de
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Thiersant, formerly the Frencl;i Consul-General in China; and

it is to his writings that I am indebted for most of the facts

which are here given. J

The first Muhammadans who came to China were Arab

merchants. It is said that commercial relations with Arabia

existed even before the time of Muhammad. A traditional

account is that the Emperor, Tai Tsong, of the Tang Dynasty,

had a dream in the year 627 A.D., in which he saw a soldier,

who wore a turban and was followed by a demon, enter a room.

2

The astrologers, having consulted the stars with a view to

explain the dream, reported that a holy man was about to be

born in the "West, that the soldier came from the Kingdom of

Arabia, that his slaughter of the demon in the dream, showed

that the race he belonged to was strong and powerful. The King

of Arabia who was very rich and powerful, was also a saint, at

whose birth many marvellous things happened, and, if friendly

relations were entered into with him, it would clearly be to the

advantage of the Empire. The Emperor after due reflection

decided to send an ambassador to Arabia with rich presents

for the ruler of that country. Envoys of whom one Qasim

was the leader then came from Arabia, and the Emperor

recognised in one of them the form and appearance of the

man he had seen in his dream. On hearing of the good

state of Arabia the Emperor remarked that the teaching of

Confucius must have reached that land, to which the envoys

replied that it was known to them, but that they had also a

sacred book, descended from heaven, called the Quran and

which was superior to any other religious book in the

world, and which contained instruction on matters small and

great.3 Qasim also fully explained the ritual of the Namaz
and the doctrines of Islam to the great satisfaction of the

Emperor who was charmed with Qasim's readiness. 4 The

» Dabry de Thiersant's Le MahomHisme en Chine. 1 vols. (Paris 1878.)

« Gabriel Dev^ria in Centenaire de VEcole des Langues Orientales Vivantes,

p. 312.

3 Xbid, p. 314. 4 Ibid, p. 315.
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result was that the MusHm envoys were welcomed, treated

with respect, and allowed to settle at Nankin and Canton,

where they built a mosque, called the ' Holy Kemembranee'.

The leader of this band is called by the Chinese Wang-ka-zi,

which means a Companion of the Prophet, or a Sahabi.

M. Dabry de Thiersant states that his Arab name was Wahhab
Ibn Abu Kabshah, that he was an uncle of the Prophet, and

that the date of his mission was 628 A.D. ; but the relation-

ship is not very clear as, according to some accounts, Muham-
mad had no uncle. Whoever he was, he was the first Muslim

missionary to China. In 632 A.D., he returned to Arabia,

but found that Muhammad was dead. He could not remain at

home permanently, and so he returned to Canton bringing back

with him Abu Bakr's recension of the Quran. He then

lived and died at Canton, and pious Muslims made pilgrimages

to the tomb of the earliest herald of their faith in China.

The Khalif Walid in the early part of the eighth century

advanced his victorious army to the frontiers of China. The

general of his army demanded tribute from the Emperor,

The deputation conveying this mandate appeared before the

Emperor richly dressed, highly performed, and assumed a soft

effeminate appearance. They entered and retired in silence to

the great astonishment of the Emperor. The second day they

wore rich black robes, and acted in the same manner. On the

third day they entered into the Emperor's presence fully armed

and fierce of countenance. The Emperor enquired the reason

of this strange conduct, and was informed that they first

appeared in the dress they wore when visiting ladies, then in

court costume, and lastly, clad as when they went forth to

meet enemies. The Emperor being much alarmed at this, and

at the news which, at the same time, came from the frontier,

assented to their demands, and paid the tribute required.

About the same time, 713 A.D.,1 an envoy from the Khalif

1 Gabriel Dev^n^ in Centenaire de I'Ecole des Langues Orientates Vivantes,

p. 307.
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refused to prostrate himself before the Emperor, stating that,

as a Muslim, he bent the knee to God alone. The Chinese

officials wished to punish this breach of court etiquette, but

the Emperor excused the conduct of the envoy and did not

require him to observe the usual ceremonial. As years passed

the Chinese Muslims, as we shall see, became less particular,

and conformed to court usage much more readily.

In the year 758 A.D. a band of Muslim soldiers, 4,000 in

number, were sent by the Khalif Al Mansur, from Khorasan

to the aid of the Emperor in crushing out a rebellion. An
alliance between a Khalif of Bagdad and an Emperor of

China seems strange, but their territories were almost, or quite

adjacent. " When, in the first century of the Hij'ra, the

famous Muslim General, Kuteyba, crossed the Oxus, took

Eukliara and Samarkand and carried fire and sword through

Kashgar and beyond Kucha, he was actually on Chinese

territory. " i

When ordered to return to Arabia, after their work was over,

the Muslim soldiers refused and, being assisted by their co-

religionists already in China, were able to gain their end. The

Emperor had to give them authority to settle in various towns in

China. Being compelled by their religious law to marry among

themselves, they took as concubines Chinese women, and

thus formed a small community from which, in course of time,

a large body of Chinese Muslims descended. It does not appear

that any great accessions were made by immigration or by
conversions. The chief cause of increase was through marriage

alliances, regular and irregular, and by the purchase of

destitute children who were brought up as Muslims.

In 794 A.D. the Khalif Harunu'r-Kashid sent ambassadors

to China. The political relation thus entered into lasted for

some centuries. 2 In the ninth century a Muslim, named Abu

1 Stanley Lane Poole's Studies in a Mosque, p. 293.

9 Les relations politiques entre les Arabes et les chinois continu^rent pendant les

x«. xi«. et xii''. Si^cles. Dabry de Thiersant's I^e Mahomi'tisme en Chine. Vol, I, p. 73,

26
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Wahhab, records a conversation with the Emperor regarding

the person and work of the Prophet and the progress of Islam, i

In 1068 the Emperor Chin Tsoung appointed a MusHm to the

oversight of the Arab strangers who came to Canton. This

official distributed them in different places and kept a register

of their names. This led to a decrease in their number, and

for a while their influence became less, and was not regained

till they settled in the provinces.

Le Pere Lecomte in 1680 writes :
—

" The Muslims have been

in China six hundred years : they are not molested, they enjoy

liberty, but are regarded as strangers. In some provinces

they are very numerous." He does not give an early enough

date for the first arrivals in China.

The oldest Mosque in China was constructed in Canton by

Wahhab ibn Abii Kabshah, in 628 or 629 A.D. The roof was

similar to that of a pagoda, and at the entrance was a tablet with

the Chinese inscription :

—
" Long life, very long life, to the

Emperor." Suspended on the white walls were texts from the

Quran, written on silk or paper. The Maulavis had a school

close by. Arabic inscriptions were also written on the walls, of

which this is a sample—" God ever exists. There is no God but

He. Adore Him, pray to Him that your heart may always be

with Him. Implore Him to protect you and all the universe."

Engraven on a stone are the words :
—

" God most high has

said :

—
* He only should build the Mosques who believes in

God and the last day. ' 2 The Prophet, on whom be peace,

has said :

—'Whosoever constructs a Mosque, God will build

for him seventy thousand palaces in Paradise.' " This Mosque

was destroyed by fire in 1341 A.D., but was rebuilt with

great splendour. It seems to have been damaged several times,

for a long inscription,-^ on the occasion of a restoration of it

1 Dabry de Thiersant's Le MahomUisme en Chine, vol. I, pp. 77—80.

s Sdra ix. 18.

3 These inscriptions in IMosques and on old tombs throw much light on the

history of Isldm in China. Translations of many of them are given by Dabry de

Thiersant in Le Mahom^tistne en Chine, vol. I, pp. 94—1J2.
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in 1699, speaks of its destruction and restoration many times .

in the past.

Professor Vasilieff writing in 1867, says that there were then

in Pekin alone 20,000 MusHm families, containing 100,000

persons, and that there were eleven Mosques in that city.

Another writer, in 1873, states that the Muslims were prosperous

merchants, in a flourishing condition.

Their present number is computed to be 20,000,000, scattered

about in various parts of the Empire. ' This is not an

extraordinary number when we remember that some fourteen

centuries have passed since the first Muslims settled in the

country. This they often did in plague-stricken and deserted

districts, which they took possession of, and then increased

their number by the purchase of children of indigent pa-

rents and by taking concubines from amongst the Chinese

women. 2

The Muslims are convinced that the future lies with them,

and that, sooner or later, the- religion of Muhammad will

prevail in the extreme East and replace the various forms of

paganism. Professor Vasilieff is evidently of the same opinion,

and views the position with much alarm. He says :

—
" The

question whether China will become Muslim is one of great

interest to the entire world. If China should be converted to

Islam, then the political relation of the whole East would

be considerably modified. The religion of Islam, extending

from Gibraltar to the Pacific Ocean, might be a new menace

to Christendom, and the peaceful activity of the Chinese,

profitable to the nations, might, in the hands of fanatics,

1 About fifteen millions are in the Provinces of Kan-Suh and Bhen-si : before

the massacres in Yunan there were four millions there and the rest are scat-

tered about.

9 " In a famine which ravaged the district of Chan-Tong, they bought more

than ten thousand infants whom they brought up as artisans and as agricul-

turists." Du Halde, quoted by Dabry de Thiersant in Le Mahomdtisme en

Chine, vol. I, p. 40.
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become a yoke upon the neck of other peoples, and the

march of civiHzation would be arrested." i Dabry de Thiersant

says that these remarks made a great impression, and that

they really express the feelings of the Russian Government.

Whilst we do not accept the view that there is such a danger

of China's becoming a Muslim State, yet, if the statement

is correct that Russia viewed the alleged increase of Islam in

China as a coming danger, it would account for some of the

recent actions of the Russian Government. Years ago Dabry

de Thiersant described China as in a state of decay, lying at

the mercy of the first great Power which might covet her

riches, and pointed out the danger of Muslims, in the coming

ruin, forming separate states in some of the provinces. This

forecast of coming events has been, in part, strangely fulfilled.

It remains to be seen whether his estimate of the power of

Islam there is correct.

The Muslims differ both in character and in physiognomy

from the Chinese proper, and show clearly that they are a

mixed race. The Arab, Tafar and Chinese blood may be

traced, though all are so blended as to form a new type. The

original source was the band of 4,000 soldiers who early settled

in the country. Three centuries later, when the conquest of

Genkhis Khan opened up a way of communication between

the East and the West, many Syrians, Arabs, and Persians

came to China. Some were merchants, some soldiers, and

all more or less settlers. They were men strong in physique,

active in habits, and they soon established themselves in the

various localities in which they settled. These strangers, envied

by the people of the country for the political freedom they

enjoyed, possessed every facility for increasing their numbers.

Descendants of Chinese women, the present mass of Chinese

Muslims bear marked traces of a foreign origin, though this is

much more pronounced in some provinces than in others.

Generally speaking, where they are not numerous, it is not

1 Quoted by Dabry de Thiersant in Le Mahomdtisme en Chine, vol. I, p. ii.
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so easy to distinguish them* by their features from the rest of

the people. The Mushm women, though not so tall as the

men, are, generally speaking, more robust and vigorous than

the Chinese women. The feet are small, owing to the adoption

of Chinese customs, but the lower classes do not cramp the feet

of their children. As a race, these Chinese Muslims unite

the good and the bad qualities of the Chinese, the Arabs, and

the Turks, though they are less bigoted than the latter. Their

religion reduces itself to belief in a few articles of faith, to

the practice of circumcision and to the abstention from eating

pork. Only a very few of their leaders make the pilgrimage

to Mecca. They read the Quran in Arabic without under-

standing its meaning. They prefer the occupation of arms and

commerce to the cultivation of the arts and sciences. They
are very clannish, and are reputed to be honest. As Magistrates

they are held in great respect, being looked up to us as

impartial and just in their decisions. Owing to this unity

which binds them together, and also to the concessions they

make to the prejudices of the Chinese people, they enjoy the

same rights and privileges as other subjects, and are not

treated as a foreign body. They are agriculturists, artisans,

merchants, and even officials, if they are qualified for such a

position. The wear the Chinese dress—the long robe and the

pigtail. Their Mosques are not prominent buildings, and the

minarets are kept low so as not to excite the superstition of

the people. They assist at popular fetes, and contribute to

things in which they have no special interest. Those who
hold high official positions even go so far as to perform certain

religious ceremonies connected with the State religion. In

discussions with the learned on religious matters they are

careful to say that they differ from Confucianism chiefly in

matters of a personal nature, such as marriage and funeral

rites, ceremonial ablutions, and the prohibition of pork, wine,

and games of chance. The results is that Islam is looked

upon by the Chinese as a religion similar in many points to

their own. A Chinese writer of the eighteenth century says :

—

" The Arab religion prescribes for the worship of the Supreme
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that which Confucius did for the Chang-Ty, and borrows from

Buddhism what concerns prayer, fasting, ahnsgiving, and certain

rehgious ceremonies."

Islam was introduced into the Yunan province in 1275 A.D.,

and soon spread very rapidly. There were occasional tumults,

but, on the whole, the people lived happily together, until 1817

A.D., when a serious revolt occurred. In 1828 and from 1834

to 1840, the Muslims lived in troublesome times. The cause

of all these tumults was the bad government of the Mandarins,

and when they were put down it was with great barbarity

which led, at the earliest opportunity, to bitter reprisals. In a

petition by a leading Muslim to the Emperor all this is set forth

in detail. The writer goes on to say that the Muslims have

lived for a long time in China, have been loyal subjects and ever

ready to defend the Empire, that now all his relatives have

been massacred and he remains alone and lonely. The Manda-

rins refuse to listen to his complaints and so he appeals to the

Emperor, on whose justice all Muslims trust. The Emperor,

in reply, rebuked the Viceroy of Yunan and reminded him that

the Muslims were children of the State, even as others were,

and that equal justice must be meted out to all. A period of

peace ensued until 1855, when a great insurrection broke out

which lasted until 1874, and in which about two millions Muslims

perished. The origin of the trouble was the massacre of

sixteen hundred men, women and children, because two Chinese

officials were annoyed when the Muslims claimed a just debt from

the one, and refused to subscribe to purchase an umbrella of

honour for the other. The barbarity shown on both sides was

great. Peace was restored at last, but the whole country has

been wasted and one-fourth of its inhabitants have perished, or

have emigrated. The Muslims have again settled down quietly,

but have no hope for the future and Dabry de Thiersant,

looking at the subject from a French standpoint, sees in the

adjoining Protectorate of Tonking an opportunity for favourable

intercourse with them. He considers that sooner or later,

Tonking will become one of the best French Colonies, and
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that it is to French interests to be on good terms with their

neighbours in Yunan. i

There is a very curious legend as to the way in which Islam

was introduced into the province of Tou-Kiue, about the middle

of the tenth century of the Christian era. A ruler, named

Satoc, was as a minor under the authority of his uncle Hariin.

One day Satoc when hunting pursued a wounded hare, which

seeing Satoc all alone turned and said to him ;

—
' Come, my child,

attend to me. AMiy dost thou remain an idolater, why dost

thou not believe in God and in Muhammad the Apostle of God.

I pity you, I do not wish you to go to hell.' Satoc in alarm said :

—
' How can I be saved ' ? The Sage, again speaking through

the hare, said :
—" Eepeat simply the words, ' There is no God

but God and Muhammad is the Apostle of God ' ; repeat these

words, and you will become a Muslim, will go to Paradise and

enjoy all its sensuous pleasures ; refuse to do this and you

go to the torments of hell." Satoc forthwith repeated the creed,

became a Muslim and asked for further instruction. The Sage,

saying that a wise teacher would soon come to him, suddenly

disappeared. Some days after a traveller, named Abu Nasr

Samani, came and for six months further instructed Satoc. His

uncle Hariin was very angry and wished to put him to death,

but before doing so devised a plan by which to test his faith.

He ordered him to lay the first stone of a temple. Satoc was

advised by Abu Nasr to consent, with the mental reservation

that he was laying it for a Mosque and not for an idol temple.

Soon after a civil war ensued. Hariin was killed by Satoc who

by the sword spread Islam far and wide, making, it is said,

thousands of converts in a day. 2 The successors of Satoc were

1 " La France a un beau role a jouer dans I'lndo-Chine, seulement, si elle veut

reussir, il faut qu'elle se penetre bien d'abord de ce qu'elle veut. L'objoctif

une fois determine, il lui sera facile ensuite d'atteindre son but, en etudiant

serieusement les resultats gigantesques obtenus par les Anglais dans I'lnde,

et en sachant profiter des lecons du pass6." Dabry de Thiersant's Le Maho-

mMsme en Chine, vol. I, p. 151.

8 Dabry de Thiersant says:—"il passa sa vie a guerroyer pour r^paudre

par le sabre la doctrine du Prophete." Dabry de Thiersant's Le Mahomitisme

en Chine, vol. I, p. 218.
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good Muslims and prescribed all other religions except Islam

and Nestorianisjn. It was Genghis Khan who, in invading

this province, proclaimed religious liberty.

The Muslims in China enjoy the same rights and privileges

as all the other subjects of the Emperor. All occupations and

all offices are open to them, if they have the means and the

capacity required. At the same time they take great care

not to wound the susceptibilities, or to arouse the prejudices

of the earnest disciples of Confucius. They dress like the rest of

the people, even to the wearing of the pigtail. Their Mosques

do not unduly force themselves on public notice, and minarets

are given up altogether in view of the curious superstition of

the Chinese with regard to buildings. They respect the laws

of the Empire and the usages and customs of the people.

The Government has, as a rule, shown itself favourable to

Islam ; and at different periods has issued decrees to the effect

that Islam has a good object, that it observes natural and social

laws, and that the differences it presents to other religions only

concern simple questions of national usage. In 1289 A.D.

the Emperor Houpilie established at Peking an Imperial College

for Muslims, which shows how strong their influence was even

in the capital of the Empire. At the beginning of the 14th

century the great Arab traveller, Ibn Batutah, speaks of the

great number of Muslims he found in China. In 1384 A.D. the

Emperor Tai-Tson ordered the following statement to be

engraved on a tablet :
—" The Arab books explain the creation of

the universe. The founder of Islam was a great saint, born in

the West, he received from heaven thirty volumes of a book

which has enlightened the world. He is a great king, the first

of saints. He protected kingdoms and their people. He pre-

scribed five daily prayers (namaz) and also mental ones (du'a).

The foundation of his doctrine is the worship of the true God.

He encouraged the poor, consoled the unfortunate, penetrated

into things obscure, and blessed the living. The doctrine

conforms to those of antiquity and of the present."

In 1730 A.D. the Emperor Yung-Shing severely blamed a
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judge who had reported evil of the Muslims, and said :
—

" The

Muhammadans are all the children of the soil and belong to

the Chinese family. I intend that they shall have religious

liberty, for, in common v^^ith the other subjects of the Empire,

they respect the laws. Keligion is an affair of the conscience,

with which no one should interfere."

In the year 1731- the same Emperor in the interests of

agriculture, prohibited the slaughter of cows for food. The

Muhammadans represented to him that, as they could not eat

pork, they would be put to much inconvenience. He replied

to them in an imperial decree, of which the following is an

extract :—" In all the provinces of the empire there have been

for many centuries a great number of Muhammadans, who form

part of my people, and like the rest are my children. I make

no difference between them and those who do not belong to

their religion. I have often received from some officials

complaints against them, because their religion differs from that

of the Chinese, because they speak a different language and

wear a different dress. They accuse them of disobedience and

urge me to take strict measures against them. After examina-

tion, I find these charges groundless. The religion which they

practise is that of their ancestors. Their language differs from

ours, but then there are diverse dialects in China. The

difference in their temples, dress, and manners is of no conse-

quence. They bear good characters and show no signs of

revolting. So long as they observe the social and civil laws

they shall have religious freedom. The magistrates are not to

deal with religious matters. In the interests of agriculture I

have prohibited the killing of cows ; some Muslims object on
this ground that they require beef for food. It is a grave fault

to disobey the Emperor. No good religion allows any one to

injure others. Let the Muslims exhort themselves, correct

this evil, and all will be well. I permit them freedom in the

exercise of their religion ; they, on the other hand, must respect

the laws of the country of which they are adopted children." I

1 Darby de Thiersant's Le Mahorm'tif^vie en Qhine, vol. I, pp. 154-G.

27
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An imperial decree about the same date speaks of the many
MusUms who came to the State examinations, and of the

good conduct of those who had become officials in the Empire.

A judge who had reported evil of them was degraded. The

^Chinese Musalmans, thus allowed freedom in the exercise of

their religion, have lived in the same way as the other

inhabitants of the country. They submit to the same charges,

enjoy the same rights, yet, whilst casting in their lot with

the other subjects of the Empire, have, as regards their

religious position and their personal laws, remained a distinct

community.

The Chinese term for Muslim, given about the thirteenth

century, is Hoey-Hoey, or Hoey-Tsee, 1 which means * return

and submission ', in accordance with the verse in the Quran

which says :

—
" Verily, we are God's, and to Him shall we

return." 2 In the annals of the dynasty of the Mongols

(1260—1368 A.D.) this is the name given to Muslim converts.

The Muhammadans call themselves Mouminin (believers), and

Muslimin (Muslims). The name given to the religion (din) of

Islam is Hoey-Hoey-Kiao or Tsin-Tching-Kiao, the true and

pure religion. This last name dates from 1335 A.D., and its

use was formally authorised by the then Emperor. The most

ancient Mosque is called Tsin-Kiao-Sze, the temple of the pure

religion. The ordinary Mosques are called Ly-Pay-Sze, temples

of the ritual ceremonies. Muhammadan writings are called

Hoey-Hoey-Chou, a name applied to Arabic books and to

Persian ones written in Arabic characters. On the frontier

the old Turkish language is used in books.

The majority of the Chinese Muslims are Sunnis of the

Hanifa mazhab, or sect. As regards the main dogmas of the

1 For a curious discussion as to the derivation of this word, see, M. Gabriel

Deveria's essay in Ceiitenaire de L'Ecole des Langues Orientales Vivantes p. 103.

One writer on the ground that in Chinese H. before 0. may be equal to Kh,
derives the word from ^^-^ U my brother : the plural form is m\»^\ shortened

to Khuan—a technical term for the brethren in a religious Order.

2 y5is.\3 ^\ h'} ^ ^\ Siira ii. 151.
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orthodox creed they are in agreement with their co-reHgion-

ists elsewhere, but in speculative and philosophical questions

they have been influenced by Buddhist and Confucian teaching.

Living isolated for twelve centuries, in the midst of idolaters,

and under a suspicious Government, the prejudices of which

had to be duly considered and deprived of all facilities for

reinvigorating their faith at the sanctuaries of their ancient

saints, they have cultivated a humbler and more tolerant spirit

than is common amongst Muslims in other Eastern lands.

They have never been able in China to assert with bold-

ness that Islam is the one, absolute religion, outside of which

there is no salvation. They have enjoyed equal civil rights

with others, have qualified for and held official positions,

involving conformity to certain national laws and customs

contrary to the spirit of Islam, and necessitating the close

study of certain philosophical doctrines alien to the teaching of

Muhammad. The result is that a certain laxness in practice

has been permitted, and that the dogmatic system has been

influenced by philosophic ideas taken from other religions.

Briefly stated, the cosmogony of the Chinese Muslims is

that when all was void and non-existent, one true Lord existed

by His own essential nature. As regards His substance, will

and actions. He cannot be compared with any other being.

From this two uncreated marvels emanated : first the mandate

(the Kalam, or Word, of the Sufis), which is a communication

from the real substance ; and secondly, reason, of which again

all material forms are but emanations. The nature of man
is said to be the nearest approach to that of God.

The primordial material principle was divided into the male

and female agencies. The former was active, the latter in

repose. These were then transformed into water and fire,

and from the combination of these air and earth were born.

By an eruption of air and fire the sky and the stars were

formed : earth and air met together and land and sea were

produced. The sky and the earth having been thus formed, fire

and water commenced their natural work of the nourishment
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of created things. The four elements combined to form

minerals and animals. The vegetable kingdom was the product

of air and fire, combined with the nutritive properties of earth

and water.

The creation of man was the result of the union in the

primordial material principle of the male and female energies,

combined with the Will of the True One,

The Chinese Muslims believe in Angels and Genii, beings

spiritual and invisible to man. Their forms are perfect, their

beauty unsurpassed, their youth perpetual. They have no

carnal appetites or passions, and do not feel the pangs of hunger

or of thirst. Their functions are to praise God continually

and to transmit His orders rapidly ; to watch over men, to

record their actions in a book and to intercede with God for

them ; to regulate the movements of the earth, the moon, the

planets, seasons, plants and animals. The four chief ones are

Gabriel who reveals the mysteries of God to prophets ; Michael

who directs the elements ; Azrail, the Angel of death ; Israfil,

the guardian of the trumpet and the announcer of the day of

judgment. Munkir and Nakir are the Angels who examine

the corpse in the tomb with regard to its faith when on earth.

Genii are divided into two classes : those who believe in Islam

and are good, those who do not and who dwell in eternal fire.

The 'Arsh, or throne of God, is in the ninth heaven, the

Kursi, 1 or seat, in the eighth, and each has many constellations

around it. The seven lower heavens contain each one planet,

and each has its own special function. The heaven of the

planet Jupiter manifests those things which are hidden ; the

heaven of the planet Mars sets forth the advent of evils and

dangers; the heaven of the Sun is the source of animal and

vegetable vitality and of the changing seasons, climate and

weather ; the heaven of the planet Venus influences the human

1 The 'Arsh and the Kursi were the first things which were created, then

followed the eight heavens and the seven hells. Dabry de Thiecsant's Le

Mahometismc en Chine, vol. II., p. 77.
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voice, smell, taste and form ; the heaven of the planet Mercury

makes dull things clear, and dark things bright ; the heaven

of the Moon affects the tides, the augmentation and diminution

of troubles also depend on it.

All created things return to the True One. He entirely

fills the earth, embraces fully the heavens, and at last all things

return to the great original of all.

God created the world in six days. Adam and Eve were

placed in a garden, and were told not to eat of the fruit of a

certain tree. The Devil, angry because he had been ordered

to prostrate himself before Adam, determined to ruin the two

by making them disobedient. As he could not enter Paradise

he called upon a peacock for aid. The peacock referred him

to a serpent, who consented to assist him. Then follows the

ordinary account of the Fall, which came about by the eating

of forbidden fruit. Adam was banished to the East, Eve to

the West. For three hundred years they lived apart and in

darkness. At last, in mercy, God dispelled the darkness and

ordered Adam to make two rak'ats, or prayers, after which he
gained some strength. Then the sun shone forth brightly,

and four more prayers were said, and all trouble passed away.

At noon, at three in the afternoon, and at night, prayers

were said, and hence the origin of the fivefold daily prayers,

or namaz. An angel soon conducted Adam to Eve, who was

then on Mount Arafat, not far from Mecca. Other angels

brought a tent from Paradise and placed it on a spot where in

after days the Ka'ba was erected. God then taught Adam
the true religion of Islam. This instruction Adam passed on

to his descendants. Noah, after the flood, did the same. In

the earliest days of the Chinese Empire, Islam was the

recognised religion, but a period of ignorance set in and it

was entirely forgotten. In Arabia alone was the true tradition

preserved even unto the time of Muhammad, by men specially

qualified to do it. They may be divided into four classes.

First, those who received a revelation, these are saints;

secondly, those who received and who taught what was in
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the sacred books; thirdly, those who were allowed to add to

or take from the teaching of previous saints and who were

the heads of their respective dispensations—such as Noah,

Abraham, Moses, David, Jesus; fourthly, those who could

sum up all preceding dispensations and establish a final law.

These are the highest of all saints, and there is only one such,

Muhammad, the seal of the Prophets.

The Muhammadans beheve in the salvation of MusHms only

;

but the Chinese Muhammadans say that of non-Muslims one

man in a thousand and one woman in ten thousand will get

salvation. They further teach that as Eve was created from

a bone taken from the left side of Adam, i and as the left side

is inferior to the right one, women are worse than men.

They tempt men to neglect religious duties and lead them

astray. Women are said to love three things only—those who

flatter them, their pleasure, and their own children.

The Chinese Muslims hold that all physical actions are the

result of the immutable decrees of God, that moral acts depend

on the will of the individual, who is free to choose. Each

man is born with a different nature, but, whatever that nature

may be, he does not the less possess the faculty of thinking and

acting, according to his own will, subordinate to the power

of God. The Chinese Muhammadans are, then, practically

what is known in Muslim theology as Qadrians.

As regards their relation to the State, Chinese Muslims

inculcate loyalty to the Emperor, and conform, in a way
unusual for Muslims, to certain practices of the State religion.

That religion is made up of certain rites and ceremonies

performed by the Emperor, and the functionaries who undertake

the duties of priests. Sacrifices are offered to propitiate the

superior powers. The public officials have to take part in

1 Another form of this tradition used against female education is that the

bone, being a rib bone, was bent, and so the disposition of woman is by nature

crooked, and any attempt by education to improve it is clearly contrary to

the natural order of things.
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these observances. The MusHm functionaries, though they

regard the whole thing as ridiculous and superstitious, conform

to the law in their own interest and in that of their community.

They know that such concessions to paganism are absolutely

opposed to the iconoclastic system of Islam, but they yield to

the temptation and hope that under the peculiar circumstances

of the case they may receive pardon, i

The Chinese Muslims prohibit the use of tobacco, but opium

smokers are numerous amongst them. Gambling and games

are illegal, but they evade this by saying that the Prophet

only forbad games of hazard, and allowed draughts and chess,

which depend on the skill of the player. As a matter of fact,

dice, cards, and betting at cock-fights are common, and the

Muslims equally with other Chinese are gamblers. Usury is

prohibited. Musical instruments must not be used in private

or in public. Vocal music also is improper, though passages

from the Quran may be chanted at the time of prayer. Dancing

is altogether wrong. It is also forbidden to make statues of

men or figures of animals : but photographs are allowed. 2

Astrology, divinations, magic, and all calculations based on

auguries and dreams, are utterly condemned. In this respect

the Muslims have not fallen under the spell of the Chinese

custom and practice in these matters. Amongst themselves

they use the ordinary Muslim salutations, but to outsiders

1 " Les functionnaires Mahometans, quoiqu'ils considerent ces ceremonies

comme ridicules et superstitieuses, out prefer^ se conformer a la loi, et se

contentent, quand ces obligations leur sont imposees, de faire in petto des

restrictions que leur foi concilie avec leurs propres interets et ceux de leurs

correligionnaires. Ces concessions ^ont, sans donte, loin d'etre d'accord avec

I'islamisme. Mais ils les regardent comme absolument necessaries a leur

cause, et ils sont convaincus, dans leur iime et conscience, qu' Allah leur pardon-

nera, en raison des difficultes et de I'importance du but qu'ils poursuivent,

cette transgression flagrante de la loi." Dabry de Thiersant's Le MahwnHisme
en Chine, vol. II, p. 174.

8 It is sometimes said that as the sunlight does this and not man, this

pictorial representation of the human form does not come under the prohibi-

tive law.
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they use the form common to all. They accept the Simnat

as a rule of faith and their law is based on this and on the

traditions, on the unanimous consent of the early disciples

and on analogical reasoning. These are technically called the

Sunnat, Ijma' and Qias.i

Education is regulated partly by the Islamic law, and partly

by the State system. At the age of four years, four months,

and four days, a lad begins to read the Quran by rote. This

is called the Bismillah. When he is about seven years old

his general education begins. The Mosque schools are adapted

to this purpose, and the Chinese, Arabic, and Persian languages

are taught. This education is carried on till the young man
is twenty-one years old. Later on, provided he passes the

necessary examinations, he can enter the service of the State.

If the lad is to devote his life to some manual trade the

course of education is different. Girls do not receive a general

education.

In each Mosque a tablet is suspended on which a Chinese

inscription is written, indicating a wish that the Emperor may
live for an indefinite time. This is regarded as an official

authorisation of the erection of the Mosque. The Mosques

have no minarets, and the Mu'azzin announces prayer from

the front entrance, and not, as usual elsewhere, from an elevated

position. This is done in order not to excite the prejudices

of the Chinese people. There are no convents or monasteries

in China. The Imam and the Mu'azzin live separately. They

enjoy a certain portion of the revenue of the Mosque to which

they are attached. In some provinces a certain amount of

authority is accorded to them over the Muslim people in matters

of religion, but they have no coercive jurisdiction and cases of

dispute ultimately go before the Chinese authorities.

The books composed and published by the Chinese Muslims

are not sold publicly, owing to the suspicious character of the

1 For a full explanation of these terms, see Sell's Faith of Isldvi, p. 15-40.
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Government and the prejudices of the h'terary classes. It is said

that the first Muhamniadan book published in Chinese appeared

in 1642, and that it was written in order to show the points

in common between Islam and Confucianism. In 1662 a large

work was written, expounding the faith as made known by

the early Muslim historians and theologians. At the com-

mencement of the eighteenth century, the author Lieon Tsee

published works on the biography of the Prophet and on

dogmatic theology. These are still the standard works on

Islam. This writer has, however, been reproached for making

too many concessions to the opinions of the learned men
amongst the followers^f Confucius. Works in Arabic and

in Persian with Chinese translations also appear from time to

time.

From the above statements it will be seen that Muslims in

China possess much religious liberty, but that they purchase

this by conforming to pagan practices and ceremonial, and by

a subserviency to the prejudices of the State officials and of

the literary classes, in a manner not usual amongst their co-

religionists in other lands. As regards their dogmatic beliefs

they may be classed as orthodox Muslims, but they are

certainly lax and time-serving in their conduct and relation

to others of an alien faith. Now and again they have broken

out into rebellion, but, notwithstanding what men like Professor

Vasilieff may say, it seems very doubtful whether a body of

men, who for many centuries have conformed to customs

repugnant to the true Muslim, can ever become the political

force which, it is said, Eussia fears they may become, or are

at all likely to prove a hostile power in the future develop-

ments of the Chinese Empire.

28
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"VII.

The various portions which now form the Quran were recited

by the Prophet during a period of twenty-three years, but

during his hfetime they were never collected together or system-

atically arranged. Passages were written on palm leaves,

leather, and on such other materials as came to hand, by

individual hearers, but these were all disconnected and had no

special authority. The great storehouse of the Quran was the

marvellous memory of the Arab people. It was recited again

and again at each act of worship, and it was held in such

reverence that the committal of it to memory was an act of

the highest virtue.

We owe the Quran as we now have it to two recensions,

made by the first and third Khalifs, Abu Bakr and 'Usman.

-At the battle of Yemana, probably within a year of the death

of the Prophet, when the usurper Musailama was overthrown,

a great many of the Quran reciters were slain, and 'Umr,

afterwards the second Khalif, began to fear lest the true text

should be lost. There is a well authenticated tradition by

Zaid ibn Sabit which records 'Umr's speech :
—

" I fear," he

said to Abu Bakr, " that the battle may again wax hot amongst

the Quran reciters in other fields of battle, and that much may
be lost therefrom ; now, therefore, my advice is that thou
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shouldst give speedy orders for the collection of the Quran."

This advice approved itself to the Khalif. He then summoned

to his presence Zaid, who had been an amanuensis of the

Prophet and had a great reputation for his knowledge of the

Quran. He said to him :

—
" Thou art a young man and wise

;

against whom no one amongst us can cast an imputation

;

and thou wert wont to write down the inspired revelations of

the Prophet of the Lord, wherefore now search out the

Quran and bring it all together." Zaid collected it from the

passages written as we have described, from all who could

remember any portion, and when the whole was completed it

was probably given to the Khalif Abu Bakr. It then came

into the possession of the Khalif ' Umr who gave it to his

daughter Hafasa, one of the widows of Muhammad. This

edition was for ten years the only one in full use.

The work whilst in progress was superintended by 'Umr.

It is said that he accepted nothing as part of the Quran which

was not testified to by two persons. A case in point is the

stoning verse, " The married man and the married woman
when they commit adultery, then stone them without doubt."

'Umr said he could not vouch for this, but that he would

have inserted it had he not feared that he might be charged

with having added something to the Quran. He himself

knew the verse, but could not find corroborative testimony.

The fact that stoning is the Muhammadan legal punishment

for adultery and that no other basis for it is known except

this verse which 'Umr withdrew, seems to show that he had

some authority for his statement. Anyhow its omission shows

the care taken with this recension.

In the arrangement of the Quran, Zaid seems to have had

original passages before him and to have put them together

without much regard to the sense. Thus we have the name

Suhuf , loose leaves ; and Suras, the rows, the name now given

to the various chapters. A tradition recorded by Ibn 'Aliya

says:
—"Zaid after much labour compiled the Quran without

any order of Suras." Some orthodox Muslims hold that the
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present form was ordained by God, and follows an arrangement

made by the Companions of the Prophet ; in which case it is

difficult to see the need of Abu Bakr's recension.

It is said by the German critic, Weil, that Abii Bakr altered

some passages. Thus Weil adduces the tradition that 'Umr

would not believe that the Prophet was dead and vehemently

expressed his doubts, until Abu Bakr recited some passages

from the Quran on the subject of the death of Muhammad.

Weil considers that 'Umr and other Muslims did not know of

these passages and that Abii Bakr invented them. But Noldeke,

Muir, and other competent critics think that this is a gratuitous

assumption without the least foundation in fact.

The circumstances are these : 'Umr, on seeing the placid

countenance of the Prophet, said :

—
" He is not dead, he hath

only swooned away." To one who tried to convince him he

replied, " Thou liest, the Apostle of God is not dead . . . the

Prophet of the Lord shall not die, until he has rooted out every

hypocrite and unbeliever." In words similar to these he

addressed the crowd which had now gathered together. Then

Abu Bakr said:
—"Silence! 'Umr, sit thee down, be quiet.

Hath not the Almighty revealed this verse to the Prophet,

saying, ' Verily thou shalt die and they shall die.' i And again,

after the battle of Uhud, the revelation came, ' Muhammad is

no more than an Apostle : other Apostles have already passed

away before him. If he die, therefore, or be killed, will ye turn 2

upon your heels ?
' 3 Let him then know, whosoever worshippeth

Muhammad, that Muhammad is dead. " Then 'Umr was

satisfied. There are also other passages which speak of death,

. Cj-- CjS' - S
1 ^yu^ ^\ ] «,-«• «d»\ Sdra xxxix. 31.

2 i.e., return to idolatry. A report had been spread in the battle of Uhud that

IMuhammad was slain.

l^Uc^ Jjli Siira iii. 138.
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such as :
—"Have We granted to man before thee a life that shall

last for ever; if thou then die, shall they live for ever?

Every soul shall taste of death"! "Every soul shall taste of

death : then to Us shall ye return," 2 Abu Bakr must, there-

fore, be pronounced innocent of the fraud charged upon him, for

it is unreasonable to suppose that he interpolated them all. Weil

also considers that verse 14 of Sura xlvi. is an interpolation.

"We have commanded man to show kindness to his parents,

his mother beareth him and bringeth him forth with pain,

and his bearing and his weaning is thirty months ; until when
he attaineth strength and the age of forty years, he saith, '

Lord give me inspiration, that I may be grateful for Thy favour

wherewith thou hast favoured me and my parents.' " Accord-

ing to the commentator Husain, Abu Bakr embraced Islam in

his thirty-eighth year. His parents were also converted, and
in his fortieth year he said:—"0 Lord give me inspiration

that I may be grateful." Thus this verse has been supposed to

refer to him, but this by no means proves that he interpolated

it, for had he wished to introduce a verse about himself, he

surely would have invented one far less obscure. This charge

then may be dismissed as having no basis in fact.

Although the recension thus made under the direction of

Abii Bakr was of the nature of a private undertaking, and too

much importance ought not to be attached to it, yet it was

of great value as forming the basis for the authoritative

recension of the Khalif 'Usman. Some authorities consider it

uncertain whether Zaid completed his work before the death

1 csJ^\ AwU (j~d* J.^ (;J^J^* ^ fcS-N/* (J>>Vi^ JJ^^ cdLi (^ j^ UU» U .

Sura xxi. 35—6.

The phrase cdLi (^—before thee—is ambiguous and it might seem to imply

that Mu^;ammad was different to those gone before and would not die, but the

Commentators do not so interpret it and deduce from the whole passage the

universality of death.

3 (^j»^y VjuI\ ^° *^y*^\ iJu\6 ^J>M J^ Si!ira xxix. 51.
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of Abu Bakr or not, and the fact that the work when finished

was handed over to Hafasa, the daughter of 'Umr, would imply

that Abu Bakr was now dead. In any case the private nature

of the undertaking is evident.

With the great mass of the people there was no critical

study of the Quran, for they were far too busy with the

ceaseless fighting that went on, and in the accumulation of

booty. The result was that they went on reciting the Quran

as they had been accustomed to do and paid little attention

to Z aid's arrangement, and many knew very little about it.

After the battle of Kadesia (637 A.H.), 'Umr ordered the leader

of the victorious army to divide the booty amongst the warriors

who were best acquainted with the Quran. One was called

up and he replied that he had been so engaged in fighting

that he did not know anything by heart. Another said that

he only knew the ' Bismillah '—
' In the name of God most

merciful and compassionate'. As time went on, even amongst

professed scholars, discrepancies arose, and those who in their

several districts were looked upon as authorities maintained

the superiority of the readings they favoured and quarrels

commenced on the subject. The inhabitants of Hims stood

by the readings of Al Miqdad bin Al-Aswad ; the Kufites by

those of Ibn Mas'ud ;
i the Basrites by those of Abii Miisa,

and so on. The consequences threatened to be very serious,

for men wondered how, as the Quran sent down by God

was one, there could be different texts, and so the Khalif

' Usman determined to bring out a new and authoritative

recension. He appointed Zaid, who was a native of Madina,

and some learned men amongst the Quraish2 to do the work.

They took Abu Bakr's compilation as the basis of the new

1 One of the Prophet's saying is thus recorded :
—" Whosoever wishes to

recite the Quran correctly and with elegance let him follow the reading of Ibn

Mas'dd." Ibn Mas'ud refused at first to give up his copy to the revision com-

mittee. The Khalif ordered him to be beaten, from the effect of which he died.

Journal Asiatique, Deccmbrc 1843, p. 385.

3 This was the Mcccan tribe or family to which the Prophet belonged.
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book, and collected all the copies they could get. When they

had finished the work, 'Usman destroyed all the books of

the old edition he could get, except the copy which belonged

to Hafasa. This, however, was destroyed soon after by Manoan,

the Governor of Madina. The now authorised edition was

sent forth into all the provinces as the only recognized book.

In the case of any difference of opinion, Zaid had to give

way, and the final decision lay with the Quraish members

of the revision committee, or with the Khalif himself. Thus

the Quran was preserved in the Meccan dialect. An example

of the Khalif s interference is given in the tradition which

records that ' Aii wished to write '^A) with ji
= the others with

c? as djoli and 'Usman decided in favour of the latter, as being

according to the Quraish dialect. This is rather an unfortu-

nate illustration, as ci;.yl5 is not an Arabic word, but was

borrowed by Muhammad from the Eabbinical Hebrew. ^ All

the various traditions on such points are intended to show

that the recension is according to the Meccan dialect, the

language of Gabriel and of Muhammad. It is said by some

that the Khalif had a political motive in his action in this

matter, and that he hoped that the settling of doubt as to

the Quranic text and the production of an authorised edition,

would raise him in the estimation of the true believers and

so strengthen his party against their adversaries, who were

numerous and powerful. This may be so, but he had the

support and sanction of the Companions of the Prophet, for

without their assent and co-operation it could not have been

done. It is evident that the Khalif collected all the revelations

he could procure, and exercised care and caution. Ibn Zubair

says:
—"I read to ' Usman the verse, 'Such of you as shall

die and leave wives shall bequeath their wives a year's main-

tenance without causing them to quit their homes ' 2 ; but the

1 See Geiger's Judaism and Isldm (S.P.C.K., Madras), p. 31.

f Sura ii. 240.
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phrase ' quit their homes ' is abrogated by other verses, i

so why have you written it?' Then 'Usman said, '0 my
nephew, leave it, I will not change anything from its place.'

"

The present form of the Quran was established by Zaid and

his coadjutors. They retained the Bismillah, except at the

heading of Siira ix. The reason they gave for this was that

they were in considerable doubt as to whether Siiras viii. and

ix. should not come together. At last they finally agreed to

separate them, but omitted the Bismillah, as that is a very

definite sign of separation. Its absence shows that there was
some doubt about the division into two Suras. The arrange-

ment of the Suras is quite arbitrary and depends on no

principle at all. Many Suras are very composite. Probably

the people could not tell Zaid when various parts which they

brought to his notice were revealed, and so the portions got

mixed up together without any regard to dates or place. Thus
when Muhammad bin Sirin asked 'Akrama whether the Quran
was to be in chronological order, he said:—"Collect it just

as it came down, first portion first, second second, and so

on
; -if men and genii tried they could not do it in this

order."

In fact, the age and the men were uncritical, and the only

apparent rule followed was to arrange the portions of a Sura

in the best way possible and then to put the longer Siiras

first in order and the shorter ones last, without any reference

to chronological sequence.

Some of the Siiras have single letters prefixed to them,

the meanings of which it is impossible to determine. These

are the letters A.L.M. ; A.L.M.K. ; i.L.E. ; T.A. ; Kaf, Ha,

Ya, 'Ain, Sad. 2 This latter set occurs in the beginning of

Sura xix., which contains the histories of John the Baptist

and of Christ, and which was recited to the King of Abyssinia

in the presence of the ambassadors whom Muhammad sent

1 e.g., V. 234, which limits the obligation to four months and ten days.
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to him. This had led Dr. Sprenger to suppose that these

mystic words stand for a Christian symbol, just as the letters

I.N.R.I. stand for Jesus Nazarenus Rex Judceorum. So he

would make out of these letters the following sentence :

—

In Arabic, it is not necessary to use the first letter of a word

for an abbreviation. The most prominent letter in a word

can be taken, so Dr. Sprenger takes ? ^ lJ '"ind ^ and

supposes the words were written thus and were read, l as

legends on coins are read, from below, thus :

—

c = ^y»jk.£ and fjc = ijj"^^ that is, Jesus the Nazarene.

L^ = eJ^Lc and Jt = ^^J^. that is. King of the Jews.

This is very curious but not at all probable. Ibn Khaldun

says :
—

" God has placed these letters in several SAras as a

sort of defiance, as if He had said,
—

' These are the elements

which compose the Quran, take them and make a book equal

to it in style.' " This is in accordance with the idea that

just as men know these letters but can make nothing out of

them, so no one can compose anything equal to the Quran.

Several explanations are given by Sale in the preliminary dis-

course to his translation of the Quran. Noldeke considers them

to have been private marks of the owners put on the copies

lent to Zaid, which have inadvertently crept into the text.

Muslims believe that the Quran is incorruptible

—

" a book

whose verses are established in wisdom, and then set forth with

clearness " 2 ; but the fact that 'Usman and his company of

revisers had to consider a variety of readings, to weigh their

authority, and if necessary to discard them in favour of the

Meccan readings, caused no small scandal. But a way was

found out of the difficulty. Abu Ibn Kab, one of the

Companions, became so famous as a reciter of the Quran that

the Prophet himself said :

—" Read the Quran under Ibn Kab."

1 Journal of tlie Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. 20, p. 280.

9 .^Jui p 'i^y ti'^'^A vLks> Sura xi. 1.

29
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Ibn Kab one day stated that, scandalised at man after man
who entered the Mosque repeating the Quran in different ways,

he spoke to Muhammad about it. Tlie Prophet said :—" Abii

Ibn Kab ! intelligence was sent to me to read the Quran in

one dialect, and I was attentive to the Court of God, and

said :
—

* Make easy the reading of the Quran to my sects.'

Then instructions were sent to me a second time saying, ' Kead
the Quran in two dialects.' Then I turned myself to the

Court of God, saying, ' Make easy the reading of the Quran
to my sects.' Then a voice was sent to me the third time,

saying, ' Kead the Quran in seven dialects.' " There is also a

tradition that 'Umr said :

—
" During the lifetime of the Prophet

I heard a man read a chapter of the Quran. I heard the

readings which he followed, and, as they were different from

those which I knew and which I had heard from the mouth

of the Prophet, I feared the Namaz would be spoilt. At the

close of the Prayers I was angry with him and struck him a

blow, and demanded to know where he had heard these

readings. He declared that he had heard them from Muhammad.

We then went to -the Prophet to settle the dispute. He said

they were correct and added, ' In truth, the Quran is revealed

in seven dialects, read it in as many ways as you can.' " l

1 Journal Asiatiqiie, Decembre 1843, p. 378. This tradition concerning the

"seven readings" is referred to in well-known boolcs thus:

^fJ\ iiu. . Jb ^0^;"^^ Jy\ ^^^ QurAn was revealed in seven I'eadings

(words)

—

Masdbih.

ui>U5 *<-.» JLc o\\fi\ Ay\ The QurAn was revealed in seven dialects

—

Majma'u'l

GhardHb.

^U. »_*L^ ^I^ »_i^^ &jL^ ^Jsi. (^\^\ Jy The Qurdn descended with seven

readings, all perfect and sacred

—

Majma'u'l Bihdr.

It is said that the seven dialects were those of the Quraish, Hawdzin, Tai,

Hazil, Himyar, Shaqif, and Yaman.

Others say that the "seven readings" represent seven different copies, of

which two were in use in IMadina, one in Mecca, one in Kufa, one in Basra, one in

Syria, and one called the ' common edition ' which is the one now in use. MfrzA

Kdzim Beg points out that this 'last explanation is untenable, as the seven

different copies did not come into existence until after the death of the Prophet.
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This removed all difficulty, and the foresight displayed by the
Prophet in thus obtaining a divine sanction for the various
ways of reading the Quran was looked upon as a proof of
his inspiration. Thus arose the 'haft qira'at ', or 'seven
readings

'
of the Quran now recognised. These are called after

seven men famous as Quran readers, and as 'Usman's Quran
had no vowel points, great opportunities for differences in

pronunciation arose. In course of time public opinion settled

down on two of the styles as most appropriate, and now these

are in actual use. The reading-style of Hafs, a disciple of

Imam 'Asim, is followed in India, and that of Nafi' in Africa

and Arabia, i

The fact- that 'Usman, when his own recension was com-
plete, burnt all the copies of the older edition he could find

was made the basis of a charge of the alteration of the original

text. He defended himself thus : " They say that I burnt the

Quran. I did it because it was in small portions in the hands

of men and every one said :

—
' I have the best one.' I collected

them all, placed a long Sura first, a medium length one in the

middle, and a short one at the end, arranged all well and

handed them over to men ; but the Qurans which they had

I collected and burnt." The probability is that 'Usman
made the best recension then possible, but there are traditions

regarding other forms of the book, for they did not all become

extinct at once. Of these the most important are those of

Ubai ibn Kab and of Ibn Mas'iid. Ubai is said to have brought

together Suras cv. and cvi., contrary to the sense. He varies

the order of the Suras and is said 'to have added two new
ones, called Siiratu'l Khala' and Suratii'l Hafd, or, as it is also

called, Suratu'l Qamit. These are

:

"In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.

O God we pray Thee for help and forgiveness : we praise

Thee and are not unthankful towards Thee, and we let go and

1 A fuller account of these Qaris, or Quran Readers, and the ' varioub readiugb '

which they have introduced will be found in an Appendix.
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forsake every one who trespasses against Thee."

" In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.

God we serve Thee, and to Thee do we pray, and Thee

do we worship ; we hasten to Thee ; we strive after Thee ; we

hope for Thy pity, and we fear Thy punishment. Truly, Thy

punishment overcomes the unbelievers."

These may have been simple -prayers, written on the margin

of a Quran, but it is not clear whether this is the case or

not. The oldest book in which Noldeke found them is one

written in the fifth century of the Hijra. The second Siira of

these two, it is said, should be placed in the Quran after the

words of Siira x. 10, " Glory be to Thee, God, and their

salutation therein ' Peace '." There are expressions in these

Suras not found in the authorised Quran, e.g., ^)\ and iXa^.

Then JtS is not constructed with the accusative, but with l-j*

Again jjs? in the sense of trespass does not take the accusative.

The objection is taken to these 8uras, that in them man
addresses God and not God man ; but Sura i. in the Quran is

similar in style, and in any case the word Jj , ' say ', may be

understood, so this objection has no weight. According to the

Traditions these prayers seem to have been known in early

times.

Ibn Mas'iids copy omitted Suras i., cxiii., and cxiv. 'Ali's

copy of the Quran is said to have been arranged chronolog-

ically, Siira xcvi. being put first; but as it is not extant, it is

impossible to say whether this account is correct or' not. The

copy possessed by 'Ayesha is said to have been arranged in a

different order from the one made by Zaid. Other copies joined

together Suras xciii. and xciv., but they have all disappeared.

The most serious opponent of 'Ugman's text was Ibn

Mas'ud, a companion of the Prophet and a great theologian.

Ibn Mas'ud refused to give up his copy of the Quran to the

President of the Kevision Committee and thus incurred the

anger of the Khalif, by whom he was publicly chastised. He
died a few days after from the effects of the beating he had
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received. This unnecessary and cruel act on the part of the

KhaUf was disapproved of by his contemporaries, and has ever

since been looked upon by the Shi'ahs as an atrocious crime.

But notwithstanding the number of enemies 'Ugman had, his

Quran held its ground, and as any valid cause of opposition

would have found eager partisans, we must assume from the

general acceptance given to it, that it was looked upon as

genuine. By far the most serious objection to it is that made
by the Shi'ahs, though there is no good historical evidence

that 'Ali or his followers in the earliest period ever rejected

'Ugman's book. The charges made against him are of much
later date, and though their historical value may not be great,

they cannot be entirely overlooked. No doubt some copies of

the Quran were preserved by their owners in spite of the

Khahf's orders that all should be destroyed. A Shi'ah tradition

records that " the Prophet said,
—

' 'Ali ! Truly the Quran
delivered to you is written in fragments on pieces of silk and of

skin ; collect them, but do not act as the Jews did with the Book
of the Law.' 'Ali said that he received this copy covered up

in a yellow cloth, and read it to the Prophet in his house."

This was why, according to Shi'ah tradition, 'Ali said the

Quran ought to be kept in his family. When 'Umr asked

him to lend his copy in order that other copies might be

compared with it, he refused, saying that the Quran he pos-

sessed was the most accurate and perfect, and could not be

submitted to any changes and alterations which might be

found necessary in the other copies. He said that he intended

to hand down his copy to his descendants to be kept until the

advent of the Imam Mahdi. i Assuming that this tradition is

1 Journal Asiatiq^ne, Decembre 1843, p. 387.

It is said that 'Ali, after the death of the Prophet, read to the Compan-

ions a complete version which he had received from the Prophet.

i^fi\ 'iy^\ <.s.«*a-e U-^ ft^*!-a» S j i>j»-*^\ ) i^AsJ (j^\f^\ J ;J/a^\ ) «_AfeJ\ ^^
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correct, the question naturally arises as to how it was that

*Ali did not get his own copy recognised as the one and only

authorised book. The reply is that, in the troublous times in

which he lived, he had neither the leisure nor the opportunity

to convince the Muslims who supported his rivals that they

had been unjustly dealt with, nor could he circulate his own

copy of the Quran without calling in all of 'Usman's copies

and this was an act he dared not venture on. It would have

simply increased the already existing dissensions and have

hastened his downfall, so he left the matter alone. After the

assassination of 'Ali, his sons Hasan and Husain were subju-

gated by Mu'awiya, and outwardly, at least, acknowledged the

authorised Quran as the true one, and said that the Faithful

should use it as it was, without any regard to other passages or

fragments regarded by some of their followers as intrinsic

portions of the true text. In secret, however, they assured their

partisans that the complete Quran would remain concealed

until the appearance of Al Mahdi, the last Imam, at the close

of the present dispensation.

According to Shaikh Abu Ja'faru'l Qiimi their case stood

thus'.l "We beheve that the Quran given to the Prophet is

contained within its covers, and is now found in use. The

number of Suras is generally acknowledged to be one hundred

and fourteen, but according to our view Suras xciii. and xciv.

form one ;
Suras cv, and cvi. also form one ; Suras viii. and

ix. 2 form one, and he who attributes to us a Quran different

from this is a liar."

cjiibS. i-jn~i^f ^^ ; i>JcJ{j ijj-^ c/^ f^^ ) <.5**^b
^"^"^

) bf^ r^ ^-^ ) **^

Journal Asiatique, Decembre 1843.

2 As the Bismillah is omitted before Sura ix., some Sunnis also looked upon

it as part of the previous Sura..
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As already explained, the Shi'ahs defend the assent given to

'Usman's recension by the assertion of their belief that the

hidden parts will be made known to the whole Muslim world

by Imam Mahdi. Still some of the more fanatic Mullas i of

the Shi'ah sect, hold that certain passages are even now

authoritative, and charge 'Umr and 'Usman with having

suppressed or altered them. .
They describe the defects in the

present Quran as due to

(i) Omission of certain words and phrases. 2

Thus in Sdra iv. 164 we read:—" God is Himself witness of

what He hath sent down to thee coticerning 'All;'' in Siira

V. 71, "0 Apostle ! proclaim all that hath been sent down to

thee from the Lord concerning 'Ah;" in Sura iv. 136, ''Of

a truth those who believed and then became unbelievers, then

believed and again became unbelievers, and then increased their

unbelief with regard to the family of Muhammad and their

rights,'' it is not God who will pardon them ; and in Siira xxvi.

228, " But they who treat them, the family of Muhammad
and their rights, unjustly shall know what a lot awaiteth

them."

(ii) Alteration of verses or passages.

In Siira iii. 106, " Ye are the best nation that hath been

raised up unto mankind : ye enjoin the just and forbid the

evil." For 'nations' read 'Imams', that is, i*j| for Juj. The

1 The names are 'Ali bin Ibrahimu'l Qiimi ; Muhammad Ya'qubu'l Kulaini

;

Shaikh Ahmad bin 'Ali Tdlibu't Tabrasi and Shaikh Abix 'Ali't Tabrasi.

2 The parts said to have been omitted are printed in the Arabic given below,

enclosed in brackets ; in the English text they appear in italics.

(Ji ^) i^\ ^}\ U> Z^ dl5\ i;j^ Sura iv. 164.

(
JUi ^) J^ ^ ^\ jy'^ U JL: j^^^ ^ b Sdra V. 71.

^ jiiJ 4ij\ ^;^ Ji3
Siira iv. 136.

^jj^Jlft;j s-^ln^^ o\ (r*^f^ A4.as^ Jl) \f»^ {j».^\ ^•^^*s— ; Sura xxvi. 228.
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Shl'ahs support their reading by saying that the description

given of the enjoining and the forbidding appHes more cor-

rectly to the Imams as rulers than to a nation in its

corporate capacity.

In Sura xxv. 74, " O our Lord ! give us in our wives and off-

spring the joy of our eyes and make us examples to those that

fear Thee." For ' make us examples to those that fear Thee

'

t.«Ul ^jJ^iuAl] UUs^l read * make for us Imams, from those that

fear Thee,"— UUI ^^aii^l! ^^ UI J«»-l that is, from 'Ali and

his descendants.

In Siira xiii. 12, " Each one has angels before him and

behind, who watch over him by God's order." The Shi'ahs

read " Each one has Angels behind him and guardians (*w^>J,)

who watch over him by God's order."

In Sura xi. 20, " (With such shall he—Muhammad—be

compared) who rest upon clear proofs from their Lord ? to

whom a witness from him reciteth (the Quran) preceded by

the Book of Moses, a guide and mercy." i The other reading

is, ' To whom a witness from him reciteth (the Quran), a

guide and mercy, preceded by the Book of Moses." 2 The

witness, who is the " guide and mercy," is *AH who comes

from him, that is Muhammad. Thus it is not, as in the

received text, the Book of Moses which is the " guide and

mercy." The whole verse is a difficult one. Some say the

witness is Gabriel, who came from Him (God) and recited the

Quran to Muhammad. Some say the ' clear proof ' is Muham-

mad and the witness 'Ali ; others that the ' witness ' is the

Quran itself. 3

In Sura xxiii. 39, " There is no life beyond our present life

;

we die and we live and we shall not be quickened again."

1 lit-j^ UU\ Jg-^ JJ;.^ &Li (^^ hS* jaU 6^^ ^^^j ^^ dX^^ yL^ y-»i\

3 Khuldgatu't Tafdslr, Vol. II, p. 383.
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The Shi'ahs say that the order must be inverted— ' we live

and -we die '.i

(iii) Verses defective in respect of their order.

Siira ii. 58: "He (Moses) said, 'What, will ye exchange that

which is worse for what is better? Get ye down into Egypt,

for ye shall have what ye asked.' " It is said that in the

correct and true Quran these words were immediately followed

by others, now found in Sura v. 23 :
" They said, ' O Moses !

Therein are men of might and verily we can by no means

enter in until they be gone forth.'
"

In Sura xxv. 6 the opponents of Muhammad say of the

Quran, " Tales of the Ancients hath he put in writing and they

were dictated to him morning and evening." It is said that

in the original Quran these words were followed by a passage

now found in Siira xxix. 47, in which God says to Muhammad,
" Thou didst not recite any book (of revelation) before it

;

with that right hand of thine thou didst not transcribe one."

But the most serious charge of all is that of the omission of

a whole Sura, called the Suratu'n-Nurain, or ' Two Lights',

by which Muhammad and 'AH are meant. It is as follows :

—

" In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.

" ye who believe, believe in the two lights We have sent

down, who have recited Our signs and warned you of the

punishments of the Last Day. These two lights (proceed)

the one from the other. 2 Truly, I am the Hearer, the

Knower.

" For those who obey the orders of God and of His Prophet,

for them, according to these verses, there is a Paradise of

Delights ; but those who disbelieve after they have believed,

and who break their promise and that which the Prophet

had stipulated for them, shall be cast into Hell.

]_i.e., for j_3!^aJ^ wj*i read »^^^ ,.59*^

2 A reference to the Shl'ah interpretation of Sura xi. v. 30, according to

which 'Ali proceeds from Muhammad,

30
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" They who have injiirefl their own sonls and have been dis-

obedient to the successor of the Prophet ^ {i.e., 'AH), they

shall drink of the scalding water.

" Truly, God is He who gives light to the heavens and to

the earth, and who chooses the angels, the Prophets, and who

makes believers ; they are His creation, He creates what He
wills : there is no God but He, the merciful and gracious.

" Truly, those who were before them have deceived their

prophets. I have punished them for their deceit, and my
punishment is severe and strong.

"Truly, God has destroyed 'Ad and Samud 2 on account of

what they did and has made them as a memorial to you, but

ye did not l^elieve. And He did the same with regard to

Pharaoh for his opposition to Moses and his brother Aaron.

He drowned him and all who followed him as a sign to 5^ou,

yet most of you are perverse. Truly, God will gather them

together in the day of resurrection, and they will not be able

to answer when questioned : for them is the Hell, for God is

knowing and wise.

" Prophet ! publish my warnings, perhaps they will follow

them. In truth, they who turned from my signs and my
orders have perished. As to those who keep thy covenant, I

1 'Ali is called &i3\
J*-.^ ^^

9 The tribe of 'Ad dwelt to the north of Mecca and that of Samud near by.

The prophet Hdd was rejected by the 'Adites and the prophet Sdlih by the

Sam\idites. These men were probably Jewish teachers or Christian evangelists.

The destruction of the tribes is referred to in Siiras vii. 71-77 ; Ixxxix. 5-13.

Muhammad attributed the disappearance of these tribes to supernatural causes,

but a very simple explanation of the fact can be given. The Roman merchants,

by opening up direct communication between the Indian Ocean and Suez,

destroyed to a great extent the caravan trade of Arabia. Syria and Northern

Arabia also became the arena of conflict between Persia "and Byzantium. The

whole country fell into disorder, cities were ruined and the people in large

numbers returned to a wandering life and some tribes disappeared altogether.

Muhammad made skilful use of a perfectly natural event to show how divine

vengeance followed a people who rejected a prophet, and thus gave a warning to

people who might be tempted to reject hini,
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reward them with the Paradise of DeHghts. Truly, God is

the Pardoner and the great Kewarder.

" Truly, 'Ali is one of the pious men, and we will restore

his rights to him at the Day of Judgment. We are not

ignorant of the injustice done to Him. We have exalted him

above all thy family, and he and his posterity are patient and

his enemies are the chief of sinners.

" Say to those who have disbelieved after they had believed,

' You have sought the glory of worldly life and have hastened

to gain it, and have forgotten what God and His prophet

promised you, and you broke the promises after a strict order

about them.' We have given you examples, perhaps you may
be guided.

"0 Prophet! We have sent the manifest signs; in them

are shown who will believe on him ('Ali) and who after thee

will turn away from him ('Ali).

" Turn from them ; certainly they turn aside and certainly

We will summon them on the Day (of Judgment), when
nothing shall avail them and no one shall pity them. Truly,

there is a place for them in Hell and they shall not return.

Praise the name of thy Lord and be of those who worship

Him.

" Truly, We sent Moses and Aaron with what was needed

and they rebelled against Aaron. Patience is good, so we

changed them to monkeys and pigs,^ and have cursed them

till the day of resurrection. Be patient, they will be pun-

ished. We have sent thee an order, as We did to preceding

prophets. We have appointed to thee a successor 2 from among

them : perhaps they will return. He who turns from my

1 Suras ii. 62; v. G5; vii. 166

In the first and third of these references, the punishment is awarded on

account of Sabbath breaking, in the second for the rejection of the scriptures.

It is not in any way couuoctcd with Moses and Aaron. The orthodox leaders,

therefore, hold this passage to be spurious and so the whole Si'ira to be void

of any authority.

3 ix., 'Ali.
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order, I'roiu him I will turn, they get but little benefit from

their unbelief. Do not ask about those who break the law.

" Prophet ! We have made for thee a compact on the

necki of those who believe
;
possess it and be of the number

of those who are thankful.

" Truly, 'Ali is constant in prayer at night making the

prescribed prostrations -(sajidan>, and he fears the Last Day

and hopes for mercy from his God.

" Say, how can those be compared who make tyranny, and

those who know my troubles. They will place charms on their

necks and they will repent of their works.

'* We gave good news to thee of pious descendants, and they

will not be disobedient ; my peace and my mercy is on them,

living or dead, and on the day when they shall rise again.

My anger is on those who after thee transgress amongst

them. Truly, they are a bad people and will wander from the

right way ; but those who go on in the way, on them is my
mercy and they will be safe in the lofty rooms (of Paradise).

" Praise be to the Lord of both worlds. Amen."

The following is the Arabic text of this Sura, which is

known as Siiratu'n Niirain.

1 i.e., they must keep it.
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--^ C^,>CB

1

- - "
,

- I

^i J O u^'*^^ c;'*^ ^r?"^-^ o»' ^ O &^^ J?"' ^ iit«*-« jiJ *in ^] o ^rf^J'^'
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. . , C J ^(j _ _C -. o

SJ^ *
1 J^^r ly^T ^^.iJl J^Jbl 4 CJJ (iUs^ J»5 J;.«.yi l^i 1 (j O ijP^ ^^

jii ^1 J*=::6*" Oij;'*^. ijt^'^'^- (»*; '^'^^ ui*^' uSy*^"**^. J* Ji '*'?;

j»j)^ Ut^Jjl fUs-lj icAs^jj ii^U ^^A^ |»«:^i^ O u;^^. ^
^^Z-*^

|»«Jlj

J _,,c^3; -- - c-c cc-, -C-C- - 3; - -j-c^

*^..«. (•ji |»?il
^ ^JUii ^^J jj^ *e^ ^^i ^..^^^ i O ^^xxi^

Mirza Kazim Beg, to whose researches we are indebted lor

a copy of this Sdra in the original Arabic, does not believe in

its genuineness. He looks upon it as a feeble imitation of

the Quran, invented by a fanatical Shl'ah, after religious quarrels

had absorbed the attention of the 'Ulama of the two rival

sects. He says that there is no authentic tradition about it, that

no author in the earlier centuries mentions it, and that the

name even was not heard of until the 7th century A.H. He
admits that it is quite possible that unimportant changes may

have been made in the early recensions, but declines to believe

that a whole Sura was discarded. Even assuming that 'Usman

did not wish that anything favourable to *Ali should appear,

it was not necessary to omit a whole Sura. The omission of
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a few phrases would have seuved his purpose just as well.

He considers the whole chapter, with the exception of the

words and expressions favourable to *Ali and his family, to be

simplj'^ a compilation from various parts of the Quran. Some
words and phrases have been altered, some borrowed literally and

the result of the whole is that the style is very inferior to that

of the Quran itself. This statement he supports by a compari-

son of expressions used in this Sura and also found in the

Quran. 1

M. Garcin de Tassy, in a footnote to Mirza Kazim Beg's

article, expresses the great joy he feels at the discovery of

this unknown Sura, 2 and he evidently considers that it is not

to be lightly set aside. He thinks that there is nothing

improbable in the idea that it was recited by Muhammad and

that it formed part of 'Ali's copy ; but he does not consider

himself bound to uphold its authenticity, while on the other

hand he declines to say that it is a forgery. He very

1 The following are some examples :

—

\yi^\ ^^ji\ \^\ U Siira iv. 136 ; ^^—u^jAasJ
^
^U^ ^£r>Jf J\^ Sura xxxix.

C J _>cs
51; ^*Jac j«o wj\jic Sura xxxix. 1.5; ^»,jjcJ\ cijUjs^ Siira xxi. 8; ^ ^ 'fo \ ^.»T^

Sura iv. 63 : f^^ ^^^^^'yO, S\ &i\ S eXii U iU^ Ji^ Siira iii. 40; ^^^li^ ji

^^ ^^ Sura vi. 26; ^^ JajL_i ^j^\ ^\ Siira xxii. 105; (^^{i fJji^ ^1 J

Sura V. .59; ^«X^ (^-^ J* ^ura iii. 12; J.»^ 1^ Sura xii. IS; ^g'-* Cd*! I

^jL^\. i^Ji\ Sura V. 62; ILl* ^^6^,? \ycu-~.l« Siira xxxix. 10; Qjb U»U

^\ JJL^i W^— Siira xxxix. 18 ; ^\ \^JiL ^Jil ^f-^_ Siira xxxix. 19 ; J*^*-^

tie -. CLo ..J ' ^c c.^Uc\ ^ jAc3^ Sura xxxvi. .37; ^jyi^} ui>\i^^ ^_ji Siira xxxvi. 21; Jj jl^J^

^^^e^\ju\ >-j>. end of Siiras xxxvii and xxxviii.

8 ,7e suis charme d'avoir appde I'attention des orientalistes sur le cliapitre

(ht Coran inconmi jusqu'a lYpoque on je le publiai, I'an pas';^, pour la pre-

miere fois.
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properly sets aside Kazim Beg's argument with reference to

the difference in style, and to the similarity of expressions in it

and in the Quran, for, as he points out, in the Quran itself

the repetitions of similar words and phrases in the various

Suras are innumerable.

On the whole, the weight of evidence seems to be against the

Shl'ah claim. *Ali and his followers were a powerful body during

the Khalifate of 'Usman; they must have known very well

whatever the Prophet had said about 'Ali ; and it is not easy

to believe that, powerful as they were, they would have allowed

'Usman to suppress all such passages. Then when 'Ali became

Khalif he could, if he had so willed, have produced his copy

of the Quran. The passions raised by civil war were already

so strong, that it is not likely that such an action as that

would have so increased them as to lead to still further danger

to the Khalif. The fact is that the cult of 'Ali, a most curious

and interesting phase of religious thought, is of very much
later growth ; and when it developed, it needed all the support

that these supposed revelations could give it.

The way in which the various recensions were made, and

the need of them show that the Quran is open to criticism, and

that the orthodox view of inspiration needs to be very much
modified, but do not prove that the present copies are not

authentic. The conclusion arrived at by Muir, with which

most scholars agree, seems to me sound and good. He saysl;

—

" The conclusion, which we may now with confidence draw, is

that the editions both of Abu Bakr and of 'Usman were, not

only faithful, but complete as far as the materials went ; and

that vvhatever omissions there may have been, they were not

on the part of the compilers intentional. The real drawback

to the inestimable value of the Quran, as a contemporary and

authentic record of Muhammad's character and actions, is the

want of arrangement and connection which pervades it ; so

that, in inquiring into the meaning and force of a passage, no

I Life of Muhammad, Vol. i. p. xxvi,
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infallible dependence can be placed on the adjacent sentences

as being the true context. But, bating this serious defect, we
may upon the strongest presumption affirm that every verse in

the Quran is the genuine and unaltered composition of

Muhammad himself, and conclude with at least a close

approximation to the verdict of Von Hammer— ' That we hold

the Qunin to he as truly Muhanmiad's word, of! the MnJuwi-

madans hold it to be the word of God.'
"

31



THE HANIFS.

^XTX.

In the Quran Abraham is called a Hanif, a word translated

by Kodwell as " sound in the faith." Muhammad in the later

years of his ministry declared that his one object in preaching

and teaching was to restore the religion of Abraham. In two

late Meccan Siiras we read, "As for me, my Lord hath guided

me into a straight path, in true religion, the creed of Abraham the

sound in faith." l " Verily, Abraham was a leader in religion,

obedient to God, sound in faith." 2 Then follow a number of

statements, all in Suras of the Madina period, " He (God)

hath elected you and hath not laid upon you any hardship

in religion, the faith of your father Abraham."-^ "They say,

moreover, ' Become Jews or Christians that he may have the

true guidance.' Say Nay ! the religion of Abraham, the sound
in faith." ^ "Follow the religion of Abraham, the sound in

faith." 5 "Who hath a better religion than he who resigneth

himself to God, who doeth what is good, and followeth the

faith of Abraham in all sincerity." ^

1 Sdra vi. 162. 2 Sdra xvi. 124.

3 Sdra xxii. 77. 4 Siira ii. 129.

» Siira iii. 89. 6 Sdra iv, 124.
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Abraham is represented as having, with Ishmael's assistance,

built the Ka'ba. Both are said to have prayed that they

might be made Mushms and both entreated the Lord to raise

up a Prophet lor His people. " And when Abraham, with

Ishmael, raised the foundations of the house, they said, ' our
Lord, accept it from us ; for Thou art the Hearer, the Knower.

our Lord ! Make us Muslims and our posterity a Muslim
people ; and teach us our holy rites, and be turned toward us,

for Thou art He who turneth, the merciful. our Lord !

raise up among them an Apostle who may rehearse Thy signs

unto them and teach them the Book." i This is also a Madina
Sura.

It is thus quite clear that Muhammad did just before his

flight to Madina and whilst in that city, where he was

brought into close contact with Jews, assert that the religion

of Abraham was the true one, and that he, Muhammad, was

the Prophet sent to announce that fact and to urge men to

follow the faith of Abraham, the Hanif.

It is also a historical fact that, shortly before Muhammad
began his mission, there were men in Mecca who were much
dissatisfied with the current idolatry, and that these men are

now called Hanifs. According to the traditions they are said

to have found the religious consolation they needed in the

miilat, or religion, of Abraham. The chief of this were

Waraqa Ibn Naufal, 'Ubaid Uliah Ibn Jash, 'Usman Ibnu'l

Huwairis, and Zaid Ibn Amr. They said to each other

:

" Ye know, by God, that your nation hath not the true faith

and that they have corrupted the religion of their father

Abraham ; how shall we compass a stone which neither hears

nor sees, neither helps nor hurts ? Seek ye another faith for

yourselves, for the one you have is useless." So they travelled

abroad in search of a religion. Waraka studied Christian

doctrine, though apparently he did not become a Christian.

'Ubaid Ullah confessed his faith in Christ and went to

1 Bdra ii. 121-^.
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Abyssinia. 'Usman also became a Christian, and Zaid, though

he did not embrace Christianity or Judaism, gave up idol

worship and said :

—
" I worship the Lord of Abraham."

These two facts, that of Muhammad's later proclamation as

to the revival of the religion of Abraham, and that of the

protest against idolatry by the men referred to, are often

connected together. It is assumed that Muhammad's position

and claim as a reviver of the Abrahamic faith was a natural

product of" a religious movement in Mecca, at a period

immediately preceding his open declaration of himself as a

Prophet. There is a good deal to be said for this view, but

there are some scholars, amongst whom is Kuenen, who do

not accept it. It is pointed out with much force that all the

verses in the Quran which refer to it are of late origin, and

it is said, therefore, that this idea of re-establishing the religion

of Abraham was a conception which arose in the Prophet's

mind, not at the earlier part of his career when he may have

known these men, but towards its close when other consider-

ations came into force. It is too much to say that they

exercised no intiueuce on him ; but the question is, How much
was it ? Then again, how are we to account for the name

Hanif borne by men of this party ? The answer to this is

that the name was borrowed by the Traditionists from the

Quran and applied to these reformers, after Muhammad had

formulated his views about Abraham. It is said that this was

done to show that thoughtful men before Muhammad's time were

Hanifs. Kuenen says :

—
" When once Muhammad had identified

his religion with the faith of the Patriarch, was it not a historical

necessity that pre-Muhammadans should conform in Muslim

tradition to the type of Abraham V " i

One strong argument for this view lies in the fact that in the

early years of his ministry Muhammad does not appear to have

taught this connection between himself and Abraham. On the

other hand, we find in the Quran the most amazing ignorance

1 Uibbert Lectures for 1882, p. 21.
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of the family and life of the Patriarch. In the earlier Siiras,

delivered at Mecca, we find no mention of the milhit, or religion,

of Abraham. In the connection between the Arabs and Abra-

ham, Ishmael is an all-important link. He is mentioned in

early Suras, but not as a son of Abraham. It is not until a

much later period, when this theory of Islam's being a con-

tinuation of Abraham's religion had been announced, that we
get the true connection between Ishmael and Abraham more

clearly set forth in the Madina iSuras of the Quran.

In early Meccan Siiras, Ishmael is called a Prophet and is

put after Moses ;
^ is connected with Enoch and put after Job ;

2

is associated with Elisha and Zu'l Kelt (an unknown person)

as a just man.^ In this last verse Abraham is mentioned but

not in any connection with Ishmael. In a late Meccan Siira

Ishmael is found in the company of Elisha, Jonah, and Lot,

whilst Abraham comes in another group altogether. ^ The
idea of the Arab connection with Abraham was now, however,

beginning to take root in the Prophet's mind, and so in another

Sura of this period we tind for the first time Ishmael spoken

of as Abraham's son. " Praise be to God who hath given me
in my old age Ishmael and Isaac." ^

Then, when we come to the Madina Suras, and when this

Abrahamic conception became stronger and the Ka'ba assumed,

an importance not hitherto given to it, we find Ishmael spoken

of in close connection with Abraham. ^ But even yet, Muham-

mad is not very clear about the relationship, for a few verses

later on' he speaks of Ishmael as an ancestor of Jacob. " Were

ye present when Jacob was at the point of death V When he

said to his sons, ' Whom will ye worship when I am gone ?
'

they said, ' We will worship thy God and the God of thy

fathers Abraham and Ishmael and Jacob." *^

1 Sura xix. 55. '^ Sura xxi. 85. 3 Siira xxxviii. 48.

4 Siira vi. 84-6. » Sdra xiv. 41. 6 Siira ii. 121. 7 Sura ii. 127.

8 Bai^&wi explains this by a saying of Muljammad's—" The uncle is part

of the father."
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Indeed, so little did Muhammad, wlien at Mecca, seem to

know about Abraham's family that he put Isaac and Jacob

topjether as sons of the patriarch Abraham. " We bestowed on

him (Abraham) Isaac and Jacob." ^ "And He gave him Isaac

and Jacob." 2

During the Meccan period, then, there does not seem to have

been any prominent place given to Abraham. He is one of

the worthies of the ancient time, a great and distinguished

Patriarch ; but so far from being then represented as founding

a religion for the Arab people, which Muhammad was to re-

announce and restore, he himself is said to have been one of

the disciples of Noah, " Truly of his (Noah's) faith was

Abraham."^

There is a very curious exposition of this verse in the Tafsir-i-

Husaini,^ in which the pronoun 'his' is referred to Muham-
mad. This completely cuts away the notion of Abraham's

being the founder of a religion which Muhammad was to

resuscitate, for it declares him to be a follower in anticipation

of a religion founded by a later Prophet.

Indeed, at this stage, so far from considering that Abraham

had preached to the Arabs a religion, long since forgotten and

now to be revived, Muhammad speaks of himself as the first

messenger of Allah to the Arabs. " That thou shouldest warn

a people whose fathers were not warned." ^ " That thou mayest

warn a people to whom no warner hath come before thee." ^

Both these passages belong to Siiras of the middle Meccan

period. Then follows one of the later Meccan revelations.

" Nor have we sent any one to them before thee, charged

with warnings." ^ This shows that practically it was not till

the Madina period that Muhammad gave up this position of

being the first warner.

1 SAra xix. 20. This S&ra belongs to the middle Meccan period.

2 Siira vi. 84. This is a late Meccan Sura.

3 Siira xxxvii. 81. This is a S6ra of the middle Meccan period.

4 Vol. ii. p. 240. s Sura xxxvi. 5.

« S6ra xxxii. 2. 7 Sura xxxiv, 43.
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The people of Mecca, at all events, did not understand him

to be a restorer of the religion of their forefathers, for they

described him as "perverting them from their fathers' worship."!

In an early Madina Sura he describes their fathers as ignorant,

'* And when it is said to them, ' Follow that which God

hath sent down,' they say :

—
' Nay, we will follow the usages

which we found with our fathers.' What ! though their fathers

were ignorant and devoid of guidance." 2

Even at this time there is no indication of a religion of

Abraham, possessed by their fathers and now re-announced to

them. How, then, are we to account for the change in

Muhammad's attitude to Abraham ? The history gives the

clue. During Muhammad's residence at Mecca we hear little

or nothing about the Jews, but when he went to Madina, where

there was a large and important resident Jewish population,

the Prophet had to consider his attitude towards them and to

see whether they could be won over to his side. He now in

their presence maintained that Islam, Judaism, and Christianity

proceeded from a pure source—books from heaven.

References to the scriptures are frequent, and concessions

to Jewish prejudices were made, such as the turning to

Jerusalem in prayer. Later on, when he quite failed to win over

the Jews as a body, he turned against them and bitterly

persecuted them ; but for a time his attitude was friendly and

he earnestly desired to obtain their aid. In order to do this

it was necessary for him to find some common ground. This

he found in the millat, or religion, of Abraham who was, so

he says, neither Jew nor Christian, " Will ye say :

—
' Verily

Abraham and Ishmael and Isaac and Jacob and the tribes were

Jews or Christians?' Say who knoweth best, ye or God?"^
A little later on he becomes more definite, "Abraham was

neither Jew nor Christian, but he was sound in the faith

(a Hanif), a Muslim. "*

1 Sdra xxxiv. 42. 9 Siira ii. 165.

» Sura ii. 135. * S6ra iii. GO.
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Intercourse with the Jews made the Prophet more accurate

in Hebrew history, and in these later Suras the connection

between Abraham and Ishmael is more correctly described.

Ishmael is also made to appear as the ancestor of the Arabs

and as a joint founder of the Ka'ba. In a very late Madina

Siira Abraham is connected with the establishment of the

great Meccan temple, " And call to mind when We assigned

the site of the Ka'ba to Abraham, and said:
—

' Unite not aught

with me in worship and cleanse my house for those who go in

procession round it.' "i

This is a clear statement that the Arab custom of the Tawaf,

or circumambulation of the Ka'ba, was in the then opinion of

Muhammad derived from Abraham ; and in incorporating it

into Islam Muhammad not only conciliated the Meccans by

conserving what had practically become a pagan rite, but also

tried to assure the Jews that his object was to preserve the

teaching and custom of their great ancestor Abraham. That

the whole account was quite unhistorical did not trouble the

mind of the Prophet, whose critical skill was in such matters

weak.

It was in this way that the idea was set forth ; and the

question at issue is whether Muhammad got the idea from

the Hanifs to whom we have referred, and was led by them

to consider the propriety of re-establishing the religion of

Abraham, or whether it was an after-thought developed in

consequence of and in connection with the Prophet's environ-

ment at Madina? If the latter view is taken, then it would

seem that Waraqa, Zaid, and their companions were not really

Hanifs to their contemporaries, but received the name afterwards

through the Traditionists, who maintained the former view, in

accordance with which Zaid and his friends were followers

of Abraham's faith, and personally influenced Muhammad
when he was at Mecca, in the same direction.

1 Sfira xxii. 27,
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Kiienen considers that *' when we refer to the Hanifs of

Tradition in explanation of the texts of the Quran, we are

guilty of a va-repov trporepov, and that in reality the name

assigned in the Traditions to Muhammad's supposed prede-

cessors in this faith is simply borrowed from the Qurdn. They

are called Hanifs because Abraham is so called in the Quran,

and because it is the millat, or religion, of Abraham that they

are represented as seeking, or, even, like Zaid ibn Amr, as

finding and openly professing.'* l

The following is a Tradition regarding Zaid :

—
" Zaid adopted

this terra at the instance of a Christian and of a Jew, who both

exhorted him to become a Hanlf. Zaid, having at this time

renounced idolatry and being unable to receive either Judaism

or Christianity, said :

—
' What is a Hanif ? ' They both told him

it was the religion of Abraham who worshipped nothing but

God. On this Zaid exclaimed, ' God, I bear witness that

I follow the religion of Abraham.'
"

Assuming that the other view is correct and that Muhammad
did learn about Abraham from Zaid and others, it is extremely

difficult to understand why he should have kept quiet about

it for so many years, and how, until he was brought into

closer contact with Jews, he was so ignorant of the family life

of Abraham. But neither he himself nor the so-palled Hanifs

made any attempts to preach this doctrine at Mecca. Sprenger

holds that Zaid did do so, and that Muhammad learnt from

him about the religion of Abraham ; but with reference to this

opinion Noldeke Justly remarks that, if Muhammad had learnt

Zaid's speeches by heart in order to put them into the Quran,

surely others must have known them and would have handed

them down in tradition. 2

The view, held by Kuenen, that this claim of the re-establish-

ment of the religion of Abraham was an after-thought, called

into existence by the necessities of the case in Madina, certainly

' Hibbert Lectures for 1882, p. 21.

8 Ibid, p. 306,

32
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fits in better with the historical development of the Quran and

with the growth of ideas in the Prophet's mind. It also fully

accords with other adaptations of his views to the changing

circumstances of his life.

Still, when scholars like Sprenger, Noldeke, and Kuenen

differ, we cannot be too dogmatic on the point ; but this one

thing we may learn, and that is the great importance of reading

the Suras of the Quran, so far as may be, in their chronological

order.
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A Qari is one who read the Quran, but the name is

technically applied to the seven famous " Keaders " and their

disciples.

Each of these seven Qaris adopted certain changes in the

vowels and so in pronunciation and in words, and a Quran

containing these variations is said to be arranged according

to the Qira'at or ' reading ' of such a Qari. Thus the word
Qira'at, or its plural form Qira'at, i may be used to denote what
we understand by the term " various readings, " and will be

so used in this appendix. Each Qari had two disciples who
handed down the reading followed by their respective masters.

Such a disciple is called a Eawi, or Narrator. The seven

Qaris are :

—

1. Imam Ibn Ka§ir who was a Tabi*, that is, one who
had associated with the Companions of the Prophet. He was

born in Mecca 45 A.H. and died in that city in 120 A.H.

His system of reading the Quran was handed down by two

Eawis; Buzzi who died in 291 A.H. and Qunbal who died

in 270 A.H.

2. Imam 'Asim who died at Kiifa in 127 A.H. He learnt

the Quran reading from a person who had been taught it

by the Khalifs 'Ugman and 'Ali. His Kawis were Abu Bakr

who died 193 A.H. and Hafs who died 180 A.H.

3. Imam Abu 'Umr i was born at Mecca 70 A.H. and

died at Kufa 154 A.H. It is on his authority that the

following important statement has been handed down :
" When

« Many anocdotes about him are recorded by Ibn Khallikan, vol. ii, pp. 399—i03.
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the first copy of the Qurdn was written out and presented to

the KhaHf 'Usman, he said:—' There are faults in it, let the

Arabs rectify it with their tongue." " The meaning of this is

that they should pronounce the words correctly when reading

the book, but not alter the copy. This accounts for the

peculiar spelling of words in the Quran and known as the

Rasmu'l Khatt, or the " rule for writing ' the Quran. Abii

'Umr was renowned as one of the greatest Arabic scholars

of his age. His two Rawis are Duri and Siisi.

4. Imam Hamza was born at Kufa and died 156 A.H.,

aged seventy-six years. He is also known by the name of

Az Zaiyat, the oilman, because he traded with oil between

Kufa and Halwan, in which latter place he died. His two

Rawis are Khalaf Buzaz and Abu 'Isa Khallad.

5. Imam Nafi was a native of Madina. He belonged to the

Taba-i-Tabi'in, and so received his method by tradition from the

Companions. He was a man of much repute in Madina. He
died there in 169 A.H. His two Rawis are Warsh and Qalun.

6. Imam Kisa'i, to use his surname, was also a native of

Kiifa. He was famous for his grammatical and philological

knowledge. He was tutor to Al Amin, a son of the Khalif

Hariinu'r Rashid. Many anecdotes are told of the way in which

he applied grammatical rules to the solution of other questions.

This question was put to him, " What is then your opinion

of a man who, in making the additional prostrations which

some neglect, or some irregularity iu the prescribed prayers,

rendered necessary, again commits an irregularity ? must he

renew his prostrations ?
'

' To this he replied in the negative,

and gave as his reason that a noun which has already assumed

the diminutive form cannot be diminished again. 1 He died

189 A.H. His two Rawis are Abii'l Haris and Duri.

7. Imam Ibn 'Amir was a native of Syria. His Rawis

are Hishsham and Ibn Zakwan.

1 De Slauc points out that this agrees with the legal maxim whicV reads thus:—
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Great care must be taken to read according to the pronun-

ciation of these Qaris, and to observe the pauses indicated by

various punctuation marks. A mistake in this respect is called

lahan and is of two kinds : lahan-i-jali, a clear and evident

mistake, such as shortening or lengthening the vowel sounds,

lahan-i-Jdiafi. ^ a less apparent mistake, such as not making a

distinction in sound between _ and i dJ and ^j^
'•

j j and

^: ULf and \s. If two of the same letters come together it is a

mistake, if both are not clearly sounded; e.g., each s i^i

t i. , _ _ ,

<4».. ; and each c in ^ix r-^ must be distinctly pronounced.

It is absolutely necessary that great attention should be paid

to the tashdid^—jjjuiJ madd—jw« and other similar marks. These

diacritical marks, known under the general term of A'rab ^\f-\
were invented by Khahl Ibn Ahmad, who was born in the

year 100 A.H., and who died at Basra about seventy years after.

The marks and symbols peculiar to the Quran are many. They

refer almost entirely to the various kinds of pauses to be made

in reciting the Quran, and form in fact its punctuation.

The symbol for a full stop is 0, when the reader should

take breath.

The word uLm is written when a slight pause is made but

no breath is taken.

The waqf, or pause, is of live kinds :

—

(1) Waqf-i-lazim— >^i)«juj of which the sign is *. This

is, as its name implies, a necessary pause. If no pause were

made the meaning would be altered ; e.gr., iSura ii, v. 7

:

" Yet are they not believers ^ l^^ain would they deceive God,"

&c. Here, if there were no waqf-i-lazim after the word
' beUevers,' it might seem as if behevers would fain deceive

God.

I ^^^ and o**- <^
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(2) Waqf-i-Mutlaq

—

jl^ i—ia^ the sign of which is is.

This pause occurs in places where, if made or omitted, there

is uo alteration in the sense, e.g., Suratu'l-Fatihah, " King on

the day of reckoning is. Thee do we worship."

Here the waqf comes after the word ^j, because the enu-

meration of God's attributes ends here and the expression of

man's need commences. ^

0) Waqf-i-ja'iz—^U. cjiij the sign of which is ^« This

waqf is optional, e.g., " She said, * Kings when they enter a

city spoil it, and abase the mightiest of its people' _ and in

like manner will these also do." ^ In this case, by putting the

pause after ' people,' the remaining words do not form part of

the quotation ; by omitting it, they would ; and Balqis, the Queen

of Sheba, would be represented as saying, "In like manner will

these also do." The quotation marks ' ' are not used in Arabic.

(i) Waqf-i-Mujauwaz—^jar« j^j the sign of which is ;.

This also is an optional pause, e.g., " These are they who

purchase this present life at the price of that which is to

come ; their torment shall not be lightened." "^

The particle cJ usually connects a clause closely to the

preceding one, in which case there would be no waqf; but on

the other hand the verb c-oass;; comes early in the clause, and

in such a case should be preceded by waqf. To reconcile

these two opposing principles the pause is left optional.

1 If over the circle, denoting a full stop, any other sjinbol is written, due

attention must be paid to it ; if there are two or more symbols all should be

I

observed. However, the one at the top is the most important, e.g., C In this

O
case the Waqf-i-5Iutlaq is superior to the Waqf-i-j4'lz.

s Sura Ixviii. 3i*

3 &dra ii. 80.

s^\iji\ f^ i-M4* ii ; 6;is-^W ^->y\ 6^^5^ ^^^^^ (^J^jJ^ •^^^
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Such, at least, is the only explanation I have yet found of

Waqf-i-Mujauwaz.

(5) Waqf-i-Muralrhlrh as—j^-si-^ i-JJJ^ the si^n of which is

fjo' This is a pause which may be made when it is necessary

to take breath. It comes between words which have no

necessary connection with each other, e.g., "Who hath made

the earth a bed for you, and the heavens a covering j-?

and hath caused water to come down from heaven." i

If this pause is made, the reader must commence at the

beginning of the clause, that is, if he pauses after ' covering

'

he must begin after the pause at "who hath, &c."

All the pauses now described are ancient : they have been

recognized from the earliest times. In later days the Qurdn

readers have invented several others. As these will be found

in all Qurdns now in use, I give a short account of them.

1. Qif—t-is "pause." This frequently occurs, but in such

places as to leave the meaning of the passage unaffected.

2. Qaf—J This is the symbol for Jai? sJi " it is said."

The J thus expresses the fact that some persons of authority

have said that a pause should l)e made in the place where it

is inserted. It is an optional pause.

8. Sail— La " connect." This shows that there must be

no pause.

4. La—U This is the symbol for i—iiyj ^ "there is no

pause."

5. Sin—,-* This is the first letter of the xiLu ^^ " silence."

A pause may be made in the recital, provided that the reader

does not take breath in this place. 2

I Sura ii. 20.

« The following
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6. Kdf—cJ—This is the first letter of the word cJJi^ =
" in the same manner." It then means that where cJ occurs a

pause must be made similar in kind to the one immediately

preceding.

7. Qala—Hi' This is a shortened form of i Joj = " some

have said ' No.' " It is quite optional.

There are a few selected places in the Qurdn where it is

considered an act of merit to make a solemn pause, or to omit
the pause if so directed.

1. Mu'anaqa—Aajl«4 = 'embracing.' This means that when
two pauses come very close together, one may be omitted, e.g.,

^^*-< jui ^^< (^..^i. Here only one word Ajii occurs

between the two -.—the symbol for Waqf-i-j^'lz. As jc2jl«;i

is written above each, it is sufficient if a pause is made in one

place. The other signs for jtSJU.* are juSL;^ «xij'jcS) ^^ and more

frequently The ancient authorities say that iKajlju. occurs

thirteen times in the Qurdn ; the modern ones say eighteen.

2. Waqf-i-Ghufran—^^l^i ^'i^ «' the pause of pardon.
"

It is considered highly meritorious to pause whenever these

words occur, for there is a tradition to the effect that " He
who observes Waqf-i-Qhufrdn in the ten places i in which it

1 The ten places referred to by Muhammad are :

—

(1) Si5ra V. 56: "O Believers! take not the Jews or Christians as friends"

(2) Srtra vi. 36 ;
" Will He make answer to those who only listen? "

(:)\;**-

(.8-4) Sura xxxii. 18 : " Shall he then who is a believer be as a gross sinner

(o^;**) they shall not be held alike "
(J^;**-

(5-9) Sura xxxvi. 11, 29, 52, 61, 81 :
" The traces they have left behind them "

(^\jit »' the misery that rests upon my servants "
tj^;** " Who hath

roused us from our sleeping place " o'j*^ " Worship me " y^;**

" Must not He who hath created the heavens and the earth be mighty

enough to create your likes ? " (:yj^-

(10) Sdra Ixvii. 19 :
" Behold they not the birds over their heads, their wing

outstretching and drawing in ? " o^^*
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occurs, I will answer for his eotrance into paradise." The

lesser sins of all who observe it are supposed to receive pardon.

3. Waqf-i-Munazzal—Jiii ^iy This is also called Waqf-

i-Jibra'il—JuJ-Ad- k-_cjl^ because it is said that in the six or eight

places where the pause is indicated, Gabriel paused when

reciting the Quran to the Prophet.

4. Waqfu'n Nabi—^^juJl uJi^ " pause of the Prophet." It

is said that in some eleven or more places, additional to all

that have been mentioned, the Prophet used to pause. It is

now a meritorious act to observe this pause.

This concludes what may be termed the punctuation of the

Quran, but there still remain several signs and symbols which

need explanation.

1. L;^^ This is c the initial letter of JLsi—the word for

the number ten and u_>—the first letter of
^JJ.^i^ This symbol

denotes that a Basra *Ashr ends here. As a Eukii' contains

on an average about ten verses, it is here called by the term

'Ashr, ten ; so <.~^c means that according to the Qaris of

Basra a Eukii', or group of ten verses, ends where this symbol

is placed.

2. L-^s- stands for Khams-i-Basra ^j^ ^j->*=- f^nd denotes

that five Basra verses ended here.

3. ^j denotes the end of a Kiifa Eukii' or 'Ashr. Some-

times A.f is written on the margin.

4. jb shows the end of five Kufa verses s^ [^j^*-^- Some-

times i/*"*^ ^^ written on the margin.

5. i^^ shows the end of a Basra verse.

6. <^^ shows the ending of a verse according to the

Qaris of any other city than Basra.

The terms a Basra Ruku*, five Kiifa verses, etc., refer to

the divisions made by the Qaris of Basra and Kiifa. It is

owing to this difference that the number of verses said to be

33
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in the Quran varies. The Kiifa Qaris, following the cu^ly

or reading of Imam 'Asim, reckon 6,239 verses; the Basra

Qaris make out 6,204 ; the Qaris of Sham (Syria) 6,225 ; the

Meccan verses are 6,219 ; the Madina verses are 6,211.

As Muslims v^hen quoting from the Quran, if they give any

reference to the portion from whence the extract is taken,

name the Juz and the Euku', not the Sura and verse, it is

necessary that the former should be marked in the margin.

A juz is one-thirtieth part of the whole. Each juz has a distinct

name, the first word of each portion serving for that purpose.

The term ruku' literally means a prostration. The collec-

tion of verses recited from the Quran, ascriptions of praise

offered to God, and various ritual acts connected with these,

constitute one act of worship called a rak'at. After reciting

some verses in a rak'at, 1 the worshipper makes a ruku' or

prostration. The portion recited is then called a ruku'. 2

Practically it is a division, averaging about ten verses.

It is comparatively easy to verify a quotation, if the juz and

rukii* are named, but very few Muslim writers give such informa-

tion. A verse or a few detached words are quoted, and it

becomes an exceedingly difficult task to verify them. Every

theologian is supposed to know the whole Quran by heart,

and so it is considered quite superfluous to give "chapter and

verse," or rather juz and rukii*.

As it would be quite impossible to read the Quran correctly,

unless it were written with the strictest attention to the ancient

copies, this act of copying it, with the rules thereof, is known

1 There are several rak'ats in a Namiz.

s The sign of it is ^ written in the margin. Frequently it occurs with as

r

many as three figures, thus £ "i. The f (3) on the top shows that this is the

A

third rukd' from the commencement of the Siira in which it occurs ; the *>
(9)

in the centre gives the number of verses in this rukii' ; the '^
(8) at the bottom

shows that this is the eighth ruku' in the juz.
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as Rasmu'1-^att i la^J^ ^j • The copyist should follow the

recension made in the time of the Khalif 'Usman. This rule

is based on the Ijma', or unanimous consent, of the Companions.

He who alters a pause, or a letter, or who, without in the least

altering the sense, adds or takes away even a letter, is guilty

of a very grave offence. The consequence of this is that the

spelling of many words in the Quran follow special and peculiar

rules, to which rules again there are many exceptions. The
following are some of the rules of the Basmu'l-khatt.

1. The 1 of masculine plurals ending in ^^ and ^ is

written above 2 the word when it occurs more than twice in the

Quran, if the 1 is not followed by joJ«iJ or iy^\ e.g., ^j^lli

not ^j^lia- There are two words which do not occur more

than twice, and are therefore exceptions; e.g., ^o^./U in the

3rd juz, 13th ruku' and in the 9th juz, 18th rukii', ^^j^xS],

in the 1st juz, 5th ruku*, and in the 3rd juz, 13th ruku'.

There is one exception. The word ^y*5, although it occurs

only once, that is, in the 2nd juz, 3rd rukii', is not written

^j^yicU but ^^i as though it occurred more than twice.

2. Final \ drops before an aflixed pronoun, e.g., *XJUacl

not J'ULws'I'
r "•

3. The conjunction ^^1 is never joined with the following

word, e.g., JjS Jl *Li
^^^1

not Ju^l and MaJJI'

4. The 1 of b (0 !) is never written, e.g., ^*>(j (0 Adam!)

not aJI U l^'j not 1^1 b«

1 Ante, p. 252.

3 Although I speak of the ^ as written above, yet it must be remembered that it

is only placed there for convenience and in order that the readers may remember it.

It is called *-^^ t^^*?!'^^ Khanjari Alif. Before the invention of the short vowels,

or the s^V^ it would not have been written at all, and if a QurAn were now to bo

written without V^^ * ^"^T^g never done, this would not appear.
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5. With the exception of five words, the lam (J) of the

definite article J 1 is joined by tashdid to the initial lam of

the following word, and only one lam is written, e.g., Jail not

Jjiil The exceptions are ^^yixBl ^ 'Lo\^\ iSjJUl jJ jiil j^l ^J^>^\

6. The I of the feminine plural ending in cjl is written

above, e.g., \j:^x<jJ<, not CL>\X<j^ i ci^-Vd. not ci^Us>.« &c.

C J c - c _

7. In such words as ^^sr and ^JS^ the final ^ is

sounded twice, though only written once. The second ^
may be written of a smaller size and in red ink, thus

showing that it was not in the original text. If, however, a

pronoun is affixed, the ^ is written twice, e.g., aOos:

8. The following words substitute ^ for 1 without any

change in pronunciation, e.g., 'iyLc 'iS\ Ji^s»- 'i^Ji^ iiyU' If,

however, any one of these words governs another word in the

possessive case the 1 returns, e.g., cJolc ' thy prayers,' j»A«ili$iU,

etc.

9. In such words as ^y\ \ji'j^i^ ^^ ^^*-* «-* ^^® joined

by jj j^i", but in |^JaJuw». y^^^s. they are separate ; icil^i and

HILuU retain the second ^ but place ^-j^ over it.

_ o -c

10. The words JjI^j] (Ji> t^?- should have sj^a understood,

but not written (except in red) before the ^ —thus Jj'.a». •

It reads Jibra'il. The pronunciation [Sl^'>-—jibril—has arisen

from the readers forgetting this rule.

11. The I in ic^Ui c-jUj ^Is-^l ^^1.«Jjo. ^jU.oi- iXs.L.,< «bjH5

^^U^s: should be written above, thus i^ai iw <,i^^k^' j«***^ etc.
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> O C ^ 'S c

.

12. In J-mo )Ja«jj and the various forms of this verb hjaa

is used without a being under it. The usual form of the

first would be J'w-*j,, the \ then becomes ij.^ J«i*»*J»» but to

write it thus would be wrong: the a must not appear.

13. In the following words an \ appears at the end of each,

though it is quite unnecessary and is not sounded, e.g.,

iLijo Ijcj] Ijs-y. Ijluo IjJJLi IjCiil Ijj ^- There is one exception

to this rule. It occurs in Siira iv. ^^ |a«j^ " He pardons them."

14. The following, though plural forms, have no !• ^b

and jUh. in every place
;

jli in Siira ii ; j*-« in Sura xxxiv

;

yxc in Siira xxv ; >^jo in Sura lix.

15. 1 is in every instance inserted after ^^1 e.g., i-->lAiil Iji^l

JuJl I^jt* etc.; .J also takes 1 after it in all places except six,

viz., once each in Siiras xii ; xxiii ; Ixii ; Ixxxv ; and twice

in Sura xxxii.

16. The »,U. Jtl, that is, the J which means 'for,' is in

four places written apart from the word it governs, e.g.,

*^yt> JUi in Sura iv ; IJa JU in Sura xviii
; Jj**J) Ijjd JU

in Siira xxv
; ^JJ) Jl^ in Siira xvii.

17. 1^1 appears three times without I, e.g., ^l- It is so

altered once each in the Siiras ix, xliii and Iv.

18. The words jjb ^j^jlo ^jj^li ^^yu^j and similar words

are pronounced as if there were two waws (.) in each, e.g.,

Dawiid, not Daiid. The second ^ is sometimes written in red

ink to remind the reader of this rule.

19. The 1 of the pronoun Ul is not pronounced by all the

readers, so U! ^ becomes U^. The Qari Imam Nafi' always

pronounced it.
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20. Foreign words are written thus : ^J^rjl ,J^sy*il Jlj.*>«-*j1

er^ 'JiJ^ Uj^*^ cr*^*^ ^^^ (:^*|;J'
t>^-=^*" ' ®*'^- -^^ ^^^^ ^^ /^^jil

instead of a-^aj) occurs once.

21. The I of (.i-jUUi> and each I which comes after J {i.e.,

I 1 V \ I \

^JLl) is written above, e.g., ci^^aUs *i«^l jii^ A^ J^ Ac.

22. If a moveable hamza is preceded by a quiescent letter

the A is not written under it, e.g., Ju«ij not JX*o i 'idSi\

not Id^ 1

23. Some tenses are shortened, both in writing and reading,

when with the next word there would be two jazms (*!»-)' ^g-,

jjLjj^IcJo not ^jUJillLcjo, Sura ciii ; <idiL^, for «xJJl Lsi>«>J» > Sura xxvi

;

cljJlcJj for cljjljjtjofi Sdra liv iui'jjJUjJu for iwUplLcJJuM»

Siira xcvi
;

^j^jjU^I Ju ^^^
iir^^'u"?*^ ^^^ ^' '^ ^'^^^ ^^

there is one case where ^j is dropped, although two jazms do

not occur, e.g., ^c:->1jaL> for ^jV^. /•;?.•

24. In some words an extra \ is written but not pro-

nounced in reading, e.g., iLiaiU : "Certainly, they would have

broken away," Siira iii, 153; :<)dJl ^JH : "Verily unto God,"

Siira iii, 152; J,\x>c^\\\ "Certainly we would have followed

thee," Sura iii, 160 ; ^\JA for ^^ :
" of a thing," Sura xviii,

23 ; uJ**Ail "i '
" They would certainly have followed thee,"

Siira ix, 42; ^SjusjU : "Certainly they had hurried about

among you," Siira ix, 47.

25. In some words the jjjs takes ^j as ^Ui^^-«, Siira vi

;

i/^ ^UJJ ^ in Siira xx
; ^j ^^} in Sura xxvii

; ^Ijl ^^

in Sura xx ; u-jUsj^I ^U ^J<
in Sura xxvi

;
^^bJl in Sura lix.
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26. In l^Vi "Certainly, I will fill," the I is dropped and

ij^ is put without any a under it, e.g., ^^^iU ^ . In Siira xxxiii

the last \ of the words Uylal! l^x^\ ^^ Jl is retained, contrary

to the rule which says that when Jl is prefixed the I of the

objective case drops. In Siira cvi the words ^.^.al
\ ,^^V »—aJ^

" For the union of the Quraish, their union," etc., are read

as if written thus : ^»h} ij^iji «—'^.^ though the ^ is not

written.

A man who has any real claim to the honourable title of

a Hafiz must not only be conversant with all the details I

have now given, but he must also know the ' various readings

'

of the seven famous Qaris. Each of these men had two

disciples. Such a disciple is called a Kavi. There are also

three Qaris (each of whom also had two disciples), whose

readings are sometimes used when the Qurdn is recited

privately, but not when used in a liturgical service.

Jalalu'd din in his famous commentary follows the qird'at

of the Qari Imam Abii 'Umr. Those who belong to the

Mazhab, or sect, of Imam As Shafi'i prefer this qira'at.

Imam 'Asim had two famous disciples, Abu Bakr and Hafs.

The qira'at of Hafs, or rather of 'Asim as made known by

Hafs, is the one almost universally used in India. The

qira'at of Nafi' of Madina is preferred in Arabia, and is highly

valued by most theological writers.

In many cases the sense is not at all affected, but the difference

has given rise to many disputes. In the year 323 A.H. Ibn

Shanabud, a resident of Baghdad, recited the Quran, using a

qira'at not familiar to his audience. He was severely punished

and had to adopt a more familiar ' reading.'

It occasionally happens that there is a difference of opinion

between the two followers of some particular Qari with regard

to the reading their master preferred. In order to show this

diversity of opinion without writing their nanjes in full, each
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Ravi, as well as each Qari, has a distinctive letter, which is

technically known as the 'ramz.'l When both of the Ravis

agree as to the reading preferred by their master, the ramz of

the Qari only is inserted on the margin of the Quran. It is

not then necessary to add the ramiiz of the Ravis, because it

is only by their evidence that the qira'at of the Qari is known.

They never give an opinion of their own on the text, but only

bear witness to the opinion of their master. 2 If, however,

the ramz of one of the two Ravis is given, it signifies that,

according to his testimony, the qira'at he gives is the one

approved of by the Qari whose disciple he is. If the two

Ravis differ in their evidence as to their master's opinion, the

ramz of each Ravi is given with the qira'at each contends for

as the one approved of by his master.

I now give specimens of " various readings " from two

Suras, one being in the last juz, the portion of the Quran most

commonly recited in the Namaz. In the tabular form in which

I place these, I shall use the letter, or ramz, by which each

Qari and each Ravi is known, instead of continually repeating

the name in full ; but I must first give the letters, or ramiiz

alluded to. In the following table the distinctive letter is

inserted under the name of each Qari and of each Ravi.

The seven Qaris and their Ravis are these

—

2nd Ravi ^^j ^^^j
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Suratu'l-Fatihah— ' jasrlaJl »'jr

cU<
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